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Abstract
Coherent interactions between light and sound have been of significant interest
since the invention of the laser. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a type of
coherent interaction where light is scattered from optically generated acoustic
waves. SBS is a powerful tool for optical and microwave signal processing, with
applications ranging from telecommunications and Radar, to spatial sensing
and microscopy. Over the last decade there has been increasing interest in the
investigation of Brillouin scattering at device scales smaller than the wavelength
of light. New interactions with the waveguide boundaries in these systems are
capable of altering the strength of SBS, from complete suppression to orders
of magnitude increases. The landmark demonstration of Brillouin scattering in
planar waveguides, just six years ago, represents a new frontier for this field.

This work explores the effective generation and harnessing of stimulated Bril-
louin scattering within modern photonic circuits. After establishing the founda-
tions of linear and nonlinear optical circuits, we investigate the Brillouin processes
available in multimode waveguides. We experimentally demonstrate giant Bril-
louin amplification using spiral waveguides consisting of soft-glass materials. We
then integrate this soft-glass onto the standard platform for photonic circuits,
silicon on insulator, without any reduction in performance. We apply these ad-
vanced devices to the field of microwave photonics and create high suppression
microwave filters with functionality far beyond traditional electronic circuits.

This thesis is a significant step towards Brillouin enabled integrated photonic
processors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The interaction of light and sound has been of interest to scientists for more than
a century. If two counterpropagating beams of light pass through a material,
separated in frequency by twice the speed of sound divided by the optical wave-
length, an acoustic wave will be coherently generated. This acoustic wave will
backscatter the higher energy light beam and Doppler shift its frequency, like
a moving optical grating, to precisely that of the lower energy light wave. This
phenomenon is known as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), and it was one of
the first optical nonlinear effects measured upon the invention of the laser.

After the first studies of SBS in optical fibers more than 50 years ago it was
promptly identified as a nuisance; a fundamental issue to be avoided at all costs in
optical communications systems. This sentiment was reinforced through further
publications at the time and is certainly still held by many in telecommunications
research. However, in the past decade Brillouin scattering has been repeatedly
demonstrated as a flexible and powerful tool for optical and microwave signal
processing. Among the many intriguing applications of SBS are a few oddities,
such as the capability to spectrally purify opticalwaves and the ability to coherently
store light as sound.

Following these developments, there has been a renewed interest from re-
searchers into optical devices in which Brillouin scattering can be effectively
harnessed. Progress in the field has accelerated since the first demonstration of
SBS in planar waveguides in 2011. These highly nonlinear planar waveguides
were used in a number of demonstrations, performing functionalities previously
restricted to systems using kilometres of optical fiber. At the same time theoreti-
cal results indicated that, in certain materials and geometries, new interactions
generated at the waveguide boundaries could greatly increase the strength of the
Brillouin processes.

Objective and Outline

This thesis is devoted to an exploration of Brillouin processes in modern photonic
circuits, investigating materials, devices and applications. The body of work in
this thesis was performed in the context of two driving questions:

1. How can we generate strong Brillouin interactions in photonic circuits?

2. Can we utilise on-chip SBS to create high performance integratedmicrowave
photonic processors?
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To address these questions we have to understand concepts from three fields of
photonics: nonlinear optics, integrated optics and microwave photonics. The
thesis has been designed to a be a reference material for future researchers and
students interested in these fields and the structure has been prepared accordingly.
The content is organised into ten chapters, formed within 3 main parts, and has
the following structure:

Part I: Background and Theory In Part I of the thesis we provide the background
and theory which enables an understanding of the concepts presented throughout
the rest of the thesis. This is commenced with a thorough historical overview of
Brillouin scattering in Chapter 2. This overview explores the early experimental
works of the 20th century, the changes with the development of the laser and
optical fibers, and also describes modern devices and the current state of the art
of Brillouin scattering in waveguides and resonators.

Chapter 3 presents the material required for the understanding and develop-
ment of nonlinear photonic circuits. To build an intuition this chapter starts with
the theory of simple slab waveguides and nonlinear optics. The second section
focuses on the optimal ways in which to design nonlinear photonic circuits in
current photonic platforms, and highlights issues which arise in circuits designed
for linear and nonlinear purposes. The chapter finishes with an overview of the
current photonic foundries open to academic users.

In the final chapter of Part I, we explore the theory of Brillouin scattering in
waveguides. Chapter 4 begins by describing the physical mechanisms behind
Brillouin scattering in bulk materials, and the phase matching of SBS in such
devices. This leads into the markedly different regime of waveguides, and how
additional Brillouin processes exist in guided wave devices, due to the altered
acoustic mode families in acoustic waveguides. We describe the phase-matching
and dynamics of the different Brillouin processes and close with a discussion
on how to calculate the gain coefficient, correctly incorporating the vectorial
nature of the interacting fields and additional forces which arise due to boundary
interactions.

Part II: Brillouin Scattering in Circuits In Part II wemove beyond theory and shift
our focus to generating large Brillouin interactions in photonic circuits. In Chap-
ter 5 we demonstrate greater than 50dB of Brillouin amplification in soft-glass
chalcogenide waveguides. This demonstration was built upon an understanding
of the importance of acoustic confinement and geometry choice, and improve-
ments to fabrication processes. We provide measurements for multiple different
device systems and describe the development of these circuits over the course of
multiple years. The material also covers previous results in chalcogenide fibers,
differentmethods ofmeasuring Brillouin scattering parameters and the fabrication
process of soft-glass waveguides.

Chalcogenide glasses are highly suitable materials for generating Brillouin
interactions, but they not capable of front-end photonic integration. In Chapter 6,
the key work in this thesis, we demonstrate the hybrid integration of As2S3 glass
with an silicon on insulator (SOI) circuit obtained from imec. This demonstration
required the adoption of a number of strategies discussed in Chapter 3, in particu-
lar the use of adiabatic bends in the heavily multimode waveguides. This hybrid
integration enabled a Brillouin amplification of more than 20dB in a silicon-based
chip, utilising a compact spiral confined in less than a single mm2. In this work
we also demonstrate Brillouin lasing for the first time in a planar circuit.
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In the search for alternative platforms for Brillouin scattering, in Chapter 7 we
investigate 3 µm thick silicon waveguides available from VTT. While no Brillouin
scattering was observed in these circuits, we found that the linear performance
of the devices was very high. The long effective interaction lengths from the low
loss waveguides enabled the generation of idler waves through Kerr four wave
mixing.

Part III: Microwave Notch Filters using Photonic Devices The final Part of the
thesis focuses on an application of Brillouin scattering: microwave signal process-
ing. In particular we investigate the creation of high suppression microwave notch
filters using integrated devices, in particular on-chip SBS. The start of Chapter 8
provides an overview of microwave photonics, and the simple operation of opti-
cal modulation and detection. We then describe integrated microwave photonic
devices and key parameters for radio frequency notch filters. The chapter then
shifts to experimental and published work on microwave filters using Brillouin
scattering. We introduce a new technique for achieving high suppression cancella-
tion based notch filters, and apply this technique with our soft-glass waveguides.
The obtained results posses an impressive combination of high suppression and
frequency tunability, while operating with very narrow linewidths. In Chapter 9
we explore the benefits of the cancellation technique in other photonic circuit tech-
nologies, using forward Brillouin scattering in an SOI circuit and a ring resonator
in an Si3N4 device.

Finally, Chapter 10 provides a summary of the key results in the thesis, a
perspective of future opportunities and possible newmaterials, and an outlook on
future applications and devices utilising Brillouin scattering in photonic circuits.
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Background and Theory
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Chapter 2
Historical Overview of Brillouin
Scattering

A tremendous amount of research has gone into the topic of Brillouin scattering
over the past century. In this overview we will focus on the key results in early
literature leading up to ”modern” devices demonstrated within the past 10 years.
Particular attention will be given to works which significantly improved under-
standing at the time and early experimental observations of different systems.
This overview is split into 4 main sections

• The context and origins of Brillouin scattering theory and early experimental
work.

• The advent of stimulated scattering processes, following the availability of
the laser.

• Brillouin scattering in early optical fibers.

• Brillouin scattering in modern devices and the current state of the art.

The chapter concludes with a list of historic, and more recent, review papers
which may be of use to readers interested in these topics.
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2.1 Origins of Brillouin Scattering

At the turn of the 20th century there was a significant interest in the interaction
and scattering of light with different materials. From the 1880s to 1900 Lord
Rayleigh published a number of articles describing the scattering of light from
particles much smaller than the wavelength, in an effort to describe the origin
of the blue colour of the sky [1]. In this way he corrected understanding at
the time by showing that the intensity of the elastically scattered light scaled
following λ−4 i.e the intensity of scattered blue light is 16 times that of red. He
later showed that this scattering originates from the individual molecules making
up the atmosphere themselves (and summed for the total number of molecules),
rather than considering some foreign particles embedded in a material such as a
solid or liquid [2].

The idea that the scattering Rayleigh described could occur from individual
molecules, which meant that the scattering sources would act independently from
each other, was quite surprising at the time. In 1919, the year of Rayleigh’s passing,
J. Larmor published ”The principle of molecular scattering of radiation” in which he
discussed implications of Rayleigh’s work [3]. He states that:

The condition necessary for this independence is that the distur-
bances (such as strain, velocity) must arrive from the scattering parti-
cles in phases which are entirely uncorrelated...

Finding a lack of correlation unlikely, due to the sheer number of particles in close
proximity, Larmor instead considers the effects on the scattering process if the
motions of some of the particles are indeed correlated to some degree. Larmor
expected that there should be a component of scattering due to these fluctuations,
which will have a small Doppler shift due to the motion of the particles.

The work of Larmor consisted purely of postulations and no analysis, no
descriptions of any magnitude of this possible Doppler shift were given. In 1922,
C. Raman addressed this point in his work ”Optical Observation of the Thermal
Agitation of the Atoms in Crystals” published in Nature [4]. He considers the theory
of Debye [5], based on earlier work by Einstein [6], which details that:

the thermal energy of a solid is made of elastic vibrations in its
material, the frequencies of such vibrations ranging from very small
values up to a maximum limit determined by the ultimate molecular
or atomic structure

This would mean that even an optically transparent material, free from defects or
impurities, could not be considered ”homogeneous” due to these elastic vibrations.
It then follows, according to Raman, that light traversing the medium would be
deviated and appear as scattered light, with the intensity of the scattering being
related to the ”thermal agitation” of the crystal. Raman makes an argument based
on the Einstein relation (or Einstein-Smoluchowski formula) for the intensity of
the scattering and concludes that transparent quartz should observe 10 times as
much scattering as dust free air. Though no images ormeasurements are provided,
Raman also states that he had observed such scattering in his laboratory.

2.1.1 Interlude: Discovery of Raman Scattering

As well as a focus on the scattering from acoustic waves within a media, Raman
was interested in scattering from individual molecules, inspired in particular by
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thework of Rayleigh. Experimental work commenced in this area in 1922 and early
on Raman’s group observed an effect which they termed ”weak fluorescence”.
Highly focused sunlight was spectrally filtered and passed through a material,
typically a very pure (>10 distillations) liquid, with the transmitted and scattered
light measured spectroscopically [7]. A thorough cataloguing of more than 60
liquids showed the uniformity of this effect, though the strength of the effect
varied betweenmaterials. Work in this area stalled for a few years, until 1928when
Raman realised that he may in fact be observing an optical analogue of Compton
scattering, the inelastic scattering of light from electrons, and not fluorescence at
all. Experiments then recommencedwith K. Krishnan, the studentwho performed
the earlier study, and the idea was supported by the fact that the scattered light
was highly polarised, to a similar degree of the transmitted light, whereas typical
fluorescence is unpolarised. These observations lead Raman to publish the paper
”A New Type of Secondary Radiation”,a brief letter, dated February 16th 1928 [8].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Experimental measurements of Raman scattering from two of Raman’s Nature papers
(a) [9] and (b) [10].

Work progressed very rapidly over the comingmonths. However an issuewith
the previous measurements was the poor spectral resolution of the source light
from filtered sunlight. A setup similar to that of Woods, using the emission lines
of an intense mercury lamp, improved the measurements greatly, allowing for
the magnitude of the spectral shift to be observed [11]. This work was definitively
confirmed in the paper ”The Optical Analogue of the Compton Effect” by Raman,
dated the 22nd March. The scattered light was clearly observable, as shown
in Figure 2.1, and accurate measurements of the shift could now be taken [9].
This flurry of Nature publications was concluded in the paper, quite dramatically
titled, ”The Negative Absorption of Radiation”, dated the 15th May [10]. In this
work they identify a number of lines with sufficient accuracy, and find that the
frequency spacing of these lines from the pump source matches the infrared
absorption lines of the measured material (i.e molecular properties). What is
even more remarkable is that they identify lines of higher frequency than the
pump source, and associate these lines with emission from high energy states.
The relative intensity of the higher frequency lines matches somewhat to the
expected population of the molecular states at room temperature, as determined
from standard thermodynamic arguments.

This flurry of results generated an incredible focus of this effect, soon confirmed
by a number of different groups, with more than 60 papers published in 1928
on this topic alone [12]. For this body of work Raman received the Nobel Prize
in 1930, somewhat contentiously [13], and Raman scattering has become one
of the most ubiquitous measurement techniques in modern material science.
For interested readers we have provided a number of references of perspectives,
written throughout the 20th century, from different groups which worked on this
topic [12, 14, 15]. Significant work investigating this form of scattering was also
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occurring in Russia at the time, for which a detailed overview can be found in the
work of Fabelinskii [16].

2.1.2 Early Acoustic Scattering: Developing Understanding and Remark-
able Experiments

Léon Brillouin also investigated the problem of light scattering from acoustic waves.
Brillouin followed a similar approach to Raman’s 1922 theory paper, considering
the earlier work of Debye and Einstein, and applied his derived approach to
the possible sources of inelastic scattering of X-rays [17]. Acting independently
of Raman’s work, Brillouin provided a more thorough analysis of the expected
scattering effect and the analysis was based on two main ideas

• For a primary light ray ~S0, and a scattered ray ~S, only sound waves travelling
in the direction of the vector~s = ~S − ~S0 are important for scattering

• Of the sound waves satisfying this condition, only waves with a wavelength
Λ = λ/s will contribute to scattering, where λ is the wavelength of the
primary ray and s is the length of the vector~s.

The second condition is akin to satisfying the Bragg condition for constructive
interference from a typical optical grating. The sound wave moves at the speed
of sound in the medium, vac, and could be going in either direction, +~s or −~s.
The frequency of the scattered light will thus be shifted, according to the Doppler
effect, and the scattered light will occur at two frequencies around the input
frequency v0.

v = v0

[
1 ± 2 n

vac
c

sin(θ/2)
]

(2.1)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, θ is the angle between ~S0 and ~S and n
is the refractive index of the scattering medium. On the basis of this work, the
inelastic scattering of light from thermal acoustic waves is thus referred to as
Brillouin scattering in the literature.

Figure 2.2: (a) Diagram explaining conditions for SBS in bulk media from the work of Debye [18]
(b) Photograph of spectrographic measurements of SBS by Raman in quartz crystal [19].

Experimental demonstrations of Brillouin scattering were very difficult in the
early 1900s due to the strict equipment requirements. Typical Brillouin shifts are
on the order of 10GHz to 50GHz, very close to pump sources, putting stringent
requirements on optical spectrometers and possible requirements for filters that
remove non-shifted (or Rayleigh scattered) components. The first claimed exper-
imental measurements of Brillouin scattering come from the work of E. Gross,
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published in Nature in 1930 [20], titled ”Change of Wavelength of Light due to Elastic
Heat Waves at Scattering in Liquids”. Gross passed the 435.8 nm emission line of
a mercury lamp through a number of materials, primarily liquids, and used a
highly resolving spectrometer to measure the output radiation. Significant care
needed to be taken to prevent hyperfine mercury lines from obscuring any of
Doppler scattered pump input. Gross observed a doublet of peaks around a
main unshifted peak in liquids such as water, benzene and Ethyl alcohol and
also crystalline quartz. The measured shifts were a reasonable match with those
expected from theory, and Gross postulates that this connection indicates that the
accurate measurement of scattered light may provide a new tool for characterising
materials. Gross did not provide any images of the of the measured spectra or
data plots of any kind.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: (a) Setup used by Rao to measure Brillouin scattering in liquids (b) Measured peaks
from scattering in Carbon tetracholoride and Touline. The solid lines are hyperfine lines of the
mercury lamp source, dashed lines are the Doppler shifted components (c) Spectrographic images

of Carbon Tetrachloride using the 404.7 nm mercury line as a pump [21].

An unexpected observation by Gross was that, for some of the liquids (and
for the quartz), multiple sets of lines were observed, at harmonics of the expected
frequencies. This observation caused quite a stir in the literature and a number
of researchers set out to address the issue. The work of Debye [18], attempted
to address this by inducing supersonic acoustic waves directly on the liquid and
observing the scattered wave. The measurements showed a significant number of
orders and also a preference for scattering depending on the input orientation.
While the measured velocities did match up with the expectation (from input
frequencies of around 2MHz), the question again was asked, why do these extra
orders appear? It was postulated that the oscillations in the material where not
pure sinusoidal waves and then some harmonics should be generated, but such a
simple description could not explain the relative intensity of the different scattered
lines. To address these new observations in the work of Debye and Sears, Raman
and Nath theoretically investigated the configuration of their experiments over
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the course of five articles [22], titled ”The diffraction of light by High Frequency
Sound Waves”. They found that the observed effects occur in a regime were the
acoustically driven grating is ”weak”, and the interaction region is short compared
to the optical wavelength, and that the nth scattering order involves n phonons.
In the case of a strong grating the more typical Bragg scattering occurs, with an
individual photon and phonon, similar to the case of Brillouin scattering.

While the work of Raman and Nath developed understanding for some of
the observations, it still was not clear why Gross was measuring multiple lines,
in particular for the quartz crystal. Further experimental work by a student of
Raman, B. Raghavendra Rao, attempted to clarify earlier results. In two papers
titled ”Examination of molecularly scattered light with a Fabry-Perot Etalon”, Rao
performs highly detailed experiments measuring the scattered light using a Fabry-
Perot etalon [21]. No series of lines were observed here, with a number of different
mercury lines being explored as pumps. Rao’s paper provided highly detailed
schematics of different experimental equipment, such as the general design of
the mercury lamps, and also photographs of interferograms as shown in fig. 2.3.
Raman followed this work in 1938 with the first photographs of measurements in
quartz crystal, elucidating the early work of Gross [19].

Following this, further understanding in crystals developed from advances
in experimental apparatus, such as superior spectrometers, crystal sources and
light sources. In 1951 V. Chandrasekharan investigated the effects different of
orientations of diamond for the scattered Brillouin components [23]. Due to the
birefringent nature of the crystal, and the effects of symmetry on the propaga-
tion of the acoustic wave, multiple components were observed, with up to 12
theoretically predicted [24, 25]. In 1955 R. Krishnan experimentally explored this
effect, and identified the new possibilities of material characterisation [26]. In his
paper, ”Elastic constants of crystals from light scattering measurements”, Krishnan ac-
curately identifies the various elastic constants and acoustic velocities for different
orientations of a number of crystals, such as diamond, quartz and calcite. These
observations were shown directly in photographic measurements, an excerpt of
some data is given in fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: An excerpt of a table of measured results from the work of Krishnan [26].

While the possibility of using Brillouin scattering for material characterisation
was clearly demonstrated, the lack of suitable light sources prevented experiments
in a wide range of materials, with results mostly limited to mercury lamps. With
the invention of the laser this issue was addressed, and the subsequent high
powers available opened up a wide range of new physics, which will be explored
in the next section.
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2.2 The Laser: Enabling Stimulated Scattering

The discovery of the laser in the 1950s, with the first experimental demonstration
of a Ruby laser by Maiman in 1960 [27], truly changed the face of optics, photonics
and technology in general. For optics, the laser provides a coherent and powerful
light source, which can be tailored to emit over a wide range of spectral regions.
Of relevance to this thesis is the birth of nonlinear optics, where the interaction of
an intense optical field with a medium changes material properties, which can
alter the conditions of a transmitted probe wave. Interactions which had been
observed to occur spontaneously, in particular Raman and Brillouin scattering,
were discovered to have stimulated analogs. Here I will detail the initial discoveries
of stimulated scattering and investigations which led from these discoveries.

Though initial lasers were much more powerful than previous optical sources,
these stimulated processes were not observed until the invention of Q-switched
lasers [28]. In Q-switched lasers the properties of the lasing cavity are varied in
time, allowing for the large internal circulating powers to be rapidly released as
optical pulses which can have orders of magnitude higher powers than the input
laser. When performing experiments with their Q-switched Ruby laser, Woodbury
and co-authors found an emission of a second set of frequencies, accompanying
the normal lasing output, which did not correspond to any fluorescence in Ruby
[29]. Further experiments led to the realisation that this emission was due to the
nitrobenzene material in the laser cavity used to perform the Q-switching, and
that the emission frequency matched Raman emission frequencies [30]. These
diligent experiments were performed with a number of liquids, such as toulene
and benzene, and in all cases anomalous emission was observed which matched
to measured Raman peaks. Furthermore, some experiments found laser action
which was accompanied with no clear measurable absorption, i.e from a material
resonance, indicating that Raman scattering was providing the optical gain for
the lasing process.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Experimental setup of Q-switched ruby laser [28] (b) ”Giant” pulsations measured
from Q-switched system. The origin of the pulses were discovered later to be stimulated Raman

scattering in the Kerr cell medium.

While emission at the Raman frequencies indicates that Raman scattering was
indeed the cause, it was not completely clear if the scatteringwas of a stimulated or
spontaneous nature. In the 1963 work ”Theory of Stimulated Raman Scattering [31],
Hellwarth, a co-author of the previous works, provided details on how Raman
scattering could provide gain similar to that of a typical lasing system. A large
number of works quickly explored this area, summarised in this review from
late 1963 [32] which covers the Woodbury results and later developments. Of
significant importance were experiments observing multiple orders of stokes and
anti-stokes emission [33, 34]. Thresholding effects were observed for different
orders, and the directions of emissions varied between the different orders, with
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anti-stokes lines featuring cone-like emission in the forward directions. These
results brought about a new realisation for the mechanisms causing these effects
[35], as indicated by this quotation from Stoicheff,

Consider that the intense maser radiation excites by means of the
Raman effect a set of molecules vibrating coherently at the Raman
frequency. The resulting variation in refractive index acts like a ”phase
grating” which then modulates and scatters the original light, thus
producing sidebands or many Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies.

The realisation that stimulated Raman scatteringmay be thought of as coherent
molecular oscillations, i.e coherent optical phonons, induced by the pump light
led the members of Townes group atMIT to ask the question: what about coherent
oscillations of acoustic phonons? Experiments investigating this question led to
the first demonstration of SBS, published in Physics Review Letters in 1964 [36].
The introduction to the work shows the clear inspiration of earlier results,

Stimulated Brillouin scattering of an intensemaser beam, involving
coherent amplification of a hypersonic lattice vibration and a scattered
light wave, has been detected in quartz and sapphire. This process
is analogous to Raman maser action, but with molecular vibration
replaced by an acoustic wave of frequency near 3 × 1010 cps, and with
both the acoustic and scattered light waves being emitted in specific
directions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) The experimental configuration used in the work of Chiao, a member of the group
of Townes [36] (b) The images from the two photographic plates. The reference plate captures the

initial pump beam while the secondary plate shows the Brillouin scattered components.

The configuration of the experiment is shown in fig. 2.6 with the Brillouin
scattering occurring within a quartz or sapphire crystal. Fabry-Perot interfero-
grams were used to monitor the scattered light, with a reference interferogram
measuring the input pump, with the very clear scattered Brillouin lines shown in
fig. 2.6. The scattered light was of comparable power to the input pump, orders
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of magnitude larger than any expected spontaneous scattering, indicating that
significant buildup of the acoustic wave was occurring. Finally, it was claimed
that the quartz and sapphire crystals experience extensive internal fractures from
the optically induced acoustic waves.

With initial demonstrations of SBS established in crystals, subsequent work ex-
perimented with different pumping configurations and materials, such as liquids
[37]. Theory work on the dynamics of SBS rapidly progressed over the following
years [38], in particular the work of Tang [39] explored depletion effects, condi-
tions for spontaneous Brillouin generation and the effect of pump pulse shape
on gain efficiency. The theory work investigating pump pulses was reinforced by
the experimental work of Pohl [40], which used an interesting amplifier-oscillator
configuration, shown in fig. 2.7, to accurately characterise phonon lifetimes and
Brillouin gain coefficients in six liquids.

Figure 2.7: Amplifier oscillator configuration utilised in the work of Pohl [40]. The relative phonon
lifetime and gain coefficient could be characterised to high precision.

2.3 Brillouin Scattering in Early Optical Fibers

With a basic understanding of SBS well established within a few years of the laser
gaining wide use, investigations extended to newer areas, such as investigating
acoustic properties of semiconductors and understanding Brillouin scattering in
fibers and surfaces.

For nonlinear optics, optical fibers andwaveguides provided significant advan-
tages to previous free space experiments. Fibers provide tight mode confinement
and diffraction free environment, with attainable interaction lengths orders of
magnitude beyond free space propagation in bulk media. These benefits were first
demonstrated in the 1970 publication of Eric Ippen, in which a Raman oscillator
was formed with the primary gain medium being a 1m long liquid core optical
fiber [41]. A similar experiment was later repeated with a glass fiber medium
by Stolen and Ippen [42]. In these experiments both single pass and resonator
configurations were explored and the Raman gain was characterised in both cases.
SBS was also observed in a 9m long single pass fiber during these experiments,
however the Raman response was dominant due to the wide spectral width of the
pump source. The authors identified the multi-THz wide Raman response in the
glass fibers as a possible gain medium for amplifiers, a very prescient prediction
when one considers that fiber based Raman amplifiers are still in use today.

While fibers proved to be a suitable medium for performing nonlinear optics, it
was quickly understood that they may be too effective. In 1972 Smith investigated
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the optical power handling capacity of low loss fibers, which had developed
quickly after the predictions of Kao [43], due to the effects of Brillouin and Raman
scattering [44]. It is important to keep in mind that due to the guidance conditions,
unlike in a bulk medium, fibers only allow for optical propagation in forward
and backwards directions. To determine the threshold Smith summed up the
contributions of spontaneous scattering along the length of the medium and used
this as an effective input probe at the far end of the medium. This probe then
experiences Brillouin amplification due to the pump wave and, if the output
probe is of similar power to the input pump, then depletion will occur and the
output pump power will become saturated. Smith formulates a simple equation
to determine the ”critical power” at which depletion should occur, which will
be discussed in section 4.4.4. Smith determined that the critical power to be in
the range of 35mW, using parameters of state of the art fibers, a value which was
certain to be a severe limitation to fiber communication systems. Experimental
confirmation of the work of Smith was performed by Ippen [45]. Ippen performed
single pass SBS experiments with short fibers, around 20m length and with quite
high loss of 1.3 dB /m, and observed SBS threshold effects with pulses with peak
powers less than 1W. The setup and some results from this work are shown in
fig. 2.8. After comparing the results with the formula of Smith it was concluded
that

From these experiments, it is clear that SBS can indeed occur at
low power levels in optical fibers. In particular SBS limits the amount
of narrow-band power which one can transmit through a fiber.

The power limitation caused by SBS became a significant issue as fiber losses
improved. A number of strategies were developed to mitigate the effects of SBS in
fiber including: tailoring the fiber properties, broadening or dithering the pump
beams frequency, and using pulses shorter than the acoustic lifetime to prevent
acoustic wave buildup [46].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: Single pass SBS measurements in a glass optical fiber [45]. (a) The experimental
setup detectors measuring the input, transmitted and reflected pulses (b) The oscilloscope traces
demonstrating the effects of pump depletion and the Stokes generated pulse in the back direction.

The strong buildup of SBS in long lengths of fiber enables the possibility of
low threshold Brillouin lasers. In 1976, Hill formed the first continuous wave
(CW) Brillouin laser using a fiber ring within a free space cavity [47]. The 10m
cavity length required a Fabry-Perot filter to select one longitudinal cavity mode.
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The lasing threshold was a low CW power of 250mW, significantly reduced from
the multi W peak powers in the earlier work of Ippen and Stolen. In the same
year, Hill also experimented with a Fabry-Perot configuration, where partially
reflective mirrors were placed at each end of fiber [48]. Significant cascading was
observed with up to 14 new frequency lines generated, with both anti-Stokes and
Stokes waves being observed. Nomechanism for the relative distribution of power
between all the generated waves was given. The threshold improvement in these
cavities is due, in part, to the high circulating powers within the resonator. In 1982,
Stokes demonstrated an all fiber resonator, with a fiber directional coupler being
used instead of mirrors, which enabled significant reduction to optical losses [49].
Predicting that such cavities would greatly improve nonlinear effects, Stokes then
demonstrated Brillouin lasing with a submW threshold of 0.43mW. It was shown
that a correct cavity configuration can enhance the circulating power of the pump
and scattered light, leading to the drastically reduced thresholds observed in the
experiments [50]. Setups and measurements from these early works is shown in
fig. 2.9.

Figure 2.9: Brillouin laser apparatus used by Hill in (a) loop [47] and (b) Fabry-Perot [48] configu-
rations. (c) The all-fiber laser used by Stokes [50] (d) Measurement above lasing threshold.

These initial works investigating Brillouin scattering in fiber assumed that the
acoustic properties of the scattering medium to be the same as a bulk medium.
In 1972 Sandercock, following experiments investigating Brillouin scattering in
Silicon and Germanium [51], continued his research by performing experiments
on thin films of various media [52]. This work, titled ”Structure in the Brillouin
Spectra of Thin Films”, found that sharp boundaries in the thin films investigated
greatly change the nature of propagation of acoustic waves, in particular for
structures suspended in air. The slab formed an acoustic cavity, similar to an
optical Fabry-Perot etalon, yielding multiple individual lines under the Brillouin
lifetime envelope, as shown in fig. 2.10.
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The group of Stegeman followed up the initial results of Sandercock with a
number of investigations in films, externally probing the slab from free space
and also propagating light through the slab waveguide [53]. In this work they
mention the effects of the waveguide boundary, and the additional ”corrugation
forces”which appeared due to the presence of the boundaries in these newdevices.
These boundary forces are of critical importance tomodern small core waveguides,
which we explore throughout this thesis in a number of areas, in particular in
section 4.5.2. They developed early theory looking at the importance of guidance
in the case of fibers [54], and concluded that only below certain dimensions should
guidance become significant for typical backwards SBS [55]. The experimental
measurements were very precise, utilising an automated Fabry-Perot system [56],
and could separate scattering contributions from the core and cladding regions of
the investigated fiber, as shown in Figure 2.10. The discussion of the paper is also
highly detailed and mentions points such as

With a suitable choice of cladding material, it would be possible to
vary the lifetime of the acoustic normal modes and thus change the
threshold for stimulated Brillouin scattering

and also suggests using Brillouin lasing in a fiber resonator as a rotation sensor.
It is clear that, having developed an understanding for thin film conditions, the
importance of guidance of acoustic waves in fibers was becoming understood.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.10: (a) Brillouin scattering properties of thin films [52] (b) Measured Brillouin scattering
in slab waveguide [53]. The measured shift differs from predictions of bulk material (c) Brillouin
spectrum from a single mode fiber, discriminating contributions from the waveguide core and

cladding [55]
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2.3.1 Guided Wave Brillouin Scattering and Early SBS Applications

Interest in nonlinear optics in fibers extended far beyond stimulated scattering,
as reviewed by Stolen in 2006 [57], and even at this early stage applications were
extending into a wide range of areas, such as quantum physics. The squeezing
of vacuum noise below the quantum limit was of significant interest [58] and
experiments were still being conducted in 1985 to achieve the first demonstra-
tion. Nonlinear effects in fibers had been identified as a possible mechanism for
squeezing, and during their work, experimentalists at IBM identified a new noise
source which may prevent measuring squeezing below the vacuum level. This
noise source is due to spontaneous Brillouin scattering, in the forward propagation
direction. Over two seminal papers Shelby discusses the effect [59, 60], termed
guided acoustic wave Brillouin scattering (GAWBS). In a bulk medium, under the
standard Bragg conditions and acoustic dispersion in bulk, forward scattering
should produce a zero frequency shift. However, in fiber the acoustic modes
are guided by a cylindrical structure, with the boundary conditions producing
sets of transverse acoustic modes which induce strain (mixed torsional modes) or
”dilate” the core (radial modes). The result of these oscillating acoustic modes is,
somewhat surprisingly, that of a phase or polarisation modulation which occurs
at the relative acoustic frequencies of the different modes. This modulation was
predicted to produce significant amounts of noise and a further theory paper de-
tailed how to suppress both SBS and GAWBSwithin a fiber system [61]. Following
these developments Shelby demonstrated the first fiber squeezing results, using a
100m fiber resonator cooled to 4K [62]. The observed squeezing was achieved
within a limited bandwidth due to a number of GAWBS peaks. Results of the
combined works are shown in Figure 2.11.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.11: (a) Setup for measuring depolarised GAWBS (b) Measured GAWBS [59] (c) Frequency
dependence of squeezed light in fiber [62]
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In a more traditional realm, research into key components for telecommu-
nications was still undergoing significant focus in the mid 80s [63]. Due to the
narrowband range, significant strength and ease of tunability, Brillouin scattering,
in the form of fiber Brillouin amplifiers (FBA) was receiving interest for use as
amplifiers within telecommunications systems [64, 65]. Initial results were quite
promising, with SBS in fiber used to amplify communications signals on the order
of 20 dB, and achieve error free transmission. However it was quickly found that
the significant noise from amplified spontaneous Brillouin scattering in these
amplifiers was a serious issue that had to be designed around [66]. The severity
of this effect arises due to the number of thermal phonons at room temperature,
and was first described in detail in the work of Tang [39]. If a strong probe signal
is used the effects are diminished, however the dynamic range of the amplifier
suffers. The invention of the erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) in 1987, capable
of providing high gain and low noise figure within a few years [67–69], has led to
Brillouin amplifiers only being used in niche applications. As described in the
conclusion of one of these early papers by Tkach and Kraplyvy [66]:

The large noise figure effectively removes the FBA from consid-
eration for receiver pre-amplifier applications, since present direct-
detection receivers are within 20 dB of the quantum limit...Thus, the
FBA may not find wide application as an amplifier per se, but instead
as a tunable optical filter.

Brillouin amplification has indeed found applications as tunable optical filters, in
particular in the area of microwave photonics, which will be discussed in further
detail in Chapter 8.

An interesting application explored during the mid 80s was that of acousto-
optical frequency shifters or filters, utilising mode conversion induced by guided
acoustic waves. Mode conversion using collinear acoustic waves had previously
been explored in integratedwaveguides, but this was accompanied by high optical
insertion losses [73, 74]. In 1986 Kim et al published the work ”All-fiber acousto-
optic frequency shifter” in Optics Letters [70]. A guided acoustic wave, induced by an
external acoustic oscillator and acoustic horn, is used to efficiently convert light
from the LP01 fiber mode to the LP11 mode. This mode conversion is accompanied
by a frequency shift corresponding to the frequency of the utilised guided acoustic
mode. Finally a spliced fiber was used to strip any of the remaining LP01 mode
after transmission, providing high extinction between the frequency shifted wave
and the original input. A detailed theory paper following the experimental work is
was published in 1988 [75]. While the above work uses guided acoustic waves for
mode conversion, they are induced by an external source, unlike typical Brillouin
scattering. Following this, Russell published some initial experimental work on
forward Brillouin scattering between two modes of a dual mode fiber [72]. A
detailed theory paper soon followed, describing a number of different aspects
of this interaction [71]. The paper indicated that this scattering process, which
we refer to as forwards intermodal Brillouin scattering (FIBS), is distinct from
GAWBS due to the stimulated nature of the interaction occurring between the
different optical and acoustic waves, being

...based on a genuine collinear phase matching between the three
distinct guided waves and displaying a stimulated threshold... The
inter-modal beating between the pump and Brillouin light excite, via
electrostriction, a flexural acoustic wave that couples power between
the modes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.12: (a) Scheme for mode conversion and frequency shifting using acousto-optic effect [70]
(b) Measured mode shifting with appropriate acoustic signal (c) Phasematching conditions for SBS,
and inter-mode scattering [71] (d) Experimental measurement of forward inter-mode SBS in optical

fiber [72]

The comprehensive paper by Russell explores the dynamics of this process, high-
lights how the gain scales with geometry and compares the relative thresholding
effects between normal SBS and FIBS. While later work on acousto optics devices
continued to use external acoustic generation [76], further work exploring FIBS
would not occur for another decade, when new fiber waveguides based on pho-
tonic crystals began to emerge. We will discuss this, and the new dynamics which
were realised with these devices, in section 2.4.

2.4 Brillouin Scattering in Modern Devices

Now that we have established historical context for Brillouin scattering, we will
focus on key research within the past decade, particularly on investigations of
waveguide devices with wavelength-scale geometries. For the sake of clarity,
this section will split waveguide devices from resonators so that progress can be
tracked in both areas independently.

2.4.1 Brillouin Scattering in Small Core and Photonic Crystal Fibers

As discussed in section 2.3, it was quickly understood that the guided nature
of acoustic waves in fiber may affect the interaction when compared to that in
a bulk media [54, 55]. In the work of Thomas [55], it was predicted that the
diameter of the core would need to be in the range of a 4× the wavelength before
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guidance would significantly affect the longitudinal acoustic modes of the core,
for waveguides where vcore

ac > vclad
ac . Later theory and experimental work showed

the situation could be even more complex and that for many fiber dopants leaky
acoustic modes also should be considered [77–79], in particular for the case of
vcore
ac ≈ vclad

ac . In 2002 Yeniay performed sensitive characterisation measurements
of 4 different fibers: Allwave, Truewave, dispersion compensating and high-Ge
doping [80], with remarkably varied responses observed in the different fibers,
further cementing the importance of these considerations.

It is within this context that the group of Phillip Russell was exploring acoustic
and optical confinement within photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [81]. In particular,
they found that tailoring the geometry of the holes within a fiber preform could
create a phononic bandgap, in the MHz frequency range, which may allow for
the enhancement or suprression of light sound interactions. In 2006 the group of
Russell, led by Dainese [82], investigated SBS in PCFs with large air holes and
small cores with varying diameters. The results of this work show the typical
fiber SBS peak located at 11GHz split into 3 peaks centered around 10GHz, for
core diameters < 4µm. Simulations in the paper indicate that the geometry
acts close to that of a solid core suspended in air. Detailed calculations with the
fabricated device geometry showed the highly varied Brillouin spectra as the
diameter was changed, as summarised in fig. 2.13. Another curious result was the
large increase in the SBS threshold, even though the effective area of the fiber is
reduced. The majority of the reduction is due to poor overlap of the highly confined
acoustic modes with the optical modes, with a small amount being caused by the
strong z-component of the electrical field (which is opposite for the forward and
backward travelling optical waves).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.13: (a) SBS spectrum from small core PCFs (b) Increase in SBS threshold as core diameter
is reduced (c) Simulations of SBS spectra for a range of core diameters. Significant mode splitting

occurs, as described in the figure caption [82]

While the modification of SBS in small core PCFs, mostly due to the change in
guided acoustic wave properties, has some physical intuition based on the prior
SBS literature, a far more remarkable result was also demonstrated by the group
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of Russell in 2006. This work, titled ”Raman-like scattering from acoustic phonons in
photonic crystal fiber” and published in Optics Express, describes a configuration
where the scattered light within a PCFs displays ”Raman-like” properties, with
dynamics unlike any previously observed Brillouin interaction [83]. The strong
acoustic confinement, provided by GHz phononic bandgaps formed by the PCFs
geometry, results in a high overlap of optical and transverse acoustic modes. These
transversemodes have a non-zero frequency for scattering in the forward direction,
similar to GAWBS but at higher frequencies and altered modal properties due to
the tight confinement in the small suspended core. The experiments investigating
the stimulated Raman-like scattering (SRLS) used short laser pulses, in the 50 ps
range, to excite acoustic waves and monitor their response on a quasi-CW pulse.
The frequency response was calculated from Fourier transforms of the measured
time domain response. While highly intriguing, the dynamics of this interaction
were not deeply explored until follow up work was published in 2009 in Nature
Physics [84]. A PCFs with a high air-filling fraction of 74% and diameter of 1.6 µm
resulted in a strong photon-phonon interaction with a 1.8GHz R01-like transverse
acoustic wave. Pump-probe measurements were performed with two CW waves
spaced by the 1.8GHz acoustic shift and co-propagated through the PCFs, and
determined a gain coefficient of 1.5m−1 W−1. When the dual frequency pump
was increased in strength, cascaded energy transfer occurred between multiple
lines and a 14 line frequency comb spaced by the 1.8GHz acoustic frequency was
generated.

In 2010 the group of Russell again explored Brillouin interactions in small
core air clad PCFs [85]. In this case they looked at forward inter-polarization
scattering (SIPS), equivalent to the FIBS which Russell had investigated 20 years
prior in fiber [72] as discussed in section 2.3.1. The same PCFs was capable of
SIPS and SRLS allowing the dynamics of the different schemes to be explored
with the same experimental system. Unlike SRLS, where strong cascading was
easily observed, the SIPS interaction occurred only between two co-propagating
waves due to the strict phasematching conditions. We explore the phasematching
requirements in fine detail in section 4.4. SIPS is capable of exponential gain,
like typical SBS, but the modified phase matching conditions result in a different
frequency dependency with wavelength [86]. The SIPS interaction was later used
as a reconfigurable isolator, utilising the directional (and frequency) dependence
of the phase matching process to attenuate (or amplify) a wave in one direction
but not the other [87].

2.4.2 Brillouin Scattering in Planar Waveguides

While SBS was well established in fiber, with some preliminary measurements of
Brillouin scattering in thin films during the 70s (see section 2.3), the first demon-
stration of SBS in a planar optical waveguide was not achieved until 2011 [88].
Central to this result was the use of soft glass chalcogenide waveguides, made of
amorphous As2S3, which provided acoustic confinement and large opto-acoustic
overlap while on a SiO2 substrate. The waveguide consisted of an 7 cm long
850 nm thick As2S3 rib waveguide, with a width of 4 µm and a 30% partial etch,
claddedwith a thin 150 nm layer of SiO2. A strong quasi-CWpump laser was used
to perform back scattering measurements, which determined an SBS frequency
shift of around 7.7GHz, in line with previous SBS demonstrations in As2S3 fiber
[91]. Pump-probe measurements determined a natural linewidth of 34MHz and
a Brillouin gain coefficient of 300m−1 W−1, on the order of 1000× higher than
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 2.14: (a) Phasematching considerations for typical backwards SBS and stimulated Raman-
like scattering (b) Acoustic modes in PCFs capable of generating SRLS (c) Continuous energy
transfer between cascaded Stokes lines from SRLS process [84] (d) Phasematching process for SRLS
and forward inter-mode scattering (e) Comparison of dynamics of inter-mode scattering and SRLS

from [85].

SMF-28 fiber with a typical gain of around 0.2m−1 W−1. SBS amplification of
16 dB, and later 22 dB [92], was achieved for coupled powers of a few 100mW.
These waveguides were used to demonstrate a number of applications including
slow light [92], dynamic gratings [93], controlling nonlinearities [90] and optical
filtering [94] in the following years. Improved versions of these devices have re-
cently been demonstrated with up to 50dB of gain utilising long effective lengths
[89]. Results of these works are summarised in Figure 2.15 and SBS in soft glass
waveguides is discussed in fine detail in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

Traditional SBS devices, bulk media and waveguides, rely purely on interac-
tions induced via electrostriction in the medium. Following significant research
into cavity optomechanics [97–99], which focuses primarily on boundary forces,
Rakich published a theory paper investigating the control of optical forces in
waveguides in 2010 [100]. This work incorporates the effects of electrostriction
and radiation pressure, and finds that the forces interfere constructively or de-
structively depending on material properties and device geometry. In 2012 this
work was reformulated to look specifically at the changes in SBS gain, with the
significant effects represented in the title ”Giant Enhancement of Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering in the Subwavelength limit” [95]. The SBS gain of a silicon nanowire
surrounded by air, in forward and backwards configurations, was explored for a
variety of geometries. Compared to previous scalar theory,massive increases to the
Brillouin gain were expected, with coefficients reaching values above 103 m−1 W−1
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Figure 2.15: (a) Schematic of soft glass As2S3 waveguide used for first on-chip demonstration of
SBS [88]. (b) Gain profile and on-off amplification of As2S3 waveguide (c) Demonstration of up to
50dB of amplification in recent As2S3 devices [89] (d) Density states control of SBS using gratings

in As2S3 waveguides [90]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.16: (a) Giant Brillouin gain predicted in small core silicon waveguides [95] (b) Hybrid Si
and Si3N4 membrane waveguides (c) Brillouin amplification of 0.4 dB in hybrid membrane [96]

for backwards SBS. The enhancement was even more significant for forward
Brillouin scattering (FBS) (equivalent to the SRLS of Russell) with values beyond
104 m−1 W−1 with the assumedmaterial properties. The key result of thisworkwas
the unexpected massive increases to SBS gain coefficient in these sub-wavelength
waveguides, kicking off significant experimental research in this area. Finally,
a further reformulation of the theory in 2013, again involving Rakich, makes
simulations more accessible through the use of standard device parameters and
overlap integrals of optical and acoustic modes [101]. We discuss calculations of
the Brillouin gain coefficient in fine detail in section 4.5.

The theory work of Rakich was followed soon by initial experimental results.
The 2012 work ”Tailorable stimulated Brillouin scattering in nanoscale silicon waveg-
uides”, published in Nature Communications and headed by Rakich, demonstrated
FBS in a hybrid photonic-phononic waveguide formed of Si and Si3N4 [96]. A
silicon core (313 nm× 194 nm) confined the optical mode while a membrane of
Si3N4 with a thickness of 124 nm supported the waveguide in air. This membrane
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had periodic air holes (100 µm length) which provided lateral acoustic confine-
ment, and the width of the membrane would determine the properties of the
guided acoustic waves. Very high gain coefficients in the range of 2500m−1 W−1

were measured, however Brillouin amplification was restricted to 0.4 dB due to
high linear losses of 7 dB /cm and short physical device lengths of a few mm. An
interesting extension of this work focused on an emitter receiver concept pub-
lished in 2015 [102]. A phononic crystal was formed, instead of the large air gaps
previously utilised, around the main membrane structure. This greatly improved
the mechanical quality factor, with MHz range linewidth, and allowed for the
possibility of placing a second waveguide in close proximity. An acoustic wave
generated in one waveguide could then tunnel into the other waveguide, inducing
modulation on a travelling optical probe wave, with optical responses with very
fast falloffs akin to a 2nd order optical filter.

(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2.17: (a) Partially underetched Si waveguide geometry demonstrating high confinement of
acoustic, top right, and optical, bottom right, modes [103] (b) Brillouin gain spectrum of underetched
structure, nonlinear saturation was observed for coupled optical powers greater than 25mW (c) All
Si membrane geometry [104] (d) Large Brillouin amplification in membrane (e) Cascaded scattering

in Si membrane structures

Rakich’s experimental work confirmed the strong Brillouin interactions were
accessible in sub-wavelength waveguides, however the short device lengths and
high propagation losses prevented large Brillouin amplification from occurring.
The 2015 work of Van Laer addressed this an an unexpected way: the silicon
nanowires (of the typical 450 nm× 220 nm silicon photonics geometry) were par-
tially underetched [103]. The narrow SiO2 pillar, from 10nm to 50 nm width,
significantly reduced acoustic leakage while providing structural support suffi-
cent for centimetre long structures in compact spirals. The all Si geometry gen-
erated large opto-acoustic overlap and, with the narrowest pillars of 15 nm, gain
coefficients up to 3200m−1 W−1 were measured, along with propagation losses
of 2.6 dB /cm. The long effective lengths allowed for on-off gains of 4.4 dB to be
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measured, not sufficient enough to enable net gain, with higher gains prevented
due to significant nonlinear losses above 25mW on chip power. Linewidth broad-
ening was observed for different waveguide lengths, and while the work focuses
on FBS, weaker SBS was measured with results provided in the supplementary.

To achieve net amplification, of interest for a number of applications including
lasing, in silicon waveguides required further device optimisation. Van Laer again
investigated silicon nanowires, but now the gain medium was formed by a series
of short fully underetched structures (25 µm long) and even shorter anchors (5 µm)
[105]. Fully underetching the waveguide removed any leakage in the guiding
region and improved the gain coefficient up to 6500m−1 W−1, approaching the
range of the Rakich theory work. An increased propagation loss of 5.5 dB /cm did
not prevent the first demonstration of net gain, with 0.4 dB net gain being achieved
for an on-off gain of 2 dB in a 2.5mm long device. This work also brought to light
the issues of dimensional broadening, as significant variation in the mechanical
quality factor was observed when the anchor length and number of components
was varied. Theory work by Wolff [106] identified the intrinsic issues and causes
of this dimensional broadening. Small continuous device perturbations alter the
properties of the optical and acoustic mode, which slightly alter the Brillouin
frequency shift along the waveguide and result in broadened peaks. Wolff also
explored the SBS dynamics in the presence of nonlinear loss and calculated a
figure of merit, which determined the maximum attainable amplification for a set
of given device parameters [107, 108].

Table 2.1: Summary of demonstrated SBS performance in
planar integrated waveguide devices

Device Year Type Gain Net
Gain

GSBS Aeff GSBS×
Leff

dB dB /W /m µm2

As2S3 Rib [92] 2012 B 22 16.5 320 2.3 13
Si/Si3N4 Membrane [96] 2013 F 0.4 – 2500 0.1 3
Si nanowire pillar [103] 2015 F 4.4 – 3200 0.1 50
Si nanowire [105] 2016 F 2.0 0.5 6500 0.1 12
Si membrane [104] 2016 F 6.9 5 1150 0.25 31
As2S3 Rib spiral [89] 2016 B 52 40 500 1.5 40
Si membrane [109] 2017 FSIMS 3.5 2.3 470 0.35 10

*Silicon devices are suspended in air, F, FBS; FSIMS, forward stimulated inter-modal scattering; B,
backwards SBS; GB, Brillouin gain coefficient; Aeff, effective mode area

The analysis of SBS with nonlinear losses by Wolff indicated that achieving
large net gain requires the use of long low loss waveguides [108]. Achieving
low propagation losses in high index contrast systems is very difficult, and the
added issues of dimensional broadening further harm this proposition. In 2016
the group of Rakich dealt with both issues simultaneously through the use of a
suspended all silicon rib waveguide [104]. The shallow etched rib design reduced
propagation losses to 0.2 dB /cm, the free carrier lifetime to less than 2 ns and
minimised effects of dimensional broadening. The increased Aeff resulted in a
lower SBS gain coefficient of 1100m−1 W−1, however the increased Leff greatly
compensated this with these devices achieving the highest on-off gain in silicon
SBS devices, with 7 dB, and more impressively, a significantly improved net gain
of 5 dB. Highly efficient cascading was also observed under suitable pumping
conditions. The overall available gain was still limited by nonlinear losses present
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at 1550 nm. In very recent work Kittlaus demonstrated that these devices are also
capable of forward inter-mode scattering [110]. What makes this work particularly
exciting is the ability to use on-chip mode multiplexers within planar circuits,
enabling significantly enhanced functionality beyondwhat has been demonstrated
in PCFs. A summary of the results of this section are provided in the form of
Table 2.1, with extracted images presented in fig. 2.17.

2.4.3 Brillouin Scattering and Lasing In Resonators

The conditions for achieving strong Brillouin interactions in resonators are quite
distinct from those in waveguides. Large circulating powers, achieved through
high finesse optical cavities, place less importance on the SBS gain coefficient and
more focus on cavity design. Significant interest had developed inmicroresonators
during the 1990s [111], with impressive results being achieved through low loss
spherical resonators formed bymelting the end of an optical fiber. The importance
of these devices for nonlinear optics was made clear in the 2002 paper by Spillane
[112], which demonstrated Raman lasing with 50 µW of optical power in a spheres
with diameters in the tens of µm range and optical quality factors of 109. While
SBSwas not observed generally, the authors state that they could observe SBS if the
azimuthal mode splitting satisfied the SBS shift (no plots were given). In the same
year the group of Vahala also demonstrated toroid based resonators fabricated on
a silicon chip, with optical Q factors reaching 108 [113]. This breakthrough enabled
significantly higher device density than previous works, though external coupling
with fiber tapers was still standard. Raman lasing was consequently observed in
these chip based toroid devices in 2004, with no observation of Brillouin scattering
due to the lack of appropriate mode families spaced at the SBS shift [114].

(b)
Mechanical

Mode

3um

3um
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Figure 2.18: (a) Brillouin lasing scheme in silicamicroresonator [115] (b)Measured optical spectrum
and slope efficiency of Brillouin laser (c) Crystalline resonators with mm diameters [116] (d) Optical
spectrum in the forward (left) and backwards (right) positions, above the lasing threshold (e) HNLF
Fabry-Perot resonator configuration [117] (f) Spectral measurements of comb output, Brillouin lines

shown in inset on right.
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In 2009 three groups definitively observed SBS in chip scale devices with quite
distinct configurations, all published in Physical Review Letters [115–117]. The work
of Tomes andCarmon observed SBS in a 100 µmdiameter spherical silica resonator
[115]. In these devices both the optical and acoustic modes are whispering gallery
modes. Azimuthal mode families with approximately 11GHz mode spacing
were used to match the expected SBS shift at the 1550 nm pump wavelength. The
300× 106 optical Q enabled Brillouin lasing with less than 0.1mWof pump power,
and a high slope efficiency of 90% was achieved with appropriate coupling. The
group of Maleki investigated Brillouin lasing in a crystalline CaF2 whispering
gallery mode resonator [116]. This resonator has a diameter of 5.5mm such that
the longitudinal cavity spacing was close to the expected SBS shift of 17.7GHz
at the 1064 nm pump wavelength. The large size of the cavity length meant that
the acoustic wave did not build up significantly over a round trip, and would
act more like SBS in a bulk sample. Although two different resonators were
tested with slightly different transverse geometries, lasing was only observed in a
resonator which had an ”abundance” of modes spaced by 10s of MHz, relaxing
the precise diametermatching required for phasematching. With these conditions
Brillouin lasing was demonstrated with a threshold of 10 µW, with significant
cascading and other nonlinear effects observed as the power was increased. The
final demonstration was quite distinct from the other two works, the group of
Diddams demonstrated the interaction of multiple nonlinearities in a Fabry-Perot
resonator formed of highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) with polished facets [117].
This monolithic device was 5.2 cm long and had reflectivities of 99.9%, achieving
a finesse greater than 550, and thus large circulating powers. The mode spacing
was around 2GHz, a fifth of the expected SBS shift, and external coupling was
performedwith free space lenses. When pumped above 500mWa number of lines
spaced at around 2THz were generated from four wave maxing, with a Brillouin
comb filling the spectrum at a spacing of 10GHz. These works are summarised
in Figure 2.18.

While the 2009 results demonstrated traditional backwards SBS, there was
also interest in forward scattering in resonators. In 2011 Bahl, within the group of
Carmon, demonstrated forward inter-mode Brillouin scattering between different
whispering gallerymodes, in a 100 µm diameter silica microsphere [118]. Acoustic
modes with frequencies ranging from 50MHz to 1.5GHz were observed as an
external pump laser was slowly swept from 1520 nm to 1570 nm. The experiments
focused on low frequency acoustic waves, due to the exceptionally high mechanical
quality factors available for 100MHz range surface acoustic waves. A phonon
lifetime of 40 µs was measured for a 134MHz Rayleigh mechanical wave. In the
following year Bahl used these acoustic waves to observe spontaneous Brillouin
cooling [119]. The anti-Stokes scattering process wave was generated selectively
by pumping at a wavelength where the Stokes wave could not resonate. Because
the upshifted anti-Stokes wave removed acoustic phonons from the system, the
number of spontaneous phonons in the mode was reduced, effectively cooling the
resonance mode. The mechanical linewidth increased, resulting in less integrated
power, by a factor of 10 as the pump power was increased from 10µW to 100µW.
By swapping the pump to the higher frequency opticalmode only Stokes scattering
can occur and heating was also experimentally demonstrated.

These early demonstrations of Brillouin lasing in microresonators achieved
phasematching by relying on somewhat random spacing between different optical
mode families. In 2012 the group of Vahala introduced a new device paradigm
with on-chip ultra high Q silica wedge resonators which were defined completely
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(a)
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Figure 2.19: (a) Scheme describing SBS using surface acoustic waves in microresonators [118] (b)
Simulated acoustic wave and generated beatnote from 130MHz acoustic wave (c) Phasematching
requirements for spontaneous cooling. Only the Stokes or anti-Stokes process is excited due to
density of states control in microresonator [119] (d) Experimental measurements of spontaneous
cooling (e) Geometry of on-chip Ultrahigh-Q wedge resonators [120] (f) Brillouin lasing in wedge
resonator. Precise diameter control enables low threshold lasing over desired wavelength ranges

through lithographic processes [120]. This enabled exquisite dimensional control,
allowing sub MHz precision for GHz resonator spacings. Exceptional low losses
were also possible for the appropriate wedge design, unloaded optical Q factors
approaching a Billion were achieved in larger devices. With such accurate con-
trol the spacing between two cavity modes was deterministically controlled to
enable Brillouin lasing with 50 µW thresholds. Extra experiments demonstrated
that significant Stokes linewidth narrowing occurs in these devices, with sub-Hz
linewidths achieved for KHz pump sources [121]. Controlling the coupling condi-
tions to the resonator allowed for cascading of several lines with only mW pump
levels. In 2013 the group of Vahala demonstrated pure microwave generation by
beating cascaded Brillouin lines generated from the on-chip microresonator [122].
The noise of the generated microwave tones were comparable with commercial
signal generators. More recently the low noise counter-propagating cascaded
Stokes were used as an optical gyroscope [123]. The spacing between cascaded
Stokes lines is inherently stable due to the generation from a single pump laser,
the demonstrated rotation sensitivity was a factor of 40 higher than previous
micro-optic based systems.

Microresonators can achieve very low power SBS operation, but integrating
these devices in an optical circuit is difficult. One alternative is to use waveguide
based schemes, where a large SBS gain coefficient can compensate for lower optical
Q factors. After the initial demonstration of on-chip SBS in soft glass waveguides
[124], a number of different schemes for enhancing SBS with resonators were
investigated. The first scheme used weak (around 17%) reflections off the facets
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of a straight 4 cm As2S3 waveguide to act as a Fabry-Perot cavity [125]. The SBS
threshold was reduced by a factor of 4 and cascading of 2 Stokes and 1 anti-Stokes
lines was observed for a pump peak power of 1.3W. In 2013 Kabakova achieved
efficient lasing by using the As2S3 chip as a short gain medium within a 20m fiber
loop cavity [126]. To minimise the roundtrip loss this particular device utilised on
chip tapers [127], reducing the total insertion loss to 5.5 dB. A slope efficiency of
30% was measured above the threshold of 330mW, and the SBS laser linewidth
was narrowed by a factor of 10 compared to the pump. Finally, Büttner inspected
the Fabry-Perot configuration [128] with a a slight twist: an internal waveguide
grating was used to enhance further the SBS process [90]. A quasi-CW pulse with
peak powers of 2W would generate 7 cascaded SBS lines, symmetrically spaced
around the pump. Significant effort was placed on investigating the temporal
dynamics of the cascading process. It was found that the different Stokes lines
were phase locked, likely through four wave mixing [129], and that the pulse to
pulse time dynamics were practically identical, as shown in Figure 2.20.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.20: (a) Brillouin laser using fiber loop resonator and high gain As2S3 waveguide [126] (b)
Slope efficiency and linewidth narrowing of the laser (c) Fabry-Perot configuration with internal

grating [128] (d) Spectral and time domain measurements of generated frequency comb

Comments and List of Useful Resources

While researching the content for this chapter we came across, and utilised, a
number of detailed references. For the benefit of the reader we itemise them
below.

• Early history of optical fibers [130]

• History and context of SBS after the laser from a graduate student [131]

• Historical review of nonlinear optics using fibers [57]

• Discovery of Brillouin and Raman scattering from the Russian perspective
[16]

• A detailed review of theory and experiment of SBS in single mode fibers up
until 1983, including activities to suppress SBS [46]

• Recent reviews covering SBS in different systems [132–134]
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Also while this chapter has covered a significant section of the literature it is
by no means completely exhaustive. We have neglected to discuss a number of
topics such as: phase conjugation using Brillouin scattering [135], spatial sensing
using SBS [136, 137], Brillouin microscopy [138] or specific application areas using
SBS within microwave photonics [139]. In general, starting with detailed review
articles, and also different theses from students who worked in these areas, will
provide sufficient detail for those with further interest into these points.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Photonic Circuits

This chapter provides specific theory and background on optical waveguides and
nonlinear optics in photonic circuits. We startwith simple derivations of the optical
wave equation, which then leads into a deeper discussion and understanding
of optical waveguides and nonlinear optics. We then focus in further detail on
the practical operation of photonic circuits comprising of linear and nonlinear
components. The chapter finishes with a summary of the currently available
foundry services, which allow external users to design devices.
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3.1 Theory of Basic Concepts

In the first section of this chapter we explore the basic theory and concepts behind
optical waveguides and nonlinear optics, after deriving the electromagnetic wave
equation from Maxwell’s equations.

3.1.1 Maxwell's Wave Equation

The propagation of electromagnetic waves is governed by Maxwell’s equations,
which can be represented in the following form

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

(3.1)

∇× H = J +
∂D
∂t

(3.2)

∇ · D = ρf (3.3)
∇ · B = 0 (3.4)

where E and B are the electric and magnetic field vectors and D and B are cor-
responding electric and magnetic flux densities. The systems we explore in this
thesis mostly contain no free charges, or free currents, such that ρf and J are both
zero. Furthermore, we also assume that the device is non magnetic, such that

B = µ0H

and have the constitutive relation for the flux density D as

D = ε0E + P (3.5)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, µ0 is the vacuum permeability and P is the
induced electric polarisation.

Now if we take the curl of equation Equation (3.1) we have that

∇×∇× E = −∇× ∂B
∂t

We now rearrange the right hand side and utilise Equation (3.2) to obtain

∇×∇× E = −µ0
∂2

∂t2 D

with Equation (3.5), and by bringing the electric field terms to the left side we
have

∇×∇× E + ε0µ0
∂2

∂t2 E = −µ0
∂2

∂t2 P (3.6)

We can then use the relation from vector calculus

∇×∇× E = ∇(∇ · E)−∇2E

If we now use the fact that ∇(∇ · E) = 0, from Maxwell’s equations, knowing
the term is also small for nonlinear optics [140], to obtain the simplified wave
equation

∇2E − ε0µ0
∂2

∂t2 E = µ0
∂2

∂t2 P (3.7)
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For linear optics the induced polarisation is described by the relation

P = ε0χ(1)E (3.8)

where χ(1) is the linear susceptibility. To describe nonlinear optics we take a
simple power expansion in E such that

P = ε0(χ
(1)E1 + χ(2)E1E2 + χ(3)E1E2E3 + . . . ) (3.9)

where χ(2) and χ(3) are the second and third-order nonlinear susceptibilities.
We have separated the individual E terms for clarity. If we use the shorthand
PNL for the higher order terms and we substitute the polarisation field back into
Equation (3.7) we have that

∇2E − ε0µ0
∂2

∂t2 E = ε0µ0χ(1) ∂2

∂t2 E + µ0
∂2

∂t2 PNL

⇒ ∇2E − ε0µ0(1 + χ(1))
∂2

∂t2 E = µ0
∂2

∂t2 PNL

Finally, using the fact that n2 = ε/ε0 = 1 + χ(1) and that ε0µ0 = 1/c2 we arrive
upon

∇2E − n2

c2
∂2

∂t2 E =
1

ε0c2
∂2

∂t2 PNL (3.10)

which is the Maxwell’s wave equation. Why is this equation known as the
Maxwell’s wave equation? If we recall the form of a generic wave equation in one
spatial dimension, x, for some wave u(x, t), we have that

∂2u
∂x2 =

1
v2

∂2u
∂t2

where v is the phase velocity of the wave u(x, t). Let us now consider the case
where the PNL term is zero, with simple rearranging of eq. (3.10) we have have

∇2E =
1

c2/n2
∂2

∂t2 E

which is the form of the above wave equation, with the velocity now given by
v = c/n, in a media with refractive index n. If we were in vacuum, then the
electromagnetic wave would be moving at the speed of light c.

3.1.2 Optical Waveguides

To develop an understanding of the various properties of optical waveguides,
we will begin by solving Maxwell’s equations for a simple representative case, a
dielectric slab waveguide. The working and process in this section follows the
Guided-Wave Optics chapter of Saleh and Teich [141].

The slab waveguide, shown in fig. 3.1 consists of a high index material n1, with
thickness d, sandwiched between a lower index material n2. Guidance in the slab
waveguide is provided by total internal reflection (TIR) in the transverse direction,
providing low loss propagation when the scattering angle θ̄ is beyond the critical
angle θc, where θc = sin−1(n2/n1). For the sake of simplicity we assume that light
travels in the +z direction, that the problem is uniform in x and we define y = 0
along the centre of the waveguide.
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Figure 3.1: Geometry of a dielectric slab waveguide.

One set of solutions to the Maxwell’s equations are expected to be plane waves
of the form

ei(k·x−ωt)

This is monochromatic light of frequency ω = ck0, travelling in direction k, with
wavelength λ where k0 = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. We will also assume that the
field is polarised in the x-direction, with the reflections occurring in the y-z plane.
We will first explore the properties of the propagation constant, and then move
onto the modal fields of the waveguide.

Optical Propagation in Waveguides

For an electromagnetic wave to exist after any appreciably length, it needs to
maintain constructive interference along the waveguide as it propagates. We
implement this condition by starting with the requirement of standing waves
across the core, which is the high index n1 region, of the waveguide. This means
that the phase accumulation on a single round trip is a multiple of 2π. Thus we
have that

2dkT − 2φR = 2πm (3.11)

where kT ≡ ky,m is the transverse wavevector, φR is the phase change on reflection
and m is a positive integer. This condition means that, for a single wavelength,
there will be discrete values of kT. These discrete solutions determine the propaga-
tion constants of the waveguide modes. Modes are fields which will maintain the
same transverse distribution and polarisation at all locations along the waveguide.
We wish to determine the propagation constant β, which is kz the wavenumber in
the z direction, of the waveguide modes. From eq. (3.11) and simple trigonometry
we have that

β2
m = (n1k0)

2 −
(

πm + φR
d

)2

(3.12)

The value of φR depends on the propagation angle θ in the following way [141]

tan
(

φR
2

)
=

√
sin2(π/2 − θc)

sin2(θ)
− 1 (3.13)

Equation (3.13) can be combined with Equation (3.11) to form a transcendental
equation in θ,

tan
(

πd
λ

sin θ − m
π

2

)
=

√
sin2(π/2 − θc)

sin2(θ)
− 1 (3.14)
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The left hand side of Equation (3.14) spans from zero to infinity and is periodic.
The right hand side diverges at the origin and goes to zero at θ = π/2 − θc. The
solutions of the equation, which can be solved graphically as shown in Figure 3.2a,
determine the value of θ for the different modes m. With the value of theta in
hand, we can solve for the propagation constant directly using

βm = n1k0 cos θm (3.15)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Graphical representation of transcendental equation, solutions are found at the
intercept points of the two curves. (b) Dispersion diagram of slab waveguide, showing first 4 modes

only.

We can now consider some general features of this model. First of all, the
number of modes will be determined by the number of intersections between the
two curves. This is given directly by

M =
sin(π/2 − θc)

λ0/2d
=

2d
λ0

√
n2

1 − n2
2 (3.16)

where M is rounded up to the nearest integer and
√

n2
1 − n2

2 is known as the
numerical aperture, represented with NA. It is clear from the plots that, for any
angle θ, there will always be at least one mode. For the higher order modes we
have the concept of a cut-off frequency. For example, the m = 1 mode will be
cut-off when at

2d
λ0

NA = 1

which corresponds to a cut-off frequency ωcut,m of

ωcut,m =
2π

NA
c

2d
m (3.17)

Here we define a key parameter in optical waveguides, the effective refractive
index, as

neff =
β

k0
(3.18)

When we consider the speed of light in a waveguide, the effective refractive index
acts the same way as a normal refractive index in a bulk media. In other words,
for the optical phase velocity we will have that

vph =
c

neff
≡ ω0

kz
(3.19)

This formulation brings about the question, how does the propagation constant
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vary with frequency? The fact that a glass prism can disperse a white light source,
due to the change of refractive index with optical frequency within the material,
is a well known and frequently taught topic. We can investigate the equivalence
here by reformulating Equation (3.15) in terms of the optical frequency,

kz,m = n1
ω0

c
cos θm (3.20)

For a single frequency ω0 we numerically solve Equation (3.14) to find θ, for the
different modes m, and substitute this into Equation (3.20) to calculate the value
of kz. We have calculated the propagation constant for a range of frequencies and
plotted the data in fig. 3.2b. Note that we have plotted this data with the kz on the
x-axis and ω0 on the y-axis, which is a common convention. This result shows a
number of interesting features. Firstly, that the calculated values are bound within
two straight lines. These lines are the linear dispersion lines for the bulk refractive
index of n1 and n2. When the guided modes approach cutoff, the neff approaches
the index of the cladding. Secondly, that close to the cutoff frequency the slope
of the curve can change significantly. This is an important observation, because
while the phase of the electric field travels at the phase velocity, the energy of the
wave travels at the group velocity. And this is given directly by the slope of the
phase velocity

vg =
dω

dkz
(3.21)

For the group velocity we also have a corresponding group index, which relates
to the neff through the following,

vg =
c

ng
ng = neff − λ

d
dλ

(neff)

It is important to keep in mind that while we have assumed a constant refractive
index for these materials, there is no material dispersion here. So, due to the simple
guided nature of the waveguide modes, waveguides create significant differences
to the propagation of light compared to a bulk mediummade of the samematerial.
The effects of dispersion, and the effective and group indices, are very important
for the design and optimization of integrated components, linear and nonlinear.
These effects will be explored throughout this chapter and the remainder of the
thesis.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Effective refractive indices and (b) group indices of modes calculated in fig. 3.2b.
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Modal fields and polarisation

So far we have focused on the propagation properties of the modes of the waveg-
uide. We will now discuss the electric field profiles of these waveguide modes.
We return to the initial plane wave assumption for the solution to the Maxwell’s
equations in this structure. That is, that solutions will be of the form

ei(k·x−ωt)

First of all, for the standing wave to form we require two plane waves in the y
axis, with an (m − 1)π phase difference, such that the overall electric field has
components like

ei(ky,my+kzz−ωt) + ei(−ky,my+kzz−ωt)ei(m−1)π

thus for the x polarised field we will have

E(x, y, z, t) = x̂um(y)ei(kzz−ωt) (3.22)

where um(y) is the field component in the y direction which will be

um(y) =

{
am,e cos

(
kyy
)
= am,e cos[n1k0 sin(θm)y] for m even

am,o sin
(
kyy
)
= am,o sin[n1k0 sin(θm)y] for m odd

where am,o and am,e are constants used for normalisation and maintaining that
the field is real.

This covers the field in core, but the field can also extend into the cladding
due to the boundary condition of tangential field components being continuous.
Recalling our earlier requirement of monochromatic fields varying in time as e−iωt,
we can take Equation (3.10) and set the PNL term to zero as we are investigating
the linear properties of the waveguide. This yields the Helmholtz equation

(∇2 − n2k2
0)E = 0 (3.23)

For our general solutions um(y), in the cladding region this will then give

d2um
dy2 + ((n2k0)

2 − k2
z)um = 0

Making a simple substitution of γ2, where γ2 = k2
z − (n2k0)2 > 0, immediately

yields
d2um
dy2 − γ2um = 0

which has solutions of the form e−γy or e+γy. For the sake of causality we require
the fields to decay away from the core, and as such the appropriate solution is
picked for the+y plane or−y plane. Using these requirements, and the matching
of fields and continuity at the y = ±d/2 boundaries, we can determine the
solution of the field everywhere in the waveguide. We can now determine the
components of the H field, using the calculated field E and Maxwell’s equations.

We will finish this section with a discussion about the polarisation of the
electric field. At the start of this section we made the assumption that the fields
are polarised in the x axis. Was this an appropriate assumption? If we take
the plane wave fields and put them into the divergence relations in Maxwell’s
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equations, Equation (3.3) and Equation (3.4), we find that we require

E · k = 0 H · k = 0 (3.24)

There are two ways to satisfy this condition, transverse electric (TE) modes and
transverse magnetic (TM) modes, where the fields are related by

TE: E = (Ex, 0, 0) H = (0, Hy, Hz) TM: E = (0, Ey, Ez) H = (Hx, 0, 0)

This means that for the x polarised field, which we have assume so far, we will
indeed have

E = Exx̂

But we will also have another set of modes given by the TM polarisation where,

E = Eyŷ + Ezẑ

The fields of these modes look very similar to Equation (3.22). The key difference
is that the value of θm is distinct from the TE case due to the change in phase on
reflection. The TM value is the same as Equation (3.13), but with an extra pre
factor of (−1/ sin2(θ)). Thus for each value of m we will have two modes, a TE
mode and TM mode.

3.1.3 Nonlinear Optics

At its most basic level, nonlinear optics Here we will give a brief introduction to
nonlinear optics. In particular we will provide a few simple examples of nonlinear
effects, the changes they cause in the system and the design requirements which
need to be satisfied to induce strong interactions. We will explore the linear and
quadratic electro-optic effects as well as four wave mixing (FWM).

As a brief reminder we can express the full electrical polarisation, including
linear and nonlinear susceptibilities, as the following

P(ω) = ε0(χ
(1)E(ω) + χ(2)E(ω1)E(ω2) + χ(3)E(ω1)E(ω2)E(ω3) + . . . )

Here we have indicated the frequency of the different electric fields to highlight
the fact that these nonlinear interactions can occur between waves with different
frequencies, including constant fields, i.e zero frequency or DCfields. The possible
number of permutations of such interactions is very high, in particular for the third
order effects. For example, we can explicitly write out the full set of interactions
for the χ(3) as

Pi(ω4) =
1
4

ε0 ∑
p

∑
jkl

χ
(3)
ijkl(ω4; ω1, ω2, ω3)Ej(ω1)Ek(ω2)El(ω3) (3.25)

where ijkl can each be x, y or z, polarised and ∑p indicates that we sum over all
the distinct permutations of ω1, ω2 and ω3. To satisfy energy conservation we
must have that ω4 = ω1 + ω2 + ω3, though frequencies can be degenerate (i.e
ω1 = ω2) or be constant in time (i.e ω1 = 0). One question which arises is, what
stops these multiple sets of interactions from all occurring simultaneously? The
answer is that for a specific interaction to build over appreciable length scales we
must satisfy a phase matching condition. To help develop an intuition for this we
will provide finer detail in the case of FWM later in this section.
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The precise derivation of the effects discussed in this section are quite stringent
and we will not go into them here. We refer the reader to a number of textbooks
on nonlinear optics, in particular the work of Boyd [140] and Agrawal [142], with
the text by Geoffrey New [143] providing a high level introduction to the area.
Third order nonlinear optics using planar waveguides was considered in an early
review of Stegeman [144].

Optical Kerr Effect

The optical Kerr effect is an important nonlinear effect where, through the χ(3) non-
linearity, a strong pump wave with frequency ω2 and intensity I(ω2) changes the
refractive index of a weak probe at ω1. To understand how strong this interaction
is and how it relates to the physical parameters of a device we explore Equa-
tion (3.25) for this specific case. If the two frequencies have the same polarisation
then we will have a term within the nonlinear polarisation

Px(ω1) =
3
2

ε0χ
(3)
xxxx(ω1; ω2,−ω2, ω1)|Ex(ω2)|2Ex(ω1) (3.26)

We can first consider a more specific case where the frequencies are the same,
ω2 = ω1, and the intense light changes its own index.

Px(ω) =
3
4

ε0χ
(3)
xxxx(ω; ω,−ω, ω)|Ex(ω)|2Ex(ω) (3.27)

If we now consider an electric field E(ω) = E0 cos(kxx − ωt) then the total polari-
sation will be given by

Px(ω) = ε0

(
χ(1) +

3
4

χ
(3)
xxxx|Ex(ω)|2

)
Ex(ω)

If we recall the definition of the linear susceptibility, Equation (3.8), we find that
this looks remarkably similar. In this case we can consider what will the new
refractive index be, due to this nonlinear correction. We can define a corrected
susceptibility ∆χ, which includes these two terms, such that

∆χ = χ(1) +
3
4

χ
(3)
xxxx|Ex(ω)|2 ≡ χL + χNL

Now we use the fact that n = (1 + χ)1/2 and that χL � χNL to form a Taylor
expansion around 1 + χ(1) we will have

nNL = (1 + ∆χ)1/2

= (1 + χL + χNL)
1/2

≈ (1 + χL)
1/2
(

1 +
1
2

χNL
(1 + χL)

)
= n(1 +

1
2n2

3
4

χ
(3)
xxxx|Ex(ω)|2)

= n(1 +
1

2n2
3
4

χ
(3)
xxxx

2I
ε0nc

)

= n + n2 I
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So we end up with an index change which is directly proportional to the intensity
and the nonlinear index n2 i.e ∆n = n2 I. The n2 parameter is related to χ(3)

directly through the last line of the above,

n2 =
3

4n2ε0c
χ(3) (3.28)

The intensity dependent refractive index is unavoidable in most χ(3) interac-
tions. For the sake of phase matching, it is convenient to think about the additional
phase shift generated from this change in index. The self induced phase shift is
referred to as self phasemodulation (SPM) and the phase shift from a strong pump
onto a weak probe is known as cross phase modulation (XPM). It is standard to
consider these effects in terms optical power instead of intensity. For example, the
nonlinear phase shift induced by SPM from a pump power Pp, through a medium
length L, is given by

φNL = γKPpL (3.29)

where γK is referred to as the nonlinear coefficient and Aeff is the effective area of
the propagating mode. For weakly guiding systems, like optical fiber or propaga-
tion through a bulk media, we have that

γK = k0n2/Aeff Aeff =
(
∫

∞ |Et|2 dA)2∫
∞ |Et|4 dA

(3.30)

where Et are the transverse electric field components of the mode [145, 146]. In
typical experiments γK is readily measurable, the corresponding n2 and χ(3) can
then be extracted if the other parameters are known to high enough accuracy.

Pockels effect

While χ(3) effects are universal to all media, though the strength can vary consid-
erably, the χ(2) susceptibility is non-zero only in systems which lack a centre of
inversion symmetry [140]. This means that all isotropic and amorphous glasses
do not exhibit the effect, and in general different forms of crystals are required
for experiments utilising the χ(2). Even so, the χ(2) nonlinearity is utilised in a
wide variety of rich applications, and is very crucial to modern society enabling
green laser pointers and, more seriously, modern telecommunications via external
modulation [147]. We will now describe the linear electro-optic effect, or Pockels
effect, which is commonly used in external modulators.

The electro-optic effect is the linear change in refractive index, arising from
a constant external electric field. To keep the following derivation concise we
will ignore the tensor nature of the nonlinear susceptibility and assume the fields
are polarised in the same direction. We follow a similar argument to the optical
Kerr effect, if we consider an electric field consisting of a DC component with
amplitude E0 and a component at frequency ω i.e E = E0 + Eω cos(kxx − ωt) we
have

P(ω) = ε0(χ
(1)E + χ(2)EE)

P(ω) = ε0

(
χ(1)(E0 + Eω cos(kxx − ωt)) + χ(2)(E0 + Eω cos(kxx − ωt))2

)
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Now, we are interested in terms varying at frequency ω, so factorisation will give

P(ω) = ε0

(
χ(1) + 2χ(2)E0

)
Eω cos(kxx − ωt) (3.31)

It is clear from the previous section that this corresponds to a change in the original
material index, and if we assume the same approximations as before, we should
have a change in index ∆n corresponding to

∆n =
E0

n
χ(2) ≡ 1

2
rn3E0 (3.32)

where we have introduced the electro-optic coefficient r, which is proportional to
the χ(2) and can be negative. Thus, we can induce a proportional index change
directly with a DC electric field.

We have been discussing modulation, but how does this occur? Imagine
that, instead of our DC field, we now have a sinusoidally varying field with
frequency ωRF. As long as frequency of the ωRF is much smaller than the optical
frequency ω the above assumptions will all apply. A changing index will result
in a changing phase, thus if we vary the electric field at ωRF we will induce
a phase modulation at this same frequency. By placing this modulation region
within an interferometer, such as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI), the
phase modulation can be converted into an intensity modulation. To maintain
phase stability such components are typically required to be integrated.

Four Wave Mixing

Fourwavemixing is a widely utilised nonlinear effect which can create new optical
frequencies, conjugate optical signals and act as a phase sensitive amplifier [142].
A key aspect of FWM, unlike the electro-optic effects discussed prior, are the
effects of phase matching. A thorough derivation of four wave mixing is beyond
the focus of this work. Instead we will briefly cover the coupled wave equations
and discuss important cases and outcomes of these.

We will also focus here on the specific case of degenerate four wave mix-
ing (DFWM), where the optical inputs are a strong pump wave at ωp and a
co-propagating wave, often referred to as the signal, at frequency ωs. The DFWM
process will generate a new wave, the idler, at frequency ωi. The frequency of ωi
is determined by energy conservation, such that ωi = 2ωp − ωs. The interactions
between these multiple propagating waves are calculated from a set of coupled
wave equations, derived from the Maxwell’s equation [140, 142], which are the
following for complex field amplitudes Ep, Es, and Ei:

dEp

dz
= −α

2
Ep + iγK

[
(|Ep|2 + 2(|Es|2 + |Ei|2))Ep + 2EsEiE∗

p exp(i∆kz)
]

dEs

dz
= −α

2
Es + iγK

[
(|Es|2 + 2(|Ei|2 + |Ep|2))Es + E∗

i E2
p exp(−i∆kz)

]
dEi

dz
= −α

2
Ei + iγK

[
(|Ei|2 + 2(|Es|2 + |Ep|2))Ei + E∗

s E2
p exp(−i∆kz)

]
where α is the propagation loss and ∆k = ks + ki − 2kp is the linear phasemismatch
for the respective propagation constants kp, ks, and ki of the involved waves. The
presence of the phasemismatchmeans that the phase of the driven nonlinear wave
will become offset from the driving waves. To understand the length scale over
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which this occurs it is convenient to think of the coherence length: the distance at
which the waves will be out of phase by 180°, which is given simply by

Lcoh =
2π

∆k
(3.33)

Returning to the coupled wave equations, the first set of terms in the square
brackets are due to the SPM and XPM, and the second term is the phase mismatch,
∆k = 0 for perfect phase matching. In this case we have that 2kp = ks + ki, and
also from energy conservation 2ωp = ωs + ωi. We can understand that two pump
photons will become one idler photon and one signal photon, and that all of these
photons need to travel in such a way that momentum is conserved. We discussed
in section 3.1.2 how the propagation constant at a particular frequency can be
tailored with the dimensions of a waveguide, by using this effect highly distinct
frequencies can be used phasematched.

If we assume that the pump is significantly stronger than the other waves then
the equations simplify to

dEp

dz
= −α

2
Ep + iγK(|Ep|2Ep) (3.34)

dEs

dz
= −α

2
Es + 2iγK|Ep|2Es + γKE∗

i E2
p exp(i∆kz) (3.35)

dEi

dz
= −α

2
Ei + 2iγK|Ep|2Ei + γKE∗

s E2
p exp(i∆kz) (3.36)

These equations can then, if desired, be further separated into the propagating
optical powers and phases [148, 149].

The effects of SPM and XPM result in extra phase accumulation, creating a
nonlinear phase matching condition. If the pump remains undepleted, i.e Pp � Ps,
we can introduce the new phase mismatch parameter κ = ∆k + 2γKPp. If we then
assume that the idler power is zero at the input of the waveguide, the solutions
of the above equations can be calculated analytically for the output power of the
idler and signal [142]. For a device length L and pump input power Pp we have
that

Ps(L) = exp(−αL)Ps(0)

(
1 +

[
γKPp

sinh(gLeff)

g

]2
)

Pi(L) = exp(−αL)Ps(0)
[

γKPp
sinh(gLeff)

g

]2

where the parametric gain coefficient g is given by

g2 = (γKPp)
2 − (κ/2)2 ≡ −∆k(

∆k
4

+ γKPp)

and Leff is effective length, essentially correcting for the pump loss through the
medium, and is given by

Leff =
1 − exp(αL)

α
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We can explore the FWM conversion efficiency, η = Pi(L)/Ps(0) in two distinct
limits by starting with the Taylor expansion of sinh,

η = exp(−αL)
[

γKPp
sinh(gLeff)

g

]2

η = exp(−αL)(γKPp)
2

(
gLeff

g
+

g3L3
eff

3!g
+ . . .

)2

η = exp(−αL)(γKPpLeff)
2

(
1 +

g2L2
eff

6
+ . . .

)2

If the signal wavelength is close the pump, in the range of a few nm, then ∆k ≈ 0
and the higher order terms of the Taylor expansion will go to zero, resulting in

η = exp(−αL)(γKPpLeff)
2 (3.37)

In this limit the converted idler power increases with the square of the pump
power. The conversion efficiency can be measured precisely with a typical optical
spectrum analyser (OSA), enabling high accuracy measurements of γK directly,
even for low pump powers. We adopt this technique for measuring γK in thick
silicon waveguides in Chapter 7.

Finally we can consider the case of perfect phase matching, where κ = 0. In
this case g = γKPp and γKPpLeff � 1, and we can then approximate sinh(x) ≈
exp(x)/2. Thus we will have exponential gain for the signal and idler, until the
pump begins to deplete, with the conversion efficiency being given by

η =
1
4

exp(−αL)(γKPp)
2 exp

(
2γKPpLeff

)
(3.38)

Achieving the exponential gain condition over even a small wavelength region
requires significant optimisation of system characteristics, including control of
higher order dispersion terms. We will discuss the opportunities available in
waveguides for tailoring dispersion in the next section.

Dispersion engineering and γK in waveguides

Waveguides provide a number of avenues to achieve phase matching. At the same
time, sub-wavelength waveguides in high indexmaterials, such as silicon or As2S3,
possess geometries which greatly modify the modal features. These waveguides
have properties which make the previous definition of γK inappropriate, needing
corrections for multi material systems, slow light effects and changing modal field
components. We will discuss these two points below.

Satisfying phase matching conditions for the desired nonlinear processes is
critical. In early fibers phasematching could occur through the use of multiple
modes, each with their own dispersion, either between the TE and TM fundamen-
tal modes or to higher order mode families [57, 150–153]. Techniques quickly
developed to utilise modal dispersion of a single mode fiber mode, birefringence
of a single fiber mode, and split pumps for phasematching different nonlinear
processes [57, 154]. Key breakthroughs occurred with the development of small
core highly nonlinear fibers, such as micro-structured fibers and PCFs [155], and
the creation of a photonic band gap allowed for flexible tuning of the modal dis-
persion. With the development of low loss, high confinement integrated planar
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waveguides in the early 2000’s, dispersion engineering with waveguide widths in
Si nanowires [156–158] andAs2S3 rib waveguides[159–161] proved highly effective.
By taking into account the signs of the higher order dispersion terms when design-
ing the waveguides, researches phasematched processes over exceedingly wide
wavelengths, such as 1.5µm and 3.5µm simultaneously [162–164]. The choice
of cladding material provides another degree of freedom for tuning the overall
dispersion, with a range of dielectrics or air being used [162, 165–167]. Finally, as
in the case of fibers, the use of photonic band gap guidance in photonic crystal
waveguides provides significant freedom for tailoring dispersion, and can pro-
vide enhancement of nonlinear interactions through the increased group index
[168–170].

3.2 Nonlinear Integrated Circuits

Integrated optics has existed for almost half a century, since the birth of the field
following the publications by Miller and colleagues in volume 48 of The Bell Sys-
tem Technical Journal [171]. Modern integrated optical devices generally utilise
lithographic processes to fabricate planar circuits. The flexibility of lithographic
tools allows for a wide range of materials and geometries to be exploited, with
the choice typically depending on the intended application. These systems can
be categorised based on a number of different characteristics, which we will ex-
plore below. As well as the powerful flexibility of lithography, current fabrication
techniques are capable of combining multiple sets of materials. This is known
as hybrid integration and provides the opportunity to optimise individual com-
ponents within an optical circuit, at the cost of added fabrication complexity.
Integrated optical circuits can be simple, just a straight waveguide with external
coupling is technically a circuit, or can combine multiple building blocks of linear,
active and nonlinear components. We will commence with a discussion on design
geometries and materials for linear and nonlinear components. This leads to a
detailed discussion on the considerations for forming optical circuits, before fin-
ishing this section with a focus on fabless photonic platforms available to external
users. To further place the following section in context, we have provided an
overview of the early and pre-history of integrated optics in chapter B.

3.2.1 Linear and Nonlinear Waveguides: Materials and Geometries

Modern waveguide devices are exceptionally diverse, making comparisons be-
tween even basic systems not straightforward. To help guide our discussion we
note that waveguides can be considered in three main classes, based on their use
within a circuit; linear, nonlinear and active. Active waveguides are technically a
subset of nonlinear waveguides, but as they require external connections with
electronic devices the fabrication processes and materials which are used is more
restrictive than a general circuit. The work in this thesis focuses on linear and
nonlinear circuits, as such we will not go into fine detail on active waveguide
components here. The characteristics of different waveguides are governed by the
intrinsic materials, and the fabrication technologies the materials are compatible
with. Some common technology platforms, with base materials and refractive
index, used in integrated optics are

• Compound Semiconductors (or III-V): InP (3.2), AlxGa1-xAs (3.3)

• Semiconductors: Si (3.5)
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Si Si3N4 SiO2 SiO2+ III-V III-V +

Figure 3.4: Representative geometries of waveguides found in different fabrication platforms. The
+ indicates a higher index than the base material.

• Dielectrics: Doped SiO2 (1.5–1.9), Si3N4 (2.0), As2S3 (2.4)

• Nonlinear Crystals: Li3NbO3 (2.2), AlN (2.1)

It is highly desirable to utilise materials which are capable of being processed
at the wafer scale, with preference to techniques which can be mapped directly
to tools used for fabricating electrical semiconductor circuits, such as deep ultra
violet (DUV) lithography and reactive ion etching (RIE) used in the complemen-
tary metal oxide (CMOS) electronics process. All of the above materials have
device demonstrations using photolithography, in particular SOI has had exten-
sive research on a number of CMOS pilot lines [172–178]. Here we will frame
our discussions around features and tradoffs of fabricated waveguides, and limit
discussions of fabrication processes except where critically required.

Linear Waveguides

Linear waveguides will generally form the basis of an optical circuit by being
combined to form basic building blocks and being used for routing within the
circuit. Waveguides can be formed out of a wide range of geometries, with typical
geometries shown in fig. 3.4. For linear waveguides, which are building blocks of
larger linear components and circuits, there are three key metrics

• Number of modes: Single mode operation desirable in circuits

• Compactness: Bending radius and device density

• Insertion Losses: Propagation Loss and coupling loss

These metrics are related to design and material/fabrication choices, however
they are all related to one primary characteristic: the index contrast ∆n between
the waveguide core ncore and cladding nclad, ∆n = ncore − nclad. For waveguides
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which are partially etched the index contrast is between the effective indexes from
the core and the slab region [179]. In the following we will describe how the index
contrast affects these three metrics.
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Figure 3.5: Increase in waveguide modes as width is increased.

Singlemode operationwithin a circuit greatly simplifies design and simulation
complexity, and the easiest way to achieve this is to use single mode optical
waveguides. To understand this requirement we recall the condition for the
number of modes within a slab waveguide, eq. (3.16), of thickness d and an optical
wave with wavelength λ0,

M =
2d
λ0

√
n2
core − n2

clad

which is rounded up to the nearest integer, and there is a set of modes for each
field polarisation. We can see immediately that as the index contrast is increased,
generally through the use of a higher index core material, the thickness to achieve
a single mode will be reduced, assuming a fixed wavelength. In very high index
contrast regimes we need a thickness well below a µm, such as a slab thickness of
250 nm in the case of SOI. As the slab only confines light in the vertical direction,
how small do we need to make a wire waveguide in SOI to achieve single mode
guidance? In fig. 3.5 we sweep the width of a fully etched wire, embedded in SiO2
and with a thickness of 220 nm, and plot the neff of the guided modes. We can
see that for widths greater than 450 nm a second TE-like mode quickly becomes
guided. We also note that the TE-like modes neff increases rapidly after cutoff,
whereas the TM-like modes only vary slowly as the primary confinement is in the
vertical direction, which remains unchanged.

Why do we call these waveguide modes TE-like, rather than just TE? In high
confinement waveguides, especially when close to cutoff, the modes no longer
strictly contain one field component, unlike the plane wave case described in
section 3.1.2. To demonstrate this we plot the primary field components for
the fundamental TE-like mode, in fig. 3.6a, for the silicon nanowire when the
width is 450 nm. As well as the prevalent Ey and Ez components, a significant
amount of the total field intensity exists outside of the waveguide core. The
fundamental TM-like mode is similar, fig. 3.6b, but further expanded out of the
core, which is understandable given that the mode is closer to cutoff. We also plot
the absolute component of the the two modes at 450 nm, and the fundamental
TE-like mode for a doubled width of 900 nm, demonstrating the varying profiles
and confinement of the different modes (fig. 3.6c. The overall field distribution
in all of these modes is altered by the significant Ez components, resulting in
high field concentrations near the sidewalls of the waveguides. The presence
of these multiple field components within a single mode is of great significance
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6: Fundamental TE-like (a) and TM-like (b) field components of a 450 nm× 220 nm Si
waveguide embedded in SiO2. (c) Absolute value of total field for the previous two modes, and the

fundamental TE-like mode of a 900 nm wide waveguide.

for nonlinear optics, as well as the particular field distribution between the core
and cladding, which we will discuss below. For those that wish to investigate
the modal properties waveguides further, we mention the availability of a highly
accessible, open source optical mode solver developed in our group.

Attaining bending radius below 100µm is critical in achieving compact optical
circuits, allowing for reduced costs (through number of devices per wafer) and
improved functionality (by combining multiple compact components). A number
of mechanisms may introduce losses during bends, which are discussed in further
detail in the following section, however an upper limit is set by losses caused
the radiation of light as the waveguide is bent. This was identified very early by
Marcatili and Miller [180], with the new understanding that sufficiently high
index contrast would lead to µm scale bends being one of the ideas behind the
field of integrated optics [171]. Marcuse investigated the radiation for the case of
slab waveguides [181], expressed in effective index form in [179], in which it was
shown that the loss in the bend LB was proportional to

LB ∝ R exp
(
−R(∆n/neff)

3/2
)

where R is the radius of the bend. To demonstrate this dependencewe have plotted
the reduction in bend loss as the bending radii is increased for a waveguide with
∆n = 10−2, which is representative of waveguides used in silica planar lightwave
circuits [182–184]. In this case the low index contrast requires bends with multiple
mm radius to reduce radiation losses to a sufficient level. To show just how
significantly the bending radii can be reduced, we calculate the bending radius to
achieve 0.1 dB loss for increasing index contrast, with typical materials indicated.
With just an index contrast of ∆n ≈ 0.5, satisfied by typical dielectrics with a SiO2
cladding, bending radii in the 10s of µm range are attainable. If this is pushed

https://github.com/bjornsturmberg/NumBAT
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even further to an index contrast of around 2, such as the case of SOI, low loss
bends with radii of a few µm are possible [172, 185]. However, while significantly
reducing the possible bend radii, the increasing of index contrast does have some
trade-offs, in particular increasing the propagation loss of the waveguide.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Radiation losses from a 90° bend with index contrast ∆n = 10−2 (b) Bending radii
required to reduce radiation losses below 0.1 dB level

So, how does the index contrast effect the propagation loss of a waveguide?
While propagation losses in straight waveguides are the product of a number of
mechanisms, material absorption and leakage to the substrate are possible issues,
they are typically dominated by losses due to scattering. These scattering losses
occur due to perturbations of the guided mode caused by the surface roughness
existing at the core and cladding interface [186]. Work from Marcuse [187], Payne
and Lacy [188], and Tien [189], described in the intro of [186], gives the magnitude
of this loss mechanism as

αp ∝ σ2 E2
s∫

E2 dx
∆n2 (3.39)

where σ is the root mean square of the surface roughness and E2
s /
∫

E2 dx is the
normalised field intensity at the interface of the core and cladding. Reducing
the surface roughness, through improvements and modifications to fabrication
processes, is the primary consideration for minimising propagation losses and
breakthroughs in this area have enabled modern integrated devices in high index
contrast nanophotonic circuits [120, 177, 178, 190, 191]. Reducing the index con-
trast, typically by moving to lower index core materials, will reduce scattering but
at the cost of compactness [192, 193]. Alternatively, waveguide geometries can
be adopted which minimise the field overlap with the sidewalls of the waveguide,
which generally have significantly higher surface roughness than the horizontal
interfaces [190]. Rib waveguides, where the core is only partially etched, reducing
the overlap region, can reduce losses significantly [194–197]. These designs can
introduce some additional complexity, with coupling to leaky modes a possibility
particularly in bends [198–201]. Alternatively, high aspect ratio designs can be
adopted, pushing the field well out of the waveguide to minimize scattering [202–
204]. These structures tend to have weak guiding and bending radii can suffer.
However, tricks can be applied with the use of multiple high aspect layers, such
as the Triplex dual stripe geometry [205]. By moving to very high confinement
structures the interaction with the side wall is also diminished [206]. In fully
etched nanowire geometries we can increase the width, which reduces losses dra-
matically α ∝ 1/w4 [188], but this has the drawback of the waveguide becoming
highly multimoded [190, 207]. Reducing scattering losses is beneficial to other
aspects of circuit performance. In particular backscattering into the circuit is
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reduced, which can cause a number of issues when designing devices such as
resonators [208–210].

Nonlinear Waveguides

The powerful functionality, enabled through the use of nonlinear optics and
optical signal processing, has been of interest for integrated devices for a number
of decades [144]. For nonlinear waveguide building blocks we wish to maximise
the desired nonlinear interaction. This typically means having as large nonlinear
coefficients as possible and minimising losses to keep pump and probe waves
strong. In the case of phase matched processes we also need to maintain the
appropriate dispersion and modal properties to induce the desired interaction. To
frame the following discussion we will consider the example of how to maximise
Kerr SPM. We will first describe the effect of the mixed field components on the
nonlinear coefficient, γK. We will then discuss the effects of linear and nonlinear
losses in the waveguides, how material choice affects the nonlinear performance
and how to use circuit building blocks to enhance nonlinear interactions.

Modern subwavelength structures produce quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes, as
we discussed in the previous section, which can result in a mix of Ex, Ey and Ez
field components in a single mode. As such, the approximations made for defining
the γK and Aeff in Equation (3.30) break down and new vectorial approaches are
required to understand the nonlinear dynamics in these waveguides [211]. The im-
portance of this understanding was quickly confirmed with experimental results
in in small core bismuth fibers, with the measured γK a factor of 2 higher than the
earlier scalar predictions [212]. It is also important to keep in mind that values
of the n2 determined with a scalar Aeff will be higher than the material value,
which is likely the cause of the spread of n2 in the silicon photonics literature. It
is possible to formulate the vector form of γK a number of ways, the definitive
work was published by Afshar in 2013 [213], where the authors separated the
individual physical effects in an intuitive way. In particular, the most insightful
formulation separates the group velocity from the other effects, such that

γK = k0 n2
g

navg
2

Aeff
(3.40)

where

navg
2 =

∫
∞ n2n2(2|E|4 + |E2|2)dA

3
∫

∞ n4|E|4 dA
Aeff =

(
∫

∞ n2|E|2 dA)2∫
∞ n4|E|4 dA

(3.41)

The navg
2 is a weighted n2 over the different materials in the waveguide, such as the

core and cladding. For highly dispersive media a correction to above equations
is needed [213]. The above integrals are performed to infinity, with calculations
of the integrals being split over different materials to incorporate the n2 and n
of the constituents. This splitting has been effective in describing properties of
multi-material slot waveguides [214, 215]. The work of Osgood follows a similar
approach to that of Afshar [167], though the factorisation is not as clear, but also
indicates the importance of calculating the n2 based on the full vectormode profile,
as different terms in the χ(3) tensor may become significant for the different modes.

Suppose that we have a linear attenuation α through a waveguide with length
L. Rather than incorporating the varying attenuation of a travelling pump or
probe wave, we can instead lump the total attenuation into an effective length by
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considering the total loss along the structure, i.e Leff =
∫ L

0 e−αz dz [216], which
through direct integration yields

Leff =
1 − e−αL

α
(3.42)

For large lengths the exponential will tend to zero and Leff ≈ α−1. We now recall
the equation for the nonlinear phase shift from SPM eq. (3.29),

φNL = γKPpLeff

We can see that to maximise the value of φNL we need to increase the pump power,
γK and Leff as much as possible. There generally exists an optimum waveguide
width due to the fact that reducing the waveguide width reduces the Aeff, and
increases ng if close to cutoff, while increasing the width reduces propagation
losses due to scattering at a high rate of α ∝ 1/w4, as discussed above. For
processes which are dependent on phasematching there is an extra constraint
where the bandwidth is traded off with efficiency by varying the device length
[154]. The primary method to improve γK is to use use materials which have
higher nonlinear indexes n2, however this is not a simple trade off either as such
materials frequently have nonlinear losses, which we will discuss further below.

While investigating the linear and nonlinear coefficients of materials, re-
searchers in the 1960s and 70s discovered an empirical relation between the linear
and nonlinear susceptibilities, or equivalently, the linear and nonlinear indexes of
materials. This is known as Miller’s rule [217, 218] and, in general, it shows an
exponential increase of n2 with a linear increase of n. A typical plot of Miller’s rule
with different materials, glasses from [219] and integrated devices from [220], is
shown in fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.8: (a) Exponential increase in n2 with increasing n, from [219]. A number of different glass
groups are indicated. (b) Similar to (a), but focusing on integrated optics platforms and presence of

two photon absorption, from [220].

There is thus a tremendous benefit to moving to higher index materials for
nonlinear optics, however there is one downside, apart from the increased scat-
tering losses. For many materials, moving to higher indexes, through varying
composition, also means changing the size of the band gap. This introduces the
issue of multiphoton absorption, a nonlinear loss mechanism where multiple
photons can bridge the band gap. For many materials at the telecommunications
band, 1550 nm, two photon absorption (TPA) becomes prevalent, and the new loss
mechanism of βTPA needs to be taken into account, especially when using high
peak power pulses [221–226]. For the sake of explicitness, βTPA will be non zero as
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soon as twice the photon energy is larger than the bandgap i.e 2h̄ωp > Eg, which
is a band energy of Eg = 1.6 eV at 1550 nm. Depending on the precise shape of
the bandgap this absorption may occur at higher energies.

The nonlinear loss due to TPA is exacerbated even further in semiconductor
devices, such as SOI and III-V circuits [227], where the creation of free carriers due
to the TPA process leads to excessive losses through further absorption, referred
to as free carrier absorption (FCA) [145, 228]. FCA is so strong that a CW pump in
SOI nanowires becomes completely saturated with powers over a few 10s of mW,
for relatively short device lengths on the order of 1 cm. A significant amount of
work has attempted to address this issue, primarily through the use of junctions
which sweep the generated carriers out of the waveguide, reducing the carrier
lifetime [229–232]. There is also the option of combining other materials with
silicon, in particular highly nonlinear polymers [233], to achieve a large overall
nonlinearity but smaller amounts of TPA, and thus FCA [214, 215, 234, 235]. This
hybrid integration concept is discussed further in section 3.2.2. In some materials
the composition can be varied to ”bandgap engineer” the medium, enabling
the highest n2 before βTPA becomes significant [220, 236], though higher order
absorption such 3 photon absorption may still occur [221].

An alternative to increasing the n2 directly is to use optimisation on the com-
ponent level, with two examples being slow light waveguides or resonant en-
hancement, to increase the resulting strength of the nonlinearity. While a silicon
nanowire is technically a slow light waveguide, with ng = 5.5 significantly higher
than the neff [237], photonic crystal (PhC) waveguides [169, 238] and coupled
resonator optical waveguide (CROW) [239] are capable of large slowdown factors
which enhance the nonlinearity [168, 240–243]. These enhancements, perhaps
unsurprisingly at this point, do come with some caveats, linear effects such as
absorption and dispersion are also increased with the slow down factor, but the
nonlinear enhancement scales with the number of interacting fields such that
three-wave and four-wave mixing see considerable enhancements even for modest
slowdown factors [244]. PhC also have the capability of compressing the mode
field significantly [245, 246], with conversion efficiencies in the range −20dB be-
ing generated with modest pump powers in only a few 100µm length [247, 248].
Resonant enhancement typically increases interaction strength by building up
large circulating powers in compact mode volumes, and providing long effective
lengths for spontaneous processes [249–251]. In resonant systems minimising
losses is thus critical. For this reason lower index contrast systems, which have
smaller n2 values, are frequently used [252, 253]. Optical quality factors in in-
tegrated resonators can range from 104 to 1010, with values in the range of 106
a typical upper limit for sub wavelength waveguides [120, 252, 254]. In the last
decade optical microresonators have become of considerable interest for the gen-
eration of Kerr frequency combs, in particular stable frequency combs based on
the generation of dissipative solitons [254–261].

3.2.2 Making a Circuit

So far we have explored some of the linear and nonlinear properties of integrated
waveguides. However, a waveguide does not exist in isolation. Integrated waveg-
uides form part of larger optical circuits, which are required to connect and exist
in even larger photonic systems. Here we will discuss external coupling to optical
circuits, waveguide designs for routing, what happens when you bend a waveg-
uide, and techniques for combining multiple materials in a single circuit. A useful
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resource when researching this area is the Silicon Photonics Design textbook from
Lukas Chrostowski and Michael Hochberg [262].

Coupling

Efficiently interfacing optical fibers with integrated devices is rather difficult due
to the sheer size disparity between the different structures. The spatial overlap
between the mode profile of a typical SMF fiber and a silicon nanowire is very
low, resulting in coupling efficiencies on the order of −20dB and large reflections.
To increase this to a more feasible amount, two main techniques are adopted in
the literature: the use of gratings to couple out of plane light into a waveguide,
and end fire coupling from optical fiber into a mode matched waveguide.

Grating couplers have been used since the advent of integrated optics as
a means of coupling light into optical circuits [263]. They provide additional
momentum (i.e ∆k) which allows for phasematching between optical modes and,
provided there is suitable optical overlap, produce efficient coupling between
these modes [264]. In Si based high index contrast circuits, grating couplers
provide typical insertion losses of 5 dB from close to vertically coupled cleaved
single mode fiber, and bandwidths in the tens of nm range [265, 266]. Optimised
designs have shown wide bandwidths [267], low optical back reflection [268, 269]
or lower insertion losses [264, 270, 271], down to 1dB if reflective elements below
the waveguide are used. Grating couplers have also been demonstrated in lower
index contrast materials such as Si3N4 [272, 273]. A key primary benefit of grating
couplers is flexibility, as the ability to place coupling elements anywhere on a
device enables highly dense circuits. An array of coupling fibers can be used to test,
and package, compact multi port circuits, without requiring cleaving of samples
[274, 275]. Finally, while µm scale gratings are not possible in thick waveguide
structures, an alternative approach using vertical mirrors, metallic or TIR, can
achieve similar functionality in these systems [276, 277].

Efficient end fire coupling can be performed a number of ways, which vary
depending on the waveguide type. The most important aspect for efficient cou-
pling is for the mode profiles to be as closely matched as possible, at the fiber to
chip interface. For high index nano waveguides the waveguide widths are reduced,
making the mode expand as the waveguide approaches cutoff. The mode can then
be transferred to a large overlay waveguide, typically formed of polymer or SiONx,
and then coupled to the external fiber [278]. If the end of the nano waveguide is
within a few optical wavelengths of the device edge it can directly couple to an
external fiber [279]. Advanced versions of these schemes have shown less than
1dB loss [280–282]. Ultrahigh NA fibers with small mode fields, which can be
spliced to SMF with low loss, or lensed fibers are typically used to achieve these
overlap. A key benefit of end fire coupling schemes is much larger operational
bandwidths than optical gratings. For larger micron scale waveguides, like silica
circuits [184] or thick silicon waveguides [277], outward lateral tapers can be
sufficient to produce low coupling losses in the range of 1 dB.

Routing: Bends

The desire to fabricate compact circuits imposes a number of constraints on waveg-
uide designs used for routing. Ideal routing waveguides should have, low propa-
gation losses, low cross-talk between adjacent structures and be capable of tight
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bends. We will discuss these conflicting requirements, and techniques to surpass
them, with the specific example of silicon nanowaveguides.

As was mentioned in section 3.2.1, fully etched single mode nanowire waveg-
uides have high propagation losses, with typical values in the range of 1 dB cm−1

to 2 dB cm−1. The use of shallow etched rib waveguides can reduce these losses
significantly, with a reduction from 1.4 dB cm−1 to 0.3 dB cm−1 demonstrated [194,
196]. Using multiple etch steps in a single fabrication process allows for both
waveguide designs on a single wafer, and short linear tapers in the rib layer allows
for low loss conversion between these geometries [194, 196, 283]. An alternative
to rib waveguides is using multi µm wide deeply etched geometries, with losses
below 0.1 dB /cm possible [207, 284]. Again tapers can be used to convert between
the fundamental modes in each structure, care in the design process is required to
prevent excitation of higher order modes. Depending on the final width, and the
number of modes, low loss linear tapers can require long lengths in the range of
100 µm or above. Alternative designs, parabolic in particular, can be more efficient
when designed correctly [184, 285].

So, while we can easily shift between different waveguide geometries, the
question becomes, why wouldn’t we just use a low loss geometry all the time?
The answer to this is what happens when we bend a waveguide. As well as the
radiation losses which we described earlier, there are two possible sources of loss
due to waveguide bends, mismatch losses at the interface between the straight
and bent waveguide, and mode conversion losses during the waveguide bend.
To understand these effects it is informative to consider the modes of the bent
waveguide [286], with an example shown in fig. 3.9a. Consider a bend with a
constant radius of curvature, as the bending radii is reduced the mode is pushed
outwards. This can be understand more intuitively using conformal optics, a
bent waveguide can be shown to be equivalent to a straight waveguide with
linearly increasing index along the cross section [287]. If this effect is sufficiently
strong there will be a large mismatch between the modes of the straight and bent
structure, and we will incur an insertion loss as the fundamental mode is coupled
into the higher order modes, or leaky modes, of the bent waveguide [179, 286, 288].
One approach to this issue is simply to offset the interface of the bent and straight
waveguides [179, 288]. While this is an improvement, a superior approach, in
particular in terms of fabrication imperfections [289], is to slowly increase the
curvature of the bent structure along the bend. Bezier or Clothoid based curves
are used in the literature [192, 194, 207], ensuring that the overlap remains high
along the entire bend region.

Even if we reduce the coupling at the bend and straight interface, it is not
possible to completely suppress mode coupling during the bend. To further
minimise losses due to mode conversion in the bends, we can design the bend to
operate in a matched bend configuration [289]. In this case the length of the bend,
which for a fixed bending angle will be given by the effective radius, is chosen
such that it matches the beat length of the two bent modes, which is given by

LB =
2π

kb1 − kb2

where kb1 and kb2 are the propagation constants of the two bent modes. This
technique was proposed in a highly informative paper by Melloni et al in 2003
[289] and is commonly adopted when dealing with multi mode waveguides [291,
292]. The understanding also extends to waveguides with variable bending radii,
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(a) (b)
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Figure 3.9: (a) Mode profile for Left: Silicon nanowire and Right: Silicon nanowire with 3 µm bend
radii [290] (b) 3D FDTD Simulations of field propagation through a multimode waveguide. The left
simulation is operating at the matched bend radii for the waveguide geometry. The right simulation
is slightly offset (-10%) from the first simulation, distortion in the output of the bend is due to mode

conversion.

in which case the matched bend will have a wider operational bandwidth than a
typical circular arc [206, 293]. It is important to keep in mind that what may be
considered ”single mode waveguides” will often have leaky optical modes which
can be coupled to in bends, which this technique can help avoid.

We have spent quite some time discussing mode coupling in waveguides,
so you may be wondering, is it really this important? For a single bend only
losing 1% of power from the fundamental mode doesn’t seem that bad. However
at the circuit level, where there may be tens or hundreds of bends and mode
sensitive components, this can be a crucial limiter of performance [294, 295].
Optical power which is coupled into higher order modes can, due to other bends
or tapers in the circuit, couple back into the fundamental mode [296, 297]. This
may result in destructive interference, which will be determined by the phase
difference during propagation in other modes, and can result in significantly
reduced performance in certain wavelength ranges [296]. It is important that
simulations of circuit performance fully capture the effects of mode coupling, as
well as backscatter from waveguides [209], to correctly inform the design process.
A number of commercially available simulation tools utilise scattering matrix
approaches to perform circuit simulations, in particular Caphe from Luceda
Photonics, Interconnect from Lumerical Solutions and Aspic Design from Filarete.

http://www.lucedaphotonics.com/en
https://www.lumerical.com/tcad-products/interconnect/
http://www.aspicdesign.com
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Routing: Coupling and Cross-Talk

Minimising cross-talk between waveguides is an important consideration when
designing dense circuits and compact spiral structures. So far we have considered
a waveguide in isolation, what happens when we bring two waveguides in close
proximity? The interaction between the waveguides causes them to couple, they
no longer act independently from each other [298, 299]. The dynamics of this new
system can be explored with coupled mode theory, in particular we can consider
the new modes of the combined structure, which are referred to as supermodes.
Each of the original modes of the single waveguide are now split into two modes,
the symmetric and anti-symmetric super mode. In the case where the coupling
waveguides are almost identical, the coupling coefficient can be calculated from
the difference in effective index between the supermodes,

C =
π∆neff

λ0
(3.43)

Now, if we assume that the optical power P0 starts in a single waveguide then the
fraction of power coupled to the other waveguide Pcross a length L, is given by

κ2 =
Pcross

P0
= sin2(CL) (3.44)

This means that the all power will be transferred after when Lc = π/2C, which
is referred to as the coupling length. What is this length for a typical waveguide
geometry? If we take two 500 nm× 220 nm silicon nanowires, embedded in SiO2
and separated by a gap of 300 nm, then the coupling length is only 15 µm. This
large amount of coupling is actually one of the reasons to actually use nanowires
to begin with. We can make compact, micron scale, power splitters simply by
bringing two nano waveguides close together. These highly coupled waveguides
are actually a fundamental building block in integrated circuits, and are called
directional couplers. Directional couplers frequently form the basis of more
complex building blocks, such as coupled resonators and power splitters [300,
301].

We have just shown that two Si nanowires separated by a gap of 300 nm act
as a highly effective optical coupler. How big of a gap do we need to reduce
this coupling to a negligible, or tolerable, level? A calculation of the coupling
parameterwith varying gaps shows an exponential reduction in C, with increasing
gap size [262]. Returning to eq. (3.44), and set a desired limit of the coupling, let
us say 50dB, occurring over a 1 cm interaction length. This will result in

10−5 = sin2(0.01 × C)
→ C = 0.32

From the plot we find that this value occurs for a 3 µm gap, around ten times
the width of the waveguide. It is important to note that the actual coupling may
be even higher in waveguides with large amounts of surface roughness through
radiative coupling [302]. How does this dependence change with the width of
the waveguide? We can perform the same process as above for the 2 µm wide
waveguide, looking just at supermodes formed from the fundamental waveguide
mode. The required gap has reduced significantly, down to a value of only 500 nm.
Qualitatively, we can see that as the field confinement is increased the expected
coupling between two waveguides will be reduced, high confinement waveguides
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have been shown to provide highly dense circuits [294]. If further reductions in
cross-talk are needed for nanowirewaveguides a possible design route is the use of
waveguides with different widths [303], or by using subwavelength metamaterials
between the waveguides [304].

Hybrid Integration

We have seen that the geometries, and materials, which are suitable for strong
nonlinear interactions in waveguides are not always suitable for forming linear
circuits. From a design point of view it would be highly desirable to separate non-
linear components into single building blocks which are used throughout a linear
circuit. One approach to achieve this goal is hybrid integration, bringing multiple
different materials onto a single circuit. Hybrid integration has been extensively
explored to bring light sources and modulation components to integrated circuits
[305]. Here we will focus on the design considerations, rather than the fabrication
specifics, and look at a few examples from the literature.

The requirements for interfacing different hybrid waveguide geometries are
very similar to those discussed earlier with external coupling to waveguides. To
achieve low insertion losses we require a continuous transition of the mode profile
along the structure, while avoiding coupling to undesired higher order or leaky
modes. Milton and Burns explored this problem in detail, in the context of waveg-
uide tapers, in their 1977 work [306]. This can be expressed more quantitatively
by considering the overlap integral between two modes m and n, on either side of
the interface between two waveguide geometries 0 and 1, which is given by

cmn =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

[(
Em,0 × H∗

n,1

)
z
+
(

E∗
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)
z

]
dx dy

2
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−∞
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−∞

(
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m,0

)
z

dx dy
∫ ∞
−∞
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−∞
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En,1 × H∗

n,1

)
z

dx dy
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An appropriately designed transition will maximise cmn for the desired mode
combination, and minimise any other cross terms, for the full length of the transi-
tion region. Adopting this process can enable low loss transitions between highly
disparate waveguide geometries. For example, a 20 µm long transition from a Si
nanowire to slot waveguide achieved losses below 0.1 dB [307].

There are twomain schemes used for photonic circuits with hybrid integration.
The first scheme comprises of a circuit where the separate waveguides are formed
completely of the material, with tapers providing transitions between the multiple
regions. Examples include Si and Si3N4 [296, 308, 309], Si and SiOx [310, 311] and
InP and SiOx [312]. The second scheme involves hybrid waveguides formed of
multiple materials, which generally are not etched, which interact evanescently.
This scheme is very popular for integrating Si and III-V materials [313, 314],
and was the basis of the first electrically pumped laser in a silicon circuit [305,
315]. Waveguide geometries of this form can generate strong interactions without
needing to etch the hybrid material layer, such as the case for nonlinear polymer
claddings [215, 235, 316, 317] and Li3NbO3 [318, 319]. It is worth mentioning
that the flipped version of this scheme has gained attention recently, with glasses
[320–322], Si3N4 [323, 324] and Si [325, 326] used so far, where the waveguide
has been etched on top of a Li3NbO3 substrate. In these evanescent devices the
interaction with the different layers is controlled by the waveguide widths, and
tapers again need to be optimised to couple into the evanescent region from the
passive/linear region of the circuit [327].
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3.2.3 "Fabless" Photonic Platforms

The tools required to fabricate complex integrated photonic circuits can be pro-
hibitively expensive, preventing the majority of academic groups, or small busi-
nesses, from accessing advanced multi step devices. To surpass this issue a
number of institutions have adopted a sharing model from electronics, offering
multi-project wafer (MPW) runs, also known as ’shuttle’ services, to external users
[328]. MPW services combine multiple device designs onto a single fabrication
run, spreading the cost of specific tooling (like lithographic masks) between many
users. This allows external users to access fabrication tools at significantly lower
monetary cost than owning and running a facility, thus performing ”fabless” re-
search, without needing complex formal collaboration agreements. As the current
state of MPW services is quite diverse, we will arrange discussions around base
materials and emerging platforms, and also mention the brokers who provide
access to the MPW foundries.

Figure 3.10: (a) Schematic of features of IMEC iSiPP50G platform [329] (b) SEM of cross section of
IHP active device, showing SOI region and a BiCMOS Transistor in close proximity

Silicon on Insulator

In recent years, SOI has become the standard material platform for photonic
integration. Sometimes termed more simply as ’Silicon Photonics’, the lure of
cheap material processing, supply and, in particular, ease of integration with
silicon based electronics, has pushed research into SOI based devices into truly
stratospheric levels with thousands of citations now occurring every year. This
surge of research is partly due to the fact that MPW runs have been available, first
through IMEC and LETI in Europe [330], for a number of years. The complexity of
available devices varies between the foundries, from passive si nano-waveguides
to active components with Si doping, metal layers and other materials such as
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germanium [331]. Foundries with active components generally offer cheaper
passive only schemes, below we provide a list of MPW foundries available to
external users.

• IMEC iSiPP50G: Active components with doped silicon modulators, Ge
detectors and Ge-Si absorption modulators [329, 332]

• IHP SG25ePIC: Active optical components and co-integration of BiCMOS
electronics [333, 334]

• IME SiPho: Active optical components. Was formally run through USA as
the OPSIS foundry [335]. Multilayer Si3N4 also available [308]

• CEA-LETI Si310-PHMP2M:A310 nm thick active platformavailable through
CMP. Optimisations for 1300 nm applications. [336]

The above foundries all utilise deep UV photolithography to process 200mm
diameter Si wafers [175]. Moving tomore advanced technology nodes can improve
performance, through reduced surface roughness and wafer variability [177], but
at added cost which ismaking this prospect currently out of bounds forMPW runs.
MPW runs for IMEC, IHP and LETI are accessible through the Europractice broker
service. IME services are accessible through IME directly or CMC Microsystems.

III-V Semiconductors

While silicon photonics has attracted significant attention in recent times, III-V
based integrated photonic devices have existed for decades. A key advantage of
III-V semiconductor systems is the ability to form quantum wells and engineer
electronic bandgaps, while still on a monolithic substrate. This flexibility allows
for truly diverse active circuits to be formed out of III-V materials, with electrically
pumped lasers, semiconductor amplifiers, polarisation rotation elements and large
bandwidth photodiodes all available in generic integration platforms [337]. The
Jeppix broker service currently provides access toMPW runs in indium phosphide
(InP) based circuits at Fraunhofer HHI and Smart Photonics [338].

Other Established Platforms

As well as the more standard SOI nanowires and InP structures, a few foundries
provide access to unique materials and geometries. The most commonly accessed
of these is the TriPleX platform [205], fabricated by LioNiX and accessible through
the Jeppix broker. The TriPlex platform consists of alternating layers of SiO2 and
Si3N4, and can produce quite interesting waveguide geometries such as double
strip structures, box shaped waveguides or more traditional high confinement
Si3N4 structures [205]. Capable of providing low losses (<0.1 dB /cm) and tight
bends, TriPlex is seen as highly complementary to other platforms, with active
efforts to combine TriPlex and III-V structures, in both evanescent and end fire
coupling schemes.

Another platform capable of very low loss routing is the thick Si platform
provided by VTT [339]. The platform consists of 3 µm thick silicon waveguides,
with half-etched rib waveguides providing access to single mode geometries and
highly multi-moded fully etched wire waveguides enabling relatively tight bends
(<100 µm), 100 µm long tapers enable low loss coupling between rib and wire
waveguides. The large mode area of these waveguides enables end-fire coupling

http://cmp.imag.fr/datasheet/silicon-photonic-ics-si310-phmp2m
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losses of around 1.5 dB with lensed fibers and reduced propagation losses in
the range of 0.1 dB cm−1. The fully etched waveguides are capable of very high
density, with 1.9 µm wide waveguides able to be separated by only 2 µm, a 1.5m
long spiral was formed in less than 0.1 cm2 [340]! Metallisation is also possible
to enable thermo-optic phase shifters, higher speed active components are still
currently under development. Access to MPW runs is available through VTT
directly.

The previously described MPW services utilise photolithography to create
tens to hundreds of optical circuits simultaneously. The development, and cost,
of the lithographic masks required means that these services generally only run
a few times a year, and lead times are typically in the range of a full year when
the design deadlines are included. For rapid prototyping, and investigations of
single components, multiple chips are not always required and a faster turnover
would be highly ideal. This tradeoff is possible through the use of electron-beam
lithography (EBL), and access to SOI basedEBL chips is available through theOpen
EBL scheme or through applied nanotools. A similar scheme has been recently
initiated in Australia. It is worth noting that these facilities are typically based
within universities and fabrication tolerances are not necessarily as consistent as a
private company based MPW run, such as with IMEC.

Emerging Platforms

The above MPW foundries have existed for a few years and are well established,
with multiple fabrication runs and well developed basic components. A new
emerging service is being developed by AIM photonics in the USA. More than just
a single facility, AIM photonics is an end to end project focused on developing a
photonic fabrication ecosystem within the USA. The final platform will be highly
advanced, capable of featuring both Si and III-V devices for integrated lasers and
high performance active components [341]. Due to the complexity of the process,
the relative cost may be outside the range of academia for sometime, with the
cheapest option currently at $25k USD for Si-based active devices.

Dispersion engineered Si3N4 has become a popular material for the generation
of Kerr frequency combs using integrated micro resonators [253]. Si3N4 has also
received interest as a passive, low loss, routing element in silicon photonics [308].
However the thickness of these waveguides is typically not suitable for dispersion
engineering in the 1550 nm wavelength band. LIGENTEC has recently started
providing thick Si3N4 structures, based on a photonic damascene fabrication
process [342], suitable for use with nonlinear optics. Publications from external
groups utilising this process has been limited, however there is on going effort to
combine these structures with more traditional SOI systems [343].

Cornerstone is another recently commenced service, which is based in a num-
ber of universities in the UK. It is quite unique in that it provides three different
thicknesses of SOI, 220 nm, 300 nm and 500 nm, with multiple etch depths. It also
provides active components with different doping levels for silicon, and varies
between the use of photolithography and electron-beam lithography. It is primar-
ily aiming itself for establishing capability in the UK, though external users can
submit designs. It is university funded, and the nature of the program after the
end of the initial funding is not clear.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/openebl-fabrication-test-passive-silicon-photonic-lukas-chrostowski
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/openebl-fabrication-test-passive-silicon-photonic-lukas-chrostowski
http://www.appliednt.com/nanosoi/
https://sites.google.com/view/siliconphotonics/home
http://www.aimphotonics.com/mpw/
http://www.ligentec.com
http://www.cornerstone.sotonfab.co.uk
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Chapter 4
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in
Waveguides

In this chapter we explore and develop a basic understanding of stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) in waveguides. We start with the traditional physical
mechanisms behind SBS and the the operation of SBS in a bulk media. This leads
into the remarkably different situation of SBS in systems with guided optical and
acoustic waves, requiring a brief overview of acoustic waveguides, and the change
of the phase matching conditions in these systems. Finally, the chapter closes
with a description of the calculation of the Brillouin gain coefficient, in particular
approaches which take into account the vectorial nature of the guided modes and
forces due to interactions with the waveguide boundaries.
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Comments and Resources

In 1922 Leon Brillouin introduced a theory to describe the scattering of electromag-
netic waves, specifically X-rays, from acoustic vibrations within a media. Because
of this, we now refer to the inelastic scattering of an optical wave from an acoustic
wave as Brillouin scattering. For a historical overview of Brillouin scattering, and
including details of state of the art devices during from the last decade, please
refer to Chapter 2. Spontaneous Brillouin scattering occurs when the optical wave
scatters from vibrations which are exist due to the thermal energy available at
a given temperature. If a strong light source passes through the material it can
further induce vibrations, phonons, in the material. Stimulated Brillouin scattering
is the scattering of an optical wave from these optically induced acoustic waves.
In this thesis we are focused on the effects of stimulated scattering, however
spontaneous scattering is always present and should be considered when appro-
priate. The theses of Raphaël Van Laer, Johannes Köhler and Thomas Büttner are
good starting points for additional resources in Brillouin scattering in waveguide
systems.

4.1 Understanding Physical mechanisms behind SBS

On a fundamental level stimulated Brillouin scattering is a nonlinear interaction
based around the coupling of optical waves with optically induced acoustic waves.
In classical devices this interaction is generally mediated through the thermo-
dynamically linked material properties of electrostriction and the photoelastic
effect. Electrostriction is a property of a medium where a physical stress and
strain can be created in the presence of an electric field, where the strength of
the interaction scales with the field intensity. The photoelastic effect describes
the change of dielectric properties of the medium in the presence of a strain. In
this section we will begin with a high level description of SBS and provide more
details on electrostriction and the photoelastic effect.

Figure 4.1: High level representation of stimulated Brillouin scattering [133]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.09645
https://d-nb.info/1139492535/34
http://hdl.handle.net/2123/14447
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4.1.1 High Level SBS Overview

The general interaction process of SBS is summarized in fig. 4.1. We start by
considering a systemwith 1Dpropagation, with a pumpwave, frequency ω1, and a
counter propagating probewave, frequency ω2, passing through themedium. The
interference of the pump and probe will generate an intensity envelope, which has
a wavelength determined by the frequency spacing of the waves ∆ω = ω1 − ω2.
This intensity profile creates a moving density gradient, an acoustic wave, through
the process of electrostriction. The density wave then creates a moving index
perturbation, essentially an optical grating, through the photoelastic effect. If the
frequency spacing ∆ω is appropriate to satisfy the phase matching condition, a
frequency known as the SBS shift, ΩSBS, then the acoustic wave will be resonantly
enhanced and the pump wave will reflect off the grating. As the grating is moving,
then the pump frequency will be Doppler shifted by precisely the frequency
spacing ΩSBS, and result in an amplification of the probe wave at frequency
ω1 − ΩSBS. This amplification is highly efficient and exponentially increases with
the pump power and medium length. The spectral width of the response is
determined by the phonon lifetime, generally on the order of 10 ns.

4.1.2 Electrostriction and Photoelasticity

Now that we have briefly given a high level overview of SBS we will go one step
further and describe more quantitatively the physical mechanisms and dynamics
of the SBS interaction. We will follow the general description given by Boyd [140]
to understand the physical origin of the electrostrictive force, with a simple bulk
example to elucidate the general physics.

As mentioned previously, electrostriction is an effect where materials become
compressed, or expand, in the presence of an electric field. The origin of this force
can be considered in the context of the stored energy of the system. Consider a
dielectric slab placed between capacitive plates. The potential energy of a material
located in an electric field with strength E is increased by the amount

u =
1
2

εε0E2

The total energy of the system, integrating the potential energy over the volume (i.e∫
u dV), is maximised by the medium moving into the region where the electric

field is the largest.
From a microscopic point of view we can consider the force produced on

a molecule from an external electric field. Due to the presence of the field E,
the molecule will develop a dipole moment p = ε0αE where α is the molecular
polarizability. The energy stored in the polarisation field is given by

U = −
∫ E

0
p · dE′ = −1

2
ε0αE · E = −1

2
ε0αE2

and the corresponding force acting on the molecule from this potential is given by

F = −∇U =
1
2

ε0α∇
(
E2)

If we consider a macroscopic object there will be an accompanying change of
material density due to this force, which will result in a change in the permittivity
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of the medium. This interaction is the photoelastic effect. This can be written as

∆ε =

(
∂ε

∂ρ

)
∆ρ (4.1)

The change in permittivity will lead to a further change in the original poten-
tial energy, ∆u. This change in energy must be equivalent to the work done in
compressing the material, and thus we can define the electrostrictive pressure pst as

pst = −1
2

ε0

(
∂ε

∂ρ

)
ρE2 ≡ −1

2
ε0γeE2 (4.2)

where γe =
(

∂ε
∂ρ

)
ρ is known as the electrostrictive constant. The change in density

∆ρ due to small change in pressure ∆p is given by

∆ρ = −ρ

(
1
ρ

∂ρ

∂p

)
∆p ≡ −ρ C∆p

where C = ρ−1(∂ρ
/

∂p ) is the compressibility of the medium. If we now insert
the electrostrictive stress for ∆p we will end up with

∆ρ =
1
2

ε0ρ CγeE2

The above equation describes the change inmaterial density induced by an applied
electric field, which can act as a source term in the acoustic wave equation. The
derivation has been performed assuming a static electric field E. In the case of SBS
the electric field should be replaced with an optical frequency which will yield

∆ρ =
1
2

ε0ρ Cγe〈Ẽ · Ẽ〉 (4.3)

where the angled brackets denote the time average over an optical period.

4.2 SBS in Bulk Media

In section 4.1.2 we have shown how an optical force, the electrostrictive pressure
induced by an optical intensity, can create a density fluctuation in a medium.
When satisfying the right conditions for the optical waves generating the optical
force, the phase matching condition, this density fluctuation can generate strong
acoustic waves which will couple all three waves. We will first discuss the phase
matching condition and then introduce the standard coupled wave formalism
used to describe SBS, for the case of bulk media.

4.2.1 Phase Matching

Consider an optical pump travelling in 1D within a bulk media with acoustic
velocity vac and refractive index n. If this optical wave undergoes Brillouin scat-
tering, it will either be down-shifted in frequency, Stokes scattering, or upshifted
in frequency by the acoustic phonon, anti-Stokes scattering. The three waves have
to satisfy energy conservation and momentum conservation, and for the case of
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Stokes scattering we have that

ωp = ωs + ωac kp = ks + kac

In the case of backwards scattering it is typical to make the approximation that
ks = −kp, which means that the acoustic wave is travelling in the forwards direc-
tion with a momentum of kac ≈ 2kp. If it is also assumed that only longitudinal
acoustic waves are involved in the interaction, then the dispersion of the acoustic
wave will be linear, and the acoustic frequency is given by

ωac = vac|kac|

The optical wave vector in themedium is related to the vacuumwavelength simply
through |kp| = 2πn/λp. Thus, if we combine all these relations, we will have that
the SBS frequency shift is given by

ΩSBS
2π

=
2nvac

λp
(4.4)

where ΩSBS/2π is the frequency shift expressed in Hz, i.e ΩSBS/2π ≈ 11 GHz in
typical SMF-28 fiber [344]. If we were to consider the case of forward scattering
then the acoustic wavevector will approach zero, i.e |kac| → 0, which implies that
the acoustic frequency will also approach zero if assuming linear dispersion for
longitudinal acoustic waves.

4.2.2 Coupled Wave Equations for Bulk

We will continue following the work of Boyd [140] in this section, keeping the
description brief as we will focus on the formulation for waveguide systems later.
The nonlinear coupling between the two optical waves and the acoustic wave
can be treated within a coupled wave approach. For generality we will relabel
the pump and counter propagating waves as E1 and E2 with frequencies ω1 and
ω2. We can then treat the total optical field within the medium as Ẽ(z, t) =
Ẽ1(z, t) + Ẽ2(z, t), where

Ẽ1(z, t) = A1(z, t)ei(k1z−ω1t) + c.c

and
Ẽ2(z, t) = A2(z, t)ei(−k2z−ω2t) + c.c

where c.c denotes the complex conjugate of the adjacent term. The acoustic field
can be described in terms fo the density distribution in thematerial in the following
way

ρ̃(z, t) = ρ0 +
[
ρ(z, t)ei(kacz−ωact) + c.c

]
Now in the same way that the propagation of the electric field will obeyMaxwell’s
Equations, the material density obeys the acoustic wave equation, which is given
by

∂2ρ̃

∂t2 − αac∇2 ∂ρ̃

∂t
− vac∇2ρ̃ = ∇ · f (4.5)

where αac is an acoustic damping parameter. The source term on the right hand
side of the equation is given by the divergence of the force per unit volume f,
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which in this case is driven optically, i.e light influencing sound, and is given by

f = ∇pst

where pst is the electrostrictive pressure as shown in eq. (4.2) and discussed in
section 4.1.2. For the optical fields we have here the source term is given by

∇ · f = ε0γek2
ac

[
A1A∗

2ei(kacz−ωact) + c.c
]

(4.6)

If we now introduce the source term and the density field into the acoustic wave
equation, and assume that the acoustic amplitude varies slowly in space and time,
we will have that

− 2iωac
∂ρ

∂t
+ (ΩSBS

2 − ω2
ac − iωacΓB)ρ − 2ikacv2

ac
∂ρ

∂z
= ε0γek2

acA1A∗
2 (4.7)

where the Brillouin linewidth has been introduced as

ΓB = k2
acαac (4.8)

which is the reciprocal of the phonon lifetime, τp = Γ−1
B . In the case where the

phonon propagation distance is significantly less than the optical propagation
length, which is quite typical but not always the case [345], then the term with
∂ρ
/

∂z can be removed. Similarly, if we assume the system is in steady-state then
∂ρ
/

∂t also vanishes, and the acoustic amplitude will be given by

ρ(z, t) = ε0γek2
ac

A1A∗
2

ΩSBS2 − ω2
ac − iωacΓB

(4.9)

Nowwe shift back to the optical waves. The spatial evolution of each of the optical
waves will of course be given by the Maxwells wave equation, eq. (3.10),

∂2Ẽi

∂z2 − 1
(c/n)2

∂2Ẽi

∂t2 =
1

ε0c2
∂2P̃NL

∂t2 i = 1, 2 (4.10)

The total nonlinear polarization, which gives rise to the source term in this case,
is given by

P̃NL = ε0∆χẼ = ε0∆εẼ = ε0ρ−1
0 γeρ̃Ẽ (4.11)

where we have introduced the perturbation in the dielectric properties due to
the presence of the acoustic wave, i.e sound influencing light, as discussed in
section 4.1.2. Incorporating the appropriate nonlinear driving term for each
amplitude, and making the slowly-varying envelope approximation, yields the
coupled amplitude equations

∂A1

∂z
+

1
c/n

∂A1

∂t
=

iωγe

2ncρ0
ρA2

∂A2

∂z
+

1
c/n

∂A2

∂t
=

iωγe

2ncρ0
ρ∗A1

where ρ is the derived amplitude for the density, eq. (4.9) and the distinction of
ω1 and ω2 has been dropped for the prefactor as ω = ω1 ' ω2 when close to the
SBS shift. If we again consider steady state in time, dropping the ∂A

/
∂t terms,
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and insert the value for ρ then the coupled amplitude equations become

dA1

dz
=

iε0ωk2
acγ

2
e

2ncρ0

|A2|2
(ΩSBS2 − ω2

ac − iωacΓB)
A1 (4.12)

dA2

dz
=

−iε0ωk2
acγ

2
e

2ncρ0

|A1|2
(ΩSBS2 − ω2

ac + iωacΓB)
A2 (4.13)

There are no terms in the above amplitudeswhich depend on the relative phases of
the fields E1 and E2. This means that the coupled amplitudes can be directly con-
verted into coupled intensities, where the intensity is defined as Ii = 2nε0cAi A∗

i ,
and which are more conveniently defined in terms of coupled powers, where we
now also include the effect of linear loss α as given below

dP1

dz
= − gB

Aeff
P1P2 − αP1 (4.14)

−dP2

dz
= +

gB

Aeff
P1P2 − αP2 (4.15)

where Aeff is the effective area, as has been discussed earlier, and gB is known as
the SBS gain factor, which is approximately given by

gB = g0
(∆vB/2)2

(ΩSBS − ωac)2 + (∆vB/2)2 (4.16)

with the right term describing a Lorentzian with linewidth of ∆vB, where ∆vB/2π
is the linewidth in Hz, centered around the SBS shift downwards from ω1. The g0
is the peak gain factor, and is given by

g0 =
2πγ2

e ω2

nvacc3ρ0∆vB
(4.17)

which can be used to determine the overall strength of the SBS interaction when
incorporating the appropriate electrostrictive coefficient γe for the material.

These coupled equations can be solved to determine the power transfer be-
tween the two counter propagating optical waves throughout the medium. The
stokes wave enters from the end of the medium, i.e P2(L) is the input Stokes power,
whereas P1(0) is the input pump power. These equations can be solved numeri-
cally, more generally if the time dependant terms are included, or, in certain limits,
analytically [132]. We will discuss these specific cases further later in this section,
after introducing the dramatic changes brough about by moving to systems with
guided optical and acoustic waves.

4.3 Brillouin Scattering in Waveguides: An Overview

As has been discussed in section 3.2.1, moving to guided wave systems provides
a number of advantages, and additional complexities, to nonlinear optics. The
guided nature of the optical wave provides diffraction free propagation, enabling
long interaction lengths, which can be beyond kilometres in the case of optical
fibres. Waveguides can tightly confine light, greatly increasing the field inten-
sity and the nonlinear interaction strength, and control the optical dispersion,
allowing for highly engineered phasematching of disparate frequencies. When
approaching sub-wavelength scales, the optical modes of the structure can exhibit
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field components in all three spatial directions, requiring the full tensor nature of
nonlinear coefficients to be implemented appropriately. These effects, and others,
are also important for Brillouin scattering. However, Brillouin scattering has the
added complexity of the acoustic interaction, bringing about another degree of
freedom and design requirement. The three main ways in which waveguides alter
the system compared to bulk are:

• Acoustic guidance introduces acoustic modes with unique dispersive prop-
erties and mode profiles, such as transverse and surface acoustic waves

• Optical guidance modifies phase matching, opening up the possibility of
scattering between other optical modes

• Additional forces arise due to interactions at the boundaries of the structure.
Depending on the material and the geometry these forces can interfere
constructively or destructively with the bulk electrostriction

The interplay between these features can greatly change the strength and dy-
namics of the Brillouin process, resulting in interesting effects like cascading to
multiple Stokes orders from a single pump, or self-cancellation of the Brillouin
interaction. To develop our intuition we will briefly discuss the properties of
acoustic waveguides, explain in detail the different Brillouin processes available in
multimode optical waveguides, and how to incorporate the new boundary forces
when we calculate the SBS gain coefficient.

4.3.1 Acoustic Waveguides

To focus on the dynamics of acoustic waveguides we re-introduce the equations
of motion for the acoustic wave, this time formulating the problem in terms of the
displacement u and using Voigt notation to increase the clarity of the formulation.
For background on Voigt notation and stress and strain please refer to Chapter A.
We start with the general equation of motion using Voigt notation,

∇ · T + fbody = ρ
∂2u
∂t2 (4.18)

We recall that the strain tensor S is related to the displacement u through S = ∇Su,
where ∇S is the symmetrised gradient. The constitutive relation, and other
required definitions are given by

∇· =

 ∂x 0 0 0 ∂z ∂y
0 ∂y 0 ∂z 0 ∂x
0 0 ∂z ∂y ∂x 0

 T = c : S ∇S =



∂x 0 0
0 ∂y 0
0 0 ∂z
0 ∂z ∂y
∂z 0 ∂x
∂y ∂x 0

 (4.19)

We will consider systems were we can neglect body forces, so the equation of
motion to be solved is

∇ · [c∇Su] = ρ
∂2u
∂t2 (4.20)

To develop some understanding of thewave equationwe can start by assuming
a simple solution with no x or y dependence, and a plane wave solution in the
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form of u = ue−iωt. The assumption puts all derivatives with x and y to zero, so
the resulting equations will reduce to c44∂2

zux

c44∂2
zuy

c11∂2
zuz

 = ρ

 ∂2
t ux

∂2
t uy

∂2
t uz


Thus we have a set of equations for the transverse components, and a separate
equation for the longitudinal component. These equations reduce to typical wave
equations such that

∂2

∂z2 ux =
1
v2

S

∂2

∂t2 ux
∂2

∂z2 uz =
1
v2

L

∂2

∂t2 uz (4.21)

where we have the transverse acoustic velocity vS =
√

c44/ρ and the longitudinal
acoustic velocity vL =

√
c11/ρ. The transverse waves are referred to as shear

waves, and involve oscillations in the transverse direction as the wave propagates.
The longitudinal waves are also referred to as pressure, dilatational, or compres-
sion waves, as the medium is compressed in the direction of propagation. In
isotropic media the pressure waves are always faster than the transverse waves
due to the relationship between the elastic coefficients, as c44 = (c11 − c12)/2.

We can go one step further with the plane wave description and consider the
dispersion of the different waves. If we assume a solution in the form of

uz(z, t) = Aei(βz−ωt)

then this can be directly substituted into eq. (4.21) and yield

−β2Aei(βz−ωt) =
1
v2

L
(−ω2)Aei(βz−ωt)

→ ω = vLβ

Thus, we will have two linear curves, starting from the origin, where the slope
given by the acoustic velocity of the plane waves for the shear and longitudinal
solutions. It is worth noting that this was the relation assumed when calculating
the phasematching in the case of SBS in bulk in section 4.2.1.

While looking at planewave solutions can be informative, the general solutions
to the full equation of motion, eq. (4.20), need to be solved incorporating various
material parameters and device boundaries. The existence of hard boundaries
between different materials typically leads a to a mixing of the different field
components, such that acoustic modes of waveguides consist of quasi longitudi-
nal and shear modes. While some geometries are analytically solvable, such as
cylinders, numerical solvers are typically required. To demonstrate the typical
acoustic modes available in a small core waveguide we numerically calculate
the eigenmode solutions to the problem, using an open source finite element
method (FEM) solver. We calculate the acoustic dispersion diagram by varying
the simulated wave vector from the band edge to slightly past the phasematching
point for the case of SBS, discussed earlier as 2kp. The calculation is performed
on a rectangular Si waveguide, with dimensions of 800 nm× 220 nm, suspended
in air, with the results shown in fig. 4.2.

If we look at the dispersion diagram for the waveguide system we can see a
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Figure 4.2: Calculated acoustic dispersion of a silicon nanowire suspended in air.

number of striking features. The majority of the curves are not linear, so assuming
a linear dispersion from the offset is ineffective. The key differentiator in the case
of acoustic guidance is that the majority of acoustic modes have a cutoff frequency,
they do not approach zero frequency when k approaches zero. These modes are
primarily shear waves, though they can possess a longitudinal component, and
are typically flexural waves, which move horizontally or vertically, or torsional
waves which twist the structure. The fact that these modes have a non-zero
frequency as the wave vector approaches zero enables the possibility of strong
forward Brillouin interactions. As the overall Brillouin interaction depends on
the individual optical and modal fields, presence of both torsional and flexural
modes is also interesting, particularly when considering the overlap with the
optical fields, which we discuss in further detail in section 4.4.2.

4.4 Brillouin Processes in Multimode Waveguides

While the bulk of the work investigating and using Brillouin scattering in this
thesis is based on traditional backwards SBS, with some experiments utilising
forward scattering, it is incredibly useful to have an understanding of the available
Brillouin interactions in waveguide systems. To that end we will provide a brief
overview of the different interactions, show how phase matching is unique in
the different cases and explore the dynamics of these processes. These different
interactions are also discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

An optical waveguidewithmore than one opticalmode is capable of 4 Brillouin
interactions, depicted in fig. 4.3. These interactions can be categorized based on
the direction of the scattered light, relative to the pump, and whether or not
the scattered light is in the same optical mode as the pump. For the sake of the
being explicit these are given below, with commonly used acronyms for these
interactions also being specified.

• Backward intramodal scattering: SBS, BSBS

• Forward intramodal scattering: GAWBS, FBS, SRLS, FSBS, CBS

• Backward intermodal scattering: Intermodal SBS

• Forward intermodal scattering: FSBS, SIPS, SIMS

The multiple acronyms which have been used throughout the literature reflect
the fact that these interactions have been investigated from a number of different
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perspectives, for a number of decades, and in different devices. We will provide
some context for the origination of these terminologies. A frequent issue is the
classification of interactions into stimulated vs spontaneous regimes, even though
the dynamics are equivalent, and confusion about when one regime may transfer
into the other.

Backward
optical
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of brillouin interactions available in multimode optical waveguide

Backward intramodal scattering (SBS) This is the canonical Brillouin process in
optical waveguides, first demonstrated in fibers in 1972 [45], and is simply referred
to as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). In some works discussing differing
interactions the backwards propagating direction is sometimes clarified with the
use of BSBS. When satisfying the phase matching condition, this process leads to
exponential amplification of the Stokes wave, and corresponding build up of the
acoustic wave, until the pump is depleted.

Forward intramodal scattering (FBS) The most controversial process, in terms of
the number of acronyms, and is referred to as forward Brillouin scattering (FBS)
in this thesis. The primary reason for this contention has been the distinction
between the spontaneous process, typically referred to as guided acoustic wave
Brillouin scattering (GAWBS), and the stimulated process, referred to as stimulated
Raman-like scattering (SRLS) or forward SBS. This effect was first discovered in
typical optical fibers by Shelby in 1985 [59, 60]. Shelby observed that the effect was
purely a phase modulation, and could be polarised depending on the acoustic
mode causing the scattering. Even though it is a phase modulation, this process
can still be stimulated: an external pump and probe coherently generate a constant
number of phonons through the medium, creating a phaselocked frequency comb
akin to a strongly driven phase modulator [84, 104].

Backward intermodal scattering (BIBS) This process has received little attention
in the literature, with a few publications investigating few-mode optical fibers
[346–349]. This work has been primarily performed by a single group, which
consistently used the naming convention intermodal SBS. The dynamics of the
interaction are the same as SBS, with the gain coefficient being 1/2 to 1/3 lower
for the fiber systems investigated so far. In this section we will refer to this process
as backwards intermodal Brillouin scattering (BIBS).
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Forward intermodal scattering (FIBS) First shown in 1990 by Russell [71, 72], in
the MHz frequency range, this interaction is capable of exponential gain without
cascading. In analogywith the backwards case, we refer to this process as forwards
intermodal Brillouin scattering (FIBS). While the dynamics are quite distinct
from FBS, it is possible for the same waveguide to host distinct acoustic modes
capable of phasematching both processes [85, 86, 350]. This Brillouin process
has recently been demonstrated in photonic circuits [109], utilising integrated
mode-multiplexers to excite the distinct optical modes required for the interaction.

4.4.1 Phase-Matching with Guided Optical and Acoustic Modes

To understandwhy the dynamics of FBS is unique compared to the other processes
wewill startwith the phasematching conditions for SBS, FBS and FIBS. Consider in
an incoming pumpwave, with frequency ωp andwave vector kp, which undergoes
scattering from a phonon which exists in the medium. The scattered light can
be frequency down shifted Ωs, in which case a phonon with energy difference
between the pump and the scattered wave is created, which is known as Stokes
scattering. The scattered light can also be up shifted in frequency by Ωas, absorbing
a phonon from the medium, which is anti-Stokes scattering. The conservation of
energy and momentum is given explicitly by

h̄ωp = h̄ωs + h̄Ωs kp = ks + qs (Stokes)
h̄ωp + h̄Ωas = h̄ωas kp + qas = kas (anti-Stokes)

For the sake of clarity, we now rearrange this for the acoustic frequencies and q
values such that

Ωs = ωp − ωs qs = kp − ks (4.22)
Ωas = ωas − ωp qas = kas − kp (4.23)

The simultaneous solution of eq. (4.22), for the Stokes, and eq. (4.23), for the
anti-Stokes, yields the phasematching conditions for the phonons involved in
each case. Knowledge of the acoustic and optical dispersion of the waveguide is
required to solve these relations in their generality. In the following we show this
diagrammatically for each of the Brillouin processes of interest.

SBS We consider first the case of backwards intramodal scattering, typical SBS,
where the optical wave is back scattered into the same mode as the pump, repre-
sented in fig. 4.4. From the optical dispersion diagram, fig. 4.4a, we can see that
the ks,as = −kp + ∆ks,as, where ∆ks,as is a small detuning around −kp. The slope
of the optical band is given by, considering only first order dispersion terms, the
optical group velocity at the frequency of interest i.e dω/dk = c/ng(p), fig. 4.4b.
If we recall that kz = neffk0, we can express the relations for the k vectors of
the scattered waves at a given acoustic frequency Ω, and thus the acoustic wave
vectors q through

ks = −
ωpnp

c
+ Ωs

ng(p)

c
kas = −

ωpnp

c
− Ωas

ng(p)

c

qs = 2
ωpnp

c
− Ωs

ng(p)

c
qas = −

(
2

ωpnp

c
+ Ωas

ng(p)

c

)
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Figure 4.4: Phasematching of SBS (a) Optical dispersion diagram, with magnitude of wave vectors
represented below (b) Small deltas of optical dispersion diagram (c) Acoustic dispersion diagram,
with the phasematching conditions represented with the red dashed lines. From these distinct
intercept points we can see that Ωs 6= Ωas and qs 6= qas. (d) Small difference in frequency between

Ωs and Ωas, typically on the order of 1MHz.

This gives us the relations between the |q| values and Ω. As can be seen in the
bottom of fig. 4.4a, the direction of the phonons is the same as the pump in Stokes
scattering, and opposite to that of the pump in anti-Stokes scattering. By plotting
these relations onto the acoustic dispersion, dashed red lines in fig. 4.4c, and look-
ing at the intercept points, we can determine which acoustic modes phasematch
at what frequencies. We also note that the values of acoustic wavevectors are quite
large, with |qs| = |qas| = +2|kp|, when Ω = 0.

For non-zero values of Ω, the length of the two acoustic wave vectors slightly
differ. This may result in a frequency difference between Ωs and Ωas when phase-
matching to the same acoustic mode. Consider an acoustic wave with velocity
vac, the difference between the two frequencies will be given by ∆Ω ≈ vac2∆k
where ∆k = Ωng/c, graphically shown in fig. 4.4d. If we consider the case of
SiO2, with ng = 1.44, vac = 5950 m s−1, and the difference around a frequency
of Ω/2π = 10 GHz, then ∆Ω ≈ 1 MHz. As this value is small compared to the
central frequency, it is typically neglected, however precise experiments recently
measured this difference in a bulk TeO2 crystal at cryogenic temperatures [351].
We can also consider the accuracy of typical SBS approximation that ks = −kp as
∆k/kp ≈ 10−6, such that ∆k can be safely neglected to first order.

FBS How does the phasematching change for the case of FBS? The scattered
light is now along the same optical band as the pump, which means that the q
values for Stokes and anti-Stokes phonons are given purely by the slope, and will
thus be very small. For the sake of explicitness

ks =
ωpnp

c
− Ωs

ng(p)

c
kas =

ωpnp

c
+ Ωas

ng(p)

c

qs = Ωs
ng(p)

c
qas = Ωas

ng(p)

c

As the q values are so small, this puts the phasematching curve right at the
acoustic band edge. The acoustic modes facilitating the Brillouin interactions in
this regime are typically transverse acoustic waves which are close to cutoff, such
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Figure 4.5: Phasematching of FBS (a) Optical scattering occurs within the same forward travelling
mode. (b) Small values of |q| result in phasematching close to the acoustic band edge. Transverse
acoustic mode families are close to cutoff and are practically flat, with vac ≈ 1 m s−1. This results in

the unique situation that Ωs = Ωas = Ωco and qs ≡ qas.

that vac ≈ 1 m s−1, making the frequency shift for the two scattering process now
identical, i.e Ωs = Ωas = Ωco. This means that to first order qs ≡ qas. We can also
consider the dephasing length of the two phonons, the distance over which they
will accumulate a π phase difference. This is similar to the coherence length for
the linear phase mismatch with FWM eq. (3.33). The dephasing length is be given
by π/∆q where ∆q = |qas − qs|. As the Stokes and anti-Stokes frequencies are
equal, the first order dispersion terms will cancel and the dephasing length will
be primarily determined by the 2nd order dispersion at the pump wavelength,
such that

Lphon =
π

∂2k
∂ω2 Ω2

co

For a silicon nanowire suspended in air, such the case of [103], the dephasing
length is orders of magnitude beyond the cm length scale of the device.

What is the significance of the dephasing length being significantly longer
than the device length? The phonons involved in the two scattering processes are
practically identical; they act as the same phonons. If we enter the system with a
single pump, as we spontaneously scatter light to Ωs and Ωas, we are continuously
creating and annihilating phonons. The total amount of phonons will thus stay
constant along the medium. If a pump and probe enters an FBS waveguide,
with frequency spacing of Ω0, a constant number of stimulated phonons will be
generated. These phononswill efficiently scatter light to the Stokes and anti-Stokes
frequencies, which will in turn continue to scatter to higher and lower frequencies,
forming a cascade of phase-locked lines all driven from the same acoustic phonons.
In contrast, in the case of SBS, as the pump is spontaneously scattered along
the medium the Stokes phonons will increase, and the anti-Stokes phonons will
decrease. The Stokes scattered light will quickly become amplified, generating even
more phonons, facilitating stimulated scattering from noise. A more quantitative
description of the dynamics will be given in section 4.4.3.

FIBS Forward scattering between two modes yields phasematching which is
distinct from both SBS and FBS. Looking at the optical dispersion diagram for this
case, fig. 4.6, we can see immediately that the acoustic phonons for the Stokes and
anti-Stokes processes will not be equal, and that both ks and kas will be smaller
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Figure 4.6: Phasematching of FIBS (a) Optical scattering occurs between two modes travelling the
same direction, the ng of the scattered mode provides the correction for k (b) Small values of |q|
result in phasematching close to the acoustic band edge. Transverse acoustic mode families are
close to cutoff and are practically flat, with vac ≈ 1 m s−1. This results in the unique situation that

Ωs = Ωas = Ωco and qs ≡ qas

than kp, unlike in SBS. Following the previous two cases, the wavevectors for the
optical and acoustic waves will be given by

ks =
ωpns

c
− Ωs

ng(s)

c
kas =

ωpns

c
+ Ωas

ng(s)

c

qs =
ωp∆n

c
+ Ωs

ng(s)

c
qas = −

(
ωp∆n

c
− Ωas

ng(s)

c

)
where ns and ng(s) is the neff and ng of the scattered optical mode, and ∆n =
np − ns at the pump frequency ωp.

The form of the acoustic wave vectors is similar to that of SBS, with a forward
and backwards travelling acoustic wave having slightly different lengths. However
these are now centered around the difference in effective refractive index of the
two modes i.e. ∆n, rather than twice the pump neff. This puts the operating point
closer to the acoustic band edge, but can shift higher if one of the modes is close
to cutoff. For a typical small core waveguide we can expect ∆n > 0.1, and the the
term related to the slope of the scattered mode can be neglected. The acoustic
waves of interest are generally relatively close to cutoff, such that vac ≈ 1 m s−1,
and the acoustic frequency is primarily determined by the cutoff frequency of the
acoustic mode such that Ωas ≈ Ωs. However, because |q| ∝ ωp, there is likely
to be some shift of Ωs with the pump wavelength, quite distinct from the case
of FBS. The dispersive symmetry braking of qs and qas results in exponential
amplification at the Stokes shift, without further cascading, as in the case of SBS.

4.4.2 Mode Symmetry and Overlaps

We have been discussing the above phasematching conditions in the context of
a single acoustic mode, but we know from the earlier discussions on acoustic
waveguides that these can feature many modes, as shown in fig. 4.2. Does this
mean that a single pump will couple, through the different Brillouin processes, to
hundreds of acoustic modes? No, satisfying phase matching alone does not guar-
antee a strong interaction and large Brillouin gain coefficient. For non-negligible
gain coefficients to be attained, the acoustic and optical mode profiles need to
have a large overlap. We discuss the importance of the overlap in fine detail in
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Figure 4.7: Representation of high Brillouin gain acoustic modes overlaid on the acoustic dispersion
diagram. The 4 highest gain modes are shown for the case of FBS, FIBS and SBS, for the TE1 and
TE0 (fundamental mode), respectively. The size of the circles are normalised to the maximum
gain coefficient for each of the interactions. This result shows the highly disparate acoustic modes

facilitating the various Brillouin processes.

section 4.5. A primary consideration is the symmetries of the various optical and
acoustic modes, as described in [101] and in fine detail in [352], where the authors
demonstrated selection rules for the different processes and general waveguide
geometries.

To understand the importance of these symmetries in further detail we will
explore the mode profiles of acoustic modes which yield large Brillouin gain
coefficients for the different interactions. We investigate this in a single waveguide
by showing the phasematching conditions, for SBS, FBS and FIBS, in a silicon
nanowire with a geometry of 800 nm× 220 nm, suspended in air, fig. 4.7. For
these calculations we use an internally developed tool, Numerical Brillouin Anal-
ysis Tool (NumBAT), to calculate the optical and acoustic modes, and the gain
coefficient, assuming a pump wavelength of 1550 nm. This tool is discussed in
section 4.5.3.

First of all, we plot the primary field components and intensity distribution of
the fundamental TE-like mode, which has an neff = 2.7, and higher order TE-like
mode, TE1 with neff = 2.25, in fig. 4.8a. We can see that the TE1 mode is less
confined, unsurprisingly as the mode is closer to cutoff, and features large field
intensities at the edges of the waveguide. Both the modes have a considerable Ez
component, which affects the overall shape of the field intensity, ‖E‖. In fig. 4.8b
we plot the field components of the acoustic modes yielding the highest gain for
FBS and FIBS. While the norm of the acoustic modes ‖u‖ look similar, we can see
that the symmetry of the components of the mode is highly distinct, as expected
for the requirements for coupling distinct optical modes. Finally in fig. 4.8c we
plot the field components for the acoustic modes which give the largest gain for
SBS, for the TE0 and TE1 optical modes. The modes are longitudinal modes,
identifiable due to the fact that the uz component is dominant. The variations
between the uz profiles follow the mode profiles of the optical modes.

4.4.3 Dynamics: Cascading vs Non-Cascading

In the discussions of phase matching we found that in FBS, if the dispersion is low
enough, Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering occur from the same phonons. These
phonons are capable of further optical scattering to higher orders, producing a
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Figure 4.8: Mode profiles of optical and acoustic modes involved in Brillouin scattering (a) Plots of
primary field components of TE0 and TE1 optical modes (b) Primary field components of acoustic
modes yielding the highest gain coefficients for FBS and FIBS. The transverse plots show the flow
the different modes. (c) The same as the prior but for SBS for the TE0 and TE1 modes respectively.

The transverse field plot is primarily into the page.

cascade of scattered optical lines. Unsurprisingly this leads to a markedly unique
set of dynamics compared to other Brillouin processes where this condition is
not met. We will start with an overview of the case of non-cascaded systems,
so SBS, FIBS and backwards intermodal Brillouin scattering (BIBS), and we can
commence with the coupled wave formalism introduced in bulk, section 4.2.2. In
particular the coupled wave equations for the pump and Stokes wave, eq. (4.15),
were given by

dPp

dz
= −GB(Ω)PpPs − αPp

−dPs
dz

= +GB(Ω)PpPs − αPs

where GB is the Brillouin gain coefficient. To solve these equations generally
one needs to use numerical techniques, such as the shooting method [353, 354],
however in certain limits they can be solved analytically. The most standard of
these is the ”undepleted pump limit” [39, 355]. If we assume that the Stokes
power is sufficiently low, and stays low enough through the medium, and that
PpPs � Pp, then the first term in the pump equation can be neglected. This allows
for direct solution of the pump equation, as it is just simple attenuation, leading to
Pp(z) = Pp(0) exp(−αz) which can be substituted into the equation for the Stokes
giving

−dPs
dz

=
(
GB(Ω)Pp(0) exp(−α z)− α

)
Ps
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and which leads to the well known exponential gain relation for the Stokes wave
after a device length L,

Ps(L) = P0 exp
(
GBPpLeff

)
exp(−αL) (4.24)

where P0 and Pp are the input Stokes and pump powers, and Leff is the effective
length as introduced in eq. (3.42), Leff = (1 − exp(αL))/α. The range of parame-
ters over which this assumption is valid has been explored in the case of linear
operation for microwave photonic filters [355]. If Ps ≈ Pp, then depletion occurs
and the above approximations will be invalid. For waveguides with weak birefrin-
gence, such as typical SMF, the coupled equations should be tailored to account
for the state of polarisation of the pump and probe light [356, 357].

How do these dynamics change in cascaded systems, such as FBS? First of
all, if a coupled wave formalism is being implemented then it needs include an
appropriate amount of coupled waves to start with. Here, we will follow the
working of the supplementary of [84], which is similar to the supplementary of
[103]. We consider a total electric field formed from the sum of n individual fields,
each with frequency of ωn = ω0 + nΩ, such that

E(z, t) = E0 ∑
n

an(z, t)ei(βnz−ωnt) + c.c

From here the approach is similar to Boyd [140], and section 4.2.2. Briefly sum-
marising, we now consider the acoustic amplitude from the sum of all these fields,
and the associated optical amplitude evolution in steady state,

b(z) = ε0γeQ1
∑n a∗n−1an

ω2 − Ω2
SBS + iΩΓB

(4.25)

∂an

∂z
=

iωnγeQ0

2neffcρ0
(an−1b + an+1b∗) (4.26)

As the spread of the comb of lines is quite small compared to the pump
frequency ω1, we can approximate the frequency and the propagation constant,
for use in the prefactor, as ωn ≈ ω1 and βn ≈ β1 for all values of n. Inserting
eq. (4.26) into eq. (4.25), and looking at the geometric series, yields the result
that ∂b(z)

∂z = 0, i.e that the phonon amplitude is constant along the medium, and
depends on the initial input field amplitudes. If we now consider a dual frequency
pump, which has spacing precisely matched to the frequency shift (Ω = ΩSBS)
and optical powers of P1(0) and P2(0), the above equations simplify to

b(z) = b(0) =
iγe|Q1|

2neffcΩSBSΓB

√
P1(0)P2(0)eiφ0 (4.27)

∂an

∂z
=

1
2

GB

√
P1(0)P2(0)

(
an+1e−iφ0 − an−1eiφ0

)
(4.28)

where φ0 is the phase difference between the two pump fields at the input. Solu-
tions to the field amplitudes are given by sets of Bessel’s functions

an(ξ) = a1(0)ei(n−1)(φ0−π)Jn−1(ξ) + a2(0)ei(n−2)(φ0−π)Jn−2(ξ) (4.29)

where ξ ≡ GBz
√

P1(0)P2(0) is defined as the normalized propagation length. For
ξ > 2, achieved by increasing GB, device length or input power, 3rd and 4th order
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cascaded terms become significant. If we express this in terms of the pair of input
electric fields we have that

E(z, t) = E0

(
a1(0)ei(β1z−ω1t) + a2(0)ei(β2z−ω2t)

)
e−iξ sin[i(qacz−ΩSBSt)+φ0] + c.c

This equation is precisely, surprisingly, the form of a phase modulation. This is
equivalent to an electro-optic modulator, where ξ would be a driving voltage at
the acoustic frequency ΩSBS. We also know that the acoustic waves which facilitate
strong FBS are transverse acoustic waves close to cutoff, and with extremely slow
acoustic velocities vac ≈ 1 m s−1. Conceptually this means we can imagine the FBS
process, with two strong input pumps, as coherently generating a constant number
of standing acoustic waves along the waveguide, where each acoustic wave acts
a localised oscillator modulating the phase of the pumping light, cascading the
light to higher and higher frequencies in a phase locked frequency comb. This
cascading has been demonstrated in small core PCFs [84] and si waveguides
[104]. Note that the presence of the Kerr effect and optical dispersion will alter
these equations. A rigorous derivation of the cascaded system, using envelopes
to capture all the interacting waves automatically and based on a Hamiltonian
approach, can be found in [358, 359].

If cascaded processes produce a phase modulation, does this prevent their use
as a small signal amplifier? Not necessarily. In the supplementary of the work
[103], Van Laer describes how the above reduces to the single sideband case in
the appropriate limits. Following the argument in that work, if we look just at the
evolution of the Stokes field amplitude, which corresponds to n = 1, we have that

as(z) = as(0)− J1(ξ)ap(0)e−i(φ0−π)

converting this into a power, and approximating J1(ξ) ≈ ξ/2 gives

Ps(z) = Ps(0)
(
1 + GBPpz

)
+

ξ2

4
Pp

For small values of ξ, the ξ2 term is negligible compared to the others. Taking the
derivative of z, and setting z to zero then results in

dPs
dz

= GBPpPs

which is the same as the non-cascaded case, when neglecting linear loss and noting
the forward travelling direction. Thus, in the case where cascading is minimal,
i.e small values of ξ, FBS can be treated as a single sideband amplification, like
non-cascaded systems. This limit is more stringent than the undepleted pump
approximation, it strictly requires small input power values and amplification
factors. However it does allow for the gain coefficient to be extracted using single
sideband techniques, as experimentally demonstrated [103, 104, 360].

4.4.4 Spontaneous Scattering and Noise

So far we have assumed stimulated scattering, where the phonons are optically
induced with a pump and probe or two pumps. However, we will also have
spontaneous scattering from thermal phonons which exist due to the thermal
energy available in the system. In terms of the dynamics, this adds an extra term,
fluctuating in time, in the density equation used in the coupled wave equations
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[361–366], and has been studied extensively in the literature. In effect this produces
scattering from the pump, completely in the absence of any input Stokes wave,
which will then act act as effective input to seed Brillouin scattering through the
rest of the system. In the well cited work [44], Smith argued that this distributed
scattering source could be summed and considered as an effective seed input
into the fiber. This input will then be amplified through SBS and, at some critical
power level, deplete the pump. Using the typical parameters for optical fiber at
the time, in 1972, this critical power could be estimated analytically as

Pcrit ≈ 21
(

α

GB

)
and was found to be in the range 10mW, clearly being a limitation for communi-
cations systems and nonlinear optics. The critical power is the pump power at
which depletion is expected from a backwards travelling Stokes wave generated
purely from noise. It is sometimes referred to the SBS ”threshold” power, and
has caused some confusion in the literature of its exact definition and use, with
authors arbitrarily defining extra prefactors such as 1% [132]. If any accuracy is
desired one should use the appropriate Leff and Brillouin linewidth of their device,
a thorough review of higher accuracy analytic calculations of the threshold are
found in [132]. Because of this, caution must be placed on calculations on the GB
which use the critical power alone.

Even if we have a seeded configuration, with a pump and probe, the thermal
phonons still exist and spontaneous scattering process will still occur. In this
case the spontaneous scattering will act as a narrowband noise source, typically
referred to as SBS amplified spontaneous emission (SBS ASE), within the Bril-
louin linewidth. This noise source was initially considered so large that Brillouin
amplifiers would not be suitable for a range of applications [64, 66, 365]. Many
experiments investigating Brillouin amplifiers used long lengths of fiber, oper-
ating close to Pcrit, and did not correctly adopt techniques to measure the noise
figure in a narrow band range [367]. Some more recent approaches adopting
electronic techniques from communications, or producing highly stabilised pump
and probe, have shown convincing results that the noise figure can be reasonable
[368–370]. Brillouin amplifiers have been shown to be highly effective at amplify-
ing extremely weak signals [371, 372], and the flexibility allows for complicated
sources to self filter themselves [373]. There is also the possibility of reducing
the noise figure by using FBS systems for amplification. Recent theoretical work
found that the noise increases at a slower rate than the amplification factors, quite
unlike typical SBS [359].

4.5 Calculating the Brillouin Gain Coefficient

The strength of the Brillouin interactions is governed by the Brillouin gain coeffi-
cient GB and, as such, understanding and increasing GB is highly desirable. The
peak gain factor introduced in section 4.2.1 is only suitable for plane waves in bulk.
We will show it is possible to extend this approach to fibers, however to correctly
capture the interactions of boundary forces in subwavelength waveguides a new
formulation is required. We will summarise the different techniques which have
been introduced in the literature to calculate the gain coefficient, where they can
be applied, and discuss the open source tool developed in our group for this
purpose.
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4.5.1 Optoacoustic Overlap and Optical Fibers

We recall the peak gain factor, eq. (4.17), derived from the coupled wave approach
considering plane waves in bulk and the electrostrictive pressure term, as

g0 =
2πγ2

e ω2

nvacc3ρ0∆vB

For longitudinal waves in an isotropic medium the electrostrictive constant is
γe = n4 p12, such that we will have

g0 =
2πn7 p2

12
cλ2ρ0∆vBvac

(4.30)

It is immediately apparent that a material with high refractive index, and large
photoelastic coefficient p12, is critical to achieve large electrostrictive gain. We
will now explain how this gain factor can be extended to the appropriate gain
coefficient through the use of an overlap integral for the optical and acoustic wave.

Even before the 1980s, it had become clear that an understanding of the optical
and acoustic modes of the fiber were required to accurately describe the Brillouin
spectrum and peak gain factor [55]. With the advent of high resolution measure-
ment techniques, based on electrical equipment such as RF spectrum analysers [60,
374] or lock-in amplifiers [78], the complex features due to the various overlaps be-
tween distinct acoustic modes could be fully captured. From these measurements
the theory was appropriately further developed and the optoacoustic overlap was
introduced [76, 375]. With this the Brillouin gain coefficient, for a given acoustic
mode m, is given by

GB = g0ηm/Aeff ηm =
|
∫
||E||2ρ̃m dA |2∫

||E||2 dA
∫
|ρ̃m|2 dA

(4.31)

where ηm is the optoacoustic overlap, and where ||E||2 is the intensity profile of
the optical mode and ρ̃m is the acoustic mode field, the density fluctuation away
from equilibrium. The optoacoustic overlap is normalised in such a way that it is
dimensionless and varies between 0 and 1. Thus upon calculation of the optical
and acoustic mode profiles, typically with a FEM solver, ηm can be calculated and
combined with the peak gain factor to determine the Brillouin gain coefficient.
It is important to note that this calculation is a purely scalar overlap, based on
the intensities of the fields and not the directions of individual components. As
such it is only appropriate for large waveguides away from cutoff, such that the Ez
component of the optical mode is minimised and the optical and acoustic fields
are well confined within the core.

Numerical calculations of the overlap integral are capable of accurate and
informative results, provided that appropriate acoustic modal solvers are available
[376–380]. Analytic calculations can also be highly informative, and typically allow
for more straightforward dis-entangling of different components, and significant
effort has been put into developing analytic models for optical fiber geometries
[381, 382]. To this endMcCurdy developed a set of equations capable of solving for
the acoustic modes of a fiber for any arbitrary radial index profile [383]. This was
expanded further by Dong, with the formulation of a complex mode solver, capable
of solving for leaky acoustic waves of an arbitrary waveguide and providing
detailed comparison with experiment [384, 385]. Adopting a combination of
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analytic, or semi-analytic, and numerical approaches is overall highly desirable
and should be attempted if possible.

4.5.2 Small Core Devices and Boundary Interactions

Moving to small core waveguides brings a number of new challenges for calcu-
lating the gain coefficient. The optical and acoustic modes both become highly
hybridised, with a single mode capable of containing field components of all three
axis. This requires an appropriate vector overlap integral, needing a full vectorial
solution of the acoustic mode, and was initially performed for small core PCFs
devices using an acoustic eigenmode solver [82, 85, 86]. Perhaps more crucially,
forces arising due to interactions with the boundary of the waveguide can signifi-
cantly alter the gain coefficient. In this sectionwewill summarise the development
of approaches incorporating these affects, while outlining key equations of the
different approaches.

The fact that photons carry momentum, which gives rise to the force of ra-
diation pressure, was first postulated by Kepler in the 17th century. In the last
decade the harnessing of radiation pressure in subwavelength optical cavities
has recieved tremendous attention, in particular as a new means of investigating
quantum systems [98, 386]. In this context Peter Rakich explored the addition
of electrostrictive forces to those of radiation pressure, for high index dielectric
waveguides surrounded by air [100]. It was found that appropriate tailoring of the
geometry could significantly enhance the overall interaction, or depending on the
signs of the particular medium, the two sets of forces could destructively interfere.
While further exploring how these forces change with geometry, it was shown
that the force due to radiation pressure scales precisely with the magnitude of the
dispersion of the guided mode [387].

With this understanding Rakich then determined the Brillouin gain in these
subwavelength waveguides, with values above 104 m−1 W−1 for SBS, and, quite ex-
traordinarily, coefficients beyond 105 m−1 W−1 for FBS in Si nanowires surrounded
by air [95]. The precise formulation recast the Brillouin coupling based on a
particle flux argument, considering the generated particles in the time and spatial
domains, and the resulting force densities. To improve the understanding and
calculation of the resulting gain coefficient, Wenjun Qiu, working with Rakich, de-
veloped a calculation framework purely on the basis of overlaps of the optical and
acoustic modes [101], extending the particle flux approach. For a single acoustic
mode m with frequency Ωm and linewidth Γm the gain coefficient GB is given by

GB =
2ω

ΩmΓmv2
g

|〈f, um〉|2
〈Ep, εEp〉〈Es, εEs〉〈um, ρum〉

(4.32)

where vg is the optical group velocity and the 3 terms in the denominator on
the right are required for normalisation of the optical and acoustic mode fields.
The angled brackets represent an overlap integral across the waveguide cross
section, and it is key to note that the force integral can be represented as a sum
over individual forces

〈A, B〉 =
∫

A∗ · B ds 〈f, um〉 = ∑
n
〈fn, um〉 (4.33)
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The force of electrostriction is derived from the electrostriction tensor, which is
given by

σij = −1
2

ε0n4 pijklEkEl

where n is the refractive index, and pijkl is the photoelastic tensor. As the total elec-
tric field is given by the sum of the pump and stokes waves, which are separated
in frequency by Ω, the resultant terms of interest at Ω are given by

σij = −1
4

ε0n4 pijkl(EpkE∗
sl + EplE∗

sk) (4.34)

where Epk denotes the k-th component of the pump field etc. The divergence of all
the six components represented in eq. (4.34) yields the electrostrictive force. The
radiation pressure contribution of the forces is found by looking at the difference
in theMaxwell stress tensor on either side of a material boundary, formed between
two materials ε1 and ε2. If this is decomposed into the appropriate values, again
considering the total electric field of the pump and Stokes at frequency Ω, the
resulting force due to radiation pressure is

FRP = −1
2

ε0EptE∗
st(ε2 − ε1)n +

1
2

ε−1
0 DpnD∗

sn(ε
−1
2 − ε−1

1 )n (4.35)

where the fields have been deconvolved into tangential components, such as Ept,
and normal components such as Dpn. Dn are determined from the boundary
conditions, such that Dn = ε1E1n = ε2E2n. The force of radiation pressure is
normal to the surface and points from the high index medium to the low index
medium, i.e outwards for a dielectric surrounded by air. The paper of Qiu then
looks specifically at the cases of SBS and FBS in a silicon waveguide surrounded
by air, and how the individual forces scale [101]. There are also discussions of
what symmetries of acoustic modes facilitate the different Brillouin interactions,
which was given more focus in a work of Wolff which applied group theory to
the problem [352].

While being wholly comprehensive, and being applied with good matching
between simulation and experiment [103, 104], the work of Rakich and Qiu is
not totally without contention. In particular, the divergence of the electrostrictive
stress, eq. (4.34), introduces boundary terms due to electrostriction which are not
immediately understood. This point is addressed in the highly detailed work
of Wolff [388], which avoids this issue by describing the system not with forces
and particle fluxes, but instead from the direction of perturbation theory. The
resulting framework is similar to the above, utilising overlap integrals of optical
and acoustic modes. The exact implementation within our group has lead to the
development of an open source tool, using internal expertise for the optical and
acoustic FEM solvers, which will be discussed further in the next section. This
perturbation approach has been applied with great success to tapered silica fibers,
with the remarkable experimental demonstration of perfect cancellation of SBS
through destructive interference of radiation pressure and electrostriction [389].
The electrostrictive force found from the perturbation approach has also been
used previously in PCFs [85, 86].

So far we have focused on calculations utilising overlap integrals of the optical
and acoustic modes. It is not always straightforward to calculate acoustic modes
of structures, particularly in the case of PCFs which may simultaneously have
may high frequency acoustic modes, inside the PCFs core, and low frequency
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acousticmodeswhich exist over the entire fiber structure. An alternative to overlap
integrals is performing calculations based on elastodynamics [390–392]. This
approach entails looking at the phonon distribution which is directly generated
due to the optical mode of the pump, taking into account the boundaries, and
then determining the scattered light from this perturbation. This technique has
been applied to a number of devices including PCFs [393], hybrid and surface
acoustic waves in a tapered silica fiber [394], and slowly tapered PCFs with spatial
measurements [395], among others. The main drawback of this technique is
the focus on phonon energy density and scattered optical power, preventing
quantitative comparisons of the gain coefficient.

4.5.3 The Numerical Brillouin Analysis Tool

As discussed in the previous section, calculations utilising overlap integrals to
determine the Brillouin gain coefficient GB require the optical and acoustic modes
of the waveguide structure. While a number of tools exist for calculation of
the optical modes, for the acoustic problem researchers typically utilise Comsol
Multiphysics, with the mode field then exported to Matlab for the final overlap
calculation. While being highly accessible, commercial tools limit the available
reach of research and can inhibit reproducibility with various separate implemen-
tations of essentially the same calculation. Building on previous experience with
an open-source optical simulation package, EMUstack, members of our extended
group have developed a new open-source tool, termed the Numerical Brillouin
Analysis Tool (NumBAT), which is available on github.

The gain coefficient calculated by NumBAT is quite similar to the forces ap-
proach of eq. (4.32). The key difference is the use of the perturbation factors for
the photoelastic term and the moving boundary, which are summed to give the
total term [388, 389]. We also utilise the acoustic energy density for normalisation,
instead of the acoustic modal power, as the modal power becomes undefined for
small q values like with FBS [396]. With this approach the GB is given by

GB =
2ω|Q|2

PPPSEA

Ω
α̂

(4.36)

where PP, PS are normalisation terms for the optical powers, EA is the acoustic en-
ergy density, α̂ is the acoustic attenuation in units of s−1 and Q = QPE + QMB is the
total interaction due to electrostriction and radiation pressure. The normalisation
terms are given by the following overlap integrals

PP = 2
∫

d2r ẑ · (E∗
P × HP) EA = 2Ω2

∫
d2r ρ|u|2 (4.37)

α̂ = −Ω2

EA

∫
d2r ∑

ijkl
∂ju∗

i ηijkl∂kul (4.38)

where ηijkl is the dissipation tensor. If the dissipation is not known, a fixed me-
chanical quality factor of Qm = Ω/α̂ can be utilised instead. The electrostriction

http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/emustack/index.html
http://numbat-au.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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and radiation pressure terms are given by

QPE = ε0

∫
E∗

s · (−n4p · ∇Su)∗ · Ep dA (4.39)

QMB =
∫

C
(u∗ · n̂)

[
(εa − εb)ε0(n̂ × Es)

∗ · (n̂ × Ep)

− (ε−1
a − ε−1

b )ε−1
0 (n̂ · Ds)

∗ · (n̂ · Dp)
]

dr
(4.40)

where p is the photoelastic tensor and ∇S is the symmetrised gradient from
section 4.3.1, and the QMB term consists of a contour integral performed along
the interface between the two dielectric media.

NumBAT provides an accessible python interface to the calculation of the
Brillouin gain coefficient. The most intensive calculations, the optical and acoustic
FEM and the overlap integrals, are implemented in Fortran for efficiency, and
called from a simple python script. Standardised plotting routines, for the field
profiles and Brillouin frequency spectrum, are also implemented as pre defined
functions. To accompany the software a materials database has also been created
with values from various parts of the literature. With only tens of lines of python
code it is possible to define a geometry, simulate the modes of the structure,
and determine the gain coefficient. NumBAT is used throughout this thesis for
simulations of the Brillouin gain coefficient, and optical and acoustic modes.
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Part II

Brillouin Scattering in Circuits
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Chapter 5
Giant Brillouin Gain in Photonic
Circuits

Chalcogenide glasses have been investigated widely in photonics since the 1950s.
These materials are frequently of interest due to their low material processing
temperatures, optical transmission into the mid and far infrared, and large optical
nonlinearity. They are also have excellent acousto-optic properties, and can be
found within certain acousto-optic devices. In this chapter we explore Brillouin
scattering within chalcogenide glass waveguides, with a specific focus on As2S3.
After overviewing work on Brillouin scattering in chalcogenide fibers, we will
discuss the extra complications of acoustic confinement which can arise when
using these soft glasses in waveguide form factors. We will describe typical experi-
mental setups used formeasuring Brillouin scattering in the literature and provide
measured data on numerous waveguide devices, characterised throughout the
duration of this thesis.
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General Resources

Chalcogenide glasses, sometimes referred to as glassy semiconductors, are amor-
phous materials which contain one or more chalcogen elements (sulfur, selenium
or tellurium). In this chapter we are focused solely on SBS, and the characterisa-
tion of such scattering, in waveguides formed of these materials. For the use of the
reader, please find the following resources and references therein on chalcogenide
materials and their applications [225, 397–405]. There is also considerable detail
on the fabrication and characterisation of chalcogenide photonic devices in the
following PhD theses: Viveck Singh, Juejun Hu, Mark Hughes, Yifeng Zhou.

5.1 Brillouin Scattering in Chalcogenide Fibers

In this section we briefly highlight the first demonstrations of Brillouin scattering
in chalcogenide glass fibers, and the context in which these measurements were
made. We provide a summary table of measured parameters at the end of the
section.

Since the early work of Smith [44], Brillouin scattering was expected to be
a significant issue in optical communication systems, limiting the amount of
light transmitted through long optical fibers. In the early 2000s, the emergence
of wavelength division multiplexing in fiber communications led to significant
interest in all-optical wavelength conversion and switching, utilising the χ(3)

optical nonlinearity [216]. This uncovered a particular problem: that SBS could
saturate the pump and limit the desired nonlinearity. The search began for highly
nonlinear glasses which could be prepared into optical fibers, which would have
a large Brillouin threshold. One set of investigated materials were chalcogenide
glasses. It was known that chalcogenide glasses were highly nonlinear materials
[226, 406], and they had been used for acousto optics [407–410], however Brillouin
scattering had not been observed in these glasses. To estimate the Brillouin gain
coefficient in As2S3 and As2Se3 [411], Ogusu made the connection between the
Brillouin peak gain factor g0 [142] (eq. (4.30)) and the acousto optic figure of merit
M1 [412, 413], enabling the estimation of the peak gain factor for a wide range of
materials previously characterised for acousto optics [412, 414]. This connection
is given by

g0 =
2πn7 p2

12
cλ2ρ0∆vBvac

M1 =
n7 p2

12
ρvac

=⇒ g0 =
2π

cλ2∆vB
M1 (5.1)

Utilising material parameters from the literature, and estimating the linewidth by
estimating the phonon lifetime from estimated attenuation parameters (a likely
source of uncertainty), it was found that that the g0 values of both glasses was
around 25 times higher than SiO2 [411]. It is worth pointing out that Smith used
the M2 figure of merit for calculating g0 in his paper [44], re-framing the earlier
equations from Tang [39].

The first experimental demonstration of SBS in chalcogenide fibers was per-
formed in the 2005 work of Abedin [415], following quickly the paper from Ogusu.
Abedin investigated a single mode As2Se3 fiber, with a core of As39Se61 and
cladding of As38Se62 [416], and observed a strong Brillouin interaction with a
critical power of only 85mW in a 5m long fiber. The measured gain coefficient
of 6× 10−9 mW−1 was about 130 times that of SiO2. Abedin followed this work
with further experiments demonstrating large amounts of Brillouin amplification

http://hdl.handle.net/1721.1/101459
http://hdl.handle.net/1721.1/54562
https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/47761/
http://hdl.handle.net/1969.1/154000
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and low threshold lasing [417]. Song, working with Abedin, used the large gain
factors to demonstrate highly efficient SBS slow light [418, 419].

Interest in Brillouin based slow light [419] led to further investigations of
different chalcogenide glasses in the following years. Florea measured Brillouin
scattering in As2S3 and As2Se3 fibers, finding values similar to Abedin for the
As2Se3 and 3.5× 10−9 mW−1 for As2S3 [91]. Abedin measured the gain coeffi-
cient of an Erbium doped tellurite (TeO2), fiber with three different techniques
[420]. A peak gain coefficient of 1.5× 10−10 mW−1 was found using a pump-probe
technique. Further experiments on pure TeO2 fiber determined a gain coefficient
of 1.7× 10−10 mW−1. Fortier investigated another glass composition based on
a germanium sulfide glass, Ge15Sb20S65, which was micro structured to guide
light within the core [421, 422]. The peak gain coefficient was smaller than As2S3,
8× 10−10 mW−1, initially surprising considering the small difference in the ma-
terial indexes of 2.3 and 2.4. Sanghera performed further experiments on As2S3
and As2Se3, and measured the linewidth of As2S3 as 31MHz [423]. Finally, Tow
investigated Brillouin lasers for the purpose of linewidth reduction in microstruc-
tured fibers formed of Ge10As22Se68 [424] and As38Se62 [425, 426], with fabrication
details in [427], finding gain values in the range of previous measurements. From
these various studies it is clear that chalcogenide glasses are highly effective mate-
rials for inducing Brillouin interactions, for reference we have summarised the
results in table 5.1.

Here, we should point out that some suspicion should be given to Brillouin
parameters determined from experiments utilising the critical power, which is
the majority of the results in table 5.1. Due to issues with prefactors, and a high
likelihood of cavity effects in these high index fibers [428], pump probe results are
generally much more reliable, as we will discuss in section 5.3. Care also needs to
taken with linewidth values quoted from spectral measurements with large Stokes
powers, linewidth narrowing during amplification can lead to large reductions
below the spontaneous, natural, linewidth [80].

Table 5.1: Brillouin scattering parameters of various chalcogenide based optical fibers

Ref Material n g0(m W−1) ∆vB(MHz) ΩSBS(GHz)

Abedin[415] As2Se3 2.8 6.08× 10−9 13 7.8
Florea[91] As2S3 2.4 3.9× 10−9 − −
Abedin[420] Er+−TeO2 2 1.5× 10−10 24 7.87
Qin[429] TeO2 2 1.70× 10−10 21 7.97
Fortier[421] Ge15Sb20S65 2.3 8× 10−10 9.5 8.2
Sanghera[423] As2S3 2.4 5.70× 10−9 30 7.9
Tow[424] Ge10As22Se68 2.6 4.4× 10−9 17 7.25
Tow[425] As38Se62 2.8 5.5× 10−9 14 7.95

5.2 Acoustic Confinement and the Opto-Acoustic Overlap

Researchers based in the University of Sydney and Australian National University,
as part of the CUDOS program, had been utilising chalcogenidewaveguides for all
optical signal processing from the mid 2000s, with a focus on telecommunications
applications [430]. However, it wasn’t until 2011 that Brillouin scattering was
demonstrated in an As2S3 waveguide by members of these groups, in the work of
Pant [124]. Considering the exceptionally large peak gain factors in As2S3, it is
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reasonable towonder why this observationwas notmade earlier. One factor is that
the signals involved in telecommunications are typically much shorter than the
acoustic lifetime, on the order of a fewns, whichwill inhibit the build up of acoustic
waves and reduce the effective gain coefficient [40, 80, 431]. Another key factor was
likely the use of polymer claddings, utilised for dispersion engineering purposes
[159], which will affect the opto-acoustic overlap and the acoustic confinement.
The importance of this is addressed thoroughly in the detailed work of Poulton
[432], who’s general arguments we will follow here.

Optical 
Properties

Acoustic
Properties

Figure 5.1: Schematic of waveguide geometry with material parameters indicated

Opto-Acoustic Overlap We will initially focus on the opto-acoustic overlap. To
do so we shall assume we have an appropriate waveguide geometry and material
such that the lifetime of the acoustic wave is dominated by material properties
alone, not acoustic leakage. For the core material we will assume the material
properties of As2S3, (n = 2.44 and v = 2400 m s−1), but the arguments being
made can be considered more generally.

Let us first consider a wire waveguide as shown in fig. 5.1, with a substrate and
cladding which are the same material, i.e n1 > n2 = n3 and v2 = v3. We set the
refractive index of the cladding to silica (n = 1.44), and sweep the acoustic velocity
of the cladding from above As2S3, v = 3500 m s−1, down to well below that of the
core, v = 1500 m s−1, which is in the range of typical polymers. Unfortunately,
NumBAT (section 4.5.3) is not currently capable of calculating the gain coefficient
(GB) in systems with leaky acoustic problems, so we will refer to the work of
Poulton [432] for our present discussion.

The results from the work of Poulton are shown in fig. 5.2, with fig. 5.2a
showing the change in peak gain coefficient as the velocity is swept, with the
acoustic mode profiles in the insets, and fig. 5.2b looking at the Brillouin spectrum
for the three cladding velocity regimes. We can see that as the v2 is reduced and
approaches that of the core the acoustic field begins to expand, very rapidly, which
will significantly reduce the overlap of the optical and acousticmodes, reducing the
peak gain factor. In the situation where v2 ≈ v1, the core is indistinguishable from
the cladding, so the acoustic system is essentially that of the bulkmaterial, however
the gain coefficient is non negligible. Poulton looks at this case in fine detail [432]
and finds that this is due to coupling to acoustic radiation modes, which produce
a significantly broadened spectra consisting of multiple sets of peaks. Now, as the
cladding velocity is decreased even further, such that v2 < v1, the acoustic wave
seems to become guided once again and the gain coefficient increases. This is due
to the fact that the impedance mismatch between the materials becomes so large
that the reflection at the interface increases to a sufficient level to provide guidance,
with sufficiently low loss over certain length scales. This is highly analogous to
the case of leaky or anti-guiding optical systems [433], such as hollow core fibers.
It is important to note that because the geometry was chosen such that the effects
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Figure 5.2: Figures from the work of Poulton [432] (a) Change in peak gain factor as the velocity of
cladding (and substrate) is swept around the core. (b) Brillouin spectra for cases where, from top to

bottom, v2 > v1, v2 ≈ v1 and v2 < v1.

of acoustic leakage were negligible, the change in gain factor is due to overlap
alone.

Figure 5.3: (a) Schematic of geometry for coating thickness variation (b) Increase in Brillouin
gain coefficient as the thickness of the coating is increased (c) Fundamental optical mode, and uz
component of acoustic mode profiles for cladding thickness 10 nm, 125 nm and 200 nm. As the

thickness is increased the acoustic mode becomes symmetric.

So far we have considered a waveguide where the core is embedded in a
uniform medium. However, the standard fabrication processes of lithographic
waveguides quite frequently utilise a substrate, onto which the high refractive
index waveguide is formed, followed by a cladding. This cladding can have
properties that can vary considerably, such as dielectrics deposited at a range of
temperatures and pressures to spun coat polymers, or even air. To investigate
how a change of the cladding alone affects the opto-acoustic overlap, in fig. 5.3 we
compare an air-clad waveguide to an embedded waveguide by slowly increasing
the thickness of silica over the waveguide. As the thickness increases beyond
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200 nm, the gain coefficient becomes constant. The cause of this can be observed
by comparing the field profiles of the optical and acoustic waves in fig. 5.3c. For
geometries where the thickness is less than 150 nm, the uz component of the
acoustic mode is asymmetric, due to the different boundary conditions of the SiO2
substrate and air cladding. As the thickness of the coating increases, the acoustic
mode becomes symmetric and will have have the highest overlap with the optical
mode, which was only slightly perturbed by the different cladding conditions. As
the cladding increases further there is a slight reduction in the gain coefficient,
possibly caused by the optical mode becoming less confined in the waveguide
core. In general, we should expect the highest overlaps to occur in geometries
where the optical and acoustic properties ensure symmetric mode profiles.

Acoustic Confinement and Leakage Wehave just seen that it is possible to achieve
a reasonable opto-acoustic overlap in situations where the cladding has lower
acoustic velocity than the core. The other issue that arises in this situation is, how
significant is the acoustic loss due to the leakage which is occurring? In cases
where this leakage is smaller than that of the material attenuation, there will be no
observable reduction to the Brillouin gain coefficient. If an acoustic mode solver
with a perfectly matched layer is used, the degree of leakage can be determined
directly, which can be converted into a phonon lifetime. This was performed in
the work of Van Laer [103], when investigating FBS in a partially underetched
silicon nanowire, where even a 15 nm pillar exhibited sufficient leakage to reduce
the optical quality factor to 400, well bellow the 1000 observed in fully suspended
systems [104, 105]. In the work of Poulton the leaky acoustic mode lifetime was
also determined analytically for cylindrical waveguide systems, and a fewdifferent
material systems were investigated [432] (fig. 5.4). It was found that the lifetime
was proportional to the cube of the radius, τ ∝ a3, and inversely proportional to
the acoustic V parameter.

Figure 5.4: (a) Calculations, and measurements, of acoustic leakage through a small SiO2 pillar in
thework of Van Laer [103] (b) Analytically calculated acoustic lifetimes in leaky acoustic waveguides,

from the work of Poulton [432]

In general, for typical material combinations, the calculations of Poulton
showed that for waveguide widths less than 4µm leakage can quickly become
significant and dominate the material lifetime. We will observe this later on in
experimental measurements of linewidths of chalcogenide glass systems with
polymer claddings, confirming the importance of acoustic optimisation even in
these soft glass based waveguides.
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5.3 Measuring Brillouin Scattering

Accurately measuring Brillouin scattering is critical to the design and optimisation
of waveguides for use in different applications. While a traditional grating based
OSA is capable of resolving Raman scattering, the multi-GHz resolution band-
width is barely sufficient for resolving typical Brillouin shifts, let alone the natural
linewidth on the order of 10s of MHz. Advances in scanning etalon techniques
lead to impressive results in the late 70s [55, 56], however the use of an electrical
spectrum analyser by Tkach [374] greatly improved the resolution far beyond
previous optical based measurement techniques. For applications wishing to
avoid Brillouin scattering, usually the critical power and frequency shift are the
properties of interest. In general, the most important parameters required to be
measured are the

• Brillouin Gain Coefficient (GB)

• Natural Linewidth (ΓB)

• Brillouin Shift (ΩSBS)

We will summarise the self-heterodyne and threshold techniques which are fre-
quently used in the literature, and describe the pump probe technique which
we use to measure all 3 of these parameters simultaneously with high accuracy.
Before moving further, it is important to point out that the first step of any mea-
surement of the nonlinear properties, in this case Brillouin scattering, is accurate
measurements of the linear properties of the waveguide. Thus, appropriate mea-
surements should be taken to characterise the transmission response, preferably
over a reasonable wavelength range, and determine the coupling and propagation
losses of the device under test [434]. It is advisable to use reference components,
with the same geometry as the nonlinear waveguide, to determine the neff, dis-
persion and ng of the structure [435, 436]. For consistent measurements it is also
highly desirable to automate the acquisition and data processing stages of the
experiment. Python code used for interfacing and processing measurements,
using the PyVISA package and VISA command libraries, are available from the
author.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic of self-heterodyne and threshold setup (b) The optical spectrum of the
signal which is received at the photodetector. The beat-note between the carrier and the back-

scattered light is measured on the ESA.

5.3.1 Self-Heterodyne and Threshold

The self-heterodyne technique measures the RF beat-note formed between spon-
taneously initiated backwards scattering and the initial pump signal, to extract
the Brillouin spectrum with high resolution. By monitoring the optical power
of the input pump, backscattered wave and transmitted pump the critical power

https://pyvisa.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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can be measured, from which the Brillouin gain coefficient can be estimated. A
typical schematic capable of performing both these measurements simultaneously
is shown in fig. 5.5a. A CW laser is split into a pump and carrier, which acts as
the reference for the heterodyne measurement. The pump is amplified with an
EDFA, passes through the circulator (ports 1 → 2) and enters the device under
test, generating Brillouin scattering in the backwards travelling direction. The
backscattered light is directed through the circulator (ports 2 → 3), combined
with the carrier and is measured on the highspeed photodetector. As the laser
and the carrier have the same frequency the measured beat-note on the electrical
spectrum analyser (ESA) is at precisely the Brillouin shift, and the Brillouin spec-
trum is retrieved, allowing for measurements of the linewidth and frequency shift.
Optical power meters (PM) monitoring the pump power, backscattered power
and transmitted power are used to determine the critical power for the device
under test.

The critical power can be used to determine the gain coefficient, provided
that the effective length, Brillouin shift and linewidth are also known. While it is
common to utilise the approximated prefactor from the original work of Smith
[44], the transcendental expression derived in Smith’s paper should instead to
be used [437]. Among the possible issues with the critical power approach is the
fact that this power level is going to be very high in short devices or systems with
weak gain coefficients, meaning that it is possible to not reach the critical power at
all. Conceptually it is also a somewhat indirect measurement, utilising the ampli-
fication of a randomly scattered spontaneous signal, at the point the amplification
is high enough for the Stokes to approach the pump power. Because of this, this
technique is generally inadequate to characterise the devices investigated in this
thesis, and we instead utilised a pump probe-approach.
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Figure 5.6: General operation of pump-probe characterisation (a) In the optical domain, the
upshifted pump wave generates SBS at ωRF = ωo − ΩSBS. The carrier and amplified probe will
then beat on the photodetector, generating a tone at ωRF. (b) The RF beatnote is measured on the
electrical network analyser. By performing a measurement with the pump off the response of the
RF system is characterised. The measured signal with a pump on is then calibrated, and flipped in

frequency, resulting in the processed spectrum which is the Brillouin spectrum.
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5.3.2 Pump-Probe Technique

The use of an electro-optic modulator based pump-probe technique for charac-
terising SBS was introduced in the 1997 work of Nikles [438]. We use a modified
version of this scheme, utilising single sideband optical modulation to accurately
map the Brillouin response as demonstrated by Loayssa [439]. An overview of the
operation of a generic pump probe setup is shown in fig. 5.6. In the experimental
setup, fig. 5.6c, we start with a CW laser which is split into two arms. In the pump
arm the laser is frequency up-shifted by some known frequency ωo, which is
larger than the SBS shift, then amplified to a high power level. Suitable frequency
shifters include a dual-parallel Mach-Zhender modulator (operating in single side-
band suppressed carrier bias conditions [440]), an intensity modulator combined
with an optical filter to keep one sideband only or a high frequency acousto-optic
shifter. The amplified pump traverses a circulator, from ports 1 → 2, and then
passes through the device under test, before being removed by an isolator.

In the probe arm an optical probe is generated using single sideband mod-
ulation, driven by the network analyser, with the original laser frequency now
becoming the optical carrier. The carrier and the probe then pass through the
device under test, where the probe will undergo Brillouin amplification at an RF
frequency ωRF = ωo − ΩSBS, fig. 5.6a. The two waves will then exit the device
under test, pass through the circulator, ports 2 → 3, to be detected upon the
high-speed photodetector. The sideband frequency, ωRF, is swept with a high
resolution, over the desired frequency range. To correctly retrieve the Brillouin
spectrum, due to the fact we are mapping around the carrier instead of the pump,
the measured response needs to be reversed and subtracted by the pump frequency
shift ωo, as shown in fig. 5.6b. When appropriately calibrated, the retrieved beat-
note at ωRF will map the SBS response in a 1 to 1 fashion, including amplitude
and phase, enabling very high resolution measurement of ΩSBS, the Brillouin
spectrum and the peak amplification.

Figure 5.7: Pump-Probe measurements of a 1 km single mode fiber
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While this technique was initially proposed as a robust way of extracting
the Brillouin spectrum and frequency shift, we can take it slightly further to
determine the gain coefficient and natural linewidth. We know that in the small
signal regime (eq. (4.24)), the amplified stokes wave is exponentially dependant
on G where G = GBPpLeff. Thus, by performing multiple spectral measurements
with different pump powers, we can extract the GB from the slope of the peak
gain,

dB = 4.34 × (GBPpLeff) Leff =
1 − e−αL

α

where dB is the peak on-off amplification in decibels and we have used the fact
that 10 log10(exp(1)) = 4.34. After accurate measurements of the coupling and
propagation losses, the Leff and coupled pump power can be determined with
high certainty. Fitting the slope of the on-off gain for various pump powers then
allows the GB value to be determined. Care must be taken to avoid nonlinearities,
in particular pump depletion effects in systems with high amplification. As the
optical probe power is directly controlled by the modulation strength, the RF
output power of the network analyser can be adjusted as appropriate.

Now, we can determine the GB, so what about the natural linewidth? It is
important to recall that even though the Brillouin linewidth of a single peak is
given by a Lorentzian, in a pump probe measurement the measured linewidth of
the RF response is squashed by the exponential amplification (or broadened by
the attenuation). This leads to the general expression for the RF 3-dB linewidth
[80], in terms of the G value, as

∆νRF = ΓB

√
G

ln(eG + 1)− ln 2
− 1

As the G value is directly proportional the on-off gain (G = dB/4.34), sweeping
the pump power will allow for the relation to be fitted. It is interesting to note
that the linewidth is a prefactor for the main trend, essentially moving the y-
intercept without affecting the trend shape. If higher accuracy is desired the use
of Brillouin attenuation, where the G values are now negative, can provide further
data points for reduced pump powers. Again care must be given to avoid pump
depletion, and the RF photonic link without SBS needs to be accurately calibrated.
Thus, with the pump-probe technique, and an electrical network analyser, we can
determine the critical parameters of interest to high accuracy. Measurements of
the properties of a single mode fiber (1 km coil from General Photonics) is shown
in fig. 5.7. The high resolution spectra allows clear identification of the central shift
and also higher order Brillouin peaks. The peak gain and linewidth narrowing
measurements are also shown for varying pump power, along with the extracted
GB of 0.17m−1 W−1 and ΓB of 31MHz.

Pulsed Techniques

In device systems where the gain is very weak, pulsed pumps are sometimes
used to measure the Brillouin spectrum [441]. The pulses should be longer than
the Brillouin lifetime, so are generally referred to as quasi-CW, and will typically
consist of pulse widths on the order 100s of nanoseconds. A pump-probe configu-
ration can be formed using a lock-in amplifier, where the electrical signal used for
generating the pump pulses is the lock-in frequency, then the amplified probe can

http://www.generalphotonics.com/index.php/product/fc-fiber-coil/
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be extracted at low optical powers, improving sensitivity and avoiding depletion
effects [442]. Such a system can efficiently measure the Brillouin spectrum, by
sweeping the probe frequency around the Brillouin frequency shift while mon-
itoring the response on a synchronized oscilloscope [442]. The use of a lock-in
amplifier can be a viable alternative to methods utilising electrical spectrum and
network analysers, and is capable of achieving high resolution as demonstrated
in the early and informative work of Shibata [78].

5.4 Characterisation of Soft Glass Waveguides

Chalcogenide rib waveguides were the basis of multiple investigations performed
throughout this thesis. Here wewill collate a range of device properties, measured
between 2013 and 2016, for concise reference and comparison. Due to observa-
tions of device performance at the start of 2015, a shift in device design lead to
the current utilised paradigm within the group. We will start with a general
overview of fabrication processes for soft glass waveguides and summarise differ-
ent measurements of devices before 2015. We will provide further detail of the
improved gain coefficient waveguide devices developed at this time, and a wider
exploration of designs and materials performed during 2016. We will close with
measurements on two additional chalcogenide glasses, Ge11.5As24Se64.5 and TeO2.

5.4.1 Waveguide Fabrication and Design

While waveguide fabrication was not directly performed in this thesis, samples
were fabricated through the collaboration with researchers in the Nonlinear
Physics Centre at the Australian National University. We provide an overview of
the fabrication procedure for reference, and a schematic of the fabrication process
is shown in fig. 5.8.

Anneal
and resist

Thermal
Deposition

Lithography

EtchingCladding
and Protection

Figure 5.8: Reduced schematic of fabrication process for As2S3 waveguides

The majority of the waveguides characterised in this chapter consist of par-
tially etched As2S3 rib waveguides. The fabrication process starts with thin film
deposition of As2S3 via thermal evaporation. Raw As2S3 material (Amorphous
Materials, Garland, Texas, USA) was placed in an electrically heated Tungsten boat
in a chamber at low base pressure of 3× 10−7 Torr. The thin film was deposited
on <100> oriented 100mm diameter thermal oxide silicon wafer. The wafers
were mounted on a carousel which was rotated during the deposition process,
resulting in a thickness variation less than 1%. The deposition parameters were
was controlled to result in a constant rate of 0.1 nm/s. The total film thickness
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and etch depth varied between devices. An ≈100 nm SU8 polymer layer was
spin-coated on the wafer before the films were annealed in vacuum at 130°C for
24 h, to improve the stability and increase the refractive index from deposited
values of 2.31 to bulk-like values of 2.42 at 1550 nm [443]. The waveguide pattern
was typically printed using a 1:1 projection photolithography system. Afterwards,
plasma dry etching was performed in an Oxford Plasmalab 100 ICP RIE system
using a mixture of CHF3, O2 and Ar gases [444, 445]. This was followed by a
cladding layer whichwas varied between different samples, with the use of SiO2 or
different polymers, and will be indicated when appropriate. When SiO2 was used,
it was deposited via a sputtering process and followed by a 10µm thick UV-cure
polymer layer (Ormocore) to coat the wafer for protection during handling. After
cleaving the wafers into the individual chips of the correct dimension, 270 nm
of SiO2 was sputtered to the end facets of the waveguide to act as anti-reflection
coating and for passivation of As2S3 from the external environment.

Lithographic Masks Two sets of masks were used for devices. The first is referred
to as the ”snake mask”, which contained a number of different device designs.
Generally, straight waveguides of 6.5 cm length, with widths of 4 µm were used
from this mask. Fabricated chips utilising mode matched polymer tapers were
also used with these designs [127]. The second mask is referred to as the ”die
mask”, this design is significantly more space efficient, featuring nested spirals of
5 waveguides in different sets of loops. A single die consists of a set of straight
structures which are 2 cm long, and then sets of 2, 3 and 6 loops corresponding to
8.6 cm, 11.7 cm and 23.7 cm respectively. This is repeated for 3 sets of waveguide
widths, nominally 2.2 µm, 2.4 µm and 2.6 µm, with the 2.4 µm waveguides gener-
ally used in the experiments. The designs are connected in the wafer, allowing
for multiple dies to be connected and enabling very long lengths in relatively
compact form factors. Images of the GDS file of the die mask and photographs of
some fabricated chips are shown in fig. 5.9. The die mask and snake mask design
were prepared by our collaborators at the ANU.

Figure 5.9: Images of die mask file and photo of a fabricated chip.

http://www.microresist.de/en/products/hybrid-polymers/uv-lithography/ormocore-and-ormoclad
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Bends The spiral structures from the die masks consist of a mix of bent and
straight waveguides. One concern this brings to light is the effect of bends on
Brillouin scattering. In devices with large gain coefficients, such as small mode
area integrated devices, the localised amplification approaches the same length
scale as the buildup of the acoustic wave. In this situation, modifying the acoustic
properties will inhibit the buildup of a single acoustic mode and reduce the
effective gain. This effect has been explored in detail for suspended structures
[345], and effects FBS differently as the acoustic wave is stationary in this case.
Bends may also result in additional issues in crystalline materials, such as silicon,
as the optical and acoustic properties can depend on the orientation of propagation
through the medium. Additional distortion due to the changing acoustic velocity
in bend regions has been characterised in Silicon nanowires (supplementary of
Van Laer [446]). Very tight bends will also alter the neff of the optical mode.
For these reasons bends are generally minimised in long structures designed for
single-pass Brillouin amplification.

5.4.2 Early Devices (2013-2015)

After the initial demonstration of Brillouin scattering in soft glass waveguides
[124], a quick flurry of activity explored multiple applications of SBS with this
new platform, as described in section 2.4.2 and [133]. In August of 2013 we were
performing measurements utilising Brillouin scattering in As2S3 waveguides for
the purpose of creating high suppression microwave notch filters [447]; this work
will be described in section 8.4. The waveguides used for these experiments
were 850 nm thick, 4 µm wide and 6.5 cm long half etched structures based on
the snake mask. Typical insertion losses of 9.5 dB were obtained at the time for
the measurements, with coupling losses estimated at 4 dB per chip facet through
optical overlap simulations. Peak gain measurements yield a gain coefficient of
350m−1 W−1, shown in fig. 5.10a, similar to those in the work of Pant [124]. While
performing these experiments comparisons were also made with a similar device,
which had lower insertion losses of 2 dB per facet through the use of vertical
tapers and an SU8 overlay waveguide [127]. This device had Ormocore polymer
cladding, required due to the mode conditions of the SU8 taper [127], and yielded
a gain coefficient of only 170m−1 W−1 fig. 5.10b (though this was not calculated at
the time).

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: Peak gain measurements, correcting for insertion losses, of (a) IPG clad chip (b)
Ormocore clad chip with SU8 tapers

During March of 2015, we performed experiments with the opto-electronics
group in the department of physics within the Thales Research and Technology
campus based in Palaiseau, France. The purpose of the trip was to demonstrate the
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stabilisation of a dual frequency laser [448, 449] with injection locking, utilising a
Brillouin laser generated by the photonic chip. For these experiments we utilised
another chip with SU8 tapers, and also brought a backup chip, with a set of 8 dies,
fabricated with the die mask. The configuration used for the Brillouin laser was
the same as the earlier work of Kabakova [126], which had a threshold for laser
oscillation of 350mW coupled pump power. Unfortunately in this case, it was
quickly found that the power handling of the SU8 tapered chip was insufficient
for the planned experiments, with the SU8 waveguides igniting with moderate
CW powers of a few 100 mW. It was later found that a higher thermal load, in
the form of a vacuum chuck the full width of the chip, was utilised in previous
systems [127].

(a)
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Figure 5.11: Measurements from Thales visit.

To proceed with experiments at Thales, we turned our attention to the backup
chip based on the die mask. We explored the losses in the different widths
and lengths, and typically measured low insertion losses around 13dB for the
2.4 um wide and 11.7 cm long waveguides. To characterise SBS in these structures
we performed a quick optical pump-probe measurement to measure the on-off
amplification and estimate the gain coefficient. Up to 20dB of amplification
was measured with 600mW of coupled pump power. This was unexpected as
this waveguide has almost twice the length, and half the width, of the original
waveguides in the work of Pant [124], which demonstrated 16dB of amplification
for similar pump power levels. Fitting the measured pump-probe values yielded
a gain coefficient in the range of 200 m−1 W−1, below that of the original work of
Pant (GB = 300 m−1W−1). While Brillouin lasing could be observed at close to
1W of pump power, the stability was quite poor, and ultimately the experiments
could not move forward due to the performance of the As2S3 waveguides.

The primary question which arose from the issues found during the Thales
experiments was, why was the GB lower than expected? Upon investigating the
previous publications using As2S3 chips, it was observed that in the first on-
chip SBS paper a thin 140 nm layer of SiO2 was used as the top cladding, with
no other materials. All of the follow up samples had been utilising polymers,
typically Ormocore in the latest devices formed from the die mask. The linewidths
for Ormocore based devices was on the order 90MHz, and chips based on IPG
polymer had linewidths of around 60MHz (for 4 µm width waveguides), both
higher than the originally quoted 34MHz from the original on-chip SBS work.
The decreased gain measured in the Thales experiments was thus likely the result
of a reduced phonon lifetime and partially due to a varied opto-acoustic overlap
[432], as discussed in section 5.2.
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5.4.3 Giant Gain Devices and Design Optimisation (2015+)

With the importance of cladding material further understood, new devices were
fabricated with a SiO2 cladding with around 500 nm thickness, followed by a thick
protection layer of polymer for handling purposes. The shift to a SiO2 cladding
led to orders of magnitude improvement in amplification over previous Brillouin
integrated devices. The waveguide geometry and SBS measurements for these
structures is shown in fig. 5.12. In the 12 cm waveguides, with an insertion loss
of 13 dB, almost 40 dB of amplification was initially measured. Furthermore, in
the longer, and higher loss, 24 cm structures greater than 50dB of on-gain was
observed for coupled powers less than 300mW. The amplification was so high
that there was initially confusion during the measurement process, due to a large
amount of pump depletion, requiring the probe power to be significantly reduced
to correctly monitor the extremely large gains. The Brillouin gain coefficient
for these new devices was on the order of 500m−1 W−1, fig. 5.12c, in line with
the reduced Aeff. This significantly improved amplification efficiency enables a
new paradigm of experiments, not previously possible in chip integrated devices.
These waveguides were recently used in a photonic-phonic memory [450] and
were also applied to microwave photonic systems, enabling a number of new con-
figurations due to the large amount of amplification available [89]. One example
was the improvement to the Brillouin laser: a lasing threshold of 80mW coupled
power was observed with a 12 cm chip, a factor of 5 improvement compared to
the Thales experiments. Follow up batches of chips in 2016, fig. 5.12d, showed
slightly improved performance with 550m−1 W−1.

SiO2
As2S3 SU8

Orm
(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.12: Brillouin scattering in half-etched designs (a) Schematic of waveguide cross-section
(b) Brillouin spectrum of 48 dB peak (c) Peak gain measurements for 23 cm and 12 cm waveguides

(d) Peak gain measurements for 16 cm and 4 cm waveguides, fabricated in 2016.

While the GB was considerably improved in these devices, the insertion loss
was slightly worse than the previous 4 µm width waveguides due to the larger
propagation losses, typically varying between 0.5 dB/cm to 0.7 dB/cm, arising
from the increased surface roughness scattering in the half etched geometry. For
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many applications, in particular microwave photonics, the optical insertion loss is
critical to system performance. To reduce the propagation loss, we implemented
an alternative designwith a shallower 1/3 etch depth, combinedwith an increased
thickness of 930 nm. The measured propagation loss ranged between 0.2 dB/cm
to 0.3 dB/cm. The slight increase in Aeff was expected to impact the GB, but this
should be compensated through the improved Leff. Peak gain measurements are
shown in fig. 5.13a, along with a Brillouin spectrum fig. 5.13b, from which we
determine a GB of 500m−1 W−1. With a coupled power of only 150mW, 30dB of
amplification was generated in a 16 cm long waveguide, for a device insertion loss
of just 11 dB. This amount of gain is slightly higher than the 1/2 etched device for
the same power, and is obtained with 3 dB lower insertion loss. These waveguides
were recently used in a microwave photonic processor [451].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.13: (a) Peak gain measurements of 16 cm 1/3 etched As2S3 SiO2 clad waveguide (b)
Brillouin spectrum of SiO2 clad 1/3 etched waveguide (c) Spectrum of 1/2 etched waveguide (d)
Comparing spectra of 1/3 etched waveguides with SiO2 and ZPU polymer cladding. The polymer

clad waveguide has a significantly broadened peak.

The overall amplification of the 1/2 and 1/3 etched devices is similar, so are
there any other differentiating factors, apart from loss, which might influence
the application choice? Well, the acoustic modes of the waveguide are highly
dependant on the final geometry, and will have an impact the Brillouin spectrum.
This can be explored by comparing the measured pump-probe spectrum for these
two different waveguide structures, as shown in fig. 5.13b and fig. 5.13c. The
difference between the two spectra is primarily the central frequency shift, due to
a slight difference in neff, and the prevalence of higher order gain peaks due to
additional acoustic modes. We can also show the effect of acoustic confinement
by replacing the silica cladding with a soft polymer, in this case ZPU (an acrylate
polymer from ChemOptics). The central peak of the polymer clad waveguide is
significantly wider than the silica clad devices, and a large tail also seems to exist,
reminiscent of coupling to radiation modes mentioned in the work of Poulton
[432]. These high resolution measurements indicate the importance of geometry
tailoring for optimisation of the acoustic spectrum, but a detailed study on the

http://www.chemoptics.co.kr/eng/sub/product_view.php?cat_no=33&idx=16&sw=&sk=&offset=
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effect of etch-depth changes to the acoustic confinement is yet to be performed.

5.4.4 Non As2S3 chalcogenide waveguides

As2S3 is just one material within broad range of chalcogenide glasses which
have been investigated for optical waveguides, and acousto-optic devices, in the
literature. Here we will present measurements of waveguides based on two other
glasses, Ge11.5As24Se64.5 and TeO2.

SiO2

SiO2

Ge11 SU8
Orm

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.14: (a) Schematic of waveguide geometry (b) Brillouin Spectrum showing shift around
7GHz and two distinct peaks (c) Peak gain and linewidth narrowing for increasing pump power.

Ge11.5As24Se64.5 GeAsSe based glasses are generally of interest due to their high
nonlinearity and increased stability, compared to pure AsSe glass [452]. Certain
compositions are available commercially (AMTIR-1 from Amorphous Materials
and Umicore GASIR family), and this chalcogenide glass family was the focus of
research into acousto-optic devices in the early 70s, due to its low acoustic loss
and figures of merit [408, 410]. The composition we investigated, Ge11.5As24Se64.5,
is capable of supercontinuum generation in waveguides [453] and posses stable
glass forming properties [454, 455]. The geometry of the waveguides was similar
to the 1/2 etch As2S3 devices with the die mask utilised, however the thickness
was reduced to 660 nm due to the higher refractive index of 2.6, a cross-section is
shown in fig. 5.14a. The extracted gain coefficient is higher than the As2S3 samples,
in part due to the reduced Aeff, however the spectra is quite different, showing
two strong distinct peaks. The cause of the distinct spectra is likely the particular
geometry used and the mechanical properties. Similar spectra can be observed
in simulations of As2S3 waveguides. Considering that waveguides with effective
areas < 0.5µm2 have been demonstrated with propagation losses of 1.5 dB cm−1

[398], GB > 2000 m−1W−1 could be expected with further optimisation. This
makes this material quite promising for future single-pass devices, provided that
issues with thermal power handling can be overcome [398].

http://www.amorphousmaterials.com/products/
http://eom.umicore.com/en/infrared-optics/products/materials/
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SiO2 IPG
SU8TeO2(a) (b)
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Figure 5.15: (a) Schematic of waveguide geometry (b) Brillouin Spectrum, with a high central freq
of 8.6GHz (c) Peak gain and measured linewidths for increasing pump power.

TeO2 Formany applications, propagation losses are critical to device and system
operation. As discussed in section 3.2.1, reducing index contrast is one means
of minimising scattering losses. Tellurite glass (TeO2) is another chalcogenide
which was investigated in the early 70s for acousto-optics [409]. It has a index of
2.1, at 1550 nm, and thus a lower index contrast than As2S3. It is capable of being
fabricated into low loss waveguides, with sputtering possible for film deposition
[456], is suitable for nonlinear optics [404, 456–458], and can also be doped [459].
SBS has been previously demonstrated in TeO2 fibers as mentioned in section 5.1.
The samples characterised here were old devices, optimised for Kerr nonlinear
effects and utilised an IPG polymer cladding. The linear loss was very low, with
propagation losses around 0.1 dB/cm in a 17 cm longmeanderingwaveguide from
the snake mask. These waveguides have a thickness of 1.8 µm, and measured
widths of 3.5 µm, much larger than the previous rib waveguides. Measurements
of SBS, using a different network analyser which yielded higher uncertainty than
the other measurements, are in fig. 5.15.

The measured gain coefficient of the TeO2 waveguide was on the order of
10m−1 W−1, with a linewidth of∼ 90MHz. This GB is quite low, and is even lower
than expected from the Aeff of 4 µm2 which corresponds to a peak gain factor of
4× 10−11 mW−1, around 4 times lower than fiber value. This most likely arises
from a combination of reduced overlap integral and lifetime, due to the polymer
cladding, with the measured linewidth also around 4 times higher than the fiber
value. The higher frequency shift of 8.6GHz is due to the acoustic velocity of
3400m s−1, much higher than As2S3 at 2400m s−1. If a silica cladding was used,
bringing the GB closer to the bulk material, then a GB beyond 100m−1 W−1 is
expected for an optimised geometry. It is also worth mentioning that the device
was very stable during the measurements, even for coupled powers approaching
approaching 1WCWpower. Thus, this material is highly suitable for applications
requiring low loss and high power handling, such as Brillouin lasers generated
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from high-Q resonators.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have provided an overview of Brillouin scattering in soft glass
waveguides. After discussing the literature of Brillouin scattering in chalcogenide
fibers, we focused on the issue of acoustic confinement and the opto-acoustic
overlap. We then provided a detailed description of measurement techniques for
Brillouin scattering, and why pump-probe processes are generally the preferred
option. The remainder of the chapter explored Brillouin scattering in chalcogenide
waveguides, providing an overview of measurements and context for investigated
devices throughout this thesis. We demonstrated record Brillouin amplification,
with an improvement of 3 orders of magnitude over previous planar waveguide
devices.
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Chapter 6
Hybrid Integration of As2S3 and
Silicon

In the last chapter we found that waveguides based on chalcogenide glasses, As2S3
in particular, are capable of strong Brillouin interactions. To develop and extend
current functionalities, Brillouin processing elements need to be combined with
integrated photonic components and circuits. The low processing temperatures
required for As2S3 waveguides precludes its use as a front-end optical material
platform, preventing integration with highspeed modulators and photodetectors.
In this chapterwe explore the back-end integration of As2S3 onto traditional silicon
on insulator (SOI) circuits, and find this hybrid platform to be a compelling and
promising step forward for Brillouin scattering in photonic integrated circuits. We
demonstrate record Brillouin amplification for a silicon-based circuit and present
the first results of Brillouin lasing in a planar integrated circuit.

This chapter has sections based on the following publications:

6.2-6.4 B. Morrison, A. Casas-Bedoya, G. Ren, K. Vu, Y. Liu, A. Zarifi, T. G. Nguyen,
D.-Y. Choi, D. Marpaung, S. J. Madden, A. Mitchell, B. J. Eggleton, ”Compact
Brillouin devices through hybrid integration on silicon”, Optica 4, 847 (2017)
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General Resources

This chapter builds upon all of the concepts covered so far in the thesis. For
a detailed overview of nonlinear circuits and integration technologies refer to
Chapter 3. Background material on Brillouin scattering in waveguides is found
in Chapter 4, with experiments of chalcogenide glasses found in Chapter 5. In
the following section we provide a description of waveguide ring resonators and
Brillouin lasers, before leading to the published work.

6.1 Brillouin Lasers in Waveguide Resonators

Optical resonators are capable of greatly enhancing nonlinear effects through in-
creased circulating powers, and are critical in the creation of lasers. In section 6.2.5
we experimentally demonstrate Brillouin lasing in a planar integrated resonator
for the first time. Here we will provide a very brief overview of optical resonators
and how they can be used to enhance nonlinear effects, with a focus on Brillouin
scattering and Brillouin lasers.

Figure 6.1: Schematic of an all-pass ring resonator

6.1.1 Optical Waveguide Resonators

Optical resonators can be created out of a vast number of schemes and materials,
and find use in equally diverse sets of applications. For the work here we shall
concern ourselves with the canonical example of a single dielectric waveguide
coupled to a resonator [460–462], as shown in fig. 6.1. The relationship between
the input and output waves, referred to as Ein and Epass, and the waves inside the
resonator Er,in and Ecirc, immediately after and before the coupler, can be given in
matrix form as (

Epass
Er,in

)
=

(
t κ

−κ∗ t∗

)(
Ein

Ecirc

)
where t and κ are the coupling parameters, and |κ|2 + |t|2 = 1 in the case of zero
loss in the coupling element. After a single round trip of the resonator the field
will accumulate phase, and be attenuated such that,

Ecirc = aeiθEr,in

where in the case of a lossless resonator a = 1, and the round trip phase is given
by θ = kzL, where kz is the propagation constant of the waveguide mode and L is
the roundtrip length. Using the above relations we can reframe the transmitted
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and circulating fields, in terms of the input field, as

Epass

Ein
=

−a + te−iθ

−at∗ + e−iθ
Ecirc
Ein

=
−aκ∗

−at∗ + e−iθ

Let us consider the transmitted response of the ring. To simplify the discussion
we will assume that t is not complex, meaning that t∗ = t. We square the equation
for Epass and have that

T =
Ipass
Iin

=
a2 − 2at cos θ + t2

1 − 2at cos θ + (at)2 (6.1)

Now, the ring is ”on resonance” when the roundtrip phase is a multiple of 2π,
such that 2πm = kzL. This is equivalent to the wavelength of the laser being
such that it is an integer multiple of the length of the ring and ”fitting” in the
resonator. Recalling that kz = neffk0, where k0 is the vacuum wavenumber, then
the wavelength on resonance will be given by

λres =
neff(λ)L

m

On the resonance, setting cos θ = 1, the transmitted power will be given simply
by

TR =
(a − t)2

(1 − at)2

What becomes immediately apparent is that, when t = a, then T = 0 and there
will be no power transmitting past the ring. This is known as critical coupling,
and can be understood by considering the destructive interference of the initially
transmitted field, with that of the out coupled circulating field. The other limits
for coupling, t < a and t > a, are referred to as overcoupling and undercou-
pling respectively. These different coupling conditions result in modified spectral
responses, which we will show below.

(a) (b)

ER
FWHM

FSR

Figure 6.2: (a) Response of a single resonance in an overcoupled peak (b) Responses of three
coupling conditions, including a full FSR.

Spectral Response and Key Features

The overall transmission response of the coupled resonator can be described using
eq. (6.1), however it is common to reduce the response to more fundamental and
key features to ease comparisons and understandings with other systems. In
fig. 6.2 we indicate the standard features of the resonator response, particularly
the free spectral range (FSR), extinction ratio (ER) and the linewidth or full width
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half maximum (FWHM). The free spectral range is the mode spacing between
two adjacent resonances, and due to the optical dispersion this is related to the ng
rather than the neff, such that

FSR =
λ2

ngL
[m] FSR =

c
ngL

[Hz] (6.2)

These spectral features relate to two very important parameters of the resonator:
the optical quality factor (Q) and the finesse (F ). Both of these parameters are
a measure of how well light stays in the resonator. The Q is proportional to the
number of oscillations the electric field takes before the circulating energy drops
by 1/e. This can be determined directly in the time domain by measuring the
leaked output power of the resonator, or can be inferred from the spectral width,
which can be related to the ring parameters through the following

Q =
λres

FWHM =
πngL

√
ta

λres(1 − ta)
(6.3)

It can be common to refer to the loaded and unloaded Q factor. The unloaded
Q is the Q if we were to neglect any losses due to the coupling of the resonator,
such that the Q is determined solely due to the cavity losses. In general, we can
see that reducing losses and increasing the cavity length is the primary means to
achieving a large Q. In planar circuits, modern microring resonators can attain Qs
on the order of a 106, with extremely optimised devices able to reach in the tens of
million. The coupling coefficients can be conveniently tunedwith aMach-Zehnder
coupler configuration, rather than a single directional coupler [461].

Similarly to the Q, the finesse is related to the loss of the resonator. The subtle
difference is that the finesse is a measure of the total number of round trips the
light takes of the resonator, before the energy decreases by 1/e. It is thus directly
related to the buildup of the circulating field, and can be determined from the
spectral and physical properties of the resonator through

F =
FSR

FWHM =
π
√

ta
1 − ta

(6.4)

We now return to the original field relations, and consider the circulating field
intensity, which we describe as a magnification factor relative to the input field, as

M =
a2(1 − t2)

1 − 2at cos θ + (at)2

If we are on resonance, and at critical coupling such that t = a, then the field
enhancement is related to the finesse through

M = F a
π

High finesse resonators are thus clearly of great use to nonlinear optics, as each
interactingwave circulating in the resonator receives an enhancement proportional
to F in power. This is very effective for four wave mixing in particular, which
will receive F 4 enhancement [463], with rings of a few 10s of µm circumference
attaining performance comparable to cm length nonlinear waveguides, or km of
optical fiber [464].
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6.1.2 Brillouin lasers

So far in this thesis we have primarily been investigating SBS in the context of a
pump and amplified probe wave, which is typically referred to as an SBS amplifier.
Another class of devices utilises the spontaneously scattered optical, in the absence
of input probe. By placing the Brillouin medium within a resonator, with the
correct spectral properties, the spontaneously scattered light can build up and
be amplified above the round-trip loss of the cavity, resulting in net gain and
oscillation. This is referred to in the literature as a Brillouin laser, though oscillator
is probably a less divisive term. There are also some subtleties of the dynamics
of the system above oscillation [465], which can change depending on the ratio
of the cavity linewidth to the acoustic linewidth [466]. We have summarised
demonstrations of Brillouin lasing in modern waveguide and resonator systems
in section 2.4.3.

Brillouin lasers have been receiving interest in the wider literature due to
their unique noise properties. If the optical damping is smaller than the acoustic
damping then the noise from the pump is transferred to the acoustic wave [465,
467–469], narrowing the scattered Stokes relative to the pump. In highly optimised
cases this spectrally purified Stokes wave can reach sub-Hz Schawlow Townes
limited linewidths, after starting with typical KHz sources [121], and be used
to generate spectrally pure microwaves [122]. In the following we will briefly
mention standard schemes for creating Brillouin lasers in the literature, with the
focus here on fiber schemes, and how using a resonator results in low threshold
operation.

Brillouin lasing in a full fiber resonator was first demonstrated by Stokes in
1982 [50]. The scheme used by Stokes was highly effective, consisting of a tunable
directional coupler where two ports were connected to each other to close the loop
[49, 470]. This allowed for sub-mW thresholds in a 10m fiber loop. Keeping the
fiber loop relatively short is crucial to prevent mode-hopping between multiple
cavity modes [471, 472]. Placing a stretchable piece of fiber, SMF wrapped around
a piezoelectric crystal for example, into the resonator can enable active stabilisation
[473]. Stable operation can also be achieved through the use of an optical circulator,
instead of a directional coupler, to circulate either the pump or Stokeswave around
the fiber loop in a non resonantmanner [425, 474]. This is at the cost of an increased
threshold, as only one optical wave is circulating. Another alternative scheme is
to embed a broadband gain medium, such as an erbium doped fiber and pump,
within the resonator to create a hybrid Brillouin/erbium laser [475], though the
noise and dynamics of these systems is different to a typical Brillouin laser.

What is the typical threshold for Brillouin lasing in a waveguide ring res-
onator? This has been discussed for Raman scattering in whispering gallery mode
resonators [476] and in the presence of nonlinear losses in [477, 478]. To sum-
marise, we require a net amplification of the Stokes wave, after a round trip. While
we are generating the Stokes from noise, we can assume there will be sufficient
spontaneous scattering that the system will experience amplification as if in the
presence of an external seed. If we apply the standard small signal approximation
[132], considering the circulating power of the pump wave, it can be shown that
the threshold, in the case that the loss is low and the cavity is at critical coupling,
is given by

Pth =
π2ng

2

λ2
p

L
GBQ2

L
≡ π2

GBF 2L
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For the Stokes and pump to both be circulating in the resonator, if generating
lasing between two longitudinal cavity modes, we require that the cavity length
be sufficient such that ΩSBS/FSR = m where m is an integer. To minimise the
threshold we can choose a waveguide geometry which maximises GBF 2, which
we will discuss in further detail in the next section. If we consider a 1 cm long
device, with the parameters of the ribs in the previous chapter, GB = 500 m−1W−1

and propagation loss of 0.3 dB/cm, which yields a Q = 7 × 105 or F = 22, we
have a threshold power of just 4mW. If we prioritise the propagation loss, by,
for example, making a larger effective area device with loss of 0.1 dB/cm but a
GB = 250 m−1W−1, then we can achieve sub-mW oscillation. This is an orders
of magnitude reduction in threshold, compared to the Watt level peak powers
required for multi-cm Fabry-Perot As2S3 resonators previously explored [125],
and significantly more compact than hybrid fiber loop systems [126].

6.2 Compact Brillouin devices through hybrid integration on
silicon

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) has recently emerged as a flexible tool for
optical processing and radio-frequency (RF) photonics [139]1. SBS is one of the
strongest nonlinearities known to optics, hundreds of times larger than Raman
scattering in SMF-28 fiber [480], and is capable of providing exponential gain
over narrow bandwidths of the order of tens of megahertz. This narrowband
amplitude response is accompanied with a strong dispersive response, capable
of tailoring the phase or group delay of a counter propagating optical signal. In
light of these effects a rich body of applications have been explored such as slow
light [419], stored light [481], narrowband RF photonic filters [482–484], dynamic
optical gratings [485, 486], narrowband spectrometers [487], optical amplifiers
[371, 372] and RF sources [488] among others. When pumped in a resonator
configuration, a narrow linewidth spectrally pure SBS laser can be generated
[467, 489, 490]. Highly coherent lasers are used in optical communication, LIDAR
and producing pure microwave sources [491] among other applications. While
the majority of previous works have traditionally utilised SBS in optical fiber, a
number of these applications have been demonstrated in integrated form factors
[92, 121, 122, 139, 360]. Most recently, the demonstration of 52 dB Brillouin gain
[89] in centimeter length scale As2S3 rib waveguides proves that performance
equivalent to kilometers of optical fiber is achievable in integrated devices.

The capability to embed SBS as a functional component in active photonic
circuits will enable the creation of a new class of opto-electronic devices, in partic-
ular for integrated microwave photonics [492]. The desire to harness SBS optical
processing in CMOS (Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) compatible
platforms has recently culminated in demonstrations of SBS in various silicon
on insulator (SOI) device architectures [103–105, 493]. Underetching of different
waveguide geometries is performed to create guided acoustic modes, generating
strong SBS from the high opto-acoustic overlap. Initial works have demonstrated
large Brillouin gain coefficients [103, 105, 493] in excess of 103 m−1 W−1, 104 times
higher than single mode optical fiber, made possible due to boundary forces
which exist in these subwavelength structures [95]. More recent work has focused
on reducing propagation losses to improve amplification factors to more than

1Parts of the following section have been published in Optica: B. Morrison et al., “Compact
Brillouin devices through hybrid integration on silicon”, Optica 4, 847 (2017)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.4.000847
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5dB [104]. But in general, higher gains in SOI devices have been prevented due
to nonlinear losses in silicon [107, 108] and linewidth broadening due to small
dimension fluctuations introduced during device fabrication [106].

In this work we introduce a hybrid integration approach to generate large
Brillouin gain in a silicon-based device, free from nonlinear losses. We embed
a compact 5.8 cm As2S3 spiral waveguide into a silicon circuit, enabling record
Brillouin gain of 22.5 dB (18.5 dB net gain) on a silicon-based chip. Traditional
silicon grating couplers are used for coupling in and out of the chip, with silicon
tapers providing low loss transitions between the Si and As2S3 sections of the
circuit. To further explore the flexibility of this approach we fabricate precisely
designed As2S3 ring resonators, enabling the first demonstration of Brillouin
lasing in a planar integrated circuit. This work marks a significant step towards
the realisation of fully integrated active SBS devices, such as integrated opto-
electronic oscillators [494], lossless microwave photonic filters [495] and compact
optical gyroscopes [123] in the near future.

6.2.1 Silicon interfaced As2S3 spiral waveguide
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Figure 6.3: An As2S3 silicon hybrid circuit (a) A schematic of the hybrid circuit with a number
of components indicated 1. Silicon grating couplers with tapers to 450 nm× 220 nm nanowires
2. Silicon nanowire taper region with As2S3 overlay waveguide 3. As2S3 waveguide lead into the
hybrid structure 4. Spiral waveguide formed out of As2S3 5. Alignment markers formed in the
silicon layer for patterning the As2S3 structures 6. Reference silicon structures existing on the same
chip (b) An SEM image of the end of silicon taper before cladding deposition (c) Schematic cross
section of waveguide in chalcogenide only region (d) An SEM image of chalcogenide region cross
section with silica cladding (e) Calculated effective indexes for 10 waveguide modes with increasing
waveguide width. Waveguide widths used throughout the work, 1.9 µm in the spiral, 2.6 µm in the
resonator and 0.85 µm in the coupler, are indicated with dashed vertical lines) (f) Optical mode

simulation of fundamental TE mode of 1.9 µm wide As2S3 waveguide

Figure 6.3a shows the schematic of the fabricated hybrid circuit. The circuit
consists of a base silicon section and an As2S3 SBS active section. Silicon grat-
ing couplers are used for chip coupling [266], followed by 2mm long a silicon
waveguide. The nanowire waveguide (450 nm× 220 nm cross section) then lin-
early tapers, over a length of 100 µm, to a width of 150 nm and ends in a open
silicon region of 0.1mm× 4mm. Amorphous As2S3 was deposited in the open
region, with a thickness of 680 nm, completely covering the silicon tapers. Overlay
waveguides were processed over the silicon taper before proceeding to the rest of
the circuit, an SEM of the end of the taper region before cladding deposition is
shown in fig. 6.3b. Optical propagation simulations, discussed in the supplemen-
tary, indicate a total insertion loss on the order of 0.1 dB for transmission into the
fundamental mode of the As2S3 waveguide. Silica cladding of 1 µm thickness was
sputtered over the sample after As2S3 etching, with care taken to keep processing
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temperatures suitable for optimum losses [443]. A schematic of a typical waveg-
uide geometry is shown in fig. 6.3c, along with a cross sectional SEM fig. 6.3d and
optical mode simulation of the fundamental mode of a 1.9 µm wide waveguide
(fig. 6.3f). Further details of the fabrication process is provided in the supple-
mentary. The As2S3 region of the circuit is confined to within a small region of
0.4mm2 requiring significant design optimisation to achieve high performance.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: (a) Peak SBS gain coefficient and effective lengths for varying waveguide width (b)
Corresponding GSBS × Leff values.

Tomaximise the physicalwaveguide length in the available device area (0.1mm× 4mm)
we employ a folded spiral design with a rectangular shape and identical bends for
each loop. As we will explain in further detail, the device geometry was chosen
to give the highest Brillouin amplification in this confined area. The expected
gain of a weak probe, Po, for a coupled pump power, PP, in the small signal gain
regime of backwards SBS is given by

PS = Po exp(GSBSLeff PP) (6.5)

where GSBS is the Brillouin gain coefficient and Leff is the effective length which is
related to the physical device length L by Leff = (1 − exp{(−αL}))/α where α is
the linear loss. To achieve the largest gain for a given pump power we thus need
to maximise Leff × GSBS. The Brillouin gain coefficient is inversely proportional
to the effective optical mode area, Aeff, so that the trade off becomes whether to
reduce the waveguide width, w, to decrease Aeff or increase the waveguide width
to reduce α, while maintaining long physical device lengths. The propagation
loss is dominated by scattering losses from the rough sidewalls [186], which has a
quartic reduction with waveguide width (i.e α ∝ 1/w4). Larger widths lead to the
waveguide becoming heavily multimoded, effective index values for the first ten
guided modes are calculated for increasing widths in fig. 6.3e. Adiabatic bends
based on the Euler spiral [206], in a matched bend configuration [289], are used in
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the design to minimise mode conversion, preventing extra loss throughout the
structure.

To explore these trade-offsmore quantitatively propagation losses for a number
of waveguide widths were measured, and simulations calculating GSBS were
performed for corresponding geometries. The effective lengths, assuming a 6 cm
long device, and the peak gains are shown in fig. 6.4a. The resulting Leff × GSBS is
plotted in fig. 6.4b, while widths greater than 2µm provide further improvement,
the required bend radii prevents use in the compact spiral. From this comparison
we determined an optimum waveguide width of 1.9 µm, with effective bend radii
of 16.5 µm calculated through FDTD simulations, further data is provided in the
supplementary. A total device length of 5.8 cm consisted of 8 loops (36 bends
including external connections) with a very compact structure achieved through
a small waveguide spacing of 1.4 µm. We measured a total propagation loss of
4 dB through the spiral when correcting for the coupling losses from the grating
couplers and Si−As2S3 transitions. An estimated propagation loss of 0.7 dB /cm
resulted in an Leff of 3.9 cm for the nonlinear interaction. The overall formfactor of
this spiral represents orders of magnitude reduction compared to that of previous
As2S3 waveguides used for SBS [89]. The typical half-etch rib geometries with
multi micron widths, used for the low losses <0.5 dB cm−1, require bend radii
of more than 100µm and are incapable of high density due to the significant
cross-talk introduced from the partial waveguide etch. Similarly, under etched
devices require an appropriate spacing between adjacent waveguides to prevent
acoustic interactions and maintain structural support, ∼ 20µm width was used
for a single underetched membrane structure [104].
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Figure 6.5: Backwards SBS in As2S3 spiral waveguide. (a) Optical spectrum measurement of SBS
gain and loss. (b) Setup schematic for high resolution pump probe (c) High resolution SBS spectrum
for various pump powers. (d) Peak gain values up to 180mW coupled pump power with fit. (e)

Nonlinear loss comparison of this work, silicon nanowire and silicon membrane

6.2.2 Backwards SBS in As2S3 spiral waveguide

To experimentally investigate the behaviour of different devices we performed two
sets of pump-probe SBS measurements, a coarse measurement using an optical
spectrum analyser (OSA) and a high resolution setup with an electrical vector
network analyser (VNA). In the optical spectrum analyser measurement, a high
resolution OSA (0.8 pm) was used to measure the transmission of a weak probe
while an amplified pump laser was counter-propagated through the sample. A
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schematic of the setup is provided in the supplementary material. This measure-
ment allowed for a rough estimate of the Brillouin frequency shift in the device
and enabled simultaneous monitoring of the gain and loss response. An on-off
gain of >10dB was observed at 80mW coupled power, as shown in fig. 6.5a. A
Brillouin shift of ∼ 7.6GHz was measured relative to the residual back-reflected
pump (centered at 1551.18 nm) and symmetric gain and loss spectra were mea-
sured.

To measure the SBS response in further detail we implemented a high reso-
lution (<1MHz) pump-probe experiment through the use of a radio frequency
vector network analyser (VNA) [439]. A laser, frequency ωc, is split into two arms
to create the pump and the probe wave. The pump is upshifted in frequency by ωo
from the carrier through the use of a Mach-Zehnder intensity modulator (MZM)
and optical bandpass filter (BPF). The pumpwas then amplifiedwith a high power
EDFA, passes through ports 1 → 2 of an optical circulator and coupled with TE
polarisation silicon grating couplers into the hybrid circuit. In the probe arm the
laser undergoes single sideband with carrier modulation (SSB+C) to produce a
weak probe upshifted by frequency ωRF. The carrier and probe were both coupled
to the device and pass through the hybrid circuit. After coupling at the output,
the transmitted waves were routed from ports 2 → 3 of an optical circulator and
then a bandpass filter was used to remove any residual back reflected pump. The
remaining optical waves beat on a highspeed photodetector and the change in
RF power at frequency ωRF is measured by the VNA. In the frequency region of
the Brillouin shift from the pump (ωRF ≈ ωo − ΩSBS), the modulated sideband
will experience Brillouin amplification as shown in fig. 6.5c. Further details of
the measurement process can be found in the supplementary. We measured the
frequency spectrum for increasing pump powers up to 180mW coupled power, as
shown in fig. 6.5d. Net amplification was achieved above 25mW on-chip power,
overcoming the 4 dB of propagation losses, with a maximum on-off gain of 22.5 dB
and a net gain of 18.5 dB. This represents a > 20× improvement of net gain gain
compared to recent demonstrations for forward Brillouin scattering (FBS) [104]
and forwards intermodal Brillouin scattering (FIBS) [496] in suspended silicon
membrane waveguides. Fitting the slope of the measured peak gain data from
fig. 6.5d obtains a Brillouin gain coefficient of GSBS = 750± 50 m−1 W−1, a 50% in-
crease over previous chalcogenide waveguides [89]. This increase is primarily due
to the reduction of Aeff compared to the previous partially etched rib structures.

Here we compare the effects of pump attenuation through nonlinear losses in
the devices in this work with simulated silicon geometries (fig. 6.5e). Nonlinear
losses are a key limiting factor in integrated silicon waveguide devices at telecom-
munications wavelengths [228, 497]. For silicon-based Brillouin systems the effect
is two-fold, a direct reduction in pump power from two-photon absorption (TPA)
and free carrier absorption (FCA) leading to a power dependent Leff for the pump
and also the direct attenuation of the probe wave through cross-photon absorption
and free carriers which are generated by the pump. We experimentally measured
the transmission through a 2mm reference hybrid waveguide, maximising the op-
tical power through the silicon leads of 3mm on either side of the hybrid structure.
This is a worst-case scenario, with negligible linear losses in the hybrid region,
with 6mm of silicon waveguide contributing to nonlinear losses. Even so, at high
coupled powers of 150mW only 0.5 dB was measured. This is in stark contrast
to pure silicon structures, with close to 4 dB of pump attenuation expected for a
simulated silicon membrane and almost 6 dB for a nanowire geometry, effectively
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saturating the input pump power and preventing any further gain [103]. Care-
ful theoretical analysis [107, 108] has indicated that reducing linear losses and
increasing device lengths may enable higher Brillouin amplification at low pump
powers, but this can be hampered by dimensional broadening as explored below.

6.2.3 Dimensional Broadening

Dimensional broadening has been identified as a key issue which reduces the
expected gain, particularly in nanoscale waveguides reliant on transverse acoustic
waves such as forward SBS structures [105, 106]. The effect manifests in changing
Brillouin lineshapes as device lengths are modified, measured mechanical quality
factors were reduced by almost half when moving from millimeter to centimeter
scales in suspended membrane structures [104]. We explore dimensional broaden-
ing in As2S3 waveguides by measuring the SBS response of a number of different
waveguide widths and lengths, including straight and spiral structures.

To determine if there are any issues from dimensional broadening in the
As2S3 hybrid chip we measure the natural linewidth of a number of different
waveguide geometries. The natural linewidth can be directly measured from the
spontaneous Brillouin or inferred from pump probe measurements [80]. Due to
the high sensitivity available with the pump probe system we used this technique
for measuring the natural linewidth. The natural SBS spectrum is a Lorentzian
with width ΓB, which becomes compressed under high gain and approaches
a Gaussian shape. The measured linewidth in a pump probe measurement is
related to the gain through the G coefficient by the following,

∆νRF = ΓB

√
G

ln(eG + 1)− ln 2
− 1 (6.6)

where G is the term in the exponential of the small signal gain equation
(G = GSBSLeff PP). The G parameter can be directly determined by the on-off gain
only, making linewidth measurements robust against changes in pump power
and coupling loss. Experimental measurements of linewidths with different gain
values of the 5.8 cm spiral waveguide described in the body text is shown in
fig. 6.6a. The fitted data is also shown and the best fit yields ΓB = 42 MHz.

a b

Figure 6.6: (a) Measured linewidth narrowing with increasing gain in 5.8 cm spiral waveguide b)
Fitted natural linewidths of different waveguides

Figure 6.6b shows the calculated linewidths for two sets of waveguides. The
waveguides with widths of 850 nm and 1µm had ΓB of ∼ 41 MHz and 47MHz
respectively. A spiral structure (from another batch of samples) with 1 µm width
and length of 4 cm had a ΓB =∼ 45 MHz. The changes of natural linewidth over
the lengths here are within the uncertainty range of these measurements. This
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is in stark contrast to forward Brillouin scattering structures which are highly
sensitive to fluctuations in dimensions [105], a 30% reduction of quality factor
(directly proportional to linewidth) was observed when increasing length from
1mm to 4mm in silicon membranes [104] (data in supplementary material). The
lack of dimensional broadening with increasing length makes propagation loss
and compactness the only difficulties for As2S3 devices if long SBS structures are
desired.

The significant increase in available gain, and negligible effects of nonlinear
losses, will enable a number of new applications beyond the limited Brillouin
signal processing currently demonstrated in silicon [360], including Brillouin
lasing as explored in the next section.

6.2.4 Compact ring resonator

Brillouin lasers are capable of spectrally narrowing laser sources and, if cascaded,
can produce pure microwave frequencies. Achieving Brillouin lasing in micro
resonators is challenging due to the requirement for the cavity free spectral range
(FSR) to closely match the Brillouin shift. Initial demonstrations used highly
overmoded resonators such that two resonances between different mode families
were aligned [115, 116]. More recently, precise matching of the cavity FSR and
the SBS shift was achieved in lithographically processed silica wedge resonators
[120]. These previous devices have extremely low losses, enabling low threshold
oscillation, but require external coupling via tapered optical fibers or free space
optics. To show a further application of the combined As2S3 and Si platform, we
fabricate high Q ring resonators designed for Brillouin lasing and achieve the first
demonstration of Brillouin lasing in a planar integrated circuit.

A schematic of the ring design is shown in fig. 6.7a. To achieve low threshold
lasing in the sample we must satisfy three competing challenges; the FSR must
match the Brillouin shift, the loss throughout the cavity must be minimal and
the whole structure must be as compact as possible. The SBS shift scales (ΩSBS)
with effective index (neff) of the optical mode and acoustic velocity of the acoustic
mode (vac), such that ΩSBS = 2 neff vac/λp. The FSR of a resonator depends upon
the total roundtrip time of the cavity, and is related to the length (L) and group
index (ng) such that FSR = c/(L × ng). Thus we need to take into account the
change of neff and ng with waveguide width when determining the appropriate
length of the resonator, as represented in fig. 6.7b. The threshold for a Brillouin
laser in a resonator with an FSR matching the Brillouin shift is given by [476]

Pth =
π2n2

λ2
p

LTrip

GBQ2
tot

(1 + K)3

K
(6.7)

Pth ∝
LTrip

GBQ2 (6.8)

where GSBS is the SBS gain coefficient as above, Qtot is the loaded Q of the resonator,
λp is the pump wavelength, LTrip is the roundtrip length of the resonator and
K is the coupling parameter which is related to the transmission (T) such that
T = ((1 − K)/(1 + K))2. To reduce propagation losses we increase the width of
thewaveguides up to 2.6 µm, increasing the required bend radii to 22.5 µm. Finally,
to maintain a compact structure we utilised a number of individual components
within the circuit. Short adiabatic couplers, based on the Milton and Burns
criterion [285], were used to transition from the heavily multimoded waveguides
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with widths of 2.6 µm down to few mode structures with widths 850 nm. These
narrow waveguides were used in the directional coupler to provide coupling
to the ring with as short length as possible. A nested spiral design, again with
Euler bends, was used to minimise the footprint of the resonator and enabled the
required roundtrip length (∼1.5 cm) to fit within the required area. Further details
on individual component design, including microscope images of the fabricated
sample, are provided in the next section.
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Figure 6.7: Brillouin lasing in planar As2S3 resonator (a) Schematic of the hybrid ring resonator
structure. (b) A concept figure for the lasing conditions. The cavity free spectral range needs to
precisely match the Brillouin shift (c) Typical optical transmission of ring resonator (d) The setup
used for measuring the laser and resonator (e) Lasing signal measured on OSA. The Brillouin lasing
signal is observed in blue solid trace. The tunable laser is shifted slightly and the lasing no longer
occurs. A number of peaks due to the modes of the laser are observable in the orange dashed trace
(f) RF beat of the backreflected pump and lasing signal. The measured linewidth was less than
5MHz, significantly narrower than the natural lifetime of 40MHz confirming that we are above
the lasing threshold (g) Brillouin lasing while monitoring the resonance position. Both the pump

and generated Stokes are aligned to cavity resonances

Optical transmission measurements were performed on the fabricated de-
vice with the same high resolution OSA used in the pump-probe measurements
(fig. 6.7c). From these measurements we observed a FSR of 7.62GHz at 1553 nm
and an extinction ratio of around 0.65 dB or, equivalently, a transmission of 85%,
which corresponded to K = 0.04. The measured resonance linewidth was 4.5 pm
corresponding to a Qtot of 4× 105. The measured Q factor was limited by the
propagation losses in the 2.6 µm waveguide, estimated as 0.5 dB/cm, and losses
due to the ring coupler, on the order of 0.2 dB. This value compares favourably to
previous demonstrations of planar centimeter length scale As2S3 ring resonators
with 3.5× 105 in As2S3 on LithiumNiobate [498] and 1.5× 105 for directly written
As2S3 waveguides [499]. From Equation (6.7) we determine an expected threshold
of 80mW for the fabricated sample, assuming optimum matching of the SBS shift
to the cavity FSR.
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6.2.5 Brillouin lasing

To demonstrate Brillouin lasing in the fabricated resonator we seamlessly tuned
a pump onto the resonance for a range of power levels, while monitoring the
back reflected optical waves (fig. 6.7d). The pump light source was an external
cavity laser (ECL), capable of fine resolution tuning with a continuous step size of
10MHz, allowing for accurate alignment to the center of the resonance. The pump
was amplified before passing through a circulator (ports 1 → 2) and coupling to
the chip through silicon grating couplers. Back-scattered light from SBS, and the
back-reflected pump wave, then passed through the circulator (ports 2 → 3) and
was monitored on a high resolution OSA while the RF beat was measured on an
electrical spectrum analyser (ESA). A weak reference output of the OSA was also
used as a probe to measure the transmission of the resonator when desired.

For coupled powers above 50mW Brillouin lasing was observed on the OSA
and ESA. Figure 6.7e shows a Brillouin lasing signal on the OSA, along with a
reference signal at the same power level with the pump shifted just past the reso-
nance. A single lasing signal is observed at a power level in the range of −30dBm.
A strong signal close to 0 dBm, at the pump wavelength, was also measured due
to the ∼ 1 % backreflection of pump from the chip grating couplers. A number
of cavity side modes from the backreflected pump were also observed, these are
around 50dB below the pump signal in line with the pump laser specifications. To
confirm that the measured signal was not due to spontaneous scattering we mea-
sured the electrical beatnote above threshold on the ESA (fig. 6.7f). The measured
beatnote was significantly narrower than the SBS natural linewidth of 40MHz
[89], plotted with a dashed line in fig. 6.7f. The frequency of the beatnote was
at 7.60 ± 0.005 GHz and slow drifts on the order of 5MHz were observable on
the ESA over minute time scales. The lack of active locking of the pump to the
resonator prevented the measurement of a slope efficiency of the Brillouin laser
above the threshold level. For the weak coupling case that we have (K = 0.04) a
low slope efficiency of 4% is expected [476], improving the coupling to the ring
would drastically improve this and also reduce the lasing threshold. Finally, to
confirm that the Brillouin lasing is indeed occurring on the resonances of the
ring, we perform an OSA measurement while sweeping a weak probe signal to
measure the resonator transmission. In this case the coupled pump power was
75mW, fig. 6.7g shows that the lasing signal and pump are both aligned to cavity
resonances.

6.3 Further Technical Details

6.3.1 Additional Experimental Details

Figure 6.8 is the schematic of the optical pump probe setup which is used in the
main text. An optical ”network analyser” is formed using the swept source from
an OSA (http://www.apex-t.com). The pump (frequency ωp) is amplified and
counterpropagated through the sample, generating SBS amplification/attenuation
at the Stokes/anti-Stokes (ωp − ΩSBS, ωp + ΩSBS) shifts from the pump. This
measurement technique enables simultaneous measurements of the gain and loss
response over a broadband frequency range (i.e. 0GHz to 100GHz), difficult for
techniques utilising radio-frequency equipment.

A general schematic for the high resolution setupwas provided in the previous
section. Here we also provide, fig. 6.9, a more detailed schematic outlining the

http://www.apex-t.com
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Figure 6.8: The schematic of the optical pump probe setup.

overall setup. A 100mW laser (with 50KHz linewidth) is split into two arms
which form the pump and the probe. About 1mW enters the pump arm, is
amplified with an Erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) to 100mW and enters a
Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). The modulator is biased with a DC voltage to
suppress the original laser tone and modulated at ωo generating two sidebands.
The upper sideband is selected using a narrow (∼ 10 GHz) bandpass filter and
is amplified with another EDFA and sent to the chip through ports 1 → 2 of an
optical circulator. The input to the chip is weakly tapped at 1% to monitor the
power, with an optical power meter (PM), and device insertion losses throughout
the experiments. After transmission through the chip the remaining pump is
removed with an optical isolator. In the probe arm close to 100mW enters a dual
parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM). A DPMZM consists of two nested
MZM and a phase shifter in one arm [500]. The DPMZM is modulated at ωRF,
with a hybrid coupler splitting and phase shifting the ωRF input, from the vector
network analyser (VNA) and biased with 3 DC voltages to suppress only the lower
sideband (equivalent modulation can also be achieved with a dual drive MZM
[501]).
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Figure 6.9: The schematic of the full high resolution pump probe setup

Polarisation controllers (PC) are required in the setup to align to the correct
polarisation axis of the modulators and the silicon grating couplers. The carrier
and probe couple to the chip and will undergo SBS in the frequency region of the
Brillouin shift from the pump (ωRF ≈ ΩB − ωo). After transmission through the
chip the carrier and probe pass through a bandpass filter to remove any residual
back reflected pump, back reflection of the order of 1% is expected from the
grating coupler and cleaved SMF fibre. The carrier and probe will then beat at the
highspeed photodetector (PD), producing a microwave beatnote at the original
ωRF frequency produced by the VNA. The VNA directly measures the change in
RF power as ωRF is swept in the region of interest. By turning off the pump the
system response, which includes conversion from optical to microwave domain,
optical transmission and also RF loss in components and cables, can be normalised
and corrected directly. When the pump is turned on the SBS spectrum can be
accurately extracted.
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6.3.2 Fabrication, Design and Simulation Details

The base silicon devices were fabricated in a multi project wafer run at Imec,
obtained through the europractice shuttle service. The silicon chips were cleaned
with acetone and isopropanol solution to remove protective polymer layer before
thermal deposition of As2S3 680 nm thickness in a local region using a shadow
mask process. Optical and thermal annealing stabilised the index in the range
of n = 2.44 at 1550 nm, measured material dispersion numbers are provided
below. Electron beam lithography was used to pattern a spun coat ZEP resist
on the As2S3. Alignment markers used for EBL were formed in the original
silicon design. ICP etching was used to form the nanowires before the remaining
resist was removed. Finally, sputtered SiO2 of approximately 1 µm thickness was
deposited as a cladding layer.

Waveguide mode simulations for calculating neff and ng, required for mask
design, were performed in Comsol Multiphysics 5.0 (https://www.comsol.com),
utilising measured material dispersion. The Mask design and layout of both the
silicon and chalcogenide devices were performed using Ipkiss 3.1 from Luceda
Photonics (http://www.lucedaphotonics.com). Multimode chalcogenide com-
ponents were optimised through 3D-FDTD simulations using FDTD Solutions
2016a from Lumerical (https://www.lumerical.com). FDTD simulations incor-
porated material dispersion and the appropriate device cross-section. Due to the
long length of silicon tapers, 3D-BPM simulations were performed using RSoft’s
(https://optics.synopsys.com/rsoft/) BeamProp software. Microscope im-
ages of a fabricated ring resonator are shown in fig. 6.10.

a Silicon taper Directional Coupler Waveguide Tapers Euler Bends

b 100um Grating CouplersEBL Alignment Markers

Figure 6.10: a) Microscope images (not to scale) highlighting key device components b) To scale
image of entire circuit with silicon grating couplers and EBL alignment markers highlighted

Whenperformingmode simulations inComsol andpropagation simulations in
Lumerical the measured As2S3 refractive index was used. The measured material
dispersion (for the as deposited thin film) was fit with a general Sellmeier equation
in the following form with Mathematica,

n(λ) = B0 +
B1λ2

λ2 − C1
+

B2λ2

λ2 − C2
+

B3λ2

λ2 − C3
+

B4λ2

λ2 − C4
(6.9)

to allow for ease of use in Comsol. The fit values, with λ in units of µm, were

[B0, B1, C1, B2, C2, B3, C3, B4, C4]

As2S3 : [3.801238, 2.229502, 0.120952, 1.205326,−1.864329,
−0.148652,−1.029330,−1.142527,−1.743148]

SiO2 : [2.6461, 2.0750, 0.07762, 0.88840, 0.09802,
0.10101, 0.208958, 0.0029796, 10.1777]

As discussed in the previous section, the ring resonator and spiral waveguide
required a number of individual components to be implemented in Ipkiss. The
Euler bends were created in parametric fashion, following the description in Ref
[206], using the first 5 terms of the exponential expansion for x and y components.

http://www.europractice-ic.com
https://www.comsol.com
http://www.lucedaphotonics.com
https://www.lumerical.com
https://optics.synopsys.com/rsoft/
https://optics.synopsys.com/rsoft/rsoft-passive-device-beamprop.html
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The bending algorithm was implemented to be compatible with the rest of the
Ipkiss library, enabling the bend to simply replace circular bends (or other bend
shapes) where desired. This allowed the same algorithm to be used for the spiral
waveguides, ring resonator and also S bends in the directional coupler. The bends
were designed to operate in a matched bend configuration to maintain low losses
for all bends. For the 1.9 µm width waveguides in the spiral the optimum bend
radius was determined to be 16.5 µm, FDTD simulation data for transmission
through a single bend, at a wavelength of 1550 nm, is provided in table 6.1. The
wider waveguides in the ring, 2.6 µm, had a larger bending radius of 22.5 µm. The
scripts developed for generation of the Euler bend have since been incorporated
into Ipkiss, please contact Luceda Photonics or the author for more information.

Table 6.1: Simulated Bend losses for 1.9 µm wide waveguide

Bend Radius (µm) Single Bend Transmission 36 Bends
14.0 0.942 0.11
16.5 0.999 0.96
18.5 0.983 0.53
20.0 0.962 0.24

The significantly wider waveguides in the ring, 2.6 µm, compared to the direc-
tional coupler, 0.85 µm, required tapers for efficient mode conversion. To reduce
the taper length and minimise mode conversion as much as possible, we imple-
mented adiabatic tapers based on the Milton and Burns condition as described in
Ref [285]. To implement this component in Ipkiss the effective index for waveg-
uide widths from 0.5 µm to 4.0 µm was calculated, to determine the local tapering
angle for a given position. The optimised designs were determined through 3D
FDTD simulations in lumerical solutions, α = 0.225 for the 2.6µm → 0.85µm
taper resulted in < 0.01 dB loss over a 20 µm length. For the bus waveguide,
α = 0.125 for the 1.9µm → 0.85µm resulted in similar losses over 16.5 µm length.
The directional coupler consisted of 400 µm long coupling region with 850 nm
gap, and s bends with a radius of 16 µm and bend angle of 25.0°. A single round
trip consisted of the coupler region and 14.9mm of 2.6 µm wide waveguide.

For consistent simulations while varying device parameters (bend radius
for example) we implemented a number of scripts in Ipkiss and also Lumerical
FDTD (based on scripts available with Ref [290]). The scripts would import
the GDS layout as created in Ipkiss, create the appropriate cross section with
material dispersion for core and cladding and define the simulation region. A
simulation would propagate power in a specified waveguide mode and record
the relative transmitted and backreflected power in the desired (typically first
10) waveguide modes. The simulated powers were monitored in a region from
1525 nm to 1575 nm, when desired the simulated field profile at 1550 nm was also
recorded for reference. The scripts used to perform these calculations are available
from the author.

6.4 Discussion

To provide further details on how the As2S3 − Si hybrid circuit results compared
with previous demonstrations of SBS in integrated waveguides, we prepared a
comparison summary in Table 6.2. Initial silicon devices focused on achieving the
highest gain coefficients possible, using highly sub wavelength structures which
harnessed radiation pressure [103, 105, 493]. Issues arising from high scattering
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Table 6.2: Comparison of SBS performance in different integrated devices

Device Type on-
off

Gain

net
Gain

GSBS Aeff FOM NL
Loss

Si/Si3N4 Membrane [493] F 0.4 – 2500 0.1 3 Y
Si nanowire pillar [103] F 4.4 – 3200 0.1 50 Y
Si nanowire suspended [105] F 2.0 0.5 6500 0.1 12 Y
Si membrane [104] F 6.9 5 1150 0.25 31 Y
Si membrane [496] FSIMS 3.5 2.3 470 0.35 10 Y
As2S3 Rib [92] B 22 16.5 320 2.3 13 N
As2S3 Rib spiral [89] B 52 40 500 1.5 40 N
This work B 22.5 18.5 750 0.9 30 N

F, forward SBS; FSIMS, forward stimulated intermodal scattering; B, backwards SBS; GSBS, Brillouin
gain coefficient; Aeff, effective mode area; NL, nonlinear loss; Y, Yes; N, No

losses, dimensional broadening and nonlinear losses, resulted in low net gain
values of below 1dB. More recent work has shifted to larger device geometries,
resulting in interactions produced almost entirely through electrostriction. High
sensitivity to local wafer conditions prevented the membrane structure from being
folded, resulting in reduced compactness with straight waveguides up to 3 cm
long. However, the reduced propagation losses enabled significantly higher net
gain, up to 5dB [104], than previous silicon demonstrations. In comparison it is
clear that, being free from nonlinear losses, the As2S3 devices are capable of sig-
nificantly higher on-off gain (greater than 50dB) compared to full silicon devices.
In this work we address the compactness limitations of previous As2S3 demon-
strations, through the high density and tight bends of fully etched structures,
while maintaining large net gain. Finally, to understand the relative efficiency
of different devices, we introduce a simple figure of merit (FOM) GSBS × Leff,
which is from the exponential term in eq. (6.5). To achieve 20 dB of gain, sufficient
for many microwave photonics applications [139], with 50mW coupled pump
power requires an FOM ∼ 100. None of the currently demonstrated devices have
approached this regime, equivalent to half a km of SMF optical fiber, further
improvements to the GSBS and Leff are expected to accomplish this goal in the near
future.

One of the most desirable characteristics of Brillouin lasers is a significant
linewidth narrowing of lasing Stokes lines. The key requirement to enter this
regime is for the optical damping to be less than the acoustic damping or, in terms
of linewidths, the cavity linewidth to be narrower than the natural linewidth of
the acoustic mode [467]. If this regime is achieved then the Stokes spectrum will
narrow and the fullwidth at half maximum will be given by

∆vs =
∆vp

(1 + γA/Γc)2 (6.10)

where γA represents the damping rate of the acoustic wave and Γc is the cavity loss
rate. Thus to achieve a 100× narrowing factor of the pump wave would require a
cavitywith 10× narrower linewidth than the acoustic wave. For As2S3 waveguides
with a Brillouin linewidth of 40MHz an optical cavity linewidth of 4MHz is
required, corresponding to a Q factor in the range of 5× 107. Improvements in
our current fabrication processes have led to losses down to 0.2 dB/cm being
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measured in similar structures as those used in this work, leading to Q factors of
a few million and linewidths less than 200MHz. An alternative to improving the
optical Q is to instead reduce the acoustic lifetime, thus broadening the natural
linewidth. This is possible by replacing the silica cladding with a softer cladding
with acoustic velocity lower than As2S3, such as the many polymers used for
lithography resists like PMMA. Simulations have shown that orders of magnitude
reduction can occur in appropriate waveguide geometries [432] and experimental
measurements of polymer clad As2Se3 fibers saw an increase of 10× the natural
linewidth [502]. These approaches would allow for spectral purifiers and pure
microwave sources based on SBS to be implemented in fully integrated planar
devices, with thresholds of a few mW, for the first time.

In this chapter we have introduced a hybrid integration approach to generating
large Brillouin gain in a silicon-based device. We embedded a compact 5.8 cm
As2S3 spiral waveguide into a silicon circuit, enabling a record Brillouin gain of
22.5 dB (18.5 dB net gain) on a silicon-based chip. Fabrication of a compact ring
resonator enabled the first demonstration of Brillouin lasing in a planar integrated
circuit. Combining active photonic devices, such as modulators and detectors,
with the work shown here will enable the creation of compact, high performance
devices with capabilities beyond traditional RF systems.
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Chapter 7
Nonlinear Circuits in Thick Silicon

In this chapter we explore the nonlinear properties of the 3 µm thick silicon
platform provided by VTT in Finland. While not suitable for Brillouin scattering,
we found that the linear properties of the platform enable long effective lengths,
suitable for efficient Kerr four wave mixing. The high nonlinear loss thresholds
enabled the generation of strong idlerwaves, a critical requirement for applications
such as instantaneous frequency measurement.

This chapter has sections based on the following publications:

7.2 B. Morrison, Y. Zhang, M. Pagani, B. J. Eggleton, D. Marpaung, ”Four-wave
mixing and nonlinear losses in thick silicon waveguides”, Optics Letters 41,
2418 (2016)
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7.1 Thick Silicon Waveguides

If you were to look at the vast majority of silicon photonics publications, and
form factors available from MPW foundries, you would see that the typical device
geometry consists of a 100 nm to 300 nm thick waveguide. These sub micron
structures only moved into focus in the literature in the mid-2000s due to improve-
ments in fabrication techniques enabling low losses in these geometries. Before
this was the case, the standard geometry for silicon photonics was a multimicron
thick rib waveguide, as outlined in the following informative review articles and
references therein [503–506]. While the focus of the literature has shifted to sub
micron waveguides, primarily due to a focus on compact bends, some interest still
exists in waveguides of these large geometries. For example, it was shown quite
recently that high confinement waveguides with multi micron geometries are a
suitable platform in the 2 µm to 4µm mid infrared region, due to the reduced
SiO2 absorption, even with a SiO2 substrate [507]. In the following we will briefly
provide details on the silicon photonics devices used by Kotura, and the MPW
thick silicon platform provided by VTT in Finland.

Figure 7.1: (a) Cross section and image of VOA chip (b) Images of packaged transceiver and the
emitter and receiver chips. Notice the clear Echelle gratings. [506, 508, 509]

Kotura One of the first commercial silicon photonics products was a tunable
variable optical attenuator (VOA) sold by Kotura in 2004 [506, 508], as shown in
fig. 7.1a. This device utilised carrier injection to attenuate signals at MHz speeds,
with an 8 fiber packaged device standard, for the purpose of channel equalisation
in the telecommunications market. The early history leading to the development
of this VOA device can be found in [510]. Over the following years Kotura, which

http://www.vtt.fi/sites/siliconphotonics
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was acquired by Mellanox in 2013, added a number of passive and high speed
active components to their 3 µmplatform; Si-Ge electro absorptionmodulators, Ge
Photodetectors, Echelle gratings and flip chip lasers [511–513]. These combined
developments, and the experience of shipping hundreds of thousands of the VOA
devices, have enabled Mellanox to release 100Gb/s transceivers, with wavelength
division multiplexing and multi fiber devices available. The choice of a 3 µm
waveguide platform was a key enabler for these products, and in presentations
researchers stress the robustness of their devices and the fact that no hermetic
seals are required [509], unlike standard solutions. From this, it is clear that
submicron geometries are not required to achieve performance in critical industry
environments, images of these transceiver components are shown in fig. 7.1b.

Figure 7.2: Top: Components from VTT’s MPW platform. Bottom Left: Cross section of active
waveguides for thermo-optic and electro-optic tuning. Bottom Right: Microscope images of bent

waveguides, including 1µm bend radii

VTT VTT have provided MPW services for 3 µm thick Si waveguides since the
start of 2014 [339], based upon more than a decade of research into thick silicon
devices [514, 515]. Originally this platform was planned to act as an interposer,
to assist with packaging and coupling to typical sub micron SOI chips available
through EpixFab. This changed with the realisation that the heavily multimode
devices could achieve bend radii in the 10s of µm range, sufficient for high density
photonic integration [206]. It was shown that devices based on the 3 µm thick
platform were indeed capable of very dense integration, with up to a 1.5m long
spirals in a few mm2 area [340]. The current platform available from VTT (as of
2017) provides some active components, with metallisation for heaters and doping
available. There is ongoing work developing high speed germanium integration,
in the style of Kotura, and flip chip bonding with III-V devices has also been
demonstrated [516]. Images of the components and geometries from the VTT
platform are shown in fig. 7.2.

From the work of Mellanox and VTT it is quite evident that the linear device
performance of these thick Si waveguides is very high. In the following section we
investigate the nonlinear performance, characterising FWM and nonlinear losses
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in these waveguides. We thank Timo Aalto from VTT for sending us the samples
upon which these experiments were performed. These devices were used in
experiments in our group as the nonlinear building block in an instantaneous
microwave frequency measurement system [517].

7.2 Four-Wave Mixing and Nonlinear Losses in Thick Silicon
Waveguides

The choice of material platforms is crucial for the diverse range of applications
found in integrated photonics ranging from sensing [518], telecommunications
[430], radio frequency signal processing [492], nonlinear optics [228], and many
others 1. While to date there is no consensus on the ideal platform for these
various applications, certain device characteristics are highly desired including
low insertion loss, compact circuits and compatibility with mass produced fabri-
cation techniques such as complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
processes. Silicon on insulator (SOI) [506] is becoming the key technology which
has found the widest spread of applications to date. Silicon photonics has a deep
library of devices available through multiple foundries focused around single-
mode nanowire geometries of typically 450 × 220nm [331]. Such devices have
been exploited for the applications above, nevertheless there are still drawbacks
related to the small size in particular high linear losses resulting from scattering
due to surface roughness and nonlinear losses from multiphoton absorption at
1550nm. To overcome this issue recent activities have been focused on alternative
platforms which are free from nonlinear losses but with properties which still
allow low linear losses and compact bending radii, such as silicon nitride and
hydex [253]. Alternatively, by moving to larger silicon geometries linear losses
are reduced and lower intensities can mitigate nonlinear losses.

A recent development that specific bend designs can enable micron scale
bend radii in heavily multimoded silicon strip waveguides [206], has enabled the
creation of compact low loss circuits in large silicon waveguides [340], breaking
the previous paradigm in µm thick silicon of mm bend radii rib waveguides
[520]. While the linear properties of these waveguides have been explored [339,
340], nonlinearity and in particular nonlinear losses are yet to be investigated in
detail. In this work we report on four-wave mixing (FWM) and nonlinear losses in
3µm thick waveguides fabricated by VTT Finland, available through the epixfab
multiwafer shuttle service.

7.2.1 Devices and Linear Characterisation

The waveguide geometries investigated consisted of 3µm thick silicon waveguides
with half etched ribs (2.4µm width) or fully etched strips (1.875µm width), with
a 0.25µm thick silica cladding as shown in Fig. 7.3. The ability to locally change
the etch depth enables devices based on rib and strip waveguides in the same
circuit, with low loss coupling < 0.01 dB between the fundamental modes in the
different geometries. Due to the high confinement, scattering losses are very low
with typical propagation losses of ∼0.15 dB/cm for rib waveguides. Comparable
losses are possible in nanowire geometries with the use of advanced lithography
techniques, such as immersion lithography, not yet widely available [177]. At the

1Work in this section has been published in Optics Letters: B. Morrison et al., “Four-wave mixing
and nonlinear losses in thick silicon waveguides”, Opt. Lett. 41, 2418 (2016)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.41.002418
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facets, single mode rib waveguides with anti reflection coatings enable low loss
coupling of 0.5dB/facet with 3µm lensed fibers into the fundamental mode of the
rib [339]. What separates this platform from earlier works with thick silicon rib
waveguides [520] is the use of fully etched strip waveguides with bends having
continuously varying curvature (Euler bends) to minimize higher order mode
(HOM) coupling [206], which is the primary loss mechanism in these multimode
geometries. The Euler bends consist of mirror symmetric sections with linearly
increasing curvature which minimizes coherent coupling to HOM along the
length of the bend, while maintaining mode overlap to straight waveguides at the
interface, producing exceptionally low loss bends of < 0.01 dB/90◦ for 13µm bend
radius in a 2µm wide waveguide. As well as enabling routing for dense circuits,
these bends provide the ability to form compact spirals with lengths over 1m in
mm2 area [340]. Combining the long lengths with low propagation losses enable
low loss delay lines and long effective lengths suitable for nonlinear interactions
which are explored in this work.

Figure 7.3: Fundamental mode profiles with 10% contour lines for strip (a) and rib (b) waveguides.
Microscope images of of rib to strip taper (c) and 11.6cm spiral structure (d). (e) Transmission

measurement of three waveguides with 24 (green) 48 (red) and 96 (blue) 180◦ bends.

To characterise the linear losses of the platform we measured transmission
losses inmultiple structures on a test chip, consisting of shortwaveguides (up to 1.3
cm long) with different numbers of tight bends and also performed reflectometry
measurements on a 35cm waveguide which consisted of 3 compact spirals. These
devices had coupling losses of ∼1.5dB/facet, with the 2µm lensed fibers used in
the experiments. The fundamental mode of the rib waveguide is then tapered
into the fundamental mode of a strip waveguide, allowing for tight bends and
compact low loss routing, before finally converting back into a rib waveguide and
coupling out of the chip. Any HOM coupling will result in loss at the output as
the HOM are stripped out of the exit rib waveguide and taper. The first set of
measurements consisted of transmission measurements of three waveguides with
24, 48 and 96, 180◦ bends with effective bend radii of 13µm. The swept source
of an APEX Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA) was coupled through the chip
and the output power was measured in the range of 1540 to 1560nm with 1.5pm
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resolution. The transmitted power was maximised with a polarization controller
for a fixed wavelength of 1550.05nm and a reference measurement was performed
by bypassing the coupling setup with a short SMF fiber. The results, plotted in
Fig. 7.3e, show that the waveguides with 48 and 96 bends have fluctuation of
∼1dB over the 20nm range and that the insertion loss at 1550.05nm was 2.9, 3.5
and 4± 0.1 dB respectively. This indicates that even with 96 bends coherent HOM
coupling and other bend related losses can be minimal.

In the case of the 35cm spiral, Euler bends with an effective radius of 74µm
are utilized in 3 square shaped spirals (one spiral shown in Fig. 7.3d), a total loss
of 9 dB is measured through the spiral at a wavelength of 1550nm. Reflectometry
measurements where performed using a Luna optical frequency domain reflec-
tometer, enabling accurate measurements of device length and propagation loss.
The roundtrip time of the waveguide was 8.5ns, corresponding to a device length
of 35cm using group index determined by modal simulations. The propagation
loss was estimated by determining the slope of the background in the region of the
waveguide and is 0.17 dB/cm, in agreement with previous measurements [340].
These low losses demonstrate the suitability of the Euler bend design with heavily
multimoded strip waveguides, allowing for new circuits with functionality not
possible in previous implementations with rib waveguides requiring mm bend
radii.

Figure 7.4: a) Conversion Efficiency in a 1.3cm waveguide with fit (solid line) b) High resolution
OSA measurement of generated idler with 22dBm pump power.

7.2.2 FWM Experiments

We begin the investigation of the nonlinear properties of the platform with exper-
iments to characterise the nonlinear coefficient γ, using four wave mixing.

The strength of the third order nonlinearity in a given device is represented
by the nonlinear coefficient γ given by γ = k n2/Aeff where k is the wavevector,
n2 is the nonlinear index and Aeff is the effective mode area. Degenerate FWM
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Table 7.1: Comparison of some platforms for linear and nonlinear integrated optics

Platform γ (m−1W−1) α (dB cm−1) Bend radii (µm)
Si nanowire [167] 550 2.5 5

This Work 5.5 0.17 75
Si3N4 [522] 1.2 0.5 20

Si3N4/SiO2 [523] 0.3 0.06 1000
Hydex [524] 0.2 <0.06 50

occurs when a high power pump passes through a third order nonlinear medium
with a signal wave, generating an idler. The conversion efficiency (CE) is defined
as Pout

idler/Pin
signal, relating the output idler power to the input signal power. If

the pump is much stronger than the signal, assuming no nonlinear losses and
that the effects of dispersion can be neglected, the CE is related to γ by the
expression CE = exp [−αL] (γPinLeff)

2 [166], where α is the linear loss coefficient,
L is the length, Pin is the coupled pump power and Leff is the effective length. This
relationship allows the γ to be experimentally determined bymeasuring the CE for
various coupled pump powers. A high power pump at 1550.18 nm and a tunable
signal laser with 7.9dBm power at 1547nmwere coupled into the 1.3cmwaveguide
measured earlier with 2µm lensed fibers. The generated idler wave was measured
on a high resolution OSA (Finisar Waveanalyzer) with bandwidth resolution of
1.5pm allowing for accurate calculations of the absolute idler power due to the
reduced effect of noise from the optical amplifier in the measurement bandwidth.
To prevent damaging the OSA a variable optical attenuator (VOA) and tunable
filter with 0.5nm bandwidth is used to remove the pump and signal such that only
the generated idler is measured. As shown in Fig. 7.4a, a maximum CE of -37dB is
measured at a coupled power of almost 200mW. Figure 7.4b shows ameasurement
of the optical spectrum bypassing the bandpass filter for the same pump power.
Numerically fitting the experimental data gives a γ of 6.5 ± 1.0 m−1W−1 which,
from the equation above, corresponds to an n2 of 4.5 ± 1 × 10−18 m2W−1, which
is in the expected range for silicon [228]. The changing orientation through the 96
bends will result in a varying n2 through the structure, this is expected to only
reduce the γ by ∼5% compared to a straight waveguide [521]. The γ value is
expectedly lower than for nanowires due to the increased Aeff (2.75 µm2) of these
waveguides, yet is still in the range of other platforms while also maintaining very
low propagation and coupling losses along with compact bends, as summarised
in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.5: Conversion Efficiency of 35cm waveguide for various coupled pump powers (left) and
the optical power of the generated idler (right)
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High idler powers are key for a number of applications utilising FWM, such
as multicasting [525] and instantaneous microwave frequency measurement [517].
Generating high absolute idler powers in silicon nanowires is difficult due to linear
losses from scattering at the silicon interface [209] and nonlinear losses from two
photon absorption (TPA) and free carrier absorption (FCA) from TPA generated
carriers [526]. One solution to this issue is the use of materials with reduced
nonlinear losses [253], unfortunately this is often accompanied with reduced
nonlinearity. Low propagation losses can compensate the reduced nonlinearity,
allowing for long effective lengths for nonlinear interaction even in devices with
reduced γ compared to silicon nanowires. This approach was adopted in recent
work using hybrid Si3N4/SiO2 devices [523], where waveguides with a length of
1m and a γ of 0.3 m−1W−1 generated idler powers of −20dBm for 1W of coupled
pump power. Here we explore the possibility of high idler generation using the
35cm spiral waveguide.

We perform CE measurements with the spiral waveguide with the same setup
as for the short waveguides. The signal laser was shifted to 1549.5nm, closer to the
pump, to limit the effects of dispersion during propagation and the VOAwas set at
a fixed attenuation of 20dB for the measurements. The resulting output CEs were
almost 20dB higher than in the case of the 1.3cm waveguide, with a maximum
CE of −23dB and a maximum idler power of −18dBm measured, as seen in Fig.
7.5. For coupled pump powers less than 140mW, the CE increases at constant
slope of 2, as expected from the fact that CE ∝ P2

in. Above 140mW the increased
loss due to TPA and FCA attenuates the idler and reduces the CE. Determining
the γ from numerical fits on these measurements yields a value of 5.5 m−1W−1,
which is a slight reduction from the short waveguides. Considering that there are
>500 bends in the structure, the impact of mode coupling to the FWM dynamics
[527] is low, implying that the Euler bend design is compatible with high power
nonlinear optics. When combined with the fact that the spiral structures fit within
an area of ∼mm2, compared to ∼cm2 for low loss low index contrast waveguides
[523], this platform seems suitable for applications which may require low loss
delay lines, nonlinearity and compact circuits, such as microwave photonics [492]
or telecommunications [528].
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Figure 7.6: Normalised CE rollof for increasing wavelength away from pump for 1cm and 35cm
waveguide

Silicon exhibits strong normal dispersion in the telecommunications band at
1550nm. While it is possible to tailor the modal dispersion in sub micron waveg-
uides, the high confinement of the thick silicon waveguides prevents sizeable
engineering of the total dispersion, resulting in normal group velocity dispersion
[529]. To characterise the effect of the dispersion on the FWM bandwidth we
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maintain a fixed pump at 1550.18nm while stepping the signal laser from 1530
to 1550nm in 0.25nm steps, monitoring the output on the OSA. The results for
the measurements of the two waveguides are shown in Fig. 7.6 and are plotted
for the relative drop in CE from the maximum value. For the 1cm waveguide
the CE falls continuously by 7 dB over the 20nm measurement range. The CE
of the 35cm sample falls much faster, by 16dB within 5nm. Mode simulations
using a commercial finite element solver (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.1) determine
a group velocity dispersion of 0.88 ps2m−1 at 1550nm, in line with calculated
values determined from the experimental measurements. This bandwidth is small
compared to dispersion engineered nanowires, however it is more than sufficient
for applications in RF photonics as 1nm corresponds to 125 GHz of radiofrequency
bandwidth.

The optimal waveguide length for idler generation was calculated based on
simulations using the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation [526]. This
involved monitoring the generated CE through the structure while incorporating
the effects of linear loss, TPA, FCA and dispersion in the simulation to determine
the most suitable length. It was found that for a device lengths of ∼30cm an
improvement of 2dB higher CE than in the experiment could be obtained. The fact
that such long lengths are needed to achieve high idler generation opens up the
possibility of length engineering for both linear and nonlinear signal processing.
The nonlinear cross talk due to FWM in short nanowires has been identified as
a possible issue for linear devices since early works [156]. For example, a 1.5cm
long nanowire with the typical single mode geometry of 450 × 220nm, which has
a γ ∼ 550 m−1W−1, would generate a CE of−20dB for only 20mW coupled pump
power. In contrast, with the requirement of long lengths for FWM in the thick
silicon it becomes possible to separate the nonlinear generation in building blocks
of compact spirals while linear devices exist without nonlinear degradation in the
same circuit.

Figure 7.7: a) Total loss in 1.3cm thick silicon waveguide with simulated result (dashed curve) b)
Simulated nonlinear loss comparison of Thick Si 35cm spiral waveguide (blue, solid, ”Thick”) and

a 1.5cm silicon nanowire (red, dashed, ”Nano”)
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7.2.3 Nonlinear loss characterisation

Finally the effects of nonlinear loss were investigated by performing a power
dependent transmission measurement through the 1.3cm waveguide. The trans-
mitted pump power at 1550nm was monitored for pump powers up to 500mW on
the front of the waveguide. The loss begins to increase at 100mW coupled power,
as shown in Fig. 7.7a. If a steady state carrier distribution is assumed, which is
valid due to the continuous wave pump, the carrier lifetime can be determined
through numerical fitting simple models to the transmitted power [530]. The best
fit for the experimental data yields a carrier lifetime of 40ns, around 10 times
higher than nanowires using current photolithography techniques. This value
is in the typical range for larger waveguides which suffer from slower carrier
diffusion times than sub micron structures [531]. Knowing these numbers allows
for a comparison between nanowires and the thick silicon spiral waveguide. We
performed simulations for a 1.5cm long nanowire with Aeff of 0.1µm2 and the
35cm spiral waveguide (Aeff 2.75µm2). Comparing the simulated structures we
find that the difference in saturation power is ∼4dB, that is that the thick silicon
structure saturates out an output power of 100mW compared to 40mW for the
nanowire, as shown in Fig. 7.7b. For systems which are dependent on the square
of the transmitted power, such as the CE in FWM or link gain in microwave pho-
tonic links [492], this results in an 8dB difference which is almost an order of
magnitude. This higher threshold, along with the long effective length, is what
allows for modest CE’s to be obtained in the low γ structures and CE’s which can
be comparable to nanowires when linear and nonlinear losses are appropriately
incorporated as discussed in [532]. As such the thick silicon platform is most
suitable for applications where the combination of high output optical powers
and Kerr nonlinearity is required, such as instantaneous frequency measurement
[517].

7.3 SBS in Thick Silicon Waveguides

One of the requirements for strong Brillouin interactions in waveguides is a large
opto-acoustic overlap, which implies a guidance of both the optical and acous-
tic wave in the same region. Silicon suffers from acoustic leakage into the SiO2
substrate, however the work of Poulton [432] indicates that in sufficiently large
waveguides the acoustic mode lifetime will be dominated by material properties,
rather than acoustic losses from leakage.. Additionally, the long effective lengths
and higher power handling, due to the large Aeff, might have meant that measur-
able Brillouin scattering could occur. This chip was used for the work in section 7.2
and the instantaneous frequency measurement experiments [517]. While FWM
clearly worked reasonably well, repeated experiments were unable to show any
signatures of Brillouin scattering, in the forward or backward directions.

The following outlines the possible reasons why we did not observe Brillouin
scattering. It is possible that the acoustic leakage was quite high, suppressing
the gain. However, let us assume that is not the case, and go through a rough
calculation to estimate how much gain we should expect. These waveguides are
rather large, and embedded in SiO2, so we can assume that effects due to moving
boundaries are negligible and that electrostriction is the sole contribution to the
gain coefficient. We can then recall the standard equation for the peak gain factor,
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eq. (4.30)

g0 =
2πn7 p2

12
cλ2ρ0∆vBvac

If we utilise typical parameters for silicon [103], with n = 3.44, p12 = 0.017, vac =
8400 m s−1 and assume the linewidth is 50MHz (an estimate from figure 5 of
[432]), then we have that

g0 = 1.5 × 10−11 m W−1 GB =
g0

Aeff
≈ 5 m−1W−1 (7.1)

The estimated peak gain coefficient is comparable to that of silica fiber, but the rela-
tively small effective area results in Brillouin gain coefficient of around 5m−1 W−1.
This number is significantly lower than the typical As2S3 devices, but is only
around half that of the TeO2 chip which was successfully measured in chapter 5.

Considering the estimated gain coefficient of 5m−1 W−1, we can determine the
expected amplification from the spiral waveguide. We have a propagation loss of
0.17 dB /cm, and physical length of 35 cm, which leads to an Leff of 19 cm. With
an upper limit of 100mW coupled power, the on-off gain is 0.4 dB, about half a
decibel. This is low, but well within our measurement systems sensitivity, which
means that the gain me be lower due to unconsidered effects.

A possible issue reducing the gain, on top of the leakage already considered,
could be the additional stress induced in the fabrication process. Residual stresses
are known to affect the acoustic properties and alter SBS response in waveguides
[533]. Silica cladding is also known to induce intrinsic stresses within a silicon
waveguide, and can used to control waveguide birefringence [534, 535]. It is
possible that a combination of residual stress and a excess leakage inhibited the
Brillouin gain. Ultimately, the low photoelastic coefficient, acoustic leakage and
nonlinear losses, prevent thick silicon from being a highly desirable material for
Brillouin scattering in the telecommunications band. In under etched submicron
structures, the significantly reduced Aeff can be sufficient to achieve reasonable
Brillouin amplification with electrostriction [104, 110].

To conclude, in this chapter wave explored the nonlinear properties of highly
multimode thick silicon waveguides, available through a MPW program from
VTT. We have found that reasonably high output idler powers can be generated,
due to the low coupling and propagation losses in the device. This platform is
thus placed the platform between highly nonlinear devices such as SOI nanowires
and more linear platforms like Hydex, while maintaining low propagation and
coupling losses. Considering the effectiveness of thick silicon waveguides in
commercial devices, which are actively developed by Mellanox for communica-
tions applications, these results may enable extensions of current applications to
include Kerr based nonlinear functions, such as all-optical frequency multicasting
[525].
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Part III

Microwave Notch Filters using
Photonic Devices
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Chapter 8
Microwave Notch Filters Using
Brillouin Scattering

Microwave photonic signal processing, and in particular the use of stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) based optical processors, has seen a renewed focus in
recent years, due to its unique capabilities beyond those of traditional electronic
devices. In this chapter, we discuss microwave photonic signal processing, and in
particular microwave photonic notch filters. We introduce a technique which en-
ables the capability to achieve high suppression microwave filters, independently
of the depth of the initial optical response. We apply this technique in integrated
devices utilising Brillouin scattering, and explore the benefits in different systems.

This chapter has sections based on the following publications:

8.2 B. Morrison, D. Marpaung, R. Pant, E. Li, D-Y. Choi, S. Madden, B. Luther-
Davies, B. J. Eggleton, ”Tunable microwave photonic notch filter using on-
chip stimulated Brillouin scattering”, Optics Communications 313, 85-89
(2014)

8.3 D. Marpaung, B. Morrison, R. Pant, B. J. Eggleton, ”Frequency agile mi-
crowave photonic notch filter with anomalously high stopband rejection”,
Optics Letters 38, 4300 (2013)

8.4 D. Marpaung, B. Morrison, M. Pagani, R. Pant, D-Y. Choi, B. Luther-Davies,
S. Madden, B. J. Eggleton ”Low-power, chip-based stimulated Brillouin
scattering microwave photonic filter with ultrahigh selectivity”, Optica 2, 76
(2015)
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8.1 Background: Microwave Photonic Signal Processing

Microwave photonics encompasses the use of photonic techniques and devices
in microwave systems. As such, microwave photonics is very a broad field com-
prising of different implementations, requirements and applications. This thesis
focuses on microwave photonic notch filters, a type of microwave photonic signal
processor [536, 537]. To build an understanding we will give a description of
photonic links and optical modulators. For general information on the history, ap-
plications, and development of microwave photonics please refer to the following
review papers [492, 538–543] and theses: Mattia Pagani, David Marpaung, Javier
Fandino.

8.1.1 A photonic link

A microwave photonic link is the simplest form of a microwave photonic system.
Seemingly straightforward, the system is highly suitable for studying performance
and understanding the balancing of various tradeoffs in basic photonic processing
implementations. An overview of photonic link properties can be found in [544],
with an extremely detailed investigation found in the thesis of Marpaung [545].

Figure 8.1: A typical microwave photonic link

As represented in fig. 8.1, a photonic link consists of the following components

(A) A laser, the carrier for the microwave signal

(B) An electro-opticmodulator for bringing themicrowave signal into the optical
domain

(C) A transmission system and/or processing system

(D) A detection system for retrieving the microwave signal

These individual elements can vary considerably in complexity and can also
be combined in some instances, such as in the case of directly modulated lasers
[544]. In this thesis we utilise a simple, and typical, photonic link architecture
consisting of an externally modulated laser, with measurement on a single high-
speed photodiode. In the following section, we will work through a basic example
of optical modulation and detection in order to understand how this effects the
properties of a photonic link.

Optical Modulation

Consider the electric field of a single frequency optical wave,

E(t) = xE0 sin(ωt + φ)

Optical modulation is the perturbation an electric field, typically referred to as
the carrier, by some external time varying signal. This can be performed on the

http://hdl.handle.net/2123/14450
http://dx.doi.org/10.3990/1.9789036528603
http://dx.doi.org/10.4995/Thesis/10251/67690
http://dx.doi.org/10.4995/Thesis/10251/67690
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amplitude, frequency, phase or polarisation of the carrier wave, i.e

E(t) = x(t)E0(t) sin(ω(t)t + φ(t))

The modulation in these bases can be induced by a number of different physical
effects. However the most common is the use of physical mechanisms which
alter the real or imaginary part, i.e absorption, of the refractive index of the
propagation medium. In waveguide systems the most frequently used of these is
the Pockel’s effect, also known as the electro-optic effect, to alter the phase of the
light through the χ(2) nonlinearity, as discussed in section 3.1.3. By placing this
phase modulation component within an optical circuit, more complex forms of
modulation can be created.

Phase Modulation Let us consider the case of an initial optical wave at some
carrier frequency ωc passing through a phase modulator. We will have that

Epm = E0eiωcteiθ(t)

where E0 is the real part of the electric field amplitude and θ(t) is the phase change
induced due to the phasemodulator, which can be time varying. We are interested
in a sinusoidal varying phase change, with a frequency ωRF, this will be mapped
to the phase such that

Epm = E0eiωcteim sin(ωRF)t

To simplify this further, we invoke the well known Jacobi-Anger expansion

eiz sin(θ) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

Jn(z)einθ

eiz cos(θ) =
∞

∑
n=−∞

in Jn(z)einθ

and note that for Bessels functions of the first kind J−n(z) = (−1)n Jn(z), and that
eiπ = −1. Using these relations we now expand to first order (n = 0,±1) and
simplify such that

Epm = E0eiωct
(

J0(m) + J1(m)eiωRFt + J1(m)e−iωRFteiπ
)

(8.1)

The modulation depth, m, is typically given in terms of the applied voltage, VRF,
required to reach π phase shift in the physical device,

m =
πVRF
Vπ,RF

where Vπ,RF depends upon the physical construction of the modulator as well as
material properties. From eq. (8.1) it is clear that after under going sinusoidal
phasemodulation, for small modulation depths, the electric field is now composed
of three components in the frequency domain: the original optical carrier and two
new tones spaced above and below the carrier by the modulation frequency ωRF.
The amplitude is dependant on the modulation strength m and the sidebands
have a π phase difference.
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Intensity Modulation Intensity modulation is the next simplest form of modu-
lation after phase modulation. A basic intensity modulator is also quite simple
to implement, placing a phase modulator within an optical interferometer will
convert the phase modulation to an intensity modulation in the optical domain.
This leads to the canonical Mach-Zhender interferometer configuration, as shown
in fig. 8.2. As well as the radio-frequency (RF) bias, a DC bias is applied to the
modulator, enabling modulation operation at a number of points, such as sup-
pressed carrier or at the quadrature point. In the following we show the transfer
function of aMach-Zhendermodulator (MZM), designed to operate in a push-pull
configuration.

We start with an electric field, with amplitude E0, which is split by a 50:50
power splitter into two equal length arms of the interferometer. In each arm the
transmitted field will undergo phase modulation, such that in the upper arm we
have

Eupper =
E0√

2
eiωcteim sin(ωRF)teiθB

which is similar to the previously discussed phase modulation except we now
include an extra phase term eiθB , which is constant in time. In the lower arm the
voltage is applied such that a negative phase is induced,

Elower =
E0√

2
eiωcte−im sin(ωRF)te−iθB

At the output of the interferometer these components interfere depending on their
phase difference such that

Eim =
1√
2

(
Eupper + Elower

)
Eim =

Ec
2

eiωct
(

eim sin(ωRF)teiθB + e−im sin(ωRF)te−iθB
)

Eim =
Ec
2

∞

∑
n=−∞

Jn(m)eiωct
(

einωRFteiθB + e−inωRFte−iθB
)

where we have again invoked the Jacobi-Anger relations and the fact that
− sin(θ) = sin(−θ). If we now take these terms to first order, as for the phase
modulation case, we have

Eim =
Ec
2

eiωct
[

J0(m)(eiθB + e−iθB) + J1(m)(eiωRFteiθB + e−iωRFte−iθB)

+ J−1(m)(e−iωRFteiθB + eiωRFte−iθB)
]

=
Ec
2

eiωct
[

J0(m)(eiθB + e−iθB) + J1(m)eiωRFt(eiθB − e−iθB)

− J1(m)e−iωRFt(eiθB − e−iθB)
]

=
Ec
2

eiωct
[
2J0(m) cos θB + 2J1(m) sin θB

(
ieiωRFt − ie−iωRFt

) ]
where we have used the standard hyperbolic identities. Factorising the above
finally yields

Eim = Eceiωct
[

J0(m) cos θB + J1(m) sin θB

(
eiωRFteiπ/2 + e−iωRFte−iπ/2

) ]
(8.2)
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Thus intensity modulation through a Mach-Zhender interferometer has a
few key differences to pure phase modulation. The first order sidebands have
phase differences of ±π/2 with the carrier, and the amplitude of the modulation
sidebands and carrier can be controlled with the DC bias which governs the
strength of θB. Intensity modulators are typically operated in either the quadrature
bias point

(
cos θB = sin θB = 1/

√
2
)

or the null point, represented in fig. 8.2c,
where the carrier is suppressed (cos θB = 0).

Figure 8.2: (a) Schematic of a phase modulator (b) Schematic of Mach-Zehnder modulator (c) MZM
carrier transmission with changing bias phase

Detection

The microwave signal is retrieved after propagating through a link via the use of
a high speed photodetector. Let us look at a simple example. Suppose that we
have an electrical field consisting of two frequency components:

E = aceiωct + asei(ωc+∆ω)t

where ac and as are the complex amplitudes of the two fields. The detected photo
current is proportional to the optical power, IRF = rPDP = rPDEE∗, such that

P =
(

aceiωct + asei(ωc+∆ω)t
) (

a∗c e−iωct + a∗s e−i(ωc+∆ω)t
)

= |ac|2 + |as|2 + aca∗s e−i∆ωt + asa∗c ei∆ωt

= |ac|2 + |as|2 + 2 Re
(

a∗c asei∆ωt
)

If we split the complex amplitudes into magnitude and phase components, i.e
ac = Eceiθc and as = Eseiθs , and focus only on the terms involving ∆ω, then the
above will reduce to

P(∆ω) = 2 Re
(

EcEsei(∆ωt+θs−θc)
)

= 2EcEs cos(∆ωt + ∆θ)

where ∆θ = θs − θc is the phase difference between the two fields. Thus, if we
have two fields separated by a frequency ∆ω, their detection upon a photodiode
will generate DC terms for each field and a time varying signal cos(∆ωt), which
is proportional to their amplitudes. This time varying signal is generally referred
to as the beat-note of the two waves, and can be a method for the generation of
high frequency microwaves.

Howdoes the generation of the beat-note change if we have three fields, such as
in the cases of intensity modulation and phase modulation previously discussed?
Starting againwith the field, where we represent the carrier andwaves at ωc ±ωRF
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as the following

E = aceiωct + a+ei(ωc+ωRF)t + a−ei(ωc−ωRF)t

The optical power in this case will be given by

P =
(

aceiωct + a+ei(ωc+ωRF)t + a−ei(ωc−ωRF)t
)

×
(

a∗c e−iωct + a∗+e−i(ωc+ωRF)t + a∗−e−i(ωc−ωRF)t
)

= |ac|2 + |a+|2 + |a−|2 + a+a∗−ei2ωRFt + a−a∗+e−i2ωRFt

+ aca∗+e−iωRFt + a+a∗c eiωRFt + aca∗−eiωRFt + a−a∗c e−iωRFt

which is similar to the previous case, but we have now picked up some extra
terms, which depend on 2ωRF. Focusing again on the terms at ωRF we find that,

P(ωRF) = aca∗+e−iωRFt + a+a∗c eiωRFt + aca∗−eiωRFt + a−a∗c e−iωRFt

= 2 Re
(

a+a∗c eiωRFt
)
+ 2 Re

(
aca∗−eiωRFt

)
= 2 Re

(
E+Ecei(ωRFt+θ+−θc)

)
+ 2 Re

(
EcE−ei(ωRFt−θ−+θc)

)
= 2EcE+ cos(ωRFt + θ+ − θc) + 2EcE− cos(ωRFt − θ− + θc)

If we further factorise and re arrange we will finally have that the current

IRF(ωRF) = 2EcrPD [E+ cos(ωRFt + θ+ − θc) + E− cos(ωRFt − (θ− − θc))] (8.3)

We now have two beat-notes, which are occurring at the same frequency, mean-
ing that these two beat-notes can interfere with each other. For the case of phase
modulation we have that the amplitudes of the waves are Ec = E0 J0(m), E+ =
E0 J1(m), E− = E0 J1(m), and the phases are θc = 0, θ+ = 0, θ− = π. Substituting
this in yields

Ipm(ωRF) = 2P0 J0(m)J1(m)rPD [cos(ωRFt) + cos(ωRFt − π)]

= 2P0 J0(m)J1(m)rPD [cos(ωRFt)− cos(ωRFt)]
= 0

where P0 = E2
0 is the input optical power. Thus with phase modulation the two

beat-notes at ωRF cancel, leaving zero current at ωRF. Unsurprisingly, this means
that phase modulation is unsuitable for use in a direct-detection photonic link.

What about intensity modulation? The amplitudes of the fields are given by
Ec = E0 J0(m) cos θB, E+ = E− = E0 J1(m) sin θB, and the phases are θc = 0, θ+ =
π/2, θ− = −π/2. Substituting these parameters into eq. (8.3) yields

Iim(ωRF) = 2P0 J0(m)J1(m)rPD sin θB cos θB [cos(ωRFt + π/2) + cos(ωRFt − (−π/2))]
= − 4P0 J0(m)J1(m) sin θB cos θBrPD sin(ωRFt)

Thus, after starting with amodulation of m sin(ωRFt), upon detection intensity
modulation returns a signal component at sin(ωRFt), with pre-factors determined
by the modulator and link properties. This current is proportional to the optical
power of the carrier-wave, meaning that a large optical carrier may result in a
higher RF power than on the input. This can be understood further by looking at
the link gain.
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Link Gain How efficient is the transport of some initial RF signal through the
photonic link? This can be investigated simply by looking at the ratio of the source
RF power, PS, to the output link RF power, PL, and is known as the link gain

g =
PL
PS

PL = 〈I2
L(t)〉RL PS =

〈V2
S (t)〉
4RS

where RS and RL are the source and load resistances and the angled brackets
denote time averages. To consider this for the case of intensity modulation we
will make a number of simplifications. Firstly, we assume that the modulation
strength is weak, which means if we Taylor expand out the Bessell’s functions we
will have J0(m) = 1, J1(m) = m/2. We also include a term LT which covers any
insertion losses found in the link, apart from the detector efficiency and recast
2θB = φB, following standard conventions. This means that the detected current
for the intensity modulation can be approximated as

Iim(ωRF) =
−P0 sin φBrPD

LT

πVRF
Vπ,RF

sin(ωRFt)

Now, due to intricacies of biasing [545], the load current will be half of the above,
upon making the assumption that the load resistance is equal to the source resis-
tance. Plugging all these relations together gives the well known result for link
gain with an intensity modulation signal

glink =

(
πP0RLrPD
4LTVπRF

)2

(8.4)

While referred to as the link gain, due to the inefficiency of the electro-optic
conversion steps, a typical photonic link will have values on the order of −20
to −30 dB. This is not sufficient for stringent applications involving low loss
transmission and thus amplification steps, in the optical or electrical domains,
are required to improve this level, with corresponding trade-offs to noise being
added to the system. Research is still ongoing in developing components which
can improve the various properties of the conversion processes, such as lower Vπ

modulators and photodetectors capable of handling large optical powers.
However, it turns out that intensity modulation is not necessarily the best

modulation scheme in long fiber links. As the carrier and sidebands travel through
a fiber, they will accumulate a relative phase shift due to the dispersion of the fiber
medium. If this phase shift begins to approach π, then the intensity modulation
will be converted into phase modulation and large nulls will occur in the RF
spectrum. This can be avoided through the use of single sideband modulation
[546].

8.1.2 A photonic Processor

Building on a microwave photonic link, a microwave photonic processor per-
forms an operation in the optical domain, modifying the original electrical signal.
Microwave photonic processing has been of interest in the literature for many
decades [542, 547] due to the inherently wideband frequency operation available
in the photonic domain. Signal processing at frequencies in 10s to 100s of GHz
becomes possible, if the required modulators and detectors are available. Pho-
tonic processing exists in many forms. In this thesis we focus on coherent signal
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processing involving optical carriers and modulated sidebands. To understand
how to build a photonic processor, we discuss the mapping of optical to frequency
domain.

Figure 8.3: A typical microwave photonic processor

Let us again consider the case of single sideband modulation, as discussed in
section 8.1.1,

E = aceiωct + a+ei(ωc+ωRF)t

where again ac and a+ are the complex amplitudes of the two fields. As we pass
through the link, the fields will be altered by the optical processor, which we
assume interacts only with the sideband as unity in the region of the carrier, such
that the field becomes

E = aceiωct + a+|H(ω)|eiφ(ω)ei(ωc+ωRF)t

Now, from the previous discussion we know that this will map directly to the
measured beatnote at ωRF, i.e

IRF(ωRF) = 2 Re
(

EcE+|H(ω)|ei(ωRFt+θ+−θc+φ(ω))
)

∝ |H(ω)| sin(ωRFt + ∆θ + φ(ω))

So with this single sideband configuration, the amplitude and phase of the
optical processor is mapped onto the measured RF signal. This leads to a couple
of interesting observations. Firstly, this allows for a very precise characterisation
of the optical device after an appropriate calibration to measure the initial link
response, albeit over a limited bandwidth. This scheme is typically referred
to as optical vector network analysis [548–551], and is particularly useful for
determining coupling parameters of resonators due to the phase sensitivity of
the measurement. Secondly, that the formation of a high extinction electrical
filter can be performed simply through the use of a high suppression optical filter.
Thirdly, optical processing with this scheme is inherently tunable. Changing the
carrier frequency, i.e the laser, will change the central RF frequency at which
the sideband overlaps with the optical response. This frequency tuning can be
performed completely independently of the optical processor, which will thus
consistently maintain its properties while the central frequency is tuned. This is
in stark contrast to resonant RF filters, where frequency tuning will affect other
device parameters such as bandwidth and suppression.

8.1.3 Integrated Microwave Photonic Processing

Microwave Photonic processors are capable of providing significant advantages
over typical microwave devices, in particular for wideband operation at frequency
ranges above 10’s of GHz. To enable widespread adoption, there is a need to
compete with traditional electrical processing elements, such as surface acoustic
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wave filters, at a system level. Depending on the application, the requirements
of features such as size, weight, power and cost can be critical. Photonic inte-
gration provides the capability to meet these requirements, and also opens up
new processing functionalities and paradigms, possible due to the integration of
multiple building blocks in a single circuit [552, 553]. A highly detailed overview
of integrated microwave photonics is provided in [492]. Moving to integrated
devices also significantly increases the optical intensity, opening up the possibility
of efficiently harnessing nonlinear optical processing [554, 555]. In the following
sections we utilise integrated optical elements, both linear and nonlinear, for
optical processing in microwave photonic signal processors.

8.1.4 Radio-frequency Notch Filters

Highly selective microwave filters are of great importance in radio-frequency
signal processing. In particular, modern applications have increased the desire
for reconfigurable systems, which can adjust operational frequencies in real-time.
Dealing with dynamic interfering signals has thus become critical for applications
utilising and interacting with these shifting frequencies such as cognitive radio
[556, 557] and jamming systems [558], and wideband RF systems such as ultra-
wideband radio [559] and modern radar. These systems would benefit hugely
from RF filters that can be tuned over many gigahertz whilst keeping MHz-scale
resolution and high selectivity to prevent severe interference due to spectrum-
sharing. To understand the requirements of such filters further, we represent the
operation and key properties of an RF notch filter in fig. 8.4. State-of-the-art RF
notch filters [560–562] [3-5] are capable of a high peak attenuation (>50 dB) and
high selectivity (<10 MHz bandwidths) but have a limited notch frequency tuning
range, of the order of a GHz [562].
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Figure 8.4: (a) RF spectrum showing signal of interest and an interferer (b) Spectrum after passing
through an RF Notch filter. Interferer is highly attenuated, with the signal power being slightly
lowered due to the insertion loss, but shape is preserved (c) Features of notch filter showing the

3-dB bandwidth, the filter suppression and insertion loss (IL).

Microwave photonic (MWP) notch filters, on the other hand, are capable of tens
of gigahertz tuning and have advanced in terms of performance. These filters can
generally be implemented in two ways: via a multitap filter approach [536, 563–
565], in which multiple replicas of RF modulated signals are delayed, weighted,
and combined to generate nulls in the RF frequency response, or via sideband
filtering using an optical filter (OF) [566–568], as described in section 8.1.2. A mul-
titap approach can generate a notch filter with a narrow bandwidth and relatively
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high rejection but exhibits a periodic transfer function, which is undesirable for
wideband applications. Particularly from this filter class, a very narrow notch
response (≈15MHz) with a relatively wide passband was demonstrated in [563],
but without any tuning capability. The sideband filtering approach requires a
high-Q optical resonance to generate the RF notch filter response. Optical cavi-
ties, such as silicon ring resonators [566, 567] or LiTaO3 whispering gallery mode
resonators [568] have been considered, with isolation bandwidths ranging from 6
GHz [567] down to 10MHz [568]. But to attain high rejection these devices require
precise control over coupling parameters, and strict requirements are placed on
fabrication to attain low losses to enable narrow bandwidths.

To bypass the issues associated with resonators, in the following work we
instead utilise the narrow optical response of Brillouin scattering as an optical
filter. To enable compatibility with integrated microwave photonic devices, we
harness SBS in a highly nonlinear waveguide on a photonic chip, demonstrating
competitive performance to previous filters based on optical resonators.

8.2 RF Notch filter with on-chip SBS

In the last two decades it has been repeatedly demonstrated that SBS can be con-
trolled and harnessed for a wide range of RF signal processing applications [482,
569–574]. Several applications such as wideband phase shifting [570], tunable
true time delay [571, 572], separate carrier tuning [573], and microwave photonic
filtering [482, 484, 574], among others, have been demonstrated. The 2011 demon-
stration of on-chip SBS [88] has enabled implementation of chip-based SBS RF
signal processing, which was traditionally reserved to optical fibers. This has led
to a remarkable advantage in terms of size and weight and is well in line with the
current trend of integrated microwave photonics [492]. Key RF signal processing
functionalities such as tunable delay lines [92] and tunable bandpass filtering [94]
have been demonstrated with this new technology.

Recently, SBS has also been explored for RF notch filtering with ultrawide
frequency tunability [484], which featured a single notch (instead of periodic
notches in the case of multi-tap filters [536]) in a frequency range of 1-20 GHz
with a narrow 3-dB bandwidth of 82 MHz. This was demonstrated in 1 km of
dispersion-shifted fiber.

Here we demonstrate a continuously tunable microwave photonic notch filter
(MPNF) using on-chip SBS. To the best of our knowledge, chip based MPNFs
reported to date are only capable of showing a periodic response (i.e. not a single
notch) [564, 566, 575, 576] and are currently limited to a large 3-dB bandwidth (for
example 910MHz as reported in [566]). We show photonic chip-basedMPNFwith
a 3-dB bandwidth of 126 MHz, a notch depth of 20 dB and frequency tunability
in the range of 2-8 GHz, which is limited only by the measurement equipment. 1

8.2.1 Operational Principle

The tunable MPNF proposed here uses the loss that occurs at the anti-Stokes
frequency of SBS to remove a portion from a single sideband with carrier (SSB+C)
signal spectrum. The MPNF notch frequency is tunable by modulating the SSB+C

1Work in this section has been published in Optics Communications: B. Morrison et al., “Tunable
microwave photonic notch filter using on-chip stimulated Brillouin scattering”, Opt. Commun. 313,
85–89 (2014)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.optcom.2013.09.065
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.optcom.2013.09.065
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Figure 8.5: (a) Schematic diagram of the proposed continuously tunable MPNF (b) Optical spectra
at various points of the scheme. (c) As2S3 waveguide showing confinement of acoustic and optical

modes.

signal onto a tunable carrier, which is generated by means of SSB suppressed-
carrier (SSB-SC) modulation from a DPMZM. This configuration prevents drift
between the pump and the carrier wave, a possible issue if two lasers are instead
used.

A schematic of principle of the the MPNF appears in fig. 8.5a. Light from
a DFB laser with frequency ωL is split into two arms: the upper one is called
the pump arm and the lower one the signal arm. In the signal arm, the light is
modulated with an RF tone at frequency ωM generating the SSB-SC spectrum
depicted in fig. 8.5b line II. This creates the tunable carrier frequency necessary
for the filter tuning. This carrier is then modulated by the RF signal which is to
be filtered, using an SSB+C modulator. In this case, the lower sideband of the RF
signal is retained while the upper sideband is suppressed (fig. 8.5b line III). The
light from the signal arm is then counter-propagated with the pump wave inside
the photonic chip using circulators.

The SBS pump generates gain and loss responses at frequencies ωL − ΩB (anti-
Stokes) and ωL + ΩB (Stokes), respectively (fig. 8.5b positions I,IV). The SBS shift,
ΩB, has been measured to be 7.7 GHz for the photonic chip that we used in these
experiments. By adjusting ωM, a portion of the RF signal can be made to overlap
with the anti-Stokes loss spectrum (fig. 8.5b line IV), thereby generating a notch
at the RF spectrum after photo-detection (right-side of fig. 8.5a). The notch will
appear at RF angular frequency ωN, which follows the relation:

ωN = ωM − ΩB (8.5)
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Thus, it is clear from eq. (8.5) that the notch frequency is continuously tunable by
changing the drive frequency, ωM.

8.2.2 Experiments

Figure 8.6: The experimental setup to realize the continuously tunable MWP notch filter using on-
chip SBS. Key component acronyms; PC: polarization controller, MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator,
SSB: single sideband, FBG: fiber Bragg-grating, PM: power meter, C: circulator, PD: photodetector,

VNA:vector network analyzer, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer

Figure 8.6 shows the experimental setup. Light from a DFB laser diode (Ter-
axion Pure Spectrum) at ωL = 1550 nm with an output power of +13 dBm was
split using a 50:50 coupler. The signal arm comprised a Mach-Zehnder modulator
(MZM, Covega Mach-40) biased at the minimum transmission point and driven
by an RF tone from a signal generator to generate a double-sideband suppressed-
carrier (DSB-SC) spectrum. The MZM was followed by a fiber Bragg-grating in
transmission mode to filter out the lower sideband. This combination formed the
SSB-SC modulator used for tuning the frequency of the notch filter. The response
of the fiber Bragg-grating (FBG1) was wide enough that the lower sideband was
suppressed over the entire tuning range of the experiment. A dual parallel MZM
(DPMZ, Covega Mach 40-086) driven through a 2-18 GHz quadrature hybrid
coupler was used as the SSB+C modulator. The modulator was driven with an RF
frequency sweep from port 1 of a vector network analyser (VNA) to measure the
filter response. The output of the modulator was then amplified using a low noise
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA2). Two polarization controllers (PC2 and
PC3) were used to adjust the light polarization to the modulators to optimize the
modulation depths and the suppression of the unwanted carrier and sideband.

The 50% portion in the pump arm was amplified using a high power (2W)
EDFA1. A 99:1 coupler was placed in the pump arm to monitor the insertion loss
of the photonic chip. The 1% output was monitored with an optical power meter
(PM1) while the remaining 99% of the pump light was launched into the photonic
chip via an optical circulator (C1) and lensed-tip fiber. Since SBS is a polarization-
sensitive process [357, 578], PC1 and PC4 were used to optimize the SBS gain (loss)
during measurements. Another power meter (PM2) was placed at output port 3
of C2 via a 99:1 coupler to measure the pump power after propagation through
the chip. The photonic chip contained a 6.5 cm long As2S3 optical waveguide with
a cross-section of 4 um× 850 nm. The waveguide has an effective mode area of
2.3 um2 and a large SBS gain coefficient (g0 ∼ 7.15 × 10−10 mW−1 [88]). The total
waveguide insertion loss, monitored by comparing the pump power measured in
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PM1 and PM2, was around 9.8 dB. The loss was typically comprised of around
4.2 dB of coupling loss per facet and a propagation loss of around 0.2 dB/cm.

Figure 8.7: Measured normalized frequency response of an MPNF centered at 5.32 GHz and with
a 3-dB width of 121.5 MHz, a 6-dB width of 80.5 MHz and a suppression of 20.3 dB.

The desired filtered signal was available at port 3 of C1. Due to reflections at
the ends of the chip, the injected counter-propagating pump generates a parasitic
pump co-propagating with the signal, which may lead to degradation in the filter
response [94]. For this reason, we removed the parasitic pump signal at the output
using FBG2. The signal after pump removal was then split with a 90:10 coupler,
of which the 10% port lead to an OSA and the other to a 50 GHz photo detector
(PD, u2t XPDV2120) connected to port 2 of the VNA, to measure the RF response.

8.2.3 Results and Discussions

Figure 8.7 shows the frequency response of the MPNF at a notch frequency of
5.32 GHz. We deliberately used a frequency sweep with a small range (350 MHz)
to resolve the profile of the notch. The 3-dB bandwidth, measured from the pass
band of the filter, was measured to be 121.5 MHz while the 6-dB bandwidth is
80.5 MHz.

Figure 8.8 shows the measured normalized frequency response for the tunable
MPNF when the carrier frequency ωm, was tuned. Continuous tuning of the
notch frequency was achieved when the carrier frequency was changed from 10
GHz up to 15 GHz in steps of 500 MHz. For a Brillouin frequency shift of 7.7
GHz, the variation of the notch frequency is from 2.3 GHz to 7.3 GHz, as expected
from eq. (8.5). A notch suppression of larger than 17 dB was achieved for virtually
all the filter responses. Note that in these measurements, the lowest frequency
range of the sweep was limited to 2 GHz by the quadrature hybrid coupler. For
frequencies lower than 2 GHz, the coupler did not maintain the amplitude-balance
and the quadrature phase relation between the output ports, which will lead to an
optical spectrum with insufficient sideband suppression from the modulator. The
highest notch frequency, on the other hand, was limited by the highest frequency
of our signal generator, which was 15 GHz.

The amplitude and bandwidth fluctuations in the filter response over the
tuning range were also inspected. The results are shown in Figure 8.9. Over the
entire range, high notch suppression (−19 ± 2 dB) and bandwidths (3 dB: 126 ± 7
MHz, 6 dB: 78 ± 4 MHz) were achieved.
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Figure 8.8: Normalized MPNF responses demonstrating the tunability of the notch frequency in
the frequency range of 2-8 GHz.

Figure 8.9: Notch suppression and 3-dB and 6-dB bandwidths of MPNF for different center RF
frequencies.

The measured filter responses can be improved in several ways. The notch
depth was limited by the peak SBS absorption and the sideband suppression
from the SSB modulator. The power handling capabilities of the waveguide
set an upper limit on maximum pump power, and subsequently the maximum
achievable gain. A waveguide with lower loss would enable higher gain for the
same pump power levels. For a given SBS gain, limited sideband suppression
will lead to a reduction in the notch contrast due to the presence of extra RF
signal power at the notch frequency. In our experiments we observed typically
25 dB sideband suppression ratio from our modulator. Bias drifts will reduce
this value to 20 dB after approximately 15 minutes of operation. Using an SSB
modulator with higher sideband suppression ratio, in conjunction with a bias
control circuitry will lead to an improvement in the notch contrast.

The flatness of MPNF pass-band (around 5 dB maximum variation in current
experiments), on the other hand, was limited by the presence of the FBGs in
the setup. These FBGs introduced non-flat frequency response as the notch
frequency was tuned. Replacing the MZM and FBG1 combination with a second
SSBmodulator will improve the flatness of theMPNF pass-band. The FBG2 can be
removed if the reflections from the chip interfaces are small. This can be achieved
by improving the coupling to the optical waveguide for example by using on-chip
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tapers [127].
The noise figure is another important parameter of RF filters; it is the measure

of the degradation of the signal to noise ratio of an RF signal through a system.
In microwave photonics the transmission of the RF signal through the different
components is given by the link gain. It is well known that in a lossy microwave
device, the noise figure is dominated by losses in the system, and becomes pro-
portional to the inverse of the link gain for large losses [544]. If we recall the link
gain equation, Equation (8.4), one can conclude that the link gain of this filter can
be significantly improved by mitigating the optical losses, notably in the signal
arm and in the chip. The losses in the signal arm are due to the insertion losses
(LMZM > 4 dB) and the relatively high RF half-wave voltages (Vπ,RF > 5 V) of the
RF modulators, the insertion loss of the FBG (LFBG 2 dB) and the loss of the chip
(LWG≈10 dB). Using ultra-low Vπ modulators will give quadratic improvement to
theMWP link gain of the filter and subsequently a quadratic reduction of the noise
figure [544]. Reducing the losses associated with the insertion of the photonic
chip (coupling loss and propagation loss) will also see a dramatic improvement
in terms of the noise figure and possibly enable the removal of the EDFA in the
signal arm.

8.3 Cancellation Technique for Ultra Deep RF Notch Filters

In the previous section we have shown that the use of SBS as on optical filter
allows for notch bandwidths in the range of a 100MHz, comparable to that of
high-Q optical resonators. The use of an integrated device based on a photonic
chip is highly desirable, opening up possibilities for further functionality and
compactness. However, this introduces a new complexity, the the depth of the
notch filter is directly related to the strength of the SBS attenuation. Achieving
large attenuation beyond 20dB requires strong optical pumps beyond 100s of
mW, which is not conducive for compact, low power and efficient systems. Under
the standard operating conditions this is clearly a significant problem, and could
prove to be an issue with any implementation in practical devices. However, in the
following we will show that the introduction of a second optical sideband allows
for the creation of a high attenuation filter, and provides a number of advantages
over the single sideband processing discussed so far.2

8.3.1 The Cancellation Technique

The key idea behind the new concept is the use of a frequency localised RF
cancellation, essentially phase modulation at a single frequency ωN, to generate
an anomalously deep microwave filter. To attain this condition we need to adapt
the typical techniques for generating and processing the optical sidebands. Instead
of processing single-sideband (SSB) (fig. 8.10a) or conventional dual-sideband
(DSB) signals, i.e., equal amplitude and equal phase (intensity modulation) or
equal amplitude and opposite phase (phase modulation), as in traditional MWP
filters, here we utilise DSB signals with tunable amplitudes and phases. The RF
signal is encoded in the optical sidebands with unequal amplitudes and a phase
difference, ∆φ. We then exploit both the amplitude and phase responses of an
optical filter to equalize these sideband amplitudes and to produce an antiphase

2Parts of the following section have been published in Optics Letters: D. Marpaung et al., “Fre-
quency agile microwave photonic notch filter with anomalously high stopband rejection”, Opt. Lett.
38, 4300 (2013)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.38.004300
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.38.004300
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relation between them, ∆φ = π, in only a selected frequency region within the
optical filter response (fig. 8.10b). Upon photodetection, the beat signals generated
from the mixing of the optical carrier and the two sidebands perfectly cancel at a
specificmicrowave frequency, forming a notchwith an anomalously high stopband
rejection (fig. 8.10d). We believe that this concept is a photonic implementation
of the ”bridged-T” notch filter concept in microwaves proposed by Bode in 1936
[579]. He exploited the concepts of attenuation balance and phase cancellation in
a lumped-element RF circuit to achieve a notch filter with quasi-infinite rejection
[580].
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Figure 8.10: Principle of operation of notch filter. (a) Conventional SSB scheme, (b) scheme using
DSB modulation utilizing loss, and (c) scheme utilizing gain. (d) RF filter responses for the three

architectures using SBS (gain = 7 dB) as an optical filter.

To understand the conditions required for cancellation further we can con-
sider a simple example case of a phase modulation, where the amplitudes of the
sidebands are controlled arbitrarily. If we recall eq. (8.3), we know that we will
have a separate beatnote for each sideband, which are out of phase, such that the
magnitude of the current at ωRF will be

IRF(ωRF) = 2EcrPD (E+ − E−)

Thus for frequencies away from the optical filter, the passband level of the RF
response will be set by the difference of the amplitudes of the two sidebands.
Now, assuming that E− < E+, we place a narrowband optical loss filter on the
upper sideband, centred at a frequency ωN above the carrier. This means that the
current at this particular RF frequency will now be given by

IRF(ωRF = ωN) = 2EcrPD (E+AN − E−)

where AN is the optical filter amplitude at ωRF = ωN and we have assumed
that the phase response of the optical filter is zero at this point. By choosing the
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appropriate value of AN, or altering E+ or E−, the current will go to zero, at this
frequency alone, creating a filter with extremely high suppression. Elsewhere the
amplitude of the optical filter will be unitary (A = 1) and the passband current
will be set by the above.

It is important to stress that the tailored spectrum required for the filter op-
eration is very different from spectra generated and used in conventional MWP
signal processing so far, such as intensity modulation (IM), phase modulation
(PM), or SSB modulation. Ideally, the spectrum should contain an optical carrier
and sidebands that can be tailored independently in amplitude and phase. A
good approximation of this ideal spectrum can be generated using a dual-parallel
Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM). In the small signal approximation this
electro-optic modulator can create an optical carrier with two sidebands whose
relative amplitude and phase difference can be sufficiently tunable [581, 582]. We
describe, in further detail, the conditions required to achieve cancellation using
such a modulator with a range of optical responses in [583].

The cancellation concept leads to two key advantages. First, the microwave
filter peak attenuation is no longer limited by the optical filter peak attenuation
because the RF notch is formed by signal cancellation. Second, the optical filter
is no longer restricted to producing a notch response, but instead can have a
bandpass/gain response, as shown in fig. 8.10c. Instead of attenuating the stronger
sideband with loss from the optical filter (fig. 8.10b), one can amplify the weaker
sideband with gain, to achieve the amplitude equalization required for signal
cancellation. SBS gain is an ideal candidate for such an active optical filter, and
it has long been considered for MWP signal processing, due to the fine spectral
width of its gain spectrum [94, 570, 574]. The cancellation concept will enable a
new direction in exploiting the SBS gain spectrum as a high-performance notch
filter. The fact that a high suppression RF filter can be created through the use of
a small amount of optical amplification is quite surprising and not immediately
intuitive.

8.4 Ultrahigh Attenuation, On-Chip SBS Notch Filter

In section 8.2 we required a large SBS gain and high pump power to achieve
moderate filter suppression. From a broader perspective, this need for high power
is unattractive for on-chip signal processing with particularly stringent require-
ments for energy efficiency. More importantly, this prevents implementation of
integrated RF signal processing in low gain SBS devices, such as the ones recently
reported in CMOS-compatible platforms [96, 103]. By harnessing SBS in silicon,
these devices are highly attractive due to the potential to integrate RF signal pro-
cessing in a single compact monolithic chip [581]. Nevertheless, they currently
exhibit very low gain, of the order of 1 dB to 4dB, which is far from sufficient for
any MWP signal processing if one relies on conventional techniques.

Here, we utilise the cancellation technique (section 8.3.1) to demonstrate exper-
imentally a highly selective SBS IMWP bandstop filter in a cm-scale chalcogenide
glass waveguide that operates with a low pump power (8mW to 12mW) and a
low SBS gain (1 dB to 4 dB). This is possible while also maintaining high, reconfig-
urable resolution (32MHz to 88MHz) and high stop-band rejection of >55dB. We
show that the filter can be tuned over a wide frequency range of 0GHz to 30GHz,
leading to a unique performance combination difficult to match with any existing
filter technology. We also show that for a given SBS gain, this approach allows the
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Figure 8.11: Artist’s impression of a future monolithic-integrated high suppression and reconfig-
urable SBS MWP filter in a silicon chip. VOA: variable optical attenuator, TW-DPMZM: travelling

wave dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator, Ge-PD: germanium high speed photodetector.

flexibility to re-distribute the pump optical power into modulated optical power,
thereby reducing the filter insertion loss. The results presented here point to new
possibilities for creating high performance SBS-based reconfigurable MWP filters
that will play a key role in modern RF systems for next generation radar [584]
and high data rate wireless communication [585], with a potential for monolithic
integration in silicon chips (fig. 8.11). 3

8.4.1 On-Chip Filter Experiments

Figure 8.12a depicts the experimental setup used to demonstrate the filter op-
eration. An SBS pump at 1550 nm was generated, amplified and injected into
a 6.5 cm-long As2S3 rib optical waveguide via a lens-tipped optical fiber. A
frequency-detunedRF-modulated probe generated using aDPMZMwas launched
from the opposite end. The typical insertion loss of the photonic chip was mea-
sured to be 9.5 dB, including coupling and propagation losses. The rib waveguide
has a cross-sectional area of 4 µm× 0.85 µm, with a partial etch of 30%, and it
exhibited a large Brillouin gain coefficient (GB ≈ 300 m−1W−1) due to its high
acoustic confinement, small effective area and large photoelastic response [124].

For the SBS pumpweused aDFB laser (Teraxion Pure Spectrum (λ = 1550 nm)
with 100mW of optical power, connected to an electronically-controlled variable
optical attenuator (VOA, Kotura), and an EDFA (Amonics) with maximum output
power of 1W. The VOA was used to control the pump power, and subsequently
the SBS gain, with a high precision of 0.5 dB. For the SBS probe we used a DFB
laser (Teraxion) to generate the optical carrier which was modulated using a
DPMZM (EOSPACE IQ-0D6V-35). The half-wave voltage, insertion loss, and 3dB
bandwidth of the modulator were 5V, 5 dB, and 35GHz, respectively. The RF
input ports of the DPMZM were driven by an RF signal through a quadrature
hybrid coupler with frequency range of 1.7GHz to 36GHz (Krytar). The three
bias voltages of the DPMZM were adjusted using a programmable multi-channel
voltage supply with 1mV voltage accuracy (Hameg HM7044G). The signal was
detected using a high-speed photodetector (PD, u2t XPDV2120) with 0.6A/W

3Parts of the following section have been published in Optica: D. Marpaung et al., “Low-power,
chip-based stimulated Brillouin scattering microwave photonic filter with ultrahigh selectivity”,
Optica 2, 76 (2015)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.2.000076
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Figure 8.12: Microwave photonic filter experiments. (a) Pump-probe experimental setup for
filter performance evaluation, including distributed feedback laser (DFB), 90° RF hybrid coupler
(Hybrid), dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM), erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA),
polarization controller (PC), photodetector (PD), and vector network analyser (VNA). (b) Optical
spectrum measurement of input RF-modulated signal for the conventional single-sideband (SSB)
filter. (c) Optical spectrum input for the cancellation filter, yielding near-phase modulation with
unequal-amplitude sidebands. (d) Corresponding VNA traces depicting filter responses for the
conventional SSB and cancellation filters. For the same low pump power (8mW), the SSB filter

yields 0.8 dB suppression, while the cancellation filter yields 55 dB suppression.
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responsivity and 50GHz RF bandwidth. For filter response measurements, a
frequency-swept RF signal with 0 dBm power was supplied from and measured
on a 43.5GHz vector network analyzer (VNA, Agilent PNA 5224A).

With the experiment setup we demonstrated and compared the filtering per-
formance of the conventional SSB approach and the cancellation-based filter. The
conventional filter generated a SSB RF modulated optical spectrum as the input to
the optical filter. Typically, the measured extinction ratio of the suppressed optical
sideband with respect to the unsuppressed sideband was a minimum of 20dB
(fig. 8.12b). The cancellation filter requires a near phase modulation signal as
input. The measured optical spectrum of the generated sidebands with opposite
phase and 1dB amplitude difference is shown fig. 8.12c.

Figure 8.12d shows the measured RF magnitude responses of both the conven-
tional and the cancellation approaches. In the conventional approach, a bandstop
filter with moderately high suppression (20 dB) can only be achieved by pumping
the optical waveguide with a high pump power (350mW), as shown as the blue
trace of fig. 8.12d. When very low pump power, in the order of 8mW, was used
instead, the filter suppression was very shallow, of the order of 0.8 dB (green
dashed trace). On the other hand, with the same low pump power, and a sub-1 dB
SBS gain, the cancellation filter can achieve 55dB of suppression and a higher
resolution compared to the conventional filter (thick red trace). This result illus-
trates the superiority of the cancellation filter, which exhibited impressive peak
suppression and a high resolution whilst using only low SBS gain and very low
pump power. This massive 43-fold reduction in required pump power (8mW
versus 350mW) highlights the energy efficiency enhancement of the cancellation
based RF filter.

8.4.2 Frequency Tuning and Bandwidth Reconfigurability

We demonstrate the frequency agility of the MWP filter by tuning the central
frequency of the RF bandstop response and its 3-dB bandwidth. Central frequency
tuning with a resolution of 12.5MHz was achieved by adjusting the frequency
difference between the pump and the probe waves by temperature tuning the
probe DFB laser. For all measurements, the pump wavelength and power at
the facet of the photonic chip were kept at 1550.43 nm and 24dBm, respectively.
The chip insertion loss was 8.5 dB. The result is depicted in fig. 8.13a, where
central frequency tuning from 1GHz to 30GHz was achieved. Critically, the filter
suppression was maintained above 51dB for the entire tuning range.

Reconfiguration of the filter bandwidth was achieved by switching between
SBS gain and loss responses, and the variation of pump power for each case. The
RF bandwidth of the bandstop filter is equivalent to that of the SBS process, given
by [80]

∆νRF = ΓB

√
G

ln(eG + 1)− ln 2
− 1 (8.6)

where ΓB is the Brillouin linewidth, and the G parameter is proportional to the
SBS pump power. Here, G > 0 corresponds to SBS gain, while G < 0 corresponds
to SBS loss. Figure 8.13b shows the calculated filter bandwidth as a function
of G, for ΓB = 58 MHz, together with the experimental data. For the SBS gain,
we tuned the SBS pump to achieve gain variation from 0.8 dB to 11.6 dB and
obtained increase in filter resolution from 56MHz down to 32MHz. As for the
SBS loss, we tuned the peak absorption from −0.8 dB to −8.1 dB to expand the filter
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Figure 8.13: Frequency agility of the filter (a) Stopband center frequency tuning. Filter suppression
was kept above 51dB in all measurements. (b) Bandwidth tuning from 32MHz to 88MHz was
achieved by means of tuning the pump power to vary SBS gain and loss. (c) Filter response at the

extremes of the bandwidth tuning range.

bandwidth from 61MHz to 88MHz. In total, we achieved 56MHz tuning range
in the experiment. For each measurement we kept the stopband suppression
beyond 50dB by changing the balance between the sidebands, simply by varying
the DC voltage supplied to the DPMZM, to maintain cancellation at the center of
the SBS resonance. The normalized frequency response of the filter at the extreme
points of the bandwidth tuning range is shown in fig. 8.13c.

8.4.3 Demonstration of RF Filtering

Herewe demonstratewhat is to our knowledge the first high resolution RF filtering
experiment using a chip-based MWP filter. We consider a scenario where two
RF signals, one of interest and the other an unwanted interferer, were supplied
to the input of an optical modulator (see fig. 8.14). The signal of interest was
band-limited with a width of 1MHz, whilst the unwanted interfering signal was
a single frequency tone. These were separated in frequency by 20MHz, and the
power of the unwanted signal was 21dB higher than the signal of interest. To
generate the signal of interest, we created a frequency modulated signal with
unity modulation index from an RF tone with a frequency of 11.982GHz and
power of −9dBm. The modulation signal was a triangular waveform with 30 kHz
frequency and 1V peak-to-peak amplitude generated using an arbitrary waveform
generator (Tabor Electronics WW5061). This created a band-limited signal with
1MHz width and peak power of −21dBm. The unwanted tone at 12.002GHz
and power of 0 dBm was generated using the signal source of an Agilent Fieldfox
N9918A microwave handheld combination analyzer. The two RF signals were
combined and supplied to an electro-optic modulator using a 1.7GHz to 36GHz
microwave combiner (Krytar). We analyzed the filter output RF spectrum using
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the N9918A microwave combination analyzer with a span of 50MHz and 100Hz
resolution bandwidth.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.14: High resolution RF filtering experiment. Two RF signals with 20MHz frequency
separation were used at the filter input. (a) Filtering with conventional single-sideband scheme
with 17dB SBS loss as optical filter. Peak attenuation at the unwanted interferer tone was 17dB,
and signal attenuation was 9dB. (b) Filtering with the cancellation filter using 4dB of SBS gain.
Complete reduction of unwanted interferer was observed with low attenuation of the desired signal

(2 dB).

We compare the filtering performance of this input spectrum between a con-
ventional SSB filter and the cancellation filter. The SSB filter was generated using
SBS loss with 28dBm pump power at the chip facet creating 17dB of peak sup-
pression. The cancellation filter was created using 4dB of SBS gain from 21dBm of
pump power at the chip facet. The chip insertion loss in these measurements was
8.8 dB. In both measurements the filter response was aligned to have maximum
suppression at the unwanted tone frequency of 12.002GHz.

The measured output RF spectra with and without the SBS pump in the
conventional SSB filter are depicted in fig. 8.14a. As expected the unwanted
tone power was reduced by 17dB, but the signal attenuation was as high as 9 dB,
which indicated that the conventional filter resolution was below 20MHz. This
clearly demonstrates the limitation of the conventional approach which cannot
simultaneously achieve high resolution and high suppression filtering. In contrast,
this can be achieved using the cancellation filter, as shown in fig. 8.14b. The
measured interferer suppression in this case was 47dB, limited by the noise floor
of the measurements. The signal underwent a low attenuation of 2 dB, indicating
that the half-width at half-maximum of the filter was below 20MHz.

8.4.4 Insertion Loss Reduction Experiment

For various reasons, such as photosensitivity [400], heating [94], or intensity-
dependent losses [103], many on chip devices are not suited to handle high optical
power. These devices are thus expected to work with a stringent optical power
budget. Here, we investigate and compare the overall performance of the con-
ventional SSB filter and the cancellation filter under a total optical power budget
of the order of 400mW at the facets of the chip. Such a power was chosen to
optimise long term operation and stability of the chip based filter. We quantify
the filter performance in terms of peak suppression, resolution, and RF-to-RF
filter insertion loss.

In the case of the conventional SSB filter we distributed the optical power as
follows: 25 dBm (316mW) as the SBS pump and 20dBm (100mW) as the (probe)
modulated optical carrier power. Higher pump power was chosen to maximise
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Figure 8.15: Filter insertion loss reduction. Experiments for an optical power budget of 400mW at
the facets of the optical chip. Blue trace: Conventional single sideband approach with 25dBm of
input pump power and 20dBm of probe power. Red trace: Cancellation approach with 20dBm of

pump power and 25dBm of probe power. IPD : detected photocurrent.

the suppression of this filter. The insertion loss of the photonic chip in these
experiments was 9.3 dB. We generated an RF filter with 13dB suppression and a
resolution of 100MHz. The measured RF insertion loss was −37.7 dB, obtained
using 3mA of detected photocurrent. The measured response centered at fre-
quency of 24.5GHz is shown in fig. 8.15 (blue trace). We then reversed the optical
power distribution between the pump and the probe in the case of the cancellation
filter. With 100mW of pump power we generated 4dB of SBS gain. The filter
response exhibited 55dB of peak suppression and a resolution of 40MHz. The
detected photocurrent increased to 10mA due to higher optical carrier power,and
an RF filter insertion loss of −31.3 dBwasmeasuredwhich is a 6.3 dB improvement
compared to the case of the conventional SSB filter.

The results of these experiments demonstrate that in the case of limited power
budget, the cancellation filter allows re-distribution of optical power from pump
to probe waves, thereby reducing the insertion loss of the filter, with improved
peak suppression and resolution compared to the conventional filtering approach.
Combined with a higher power handling photonic chip and a photodetector that
can handle higher photocurrent, the cancellation filter can potentially achieve
very low insertion loss in addition to the high suppression, high resolution, and
wide frequency range - a combination very difficult to achieve using any existing
RF or MWP filtering approach. Using such an approach, and with an advanced
version of the cancellation scheme, researchers have recently created a lossless RF
photonic filter [495].

8.4.5 Discussion of As2S3 Chip Filter Results

Wecompared the overall performance of the SBS-on-chip cancellation filter to other
state-of-the-art integrated filter technologies. This is summarized in Table 8.1.
First, the SBS-based filter uniquely combines salient features of two different
MWP filter classes; high rejection levels typical of a multi-tap filter, and wide
frequency tuning typical of resonance-based filters. In terms of linewidth, our
filter is unmatched by any other integrated MWP approach, achieving nearly two
orders of magnitude higher resolution. In fact, such a high resolution is more akin
to low-loss electronic filters [560, 562, 588, 589]. However, for the same resolution
and rejection level, the SBS filter achieves 36 times wider tuning range compared
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Table 8.1: Performance comparison of state-of-the-art microwave band-stop filter technologies

Line-
width

Depth IL Max
Q

Tuning Range

Technology Class Size (MHz) (dB) (dB) (GHz) (%)

This Work MWP cm 33-88 >55 -30 375 1-30 2900
Photonic

Crystal[564]
MWP mm 1000 >50 -45 NA 10-30 200

Frequency
Comb[565]

MWP km 170 >60 -40 NA 0-12 NA

Si3N4 ring[586] MWP mm 250-
850

>60 -30 28 2-8 300

Silicon
Ring[566]

MWP mm 910 >30 NA 16 2-15 650

Silicon
Ring[567]

MWP mm 6000 >40 NA 1.84 2.5-
17.5

600

MEMS-
absorptive[587]

Elec cm 35/306 >35 -2 128 4-
6/6-11

80

MEMS-
resonator[588]

Elec cm 77 >24 -0.8 90 8.9-
11.3

27

RF
resonator[562]

Elec µm 710 >50 -2 6 2.9-4.3 48

MEMS-
absorptive[560]

Elec cm 9.7 >30 -0.3 345 3.4-3.8 11

to the best performing electronic RF filter reported very recently [587]. Overall,
our filter showed the highest quality factor (Q = 375) and the fractional tuning
range (2900%) compared to any integrated filter technology to date. Here, the
Q-factor is defined as the ratio of the filter 3-dB bandwidth to the central frequency
of the resonance, while the fractional tuning range is defined as the ratio of the
frequency tuning range to the lowest center frequency of the stopband. Note that
this measured Q value is higher than previously reported values (Q = 134) in
fiber-based SBS MWP filter [484].

The lowest insertion loss measured in our filter was −30dB, which is lower
than typical losses in integrated MWP filters [564, 565] but is high compared to
electronics solutions. This loss can be recuperated using two approaches: reducing
chip-coupling loss and reducing the loss in the underlying photonic link. Lower
chip coupling loss, of the order of 1.1 dB per facet, can be achieved in optical
waveguides with inverse tapers [127]. Photonic link loss can be minimized by
using an RF modulator with lower half-wave voltage (Vπ), higher power laser
source, and a higher power handling detector [544, 590]. Realistically, the insertion
loss figure can be improved by 28dB using the waveguide with inverse tapers, a
modulator with half the , and a high photodetector current of 40mA. This will
lead to −2dB insertion loss which is comparable to electronic RF filters, and is
crucial to realize a filter with low noise figure and high spurious-free dynamic
range (SFDR) [537, 591]. Such an improvement in the insertion loss will lead to
a filter technology with all-optimized properties that is essential in modern RF
systems and applications.

The filter central frequency stability in our setup is presently limited by the
wavelength drifts of the pump and probe lasers. On the other hand, the stopband
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suppression stability is limited by the bias drifts of the electro-optic modulator.
Stability improvement can be achieved by using a single laser as both pump and
probe and to operate the modulator using a bias control circuitry. One can also
satisfy the cancellation conditions using a phase modulator and a broadband
optical filter, which will then operate bias free, to process one of the sidebands
completely before interaction with the Brillouin scattering [592].

8.5 Comment: Comparison with Zhang and Minasian

At first glance, the initial implementation behind the cancellation filter looks
similar to a body of work performed by, coincidentally, another group based in
the University of Sydney [484, 593]. To provide clarity around this point, in the
following we will briefly describe the circumstances under which the cancellation
filter was initially explored at the start of 2013.

(a) Possible 
second carrier ?

LossGain

(c)

Loss Gain

Minasian
scheme

(b)

Figure 8.16: (a) Optical configuration when cancellation was first observed (b) Scheme of Zhang
and Minasian [484] (c) Experimental measurements showing unexpected deep notch when second

sideband was introduced.

The first results leading to the realisation of the cancellation filter were ob-
served in February 2013. While performing the experiments outlined in section 8.2,
B. Morrison, early into his studies and unaware of the broader literature, found
that for some bias points of the DPMZM the measured filter response would
suddenly, and significantly, increase in suppression. Following a number of dis-
cussions with D. Marpaung and R. Pant, the connection was made between the
experimental observations and the recently published work of Zhang and Mi-
nasian [484]. However, the configuration in the experiment was quite distinct
from that in the work of [484], where one RF sideband is processed with Brillouin
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gain and the other with Brillouin loss. Initial observations were presented in a
wider group meeting on the 23rd February, and are shown in fig. 8.16.

Further experiments in the followingweeks solidified and confirmed the initial
observations. Following an intense discussion between B. Morrison, D. Marpaung
and R. Pant, the realisation was formed that the observed cancellation was occur-
ring due to the optical interaction with one sideband, while the other remained
unchanged. This seemingly minor detail leads to a number of unique configu-
rations and observations, as discussed in section 8.3.1. In particular, it became
apparent that the conditions for localised cancellation could be met with a range
of optical filters, not just Brillouin scattering. With this general understanding
developed we have applied the cancellation technique to a broad range of devices
and scenarios, including the passive ring resonator and forward Brillouin system
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 9
Cancellation Filters with MPW
Platforms

In the previous chapter we explored the use of Brillouin scattering to create a
microwave photonic notch filter. We introduced a new scheme, the cancellation
technique, enabling high filter suppression which is independent of the depth
of the original optical response. In this chapter we apply the cancellation con-
cept to two multiproject wafer platforms; silicon on insulator (SOI) from IMEC
and Si3N4/SiO2 (TriPleX) from LioNiX. For the SOI devices we utilise forward
Brillouin scattering (FBS) in suspended nanowires, requiring a modification to
the cancellation scheme. For the Si3N4 waveguides we explore the benefits the
cancellation scheme provides to tunable ring resonators.

This chapter has sections based on the following publications:

9.2 A. Casas-Bedoya, B. Morrison, M. Pagani, D. Marpaung, B. J. Eggleton,
”Tunable narrowband microwave photonic filter created by stimulated Bril-
louin scattering from a silicon nanowire”, Optics Letters 40, 4154 (2015)

9.3 D. Marpaung, B. Morrison, R. Pant, C. Roeloffzen, M. Hoekman, R. Heide-
man, B. J. Eggleton, ”Si3N4 ring resonator-based microwave photonic notch
filter with an ultrahigh peak rejection”, Optics Express 21, 23286 (2013)
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9.1 Nonlinear Losses and Brillouin Scattering in Silicon

Silicon on insulator (SOI) is the current dominant platform for integrated optics
due to its ease of fabrication and ability to be interfaced with silicon electron-
ics. As discussed in section 3.2.1, for nonlinear optics silicon is quite attractive
due to its large nonlinear refractive index and the ability to dope and control
electrical carriers in the material. However, the generation of free carriers by
two photon absorption at the telecommunications wavelength makes nonlinear
optics quite problematic. Furthermore, the requirement of acoustic confinement
for Brillouin scattering introduces further difficulties when using silicon, due to
acoustic leakage into the SiO2 substrate. In the following we discuss nonlinear
losses and Brillouin scattering in silicon waveguides. For an overview of the
historic developments of Brillouin scattering in silicon waveguides we refer the
reader to section 2.4.2 and the thesis of Raphael Van Laer.

9.1.1 Brillouin Scattering with Nonlinear Losses

To understand the effects of nonlinear losses we consider the light attenuation
through a waveguide in the presence of linear loss, two photon absorption (TPA)
and free carrier absorption (FCA) [594, 595]. In the case of continuous wave (CW)
pumping, or for optical pulses longer than the carrier lifetime, the reduction in
optical power along the waveguide is given by

dP(z)
dz

= −αP(z)− βTPA
Aeff

P2(z)− σN(z)P(z) (9.1)

where α is the linear loss coefficient, βTPA is the TPA coefficient (at the wavelength
of interest), σ is the free carrier cross section and N(z) is the free carrier density.
If the system has reached steady state, then N(z) is determined by

N(z) =
βTPAλpτ

2hc
P2(z)
A2

eff

where λp is the pump wavelength and τ is the carrier lifetime. In certain limits
the above can be solved analytically [596], but in the general case a numerical
solution to the eq. (9.1) is required. Individual parameters can vary depending
on the waveguide geometry, fabrication process and operating wavelength. For
450 nm× 220 nm SOI nanowires from IMEC at 1550 nm typical parameters are;
α = 2.25 dB cm−1, β = 1.03 × 10−11 m W−1, Aeff = 0.1 × 10−12 m2, τ = 5 × 10−9 s
and σ = 1.45 × 10−21 m3. By solving the equation for a device length L, and vary-
ing the coupled pump power at P(0), the excess nonlinear loss can be determined
for a range of power levels. We compare the calculated and measured nonlinear
loss for a silicon nanowire with 2.5 cm length in eq. (9.1). For coupled power levels
beyond 50mW the output power is completely saturated, as shown by the linear
increase in total loss.

Equation (9.1) describes the attenuation of a single optical wave due to these
multiple loss sources. When performing nonlinear optics the situation becomes
more complicated. We will have multiple optical waves exchanging power along
the medium through the respective nonlinear interactions, such as Kerr or Bril-
louin, while also being attenuated by a varying amount [595]. Wolff investigated
this problem, numerically and analytically, using a coupled wave framework for
the Brillouin and nonlinear interactions [107, 108]. A figure of merit is derived

http://www.photonics.intec.ugent.be/publications/phd.asp?ID=217
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Figure 9.1: Nonlinear losses in a 2.5 cm long silicon nanowire

that can determine whether net amplification is possible, and the maximal gain
available. It was found that to minimise the effects of nonlinear losses, for fixed
material parameters, the use of long waveguides with low linear losses is the
most viable approach. A similar strategy has been found when investigating the
generation of idler waves using four wave mixing in the presence of nonlinear
losses [532].

9.2 FBS in Silicon Based Cancellation Filter

Brillouin scattering is a light-sound interaction process that occurs when pho-
tons are scattered from a medium by induced acoustic waves [140]1. Stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) is the strongest nonlinear process and manifest opti-
cally in ultra-narrow resonances, which have been harnessed in optical fibers for
slow light, sensing, and laser applications [419, 489, 597–599]. Recently, there
has been strong interest in harnessing SBS in integrated platforms and unlocking
functionalities unreachable by other means [133]. This has been demonstrated in
various glasses such as silica or chalcogenides [124]. Although impressive results
were achieved, these devices cannot be monolithically integrated with on-chip
electro-optic modulators and photodetectors, which are readily available in silicon
[600], to create a compact tunable filter.

Unfortunately, for the CMOS-compatible silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform,
SBS has been elusive. The low elastic mismatch between the silicon core and the
silicon dioxide substrate result in weak acoustic confinement, preventing build-up
of the SBS process. To remedy this, a recent demonstration employed a hybrid
approach to remove the substrate while holding the nanowire with Si3N4 [96].
Although these result harnessed SBS in Si nanowires, they required an extra
material and fabrication step, increasing overall complexity.

A recent breakthrough achieved forward propagating Brillouin scattering FBS
in a silicon nanowire [103] by partially releasing the nanowire from its substrate.
Here, they showed that Brillouin interactions are enhanced at the nanoscale by
radiation pressure contributions [95, 100, 103] and verified that electrostriction (a
material property) in combinationwith radiation pressure (a geometrical property)
increases the SBS gain. The amount of SBS gain that was reported, including
this geometrical enhancement and novel fabrication methodology, was limited

1Parts of the following section have been published in Optics Letters: A. Casas-Bedoya et al.,
“Tunable narrowband microwave photonic filter created by stimulated Brillouin scattering from a
silicon nanowire”, Opt. Lett. 40, 4154 (2015)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.40.004154
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to around 4 dB [103], which is hardly usable for conventional signal processing
applications.

In this paper we report the first functional device for signal processing based
on SBS from a silicon nanowire. We employ a novel cancellation technique [447,
581] to harness this modest SBS gain in silicon, creating a high performance
microwave photonic notch filter. We use only 0.98 dB of on-chip SBS gain to create
a cancellation microwave photonic notch filter with 48 dB of suppression, 98MHz
linewidth, and 6GHz frequency tuning. This demonstration establishes the path
towards monolithic integration of high performance SBS microwave photonic
filters in a CMOS compatible platform such as SOI.

Figure 9.2: Radio frequency cancellation technique and working principle of the tunable narrow-
band microwave photonic filter created by SBS

9.2.1 Scheme and Characterisation

Figure 9.2 summarizes the RF cancellation technique and working principle of
the narrowband microwave photonic filter created by SBS. Initially reported in
[483], the technique uses heterodyne photodetection to generate two RF mixing
products between an optical carrier (ωm) and two modulation sidebands. These
two mixing products, having the same frequency, interfere. Destructive interfer-
ence however occurs only at the frequency (ωRF) where the optical sidebands have
the same amplitude (A) and are in antiphase (ϕ2 − ϕ1 = ±π). This particular
amplitude/phase relationship between the sidebands is achieved through SBS
(ΩSBSGain) on one of the sidebands. Therefore, in a frequency range equal to the
SBS linewidth, the RF mixing products interfere destructively, resulting in a very
narrowband, high-suppression electrical notch response. The centre frequency of
this notch response can be tuned simply by changing position of the SBS resonance
on the optical sideband, i.e. tuning the SBS pump wavelength (ωp).

The silicon nanowire was fabricated at IMEC through ePIXfab. The nanowires
were immersed in 10% diluted hydrofluoric acid with an etching rate of 40
nm/min for 5.2 min to partially release them from the silica substrate. This
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created a 1.25 cm silicon nanowire with a cross section of 220 by 480 nm which
was supported by a silica pillar of 50 nmwidth [Fig (9.3-top)]. As reported in [103],
such structure restricts the phonon leakage and guarantees high confinement of
the optical and acoustic modes allowing an efficient SBS interaction.

We proceeded with the optical characterization of the structure. We coupled
1550 nm transverse-electric (TE)- polarized light using focus grating couplers
[601] into the chip and measured 5.2 dB coupling loss. We used an optical fre-
quency domain reflectometer (OFDR) to study the losses of our nanowire [434].
This methodology infers the time-domain response via Fourier transform from a
modulated backscatter signal and consequently allows accurate measurement of
the length of the nanowire and propagation losses as shown in Fig 9.3(a). Here,
the first reflection peak is observed 722 cm away from the source. This length
corresponds to the total length of our optical fibres just before the chip. The
second reflected peak is observed 2.5 cm apart from this first reflection. This value
corresponds to twice the length (L) of the nanowire as light is being reflected
from the second grating coupler. Propagation losses (α) are also obtained with
this technique by simply measuring the slope between both grating couplers
reflections. This leads to an α= 2.06 dB cm−1 and an thus an effective length,
Leff = (1 − exp(−αL))/α = 0.94 cm.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 9.3: (a) Optical frequency domain reflectometer measurement of a 1.25 cm silicon nanowire.
(Top-figure) Schematic representation of a partially suspended Silicon nanowire. Note that during
this work we achieved a 50nm pillar width. (b) Measured Stokes (blue) and anti-Stokes (red) FBS
frequency (c) Maximum Brillouin gain versus input pump power. The arrow indicates the SBS gain
saturation at 30mW due to nonlinear absorption. The red solid line is the fit performed to obtain

the Brillouin gain coefficient (GSBS).

We then measured the SBS gain response of the structure. With 30mW of
coupled pump power, we achieved a 0.98 dB of FBS gain, which was the highest
gain we measured in our structure. The measured Stokes and anti-Stokes have
a Lorentzian profile at Ω/2π= 8.73 GHz and are combined and plotted in Fig.
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9.3(b). The calculated linewidth was fitted with a Lorentzian curve (red solid line)
and calculated to be Γ/2π = 98 MHz. This leads to a quality factor of Qm= 89.09
and a phonon life time τ = 1/Γ = 1.6 ns.

We measured the maximum stokes gain for different pump powers and plot
them in Fig 2 (c). On resonance, the maximum Brillouin gain as function of Pump
power, Pp, is:

Ps(L) = Ps(0) exp
(
GSBSPpLeff

)
, (9.2)

where Is(L) and Is(0) are the probe intensity respectively at the output and
input of the device [124]. We use equation 9.2 to infer the SBS gain coefficient
(GSBS) below nonlinear absorption saturation. Using a linear fitting in Fig. 9.3(c)
we obtain a GSBS = 780 m W−1. This relatively low value is due to the phonon
leakage through the post-processed Silica pillar [103]. However, we emphasise
that creating notch filter do not require an ultra-high SBS gain or high pump
powers. In fact we show below how using a modest SBS gain and the elegant RF
cancellation technique we create a CMOS-compatible cancellation filter.

Figure 9.4: Set-up of the notch filter experiment. DPMZM: dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator,
PD: photodetector. (Top-right) Simulated transversal acoustic displacement, or forward SBS, from a

silicon nanowire

9.2.2 Cancellation Filter with FBS

The experimental setup employed to create our notch filter relies on forward
SBS. Therefore our measurement is based on transmission, not reflection as in
[447], leading to a relatively simpler setup with less components. This approach
is depicted schematically in Fig 9.4. Here, using a dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder
modulator (DPMZM), a CW optical carrier is modulated with the input RF signal.
The DPMZM bias is set such that the modulation sidebands are π out-of-phase,
and with amplitude mismatch of 1 dB. The modulated carrier and the SBS pump
then co-propagate along a 1.25 cm Si nanowire. The SBS pump frequency and
power are set so that a FBS 0.98 dB gain resonance is induced on the weaker
sideband. In this way, only at the center of the SBS gain the modulation sidebands
have equal amplitude, as well as being π out-of-phase. The SBS pump is then
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removed using a bandpass filter, which selects the modulated carrier and sends it
to a photodetector (PD). Upon photodetection, the sidebands and the carrier mix,
resulting in the output RF signal. However, only in the center of the SBS gain the
sideband reach equal amplitudes and the mixing products interfere destructively.
This creates a high-suppression (>48 dB) notch response despite the low FBS gain,
as shown in Fig. 9.5(a).

Figure 9.5: (a) Measured RF notch filter response at 15.72 GHz (b) Filter frequency tuning where
the suppression was kept above 48 dB in all measurements

The centre frequency of the notch in the RF domain can be tuned simply by
changing the frequency of the SBS pump. This tunability in principle, makes the
filter frequency immune to small changes in the Stokes frequencies that could
arise from external factors such as temperature variations. As shown in Fig.
9.5(b), we were able to continuously tune the notch frequency over a 6 GHz range,
while maintaining the notch suppression above 48 dB. The 6 GHz tuning range
achieved during this experiment was limited by the band-pass filter. Here, we
use a filter with a 3dB bandwidth of 42 GHz centred at the optical carrier. As a
consequence, the maximum accessible RF bandwidth was around 21 GHz while
the lower frequencywas determined by the filter roll-off and its ability of efficiently
removing the SBS pump.
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9.3 Si3N4 Ring Resonator Based Cancellation Filter

So far, we have demonstrated notch filters using Brillouin scattering and shown
how the cancellation technique is capable of enhancing the suppression of the
resulting microwave filter. In this section we apply the cancellation technique to
a reconfigurable ring resonator, and highlight the benefits the scheme brings to
this device2. A brief overview of waveguide based ring resonators is provided in
section 6.1.1.

9.3.1 Tunable Coupling in Integrated Resonators

The depth of a ring resonator response is dependant on the round trip losses a
and coupling coefficients, cross coupling κ and self coupling t. To achieve zero
transmission in a ring with a single coupler, the self coupling needs to precisely
match the round trip losses, i.e t = a. Due to fabrication imperfections this
is difficult to achieve in planar circuits, and thus being able to reconfigure the
coupling coefficients after device fabrication is highly beneficial. One way to
achieve this is replacing the resonator coupling element, typically a directional
coupler, with a reconfigurable Mach-Zehnder interferometer [461, 602]. The phase
shifting mechanism can vary depending on the material platform, however the
thermo-optic effect is one of themost commonly used due to the ease of integration
of heating elements [603]. By altering the phase difference between the arms of the
interferometer, the κ and t can be reconfigured. This allows for precise matching
of the and high extinction ratios. If required, these reconfigurable couplers can be
designed to enable broadband wavelength operation [604].

9.3.2 Limitations of Conventional Notch Filter

As we explored in the previous chapter, the simplest way to use an optical reso-
nance as a tunable notch filter is by employing a single-sideband (SSB) modulation
scheme, where the optical resonance is used to remove a portion of power in the op-
tical sideband. This filtered optical spectrum is then mapped into the microwave
spectrum via mixing with optical carrier during photodetection process. So far
we have focused on the use of Brillouin scattering in this way, which suffers from
this approach due to the requirement of large optical powers to achieve deep
suppression. In this section following we will look at the limitation of the SSB
approach when using an optical ring resonator.

A schematic of an all-pass ring resonator [462, 605], with the definition of
the cross-coupling amplitude coefficient, κ, is shown in fig. 9.6a. By tuning κ,
the magnitude and phase response of the ring can be reconfigured, as show in
fig. 9.6b. The simplest way to use the ring resonance as a tunable notch filter
is by employing a single-sideband (SSB) modulation scheme, where the optical
resonance is used to remove a portion of power in the optical sideband. This
filtered optical spectrum is then mapped into the microwave spectrum via mixing
with optical carrier during photodetection process. This mechanism is illustrated
in in fig. 9.6c.

From a notch filter perspective, tuning κ will change the filter bandwidth
(full-width at half maximum, FWHM), and peak rejection, as depicted in fig. 9.6b.

2Parts of the following section have been published in Optics Express: D. Marpaung et al., “Si3N4
ring resonator-basedmicrowave photonic notch filterwith an ultrahigh peak rejection”, Opt. Express
21, 23286 (2013)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OE.21.023286
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OE.21.023286
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Figure 9.6: (a) All pass ring resonator, with the definition of the tunable coupling coefficients
and loss. (b) Simulated transmission and phase response of a ring resonator with varied coupling
coefficient. (c) Schematic of a conventional single sideband (SSB) notch filter where the optical
resonance of the ring resonator is mapped to the microwave frequency to exhibit a notch filter

response.

Given a ring resonator with a round trip length L, a round-trip loss a, and a
self-coupling coefficient, t, where t2=1+κ2, the peak rejection at resonance is given
by [462]

Tp =
(a − t)2

1 − 2at + (at)2 (9.3)

While the FWHM is given by

FWHM =
λ2
r (1 − ta)

πngL
√

ta
(9.4)

Here ng is the group index and λr is the resonance wavelength.
For a given resonator loss (fixed a), according to eq. (9.3), the peak rejection

of the filter is maximized when t=a, a condition known as critical coupling. On
the other hand, according to eq. (9.4), the FWHM is minimized when t=1. For
a non-lossless resonator, a is always smaller than unity (a<1), which means that
in such a resonator one cannot simultaneously achieve minimum FWHM with
maximized peak rejection. Thus, there is a trade-off between resolution and peak
rejection for a conventional SSB-ring resonator microwave notch filter. For a low
loss resonator, the FWHM at critical coupling is twice of the minimum FWHM.

This trade-off is clearly illustrated when we plot the peak rejection and FWHM
for various values of κ as shown in fig. 9.7. In this simulation, we use parameters
that correspond to the ring used in the experiment as the following: λr=1550 nm,
L=8.783 mm, ng=1.72, and a=0.974, which is equivalent to loss per unit length of
0.13 dB/cm. The minimum calculated FWHM of the ring was 166 MHz, which
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corresponds to an optical Q-factor [462] of 1.16 million. However, at this narrow
bandwidth, the peak rejection is very low (< -0.5 dB).When κ increases, the FHWM
monotonically increases but the peak rejection improves until it reaches maximum
at critical coupling (κ=0.226), where the FWHM has doubled to 332 MHz.

Weperformed experiments using a Si3N4 racetrack ring resonatorwith a radius
of 125 µm and a total path length of 8.783 mm. The ring was fabricated using the
TriPleXTM low-loss waveguide technology with double-stripe geometry [492, 606].
The group index of the optical waveguide was 1.72, leading to a free-spectral range
of 19.8 GHz at 1550 nm, The propagation loss of the waveguide was previously
reported in the order of 0.1 dB/cm [606]. Two chromium heaters were deposited
on top of the waveguide layer to enable thermo-optics tuning [576, 606] to control
the power coupling to the ring and the resonance frequency. The insertion loss of
the ring away from the resonance wavelength was measured to be 13 dB, which
was achieved by butt-coupling of standard single mode fibers. Using a setup as
shown in fig. 9.6c, we measured the down-converted ring magnitude response
in the RF spectrum for various values of κ. For each measurement, we put the
measured peak rejection along theoretical curve in fig. 9.7, and we compared the
measured FWHMwith the calculated one. There is a good agreement between the
measured and the simulated values. The lowest FWHM from our measurements
was 238 MHz, which correspond to an optical Q=814,000. At this bandwidth, the
filter peak rejection was only -6.2 dB, which is not sufficient for a microwave notch
filter.

Figure 9.7: Simulated and experimentally measured FWHM and peak rejection for the notch filter
using Si3N4 ring resonator with parameters: λr=1550 nm, L=8.783 mm, ng=1.72, and a=0.974.

9.3.3 Novel notch filter principle and experiment

The novel technique to significantly improve the peak rejection of the ring-based
notch filter is shown in fig. 9.8a. Instead of processing single sideband (SSB) signals,
here we generate two sidebands with tunable amplitudes and phases [483]. The
RF signal is encoded in the optical sidebands with unequal amplitudes and a
phase difference, ∆φ where 0 <modulo(∆φ) < π, using an electro-optic modulator
(EOM).We then exploit both amplitude and phase responses of the ring to equalize
these sidebands amplitudes and to produce an anti-phase relation between them
(Δφ = ±π), only in selected frequency region within the ring response. Upon
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Figure 9.8: (a) Topology of novel MWP notch filter that exploits phase and amplitude responses of
ring resonator to create ultra-high peak rejection. DPMZ: dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator,
PD: photodetector. Sidebands amplitude (b) and phase difference (c) after modification in the
DPMZ and ring resonator. Simulated (d) and experimentally measured (e) notch filter response of

the novel MWP filter (dashed line) and conventional single-sideband filter (solid line).

photodetection, the beat signals generated from the mixing of the optical carrier
and the two sidebands perfectly cancel at a specific microwave frequency, forming
a notch with an anomalously high stopband rejection [483]. This is a photonic
implementation of an absorptive band-stop filter in microwaves [560–562], that
exhibits quasi-infinite rejection.

The optical sidebands with tunable phase difference and amplitude ratio can
be generated using a dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM) driven
through a 90o (quadrature) RF hybrid coupler [582]. Such a modulator consists
of two parallel MZMs nested in a larger MZ interferometer structure with a
tunable phase-modulator (PM) in one of its arms. The DPMZM has three biases,
two for the MZMs (θMZ1 and θMZ2) and one for the PM (θPM). We simulate the
upper sideband (USB) and lower sideband (LSB) amplitudes and phase difference
generated by the DPMZM at the output of our ring resonator (a=0.974, t=0.9873).
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When the MZM bias angles are adjusted to be θMZ1 =1.7603π, θMZ2 =0.5488π, and
θPM =1.879π, the conditions of equal amplitude and opposite phase of USB and
LSB are met at the center of the ring resonance. The sidebands amplitudes and
phase difference are depicted in fig. 9.8b and fig. 9.8c, respectively.

The simulated normalized RF transmission generated from the mixing of
USB and LSB with the optical carrier is shown in fig. 9.8d, where it is compared
to the filter response obtained from the conventional SSB scheme. Both filter
responses have FWHM of 247 MHz, but the one generated with the novel phase
cancellation scheme exhibited an ultra-high peak rejection of 70 dB, which is a
60 dB improvement from the peak rejection of the conventional SSB filter.

Figure 9.9: (a) Experimentally measured tunable bandwidth filter responses with at least 60 dB
peak rejection. (b) Experimentally measured peak rejection of the novel MWP filter (triangle)
compared to the peak rejection of a conventional SSB case (dashed curve) for various filter FWHMs.

To verify this simulation result, we performed experiments with the setup
shown in fig. 9.8a. Weused a 1550 nm, 100mWDFB laser (Teraxion PureSpectrum),
a 20 GHz DPMZM (Covega Mach 40-086) driven via a quadrature hybrid coupler
(1.7-36 GHz, Krytar), and a high-speed photodetector (PD, u2t XPDV2120). A
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low noise EDFA was used to increase the optical power before coupling to the
ring resonator. We thermally tuned the coupler to the ring resonator to achieve
FWHM of 247 MHz. The RF filter response was measured using a vector network
analyzer (VNA). To maximize filter peak rejection, we controlled the three bias
voltages of the DPMZM using a multi-channel programmable power supply with
1 mV accuracy (Hameg HM7044G). The measured filter response exhibited a peak
rejection of 62 dB, as shown in fig. 9.8e. This is a 52 dB improvement in peak
rejection compared to the SSB filter.

Furthermore, we demonstrate a bandwidth tunable notch filter by repeating
the measurements for several values of FWHM from 305 MHz to 840 MHz, as
shown in fig. 9.9a. Each response exhibits a peak rejection of at least 60 dB. A slight
notch frequency shift observed during the bandwidth reconfiguration was due to
the thermo-optic effect. This shift can easily be compensated by tuning another
heater placed on the ring waveguide path to keep the resonance frequency fixed
[576]. fig. 9.9b highlights the main advantage of the novel filetering technique.
Unlike the conventional SSB filter that suffers from trade-off between bandwidth
and peak rejection when tuning the coupling of the ring (fig. 9.7), the novel filter
shows ultra-high peak rejection for all measured filter bandwidths. We compare
the peak rejection of this filter (triangles in fig. 9.9b) with the one of an SSB filter
calculated from eq. (9.4) (dashed line in fig. 9.9b). The proposed filter shows
impressive peak rejection enhancement, ranging from 44 dB up to 66 dB.

Figure 9.10: Experimental results of frequency tuning of the MWP notch filter, preserving a narrow
bandwidth of 350 MHz and ultrahigh rejection of >55 dB.

Finally, we demonstrated the frequency tuning of the filter by tuning the central
frequency of our laser. Since the FSR of the ring is 19.8 GHz and we essentially
use a double sideband modulated signal, the filter tuning range is half of the FSR,
which is 9.9 GHz. The tuned filter response in the range of 1‑9 GHz is depicted in
fig. 9.10. The insertion loss of the filter was in the order of -30 dB, which comprised
the insertion loss of the DPMZ and the ring. The passband flatness degradation of
the filter at higher frequency was attributed to the slope of the DPMZ frequency
response. Over this tuning range, the filter showed peak rejection of at least 55 dB
and maximum FWHM variation of 60 MHz.
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9.3.4 Discussion

An important parameter for an RF filter is the RF insertion loss. In our case, this
insertion loss can amount to -36 dB, which is limited by several factors. First, the
insertion loss of the chip is relatively high (13 dB). This is due to the mode mis-
match between the high index-contrast silicon nitride waveguide and the cleaved
standard single mode fibers used in the experiments. A way to significantly re-
duce this loss is to incorporate on-chip spot-size converters, by tapering the width
and height of the optical waveguides to control their mode field diameter [205].
Lensed coupling fibers can also be used, we measured 1.5 dB insertion loss per
facet with 2 µm mode field diameter lensed fibers. The second source of loss was
the electrical-to-optical (E/O) and optical-to-electrical (O/E) conversions in the
MWP link. In the experiments, we were using a DPMZM with a relatively high
half-wave voltage (Vπ >5 V) and high insertion loss (LDPMZM >7 dB). Using a
DPMZM with lower half-wave voltage and insertion loss will lead to quadratic
improvement in the filter RF loss. Finally, RF loss was also introduced by the
novel filtering scheme itself. As shown in fig. 9.8c, opposite phase condition can
also be met at frequencies other than the target notch frequency. In this case,
signal reduction in the filter pass-band will occur, and will lead to an increase in
the filter insertion loss. However, the impact of this loss will be minimal in the
case of a ring with a relatively deep resonance, because the sidebands amplitude
imbalance at frequencies away from the resonance peak is high.

Resonator vs SBS based Cancellation Filters

In the two previous chapters it has been demonstrated that the cancellation tech-
nique is capable of creating very high suppression microwave notch filters, from
a variety of optical responses. From the perspective of integrated devices, it is
fair question to ask, what are the advantages of SBS based devices compared to
micro-resonators? We will discuss this question in the following section.

Linewidth One of the primary advantages of Brillouin based approaches over
other integrated optical devices is based around the linewidth. Integrated waveg-
uides formed of As2S3 posses linewidths in the 30MHz to 40MHz range, when
clad with SiO2. To attain similar intrinsic linewidths in integrated resonators
requires losses in the 1dB/m level, which is only just being reached in devices
available in multi wafer programs [607]. If we compare this with the few MHz
linewidths found in Si Brillouin waveguides [105, 110], this would require Q fac-
tors beyond 108, only currently possible with most advanced low index contrast
waveguides [608]. To maintain wideband frequency operation resonator devices
should also maintain a large FSR beyond 50GHz, which is unable to be achieved
in low index contrast waveguides which require large bending radii.

Dynamic Range Another drawback of using ultra-high Q resonators is the fact
that these are accompanied with a very large circulating power, which can result
in distortion and bistability due to thermal effects [609]. For example, in the
few million Q ring resonators demonstrated in [607], coupled powers of 100 µW
results in shifts of about a fifth of a linewidth, sufficient to change the output power.
For the sake of linearity this represents the upper limit of operation and, as the
modulated sideband power is directly related to the photonic link gain, this would
significantly hinder the performance of a microwave photonic processor. This
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effect is even more significant in silicon based resonators, due to the additional
thermal effects and dispersion associated with the photo-generated free carriers
[610, 611]. Pump depletion may be a problem in Brillouin based devices, but this
is only significant when the amplified probe powers become comparable to the
pump. If operating in the low gain regime, or using the loss response which does
not deplete, powers well over 10mW do not represent an issue.

Noise The main advantage of microresonators is that they are optically passive,
they do not add any additional noise. This is in contrast to Brillouin amplifi-
cation/loss based approaches which add noise due to spontaneous Brillouin
scattering. In the case when the Brillouin gain/loss is quite weak, < 3 dB for
example, it is still unclear if the amount of noise due to spontaneous Brillouin scat-
tering is significant compared to the shot noise and RIN from the local oscillator in
a typical microwave photonic link. The spontaneous scattering is also weaker on
the anti-Stokes/loss peak [612], with preliminary results demonstrating reduced
additional noise using Brillouin loss [613].

From the above comparisons we can conclude that Brillouin scattering has
unique advantages in applicationswhich require very high selectivity, i.e. linewidths
less than 100MHz. For applications which need to work over the few GHz range,
combining a series of integrated resonators with wider linewidths, which soft-
ens the loss requirements and reduces circulating power, is a sensible strategy.
Combining Brillouin scattering and over-coupled rings has also been shown to
improve the microwave photonic link performance [614].

Conclusion

In this chapter we have extended the cancellation concept to two additional inte-
grated platforms. We have demonstrated the use of the cancellation filter with
forward Brillouin scattering in a silicon nanowire. This is the first use of Bril-
louin scattering for signal processing in a silicon circuit. We also harnessed the
cancellation technique with a low-loss Si3N4 ring resonator to achieve a tunable
bandwidth microwave photonic notch filter with ultra-high peak rejection. This
shows the wide applicability of the cancellation concept, which will potentially
lead to creation of very high performance integrated MWP notch filters in the
future.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion

In this chapter we provide a summary of the results found within this thesis,
as well as a perspective on future work and possible opportunities of Brillouin
scattering in circuits.

10.1 Summary

Since SBS was first understood to limit the optical power in fiber systems designed
for long haul communications, it has held the perception of being a nuisance,
something to be inhibited and optimised around [44]. This perception only in-
creased further when forward Brillouin scattering was found to be a limiting
factor in the generation of squeezed states of light in optical fibers [61]. However,
in the past two decades this understanding has been shifting and Brillouin scat-
tering, due to its narrowband response and reconfigurability, can now be seen
as an attractive optical signal processing tool [139]. This thesis was commenced
at a time when Brillouin scattering in integrated photonic devices was still in its
formative stages, with the demonstration of on-chip Brillouin scattering [124]
occurring barely 2 years prior and thoughts of SBS in silicon waveguides were
still just theory [95]. While the individual goals of this body of work changed over
time, the publications of Shin in 2013 [96] and Van Laer in 2014 [103] certainly
resulted in some readjustment, this work was driven by two main questions:

1. Can we utilise on-chip SBS to create high performance integratedmicrowave
photonic processors?

2. How can we generate strong Brillouin interactions in photonic circuits?

The first question was born out of the earlier demonstrations of Pant [92] and
Byrnes [94]. In these works, functionalities useful for microwave photonics, contin-
uously tunable optical delay using slow light and narrowband bandpass filtering,
were shown utilising the As2S3 waveguide platform. The general thrust of the
group at that time was the further understanding of the limitations and applica-
bility of previous demonstrations of SBS based microwave photonic processors to
these soft glass waveguides. Chapter 8 details the work we performed exploring
the effectiveness of on-chip SBS for the formation of narrowbandmicrowave notch
filters, another key functionality in microwave processing. Our first approach,
found in Section 8.2, was mapping the optical response of the Brillouin loss of the
As2S3 waveguide to the microwave domain, using single sideband modulation.
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This resulted in relatively narrowband filters of around 100MHz widths, and
filter suppression up to 20dB.

The initial notch filter demonstrations had one main problem, which was
inherent to using the Brillouin loss and single sideband processing. As the filter
suppression is directly proportional to the Brillouin response, achieving large
suppression required high powers and operation close to the damage threshold.
Quite fortuitously, during these experiments it was observed that for certain bias
voltages of the Dual Parallel Mach-Zehnder Modulator (DPMZM) the measured
microwave filter suppression was far beyond that of the optical response. We
termed this the cancellation technique and it is described in Section 8.3. In essence,
the technique relies upon tailoring the optical amplitude and phase of two modu-
lated sidebands, resulting in a subtraction in the electrical domain upon optical
detection on a fast photodiode. The separation of suppression from the depth of
the optical response opened up new possibilities, such as the use of the Brillouin
gain to make a narrowband electrical notch. We applied the cancellation technique
to our previous As2S3 waveguide devices and demonstrated a reconfigurable filter
with wideband frequency operation over 10s of GHz, while maintaining large
suppression. We also showed other benefits of the scheme, such as improving the
RF insertion loss over the filter depth, in section 8.4. In Chapter 9 we applied the
cancellation technique to two circuits obtained from multi-project wafer (MPW)
foundries, an SOI chip from imec and a TriPleX circuit from LioniX, exploring the
benefits of the technique to these different technologies.

The second question originated from the desire to develop higher levels of
integration of Brillouin process with platforms accessible for mass manufacturing
and the components required for microwave signal processing. We initiated
work in this direction by investigating the performance of the previous As2S3
rib waveguides used in our group. To consistently perform these comparisons
over a number of years we adopted a high resolution pump-probe scheme which
enabled accurate measurements of the frequency shift, natural linewidth and gain
coefficient of our devices. We describe this scheme in Chapter 5, along with many
measurements and the context in which they were made. Through optimisation
of the waveguide geometry and cladding material, we demonstrated improved
gain coefficients of 500m−1 W−1, enabling an on-off Brillouin amplification in
excess of 50 dB. This is a 103 times improvement in amplification over previous
As2S3 devices [92, 124] and more than 104 times greater than the best results in
suspended silicon waveguides [104, 110]. The large amplification available in
these new structures has been utilised effectively within our group, with improved
microwave photonic processors [89, 451] and an integrated photonic-phononic
memory [450] two examples of recent work.

Having well established the large Brillouin gain available in As2S3, the focus
then shifted to bringing this material onto more widely available photonic plat-
forms. The ubiquity of SOI, with its well proven library of passive and active
components, lead us to focus on the integration of As2S3 with this platform. Al-
though a few different geometries were studied, such as hybrid slot waveguides
[615], we settled on a fully etched As2S3 waveguide which was embedded within
a larger SOI circuit. In Chapter 6 we demonstrate the successful hybrid integration
of As2S3 into a silicon circuit, with the SOI chip obtained through a standardMPW
run from imec. To achieve this we were required to fit the As2S3 components
within an area of less than 0.1mm2, an orders of magnitude reduction in area
compared to previous As2S3 device. We adapted techniques from the literature,
primarily the use of adiabatic bend shapes based on the Euler curve [206], to
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minimise losses at the circuit level which may have arisen from the heavily multi-
moded fully etched structures. In doing so, we demonstrated on-off amplification
beyond 20dB in a highly compact 6 cm long spiral. Going beyond a simple spiral
structure, we fabricated a compact spiral resonator with a free spectral range
matched to the Brillouin frequency shift. This enabled the first demonstration of
Brillouin lasing in any planar integrated circuit. Key to the success of this work
was the development of a standardised fabrication process and photonic design kit
by our collaborators at The Australian National University and RMIT University.
This work was the first step towards circuit level Brillouin processing, utilising
soft glasses, in highly integrated photonic circuits. Some key results of this thesis
are shown in fig. 10.1.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10.1: Some key results from the thesis (a) 50 dB amplification in As2S3 rib waveguides in
Chapter 5 (b) Cancellation filter introduced in Chapter 8 (c) Hybrid integration of As2S3 onto SOI

circuit, with amplification generated in compact sub mm2 spiral from Chapter 6.

10.2 State of the Art IntegratedMicrowave Photonic Devices

Here we discuss the possibility of creating high resolution reconfigurable optical
circuits and improvements to cancellation filters.

10.2.1 High Resolution Reconfigurable Optical Circuits

Reconfigurable optical circuits are of increasing interest to integrated optics sys-
tems, in particular to quantum information [616–618] and microwave photonics
[552, 619, 620]. By cascading a series of tunable Mach-Zehnder interferometers,
it is possible to create truly universal linear processors, which are capable of
performing any ”legal” linear operation [621]. The extensive theory work of Miller
has established a number of properties of these devices, showing that they can
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be characterised fully with external detectors, are quite tolerant to fabrication
imperfections and can even be programmed to be self aligning [622]. Inmicrowave
photonics the focus has been on mesh structures, with hexagonal mesh designs
being the most space efficient [623]. The first experimental results were demon-
strated by Zhuang in 2015 [552], where a square lattice mesh of 2 unit cells was
reconfigured to form optical filters, a delay line and a Hilbert transformer. Quite
recently Perez has demonstrated a hexagonal mesh system using SOI, with 7 unit
cells enabling the replication of 21 unique optical functionalities including ring
cavities and ring-loaded filters [624].

While undoubtedly powerful, these reconfigurable circuits have some inherent
trade-offs. The most significant is the choice of length of the unit cell, which will
effect the minimum frequency spacing and optical quality factor of configured
components (discussed in the supplementary of [624]). It is here that SBS could
play a key role in future devices. The spectral response of SBS has a width
on the order of 10MHz, equivalent to a 106 Q-factor resonator. By broadening
the pump source, or using multiple individual tones, the combined Brillouin
response can be arbitrarily tailored [369, 625, 626]. This tailoring is of frequent use
in microwave photonics, and can be performed using an electro-optic modulator
driven by an arbitrary waveform generator. Integrated electronic logic, such as
an FPGA, required to control the complex reconfigurable optical circuit, could be
used generate RF signals to tailor the SBS pump. Thus by combining an efficient
Brillouin waveguide within the optical circuit, a high resolution reconfigurable
circuit could be created. Using inter-modal Brillouin scattering will allow for the
pump to be removed from the circuit, preventing cross-talk and the requirement
for optical isolators.

10.2.2 Beyond The Cancellation Filter

The simplicity of the cancellation concept means that it is capable of being ex-
tended in a number of ways. The work based on the cancellation filter has already
been extended by other members of the group. By using multiple pump waves,
from different lasers or generated through modulation, multiple notch filters can
be created simultaneously in a wide frequency band [89]. The creation of sharp
bandstop filters was also shown to be possible, by satisfying the cancellation
condition over a continuous frequency band [627]. To do this two probe lasers
were used, each modulated with single sideband modulation to generate a single
electrical beatnote at the same frequency, and a delay line was used to match
the phase response of a broadened Brillouin pump. An interesting scheme was
implemented by Liu [614], where a standard intensity modulator was combined
with an over coupled ring resonator to provide a frequency localised π phase
shift. The Brillouin pump was tailored to match the amplitude response of the
ring, allowing for localised cancellation with a net improvement to the link gain
in the passband of the filter. These are just a few examples of how the cancellation
filter concept has already been extended in the literature. We expect that as the
improvements to reconfigurable optical circuits continue the cancellation concept
is bound to find a wide range of uses.

10.3 New Materials and Fabrication Techniques

Here we will summarise alternative materials to As2S3 and possibilities for inte-
gration with active photonic platforms.
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10.3.1 Soft Glasses

As2S3 is undoubtedly a very suitable material for Brillouin scattering in photonic
circuits, however it does have some drawbacks. It is quite a difficult material to
etch, resulting in only modest propagation losses in sub-µm waveguides, prevent-
ing single mode operation. It can be damaged if contacted with basic chemicals,
preventing use with lift-off fabrication processes, which introduces additional
complexities during the hybrid integration process. And its glass softening tem-
peratures are relatively low, bringing about questions of long term stability.

Are there any viable alternatives to As2S3 for Brillouin scattering in planar
circuits? After investigating parts of the literature, in particular articles providing
photoelastic parameters and figures of merit for acousto optic devices [407, 412–
414, 628] it seems a few options may exist.

For single pass devices we require large Brillouin gain coefficients. Thus we
want glasses with high refractive indexes and large photoelastic coefficients or
moderately strong electrostriction but with low scattering losses allowing for tight
confinement and small Aeff. In this category glasses with Germanium (Ge) seem
to be a good choice, such as GeAsSe, GeSbSe or GeSbS glasses, due to the higher
softening temperatures of these materials [405]. The exact composition needs to be
chosen to prevent any TPA [629–632], however the lack of free carriers and modest
CW operation means this is not as strict as a requirement for semiconductors. In
Section 5.4.4 of this thesis we characterised Ge11.5As24Se64.5, and found it to have
a large gain coefficient, warranting further interest. In the wider integrated optics
community there has been significant amount of focus on one Ge based glass –
Ge23Sb7S70. This material is capable of low losses in single mode geometries [633,
634], is compatible with lift-off fabrication [635], has a reasonably high nonlinear
index [636], can be integrated on flexible substrates [637], and can even stabilise
2D materials [638]. Brillouin scattering has not been characterised in this exact
glass composition, possibly due to the frequent use of polymer claddings, however
micro-structured fibers with slightly lower germanium content have demonstrated
peak gain factors slightly below As2S3 [421]. Bulk glass measurements of a range
of compositions have shown that, for systems with low Sb content, acousto optic
figures of merit close to As2S3 can be expected [639–642]. Moving forward, this
particular chalcogenide is a highly suitable material for back-end and hybrid
integration with SOI circuits.

For Brillouin lasers, and other resonant components, the requirements are
somewhat different to single pass devices. Themost important criteria is achieving
the lowest possible losses of the waveguide. This means that choosing a lower
index material, which can also be fabricated with minimal surface roughness, is
generally a preferred option. The material should also be capable of handling
very high circulating powers which will occur in high-Q designs. A chalcogenide
which fits these requirements is TeO2 glass, which we investigated in section 5.4.4
[404, 409, 458]. Tellurite glasses are considered some of the most stable of the
chalcogenides, with high softening temperatures and minimal effects due to
photosensitivity [404]. Losses below 0.1 dB/cm have been measured in large
mode area waveguides, with no indications that this is a fundamental material or
technology limit [404]. Polymer claddings can be utilised to increase the acoustic
damping [432, 502], enabling a more direct transition the linewidth narrowing
regime [465]. The lower peak gain coefficient of the TeO2, due to the reduced
refractive index, will be compensated in high-Q resonator designs. In fact, recent
work investigating Brillouin lasing at cryogenic temperatures indicates that a
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smaller gain coefficient is beneficial for achieving a narrower Brillouin laser [643].
As such, TeO2 glass may be an effective soft glass for Brillouin lasing in future
integrated devices.

10.3.2 Semiconductors

While silicon photonics has captured the attention of the bulk of integrated optics
researchers, it is just one of a number of semiconductor based material platforms
for integrated optics. Of these, one material in particular could be of significant
interest to Brillouin scattering, GaAs. GaAs, and its close relative AlxGa1-xAs,
possess a high refractive index around 3.3 and significantly larger photoelastic
coefficients than silicon. Cavity optomechanics devices harnessing these strong
photoelastic forces have been demonstrated, with efficient operation even at room
temperature [644]. GaAs also possesses piezo electric properties, enabling external
electrical signals to directly induce phonons in the medium and opening up
interesting signal processing regimes [645, 646]. For Brillouin scattering GaAs
is intriguing primarily as it possesses strong electrostrictive properties, and it
may also be capable of acoustic confinement with a SiO2 cladding. For certain
crystal axis it has comparable stiffness to SiO2 [644], but twice the density, and
preliminary calculations in NumBAT indicate that acoustic guidance can occur. If
we assume bulk parameters, focusing solely on the electrostriction and the same
linewidth as As2S3, then the peak gain coefficient is on the order of that measured
in the As2S3 waveguides. While traditionally grown on top of other layers of III-V
semiconductor material [647, 648], researchers in DTU are currently developing an
AlGaAs-on-insulator platform [649]. It is quite possible that Brillouin scattering
would be observed in these waveguides, though the the remaining polymer resist
may need to be removed from the waveguides. Considering the fact that materials
based on GaAs have been effectively integrated with SOI for hybrid evanescent
lasers [305], this is a promising semiconductor material for Brillouin scattering
and warrants further study.

The primary issue preventing strong Brillouin interactions in SOI at 1550 nm is
nonlinear losses, particularly the excess absorption from photo-generated carriers.
A common practice for reducing the effects of free carriers is the use of p-n
junctions in deeply etched rib waveguides [229]. The requirement for acoustic
confinement has currently prevented the use of p-n junctions. The other alternative
is to shift the operatingwavelength beyond 2µm,where the twophoton absorption
(and hence free carriers) will become diminished [221, 650, 651]. The Brillouin
gain coefficient will be reduced slightly at the longer wavelengths, however this
would be compensated by the increased power handling of the circuit. Just as
crucially, photonic integration at this wavelength range is relatively mature as the
standard set of active components have all been demonstrated near 2 µm [652, 653].
At longer wavelengths Ge-on-Si has become of interest [650], with passive devices
showing effective operation at 5 µm. Theoretical work indicates that this material
platform is highly suitable for Brillouin scattering, and is capable of acoustic
confinement without under etching [654]. Moving to wavelengths beyond the
standard telecommunications bandwill thus be beneficial to the future harnessing
of Brillouin scattering in semiconductor circuits.

Before moving on, it is worth discussing the fact that acoustic confinement
is not a necessary requirement for low threshold Brillouin lasing. While this
is not immediately intuitive, a free space optical beam passing through a bulk
medium will certainly generate Brillouin scattering if at suitable power levels. In
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the case of a resonator formed with a waveguide with no acoustic confinement
[432], as long as the spontaneously scattered light is strong enough to result in
stimulated scattering, corresponding to powers on the order of nW, then net
amplification on a round trip will result in buildup and oscillation. To compensate
the reduced gain coefficient, caused by the low opto-acoustic overlap and acoustic
lifetimes, exceedingly high quality factors are required to achieve a low threshold.
Two recent results demonstrate such high-Q integrated resonators and Brillouin
laser action, though linewidth narrowing was not explicitly mentioned in either
case and bending radii for both devices was beyond 1mm [655, 656]. Thin high
aspect ratio Si3N4 waveguides achieved loaded Q factors beyond 20× 106 with a
Brillouin threshold of 12.7mW [655]. Large mode volume integrated SiO2 ridge
waveguide have demonstrated record Q factors for integrated resonators, with
values beyond 100× 106 and an observed Brillouin threshold of 0.8mW [656].
Considering the sensitivity of the narrowing factor with the linewidth of the
acoustic mode, further theoretical research is required to understand the effects
generating lasing while overlapped with a large number of radiative acoustic
modes with varying lifetimes [121, 432, 643].
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Figure 10.2: Schematic of possible integration strategy of soft glassmaterialwith siliconwaveguides.

10.3.3 Future Integration Strategies

To successfully integrate soft glasses with active photonic circuits new techniques
will need to be adopted. In the following we describe possible integration strate-
gies which may be compatible with integration in imec’s current active platform
iSiPP50G [329, 657].

Etched Glass Waveguides A schematic of this possible strategy is shown in
fig. 10.2. An option available in the iSiPP50G platform of imec is to etch through
the SiO2 cladding down to the silicon waveguide. This nominally results in a
thin layer of SiO2, however extra SiO2 may need to be deposited to achieve an
optimum field concentration in the soft glass waveguide. A resist is spun coat to
protect the wafer, and processed with lithography to define the region where the
soft glass will be deposited. After removing the processed resist, the soft glass
is deposited onto the wafer. This is followed by a further resist lithography and
etching process to define the soft glass waveguide. This is followed by cladding
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deposition: on the order of 1 µm is sufficient to protect the waveguide and the
full trench does not need to be filled. Finally the original resist is removed with a
lift-off process, returning the rest of the wafer to its original state. Some resist may
be present in the cladded region, but this should not pose an issue considering the
low index of the most resits, provided sufficient spacing is given (> 2µm) around
the soft glass waveguide. Appropriate coupling to the silicon circuit, using tapers
with the multiple etch levels of the silicon waveguides should allow for low loss
coupling.

Etch-less Structures Another option in imecs platform is light pass (LPASS),
where the silicon nitride layer, which is used for electrical isolation, is removed
to reduce reflections when coupling to the circuit. This layer also prevents any
metallic routing in this region, generating errors during the design rule checking
stage. By locally etching the thermal oxide cladding, we can gain access to the
photonic layer and integrate our soft glass material. An interesting possibility is
using the etched trench to form the shape of the waveguide, as introduced recently
by LioniX [658]. A schematic of this process is shown in fig. 10.3. As before, a resist
is spun coat and processed with lithography. Now a trench is directly etched into
the SiO2 top cladding. The soft glass is deposited, filling the trench, and followed
by a cladding. A final lift-off step removes the initial resist. This procedure has the
advantage of less lithography and etch steps, however it is quite sensitive to the
trench depth proximity to the silicon photonic layer. Evanescent coupling can be
performed between two layers with slowly tapered waveguides [308], to interface
the soft-glass and front endwaveguides. Alternatively, the use of gratings between
the optical layers can be less sensitive to the trench depth precision [659].

0. Original 1. Resist + Lith 2. Etch Trench

3. Deposit Chalc 4. Cladding Deposition 5. Final Lift-Off

Figure 10.3: Schematic of etch-less integration strategy of soft glass material with silicon waveg-
uides.

10.4 Opportunities Enabled By Brillouin Scattering Within
Circuits

As Brillouin scattering is successfully integrated into future photonic circuits
it will enable a new degree of freedom in device design. Thus it is important
to begin considering what opportunities Brillouin components will enable in
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these circuits. We provide perspectives for new devices enabled by integration
of Brillouin components and close with a discussion on possibilities enabled by
circuit level design.

10.4.1 Possible Opportunities

Narrow linewidth lasers are crucial for a number of applications, in particular
coherent telecommunications operating at high modulation formats [660]. State
of the art hybrid silicon lasers, using InP semiconductor gain media embedded in
optical cavities formed of silicon, are currently capable of achieving linewidths
on the order of 50 kHz [661, 662]. These integrated lasers could be used to pump
high-Q Brillouin active cavities, which will generate spectrally purified narrow
linewidth lasers [121, 465]. Rather than using a single resonator matched to the
Brillouin frequency shift, multiple compact resonators can be coupled to tailor the
optical density of states [663–667]. This density of states engineering has a further
advantage that higher order Stokes waves could be suppressed, enabling large
output powers and narrower Schawlow-Townes linewidths [121, 643]. In doing
so, widely tunable Hz linewidth lasers will be available in integrated devices.

As integrated lasers become more advanced and move to longer optical wave-
lengths, circuit characterisation at these new frontiers becomes incredibly impor-
tant. One technology that allows for high resolution spectral analysis is based on
Brillouin scattering, the Brillouin optical spectrum analyser (BOSA) [487]. BOSA
devices are capable of sub pm resolution [668], can achieve high dynamic range
[669], and can capture phase and amplitude information [670]. But the most
powerful characteristic of the BOSA is its simplicity; it only requires a tunable
pump laser, Brillouin scattering and a photodetector. A range of materials would
be suitable for generating Brillouin scattering in these circuits, including chalco-
genides and semicondunctors such as Germanium. Successful integration of
BOSA systems into photonic circuits, which operate in the near and far infrared,
could accelerate the transition to these longer operational wavelengths.

10.4.2 New Devices and Concluding Remarks

Now that the understanding of Brillouin scattering in photonic circuits has been
well established in a number of platforms over the past few years [89, 95, 96,
103–105, 124, 389], the field is transitioning to a new regime where a circuit level
approach is being taken to device optimisation. A good example of this is the
recent work demonstrating forward intermodal Brillouin scattering [110], enabled
through the use of silicon mode couplers [671], and the work in this thesis on
hybrid integration of As2S3 and SOI [479], which required adiabatic bends to fit
within a compact working area. Intermodal scattering has since been utilised for
the recent results of Brillouin lasing in a silicon circuit [672]. In the following we
briefly outline future directions for researchers in this field.

Working on a circuit level provides multiple opportunities when harnessing
Brillouin scattering in resonators. The requirement for the free spectral range to
satisfy the Brillouin frequency shift can be met in more ways than just varying
the resonator length. The degenerate cavity modes can be split, using multiple
resonators or self coupling in the same resonator mode [663–667], to satisfy this
condition. The resonator can be made to be transparent to one of the waves, by
using intermodal scattering orwavelength sensitive couplers [673], akin to systems
using optical isolators to prevent one wave from circulating [126]. One could even
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choose to use multiple materials within a single resonator, having a Brillouin gain
medium embedded within a larger external cavity, providing another path to
higher quality factors. Clearly, a wealth of opportunities are available and new
demonstrations will rapidly occur in the next few years.

For travelling wave devices there are also interesting possibilities. Perhaps
the strongest is the adoption of slow light systems to generate large Brillouin
gain in ultra-compact devices. The use of an optically written Bragg grating
has demonstrated that Brillouin scattering scales appropriately in slow light
systems [90]. Future devices will utilise lithographically defined components to
increase the slow down factors, with photonic crystals [242] and coupled ring
devices [239, 244] both viable options. The affect of waveguide geometry on
the phononic system certainly needs to be considered in these devices, but if
performed correctly large gain coefficients well over 105 could be attained and
perhaps leading to unexplored physical regimes [674]. Another opportunity is
splitting Brillouin amplifier devices into multiple discrete elements, to inhibit
the build up of spontaneous Brillouin scattering [368]. Adopting circuit design
strategieswill certainly enable efficient, compact and lownoise Brillouin amplifiers
in the near future.

This thesis has set out to provide a definitive reference material for future
students and researchers exploring Brillouin scattering in photonic circuits. This
has required covering a wealth of material from somewhat disparate areas: from
the historical development of Brillouin scattering and the theory of optical waveg-
uides and photonic circuits, to the latest technologies and materials for photonic
integration. We have definitively demonstrated that chalcogenide glasses are ca-
pable of strong Brillouin interactions in photonic circuits, and that these materials
can be interfaced with standard platforms without any cost to performance. The
understanding developed in this thesis will be of use to those studying Brillouin
scattering and photonic circuits alike, as the progress in these fields continues to
accelerate in the coming years.
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Appendix A
Elasticity Theory Notation

We begin by considering a solid body. Under an external force this body will
become deformed, the strain is the relative change in distance between particles
within the body due to the deformation. For a simple 1D case with a uniform
deformation we will have

ε =
l′ − l

l
where l′ is the deformed length and l is the original length. In a more general
sense we need to consider a point in 3D in the solid, with its spatial position by the
vector x. If acted on by the external force then this original position is deformed
to a new position x′. The displacement, due to the strain, can then be defined
simply as

u = x′ − x

By considering how much an infinitesimal length dx changes under the displace-
ment u we can derive the finite strain tensor, which is then given by

εij =
1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi
+

∂uk

∂xi

∂uk

∂xj

)
For small strains the 3rd term is very small, and we can thus write the linearized
strain tensor as

εij =
1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)
which can be expressed in matrix form as

εij =
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 (A.1)

It is important to note that this tensor is symmetric, i.e εij = εji and can thus be
represented by 6 terms only. It is also important to note that the strain tensor
does not describe the complete deformation, just the part of the deformation that
changes the size and shape of parts of the solid.

The description above shows how displacements in a continuous media are
related to the strain, which are due to some external forces acting on the body. A
solid body can experience two types of general forces, a body force, which acts on
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all points in the body simultaneously, or a traction force, which is applied at the
boundary. The traction force is transmitted to the interior of the body via internal
forces, i.e stresses. The stress tensor is thus defined at a single point as the force per
unit area acting on a plane oriented at that point. It is a 2nd rank tensor given by:

σij =

 σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyx
σzx σzy σzz

 (A.2)

The off diagonal terms result in shear stresses, where the diagonal terms result in
normal stress components. Positive normal stresses are outwards from the body.
The stress and the strain are linearly related through a set of constitutive relations,
essentially the 3D version of Hooke’s law.

σij = cijklεkl (A.3)
εij = sijklσkl (A.4)

where c is known as the stiffness tensor and s is the compliance tensor. Expanding
out even a single term of the above is clearly quite intensive, with nine terms
over the entire elastic tensor on the right hand side. If the interaction is devoid
of body-torques then the stress tensor becomes symmetric, i.e σij = σji and we
can compact down all the above summations quite heavily with the use of Voigt
notation. We can introduce the stress vector and strain vector, T and S, which are
given by

T =



σxx
σxy
σzz
σyz
σzx
σxy

 =



T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

 S =



εxx
εxy
εzz
εyz
εzx
εxy

 =



S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

 (A.5)

Hooke’s law can then be re-expressed in more simplified terms as, focusing just
for the stiffness tensor,

T = c : S

Finally, the stiffness tensor is still an array of six by six terms, explicitly given by
individual cij values. Many of the terms inside the stiffness tensor are zero or equal,
depending on the different crystal or material classes. For cubic and isotropic
media, the only types of materials investigated in this thesis, the stiffness tensor is
symmetric and is determined by only three elastic constants, c11, c12 and c44, such
that

c =



c11 c12 c12 0 0 0
c11 c12 0 0 0

c11 0 0 0
c44 0 0

c44 0
c44

 (A.6)

where c44 = (c11 − c12)/2 in the case of isotropic media, such as amorphous
glasses.
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Appendix B
Integrated Optics: A Pre History

Modern integrated optical devices consist of wafer scale produced circuits with
many individual components approaching (or indeed, below) the wavelength of
the guided electromagneticwaves. From this perspective, onemay be led to believe
that the birth of integrated optics followed from the development of lithographic
tools for micro electronics. This is true, however, and quite remarkably, modern
style integrated optical circuits were predicted only a few years after the very
first demonstrations of photolithographically produced electronic circuits in the
early 1970s. Here we provide a brief description of the early interest in guided
electromagnetic waves, which leads into the famous edition of Bell Labs System
Journal.

B.1 Microwave Waveguides

Before we get ahead of ourselves, what is the first example of a work investigating
guided electromagnetic waves? Like many aspects of electromagnetism, Lord
Rayleigh (in 1897) was first to investigate the waveguide modes propagating
through hollow metallic tubes [675]. The rectangular and circular (and perfectly
conducting) waveguides explored in Rayleigh’s work allowed exact solutions to
be formed. Significant early contributions also came from the works of Arnold
Sommerfeld, in particular the derivation of the waves guided by a solid lossy
cylindrical wire in 1899 [676]. But for integrated optics early theory work, perhaps
the key work, was performed by Hondros and Debye in 1910 [677], where the
authors studied the mode propagation in a purely dielectric rod without any
conductors.

While the wireless transmission of radio waves was a broad research topic
in the early 1900s, predated by impressive experimental work by J. C. Bose as
highlighted by Emerson [678], waveguides did not receive significant focus within
the wider literature again until the 1930s. Two papers stimulated the field: G.
Southworth from Bell Laboratories and W. Barrow from MIT, who presented
similar work, theory and experiment, focusing on guided waves in cylindrical
metallic tubes, filled with dielectric or air. The key results leading to these works,
and the interactions between the researchers at the time, are described in detail by
K. Packard [679]. Of note is the fact that the researcherswere unaware of Rayleigh’s
paper for a number of years and developed theory and intuition from scratch.
While experimental results were based on the conducting rods, descriptions and
intuition for purely dielectric waveguides is also provided in these works [680,
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681]. An accompanying paper from colleagues of Southworth in the same issue of
Bell System Technical Journal describes the theory of these waveguides, and focuses
purely on dielectric rods, even discussing the conditions for cut-off [682]. This
theory work was key to later developments of early optical fibers. Following this,
Southworth performed a number of talks on the properties of waveguides (such
as modes and cutoff frequencies) and even presented public demonstrations of
his experimental systems.

These key results were followed by a flurry of activity, particularly by Barrow
and his colleagues, as interests in waveguides grew due to their the use in a num-
ber of applications, in particular communication and Radar. A thorough treatise
of the electromagnetic waves in hollow rectangular tubes was published by L.
Chu and W. Barrow [683]. What is remarkable in this work is the thorough, and
clear, detail to which this system is explored, with experiments measuring various
properties and even calculations of mode fields. An extensively detailed treatise
was also developed by S. Schelkunoff (also from Bell Labs) [684]. In this work
Schelkunoff approaches the problem from the perspective of transmission lines
and impedances, which was the style of the time for microwave resonance struc-
tured but the first time for guided wave systems. The results of the work include
plots of some interesting waveguide shapes and overall the results were similar
to the work of Chu, but greatly expanded the understanding and approaches
available to physicists and engineers of the period. These works inspired a great
deal of further research from hundreds of individuals in many institutions around
the world.

B.2 Optical Waveguides

Dielectric waveguides received significant further exploration at microwave wave-
lengths, in particular for the use of leaky wave antennas. However, at this point we
diverge from a focus on microwave theory and shift to early works on waveguides
at optical frequencies. Two articles published back to back in Nature in 1954 inves-
tigate the use of optical fiber for flexible conduits for imaging, termed fibrescopes
[685, 686]. These structures consisted of large bundles of individual fibers, with
structures of the size that were large enough that the dynamics could be described
by geometric ray optics alone [687]. As fabrication capabilities improved, individ-
ual fibers were made smaller in an effort to improve the spatial resolution of the
imaging, to the point that they were within a few wavelengths (or below!) that of
the guided light [688]. This surprised researchers at the time as it was thought that
guidance would be for fibers with core diameters smaller than 10 wavelengths!
At this point, waveguiding effects were observable, along with significant mode
coupling when only a single fiber is excited, producing fringes and distorting the
images the researchers where attempting to capture. They went back to the earlier
modal theory of dielectric rods for microwaves and made extensions to cover the
new observations [689] and figure out how to minimise the waveguiding effects.

In the same year that Kapany and Bourke were minimising the waveguiding
effects, 1961, Snitzer and Osterberg observed the modes of a fiber when illumi-
nated with visible light [690]. Theory developed by Snitzer [691] allowed for an
understanding of ways to illuminate the fiber such that individual modes could
be imaged. These modal images have a remarkable clarity and are reminiscent of
modern undergraduate experiments investigating spatial modes of a free space
cavity. Interest in optical fiber continued over the next few years, with a continued
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focus of the use of for a communications medium. Considerable momentum in
optical fibers was built after the definitive work of C. Kao in 1966 [43], for which
Kao received the Nobel Prize in 2009. This work explored the theory, and experi-
ment, of various properties of guided waves of glass fibers of different material
types. The investigated properties included sources of losses, optical dispersion,
power handling and how these different properties affected information capacity
in real devices. The commonly acknowledged key result was the possibility of
making fibers with orders of magnitude lower losses than the multi dB /m, which
was the state of the art of the time. The work of Kao received some attention in the
wider research community and only a few years later in 1971, Corning fabricated
optical fibers with losses of 20 dB /km at the 633 nmHe-Ne line, an incredible loss
reduction over such a short period of time and suitable for early communications
purposes.

While fiber devices rapidly progressed, early works on planar waveguides
was quite rudimentary. It is acknowledged that many of the groups that explored
fibers also performed calculations on thin films, due to the more straightforward
mathematical formulation, however the literature does not seem to hold many
results. Researchers at the Wheeler laboratories (formed by a pioneer of mi-
crowave systems Harold Wheeler) published a number of papers investigating
optical waveguides during the 60s. The first of these works was a slab waveguide,
consisting of a liquid core sandwiched between two pieces of optically polished
glass [692]. The liquid core was used to provide a smooth interface and also pro-
vide flexibility of the core index, allowing for controlled investigations of modal
behaviour. Initially they adjusted the index so the waveguide was multimode,
and proceeded to excite different modes by changing the input angle. They then
reduced the index contrast and would only observe a single guided mode as they
varied the angle. Another work of Wheeler laboratories used a Nd doped glass
slab as a waveguide core, immersed in a liquid bath [693]. The doped glass was
pumped and single mode lasing output was observed, with a diffraction limited
beam (in the transverse direction of wave guiding). If the temperature of the
liquid was varied such that nclad > ncore than no lasing output was observed. The
single mode operation of the demonstrated laser was superior to the unstable
multi-mode output of an earlier an Nd doped fiber waveguide.

The work of Wheeler labs was based on slab optical waveguides formed of
glass with no lateral confinement. In the prescient work by Anderson [694],
”Applications of microphotolithography to millimeter and infrared devices”, descriptions
ofmicrowave and infraredwaveguides formedusingmicrolithography techniques,
with semiconductor materials, are given. This work realised the applicability of
applying microfabrication techniques, still very early from microelectronics, to
planar optical waveguides. The waveguides were formed by processing silica
on top a doped silicon slab. No numbers of waveguide performance are given,
though a sidewall roughness of 200 nm RMS is quoted, images of standing waves
in guided structures are provided showing guidance. Anderson also highlights
work on p-n junctions in GaAs and GaP in Bell Labs, for the use of electro optic
modulators [695]. The works of Yariv [696, 697], and the descriptive but clear work
from Ashkin [698], show the possibility of guiding light near the depletion layer
of p-n junctions in semiconductors, due to the slight changes of material index in
this region. These early works focusing on semiconductors and microlithography
herald the absolute explosion of research in integrated optical devices in the 1970s
and beyond, propelled by an edition of Bell Labs Journal in 1969, as discussed in
the next section.
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B.3 Bell Labs Journal Issue: Heralding IntegratedOpticalCir-
cuits

In 1969, the real beginnings of modern integrated optics was initiated in volume
48 of The Bell System Technical Journal. This volume contains 4 articles [171, 699–
701], including a summary article, covering different aspects of integrated optical
systems, and highlights the opportunities of creating integrated optical circuits
rather than just single devices. The abstract from the summary article ”Integrated
Optics: An Introduction” by S. Miller [171] is as follows:

This paper outlines a proposal for a miniature form of laser beam
circuitry. Index of refraction changes of the order of 10−2 or 10−3

in a substrate such as glass allow guided laser beams of width near
10 microns. Photolithographic techniques may permit simultaneous
construction of complex circuit patterns. This paper also indicates pos-
sible miniature forms for a laser, modulator, and hybrids. If realized,
this new art would facilitate isolating the laser circuit assembly from
thermal, mechanical, and acoustic ambient changes through small
overall size; economy should ultimately result.

The desire for these new integrated systems is quite intriguing. In the introduction
of his article, Miller outlines how current repeater experiments using lasers (over a
range of wavelengths even at that time) is akin to ”interconnecting the oscillators,
modulators, detectors, and so on, using a form of extremely short-range radio”.
The general thought was by integrating all these components significant advan-
tages over free space optics could be achieved in sensitivity and compactness, no
doubt assisting the development of devices for communications systems.

Undoubtedly inspired by the well developed literature of microwave waveg-
uides, this volume covers an astonishing number of aspects integrated optical
circuitry. In the remaining of the summary article Miller covers points from the
other articles and summarises a number of possible components which, clear
even at that time, should be realisable if technology is approved. The components
included:

• Integrated lasers with resonators formed using distributed partially reflec-
tive mirrors. Possible schemes for optical pumping and electrical pumping
are indicated.

• Optical modulators, using electro-optic material that is embedded or as a
thin layer over the main waveguide. Driving voltages of only a few Volts
were expected.

• Directional couplers and waveguide crossings.

• Frequency selective filters, using a scheme which looks very similar to a
Mach Zhender interferometer with resonators in the arms.

The remaining articles cover a number of the technical and theoretical details
which were summarised by Miller. In ”Dielectric Rectangular Waveguide and Direc-
tional Coupler for Integrated Optics”, E. Marcatili explores the theory and properties
of rectangular waveguides and directional couplers [700]. He finds conditions for
single mode operation, effective index properties with changing dimensions and
ways of suppressing modes with absorbing (i.e metal) layers on some interfaces.
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For directional couplers it was found that, for a spacing similar to the waveguide
dimension, a 3 dB coupler could be formed with only a few 100’s of um length.
Another article by Marcatili [699],”Bends in Optical Dielectric Guides”, investigates
the properties of bends for waveguides of different types. This thorough treatise
(30 pages long) identifies loss sources for bends in waveguides through theory
and simulation, identifying that small single-mode geometries are capable of tight
bends below 100um radius and that in multi-mode structures significant issues
will arise from mode coupling between bent and straight waveguides. Finally,
the paper by J. Goell [701], ”A Circular-Harmonic Computer Analysis of Rectangular
Dielectric Waveguides”, provides theory and simulations of optical mode properties
such as effective indices and also mode profiles of different waveguide cases.

Cumulatively these articles have received just under 4,000 citations as of 2017.
This is really quite remarkable when you consider that there was no actual experi-
mental measurements or physical devices presented in these works. These papers
where published to extend the theory of the time and to stimulate the broader
scientific community into studying this new and emerging, fascinating area. To
quote the end of Miller’s article:

Finally, a word of caution is needed. Work is just beginning in the
directions indicated, and we have identified goals rather than accom-
plishments. We recognize these are difficult goals; but we believe they
are worth the serious effort required to achieve them.

Considering just one benefit of integrated optics onmodern society (i.e telecommu-
nications based on ubiquitous lithium niobate modulators), the goals suggested
in these works were indeed worth the effort extorted by hundreds of researchers
over the proceeding decades.
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